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Letter of Tril,mittal

My Dear Mr. President:

"September 30,1977

I have the honor of transmitting to yot4 and through. you to the
Congress, the Nirith hnnual Report. of the National Science Board.

,In this Report, Science Indic 1,976, the Board presents the third
step in the, process begun: th Science Indicators-1972 of developing
indicators of the state of nce in the United States. Our goal is-a
periodical series of indices-of the strengths and weaknesses of science"
and teArcology in the United'Stafes and'the changingt haracter of that
activity. We hope that by contributing to the_ understanding of the
scientific enterprise it AI wt-'vill-Turawiwn its forwards thrust,
illuminateits significance, assist in the examination of its problems, and
*therebr" increase its role in 'the resolution of issues of great nationai
concern.

The indicators in t1 is Report deal primarily 1.rith resourgeshuman
and fin'a'ncial for -research and development. It deals as Well with
measures of some of the impkts and contributions of research and
developMent to the welfare of the Nation. In bur continuing use of these,
indicators, we:are broadening our study of their characteristics and pi-an
to describe our progresi in subsequent Sciene Indicator reports.

Respectfully,yours,

, .

Norman Flackerman ,
-_-

. . Chairman, ljationat Science Board

. The; Honorable
'The President of-the United_ States

.107
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In/rags tion

In 1968 the Congiess directed the National
Science bard to assess the status and,healthof.
science, %eluding. such% matters as national_
resources and manpower, -in report's to be
rendered to the President for submistipn to tire

- Congress. Iii the Board initiated the
Indicators series, and in 197.0 a joint committee of

. the Congress indicated its continuing interest in
this particular series.} Science Indii.ator3-1976 is
the ninth such annual report and the third in the
Science indicators series. With it, the Board
continues its effort to describe quantitatively the
condition of science and research in the United
States._

'C-

,The Report

This report represents 'a stage- in the con-
tinuing effort to develop indicators of the status
Of science and technology in the various sectors
of the U.S. economy. Science and technology are
also examined in the-internItional context. The
intentof the present report is to select indicators
of significant parameters of U.S. science and its
related technology, and present them dearly and
preciiely with the appropriate caveats Because
the report has a great many users tvith different
needs and points of view, the interpretation of
the indicators is Iefurnainly to the reader_

The report has been patterne&'after Science
Indicators -19742 with the following differences:

16,

Some new indicators werLadded and4
few previously included 'were 'deleted,
after an evaluation id their usefulness,
statistical significance, and reliability.

Smile of the numerical dataare-differOnt
hecause of changes in some,
classifications and the acquisition, of
more accurate information..
Documentation of data sources is more
complete, with additional references
provided for those readers who are
interested in examining further the
topics discussed in this report.

1 Molise Report 94-1689, 94th'Congress. mid-Session.
September 27;1976, p. 16.

II Same Issdiiprs-1974, National Science Board tlISB 75-
1), -

The indicatori selected for this report...are
pigsented in six chaplets, including an expanded
treatment of some topics Audi as patents, the
U.S. tote in international technology transfer,
the impact of company size on invention and
innovation, and 'the scientific publication
p- atterns_ of V.S.-a uthors., The time span covved

. by the indicators of the scientific ente,rfrise
ranges, from the early 1960's through 1976
whenever feasible.

Each chapter begins with'i set of indicator
highlights-which briefly summarize the major.
indices of that chapter. It sboulebe noted that .
these highlights often omit- the caveats and
explanations which appear in the text itself.. In
the text the indjcators are presented in graphic

-.- or "tabular form and are more fully-discussed.
The appendix consists of detailed data tables,'
which are referenced by the figures and tableiof
the text, These appendix tables usually provide.-
more complete and extensive information A
subject - arranged list of indicators has been
!Amide(' for the reader's convenience:.

eThe ongoing task of glentitying and creating
useful and sound science indices, will continue
since it offers the potential for more enlight-
ened public science policy. j e have been
encouraged by the high level o interest shown
in the previous Science Indiciam reports troth
domesticIllvand abroad. The Board invites
those interested in the use and development.of
such indicators to become involved in the
process and participate in this effort to better.
understand the scientific enterprise.

Indicators of Science

`The purpose and function of science indicators
is to follow changes in the scientific enterprise
and its components over tyne, and thereby to
reveal strengths and weaknesses as they begin to
dtvelop. Such indicators, updated regularly, can
prbvide early warnings of trends that might
impair the ability of American science and some
aspects of technology to meet the needs of the
Nation, Taken tdgether,.iddicators can make
decisionmakers more aware o *thg in-
terrefatednets of the many van les which
describethe Nation's scientific fort--fence
theysan assist 'those who set priorities for ihe
enterprise and allocate fesourcesIto it. .

vii



While the indicators reported "here are; in
_general, statistical time series, not every time,
:Aerie:94S ,an indicator. In,,order -to, serve their
policy purpose, indicators must measure in some
way either' the resources Allocated to the
scientific. enterprise or the fulfillment oaf, its
goals. Thus there arises the rough distinction
betWeen input and output indicat Input
indicators include,,. e, human jT financial
-resources that are e ava" dutling the
education of resew scienttsts and changes ill.
the institutional structures within which
research and devel merit occur.

While some4fficulties remain in the defining
and obtaMing ol_input indicators, indicators of
ocitput, present still, greater challenges and
consequently are less developed. Many of the
"outputs" or results of science are the product of
other social entities as well, so that in measuring
therrqne is measuring more than the effects of
saencz..In additiort,_diany of the results that
science is thought to have- are not definite
enough to be rneasid-ed direFtly. FOr -example,
there-cart be no precise measure of the advante
of knowledge. -One 1i .hight decide to count
rese;isCh? reports, under the assumption that
their distnbution over fields and their changes
over time provide_ inferrnation about the cor-
responding chstnbution and changes in the
advance of knowledge. In this situation, one
would also want to ha`ve additional indicatorsof
the advance of knowledge, to see if they
confirmed what had been learned from the
counts of regearckreports. This example reveals

.

the r.haracterof many output indicators; namely,
that they are quantitative measures standing as
surrogates or approximations_ for something
that , cannot be directly measured. It also
illustrates the value`of having a number of.
indicators to: leflect each .of the outputs of
science.: .

Outpiits include the proximate pr'odu.cts of

4

scientific research as well as its social and
economic effects. In combination, indicators of-
these outputs complement each other and enable

. a picture of the "status' and health"of science to-
emerge. Individually, hovVevii, They may. be
misleading, and even taken together they do not
serve their,,purpose without the application of
the experience and sound judgment of the-.._
policymakers and others who usethern.

Confidence in a particular indicator 'is
strengthened If it can be followed over time and

-its changes observed in relation to other
indicators. These relationships wouldbe.much .

dearer if there were an explicit.model available
of the research enterprise, both in itself and in
relation to the rest of society., Such -an ideal

model would help to fix the significance of each
indicator and would enable the various in-
dicators to be correlat The models that exist,
however, are less gn adequate for this
purpose_ Still, the'developrnent of such concep-
tual formulations of the scientific enterprisewill
probably be an integral-part Of later stagers in the
development of indicators. For the present, one

, must rely on less formal notions Of the cause-
effect relationship that holdi between input and
output indicators, as well as on less definite
notions of the exact significance and precise
impact of each individual indicator_ This again
brings out the need for the application of
ludgment in terpreting these indicators.

.

?: r
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International IndiCatois
of Science and Techho.lbgy

INDICATOR" -11G11
,

o The relative emphasis placed by a country on
research and dexelopmept activities can be
approximated by:comparing its R&D expen-
ditures to its Gross Nidcmal Product (CINT).
During the middle and late 1960's, and_
continuing into the earlyteVentiesthis ratio
generally showed a decline for the United
States, the United Kingdom, France, and
Canada. The West GerMan ratio peaked in
1971 and now appears to be declining -;The

121.p.S.R.'s positive growth, seems to have
leveled off since 1973.1 Since the4ate 1960's,
Japan- has generally shown increases in'its
R&DIGNP tratio.

o Another comparative measure of a country s
R &D effort is the relationship between the
number of scientistsand engineers (S&E's)
and the population. The number of S&E's
per 10,000 population in the United States
has remained constant since 1972. The 175
level is 10 percent lower than that o4190,
when this ratio peaked in the United Stat
Limited data from the other ccnint es
§tudied showed a general` increase in this
ratio.

o A major difference between the 10D
programs of the United States and other
countries relates to the ,distribution of
Government-funds by function. Among_the
countries for which data are available, the
United States devotes a much higher
proportion of Federal R&D funds to defense
and Spate-related activities, especially the
forrner.2

The United States contributes significantly
to the world's scientific and technical

Data regarding the 115 511. shoul4 be treated as
estimates; limited information and differences in basic
definitions make international comparisons involving the
U.S.S.R. very difficult. Mee.the following text for discussion
of-this pointit

2 Data for the 05S4I. are not available.

know_ ledge base. Non-U.S. authors.... cited
U.S. scientific publications 15 percent more
en 1975 than could be expectedirom the U.S.
share of the world's scientific literature7,-
citations to U.S. chemistry, physics, .and
Biomedical- research publicatioas were
respectively 42 percent, 30 percent, and.26
percent, more than could be expected.

o The United States also utilizes other nations'
scientific findings and journals,. In 1975, 57
percept of the citations appearing in U.S.
chemistry publications and 49 percent of
those in U.S. physics_publications were to

_ _ foreign-publicatioris. Those fields with the-
. greatest percentage of articles appearing in

non-U.S. journals in1975-ivere mathematics
and biomedical research (both 27 percent)*
and physics andcheingtry (both 24 percent) .

Since 141, U.S. scientists have received 53
percent of the obeI Prizes-in physics, 36
percent in the istry, and 53 Percent in
physitilogiimedione. his .epresents 47
laureates or 24 percent more Nobel Prize
winnem-in science than during the 4946-
1960?eriod. While U.S. scientists received.
all,o the Nobel Prizes awaided 197,6; the
U.S, Stare of.total prizes 'has- remained at
about 561percent since 1946.;

o Although positive,'-the U.S. pMent balancei
,declined almost, 47 percent between -1966
and 1975. ThiSewas due to the 91 percent 4

increase of foreign-ong inpa tenting, coupled
'With the leveling off and eventual decline in

`,the number of foreign patents awa ded to
U.S. citizens. The United State has a
favorabtk but declining patent bala sith

'Canada, the United Kingdom; and five
European Economic Community countries,
but a' negative balance with West Germany
and Japan.

t1 The share ofil.S.pa tents granted to foreign
7 residents has more than doubled in the last



15 years, reaching a, level of pore than
percent in 1975.. The two countries mo
active in 'obtaining U.S. patents' are West
Germany and Japan. Since 1963, West
German inventors, have been granted the
largest- amotint or foreign-origin patents,
but-Japan js fast approaching the West
German level.. Since 1970, Japanes.e paten-
ting in theUnited States has increased more
than .100 peilent in almost every, major
industrial category.

o A sample of major U.S. innovations shows
those of the United Stites to ,be almost
entirely based on domestic inventions (93
percent) and highly directed towards
producer gooifi markets (47'percent). Of th
countries studied, the United Kingdom ham
the highest concearation of innovations

'aimed at producer goods (72 percent), while
French innovations are often directed
toward the government rather than other
markets. -

a -Since 9o0, the United States has main-
tains an increasingly positive balance of
payrn nts associated with ythe sale of
technical know-how (patents, licenses,
manufacturing rights; etc.). Royalties and
fees associated with direct investment ha. e
expanded twice as, fast as those from
unaffiliated firms from 1966 19 1975. U.S.
technology and know-how havebeen largely

#transfarrecr to industrialized. countries,
Orticularly in Western Europe, with 78
percent of direct investment-relSted, and 85
percent of unaffiliated purchases, being
made in 1975 by developed . countries.
Likewise7 almost all of the foreign know-

.

_n

The of the
pre+. alent therm; of toda ht. t rue
Isifh regard to 'emu, whit h it \try nAure

not limited b.,pvlittcAl boundaric, but other
is tran.national: in 4. haracter i he inter-
nationSlsm of -.mien'. e bo:,cd on the fat t that
ret.earkh finding. hac Si-
em I., an act umulatire ettortand the bouli

how purchased by the United States in 19:f5
came from Western Europe (73 percent) and
Canada (22 pe-rcent).

o Productivity levels in the United States
exceed those of France, West Germany, and
the United Kingdom, but U.S.-proihictivity
gains between 1960 and 1976 were the
smallest of the five countries. Japanese
productivity gains were more than five
times greater than U.S. increases, although
the actual .p\roductivity level was still '40_
pe ent below that of the United States in
1 76.

o 'The U.S. trade balance for Rtb-intensive
manufactured products has been posithlb
and rising since 190; the 1976 balance was -

five times that of 1%0 and 21/2 times the.
1970 level. Surpluses from R&D-intensive
product groups have had an extremely
important role in maintaining an overall
_favorable U.S. trade balance, and until 1976,
have been more than sufficient to cover the
increasing deficits from non-R&D-intensive
proaucts.

o The primary R&D-intensive exports to
Western Europe were largely products of
the 'aircraft and nonelectrical machinery
industries, while chiefly nonelectrical
machinery and chemical pi-oducts were
exported, to developing countries, and
electrical and nonelectrical machinery to
Canada. The negatHe trade balance inR&D-
intensive products with Japan Vv4s due
mainly to U.S. imports of electrical
machinery and to a lesser degree to imports
of professional and scientific instruments

.. and nonelectrical machineri.

1

A

knoi.% ledge -ha.. hen built oter tim
h the tontrihtititen- it re.eari. her,- an 1

thinker. trom all natii,n.

Fechnolog. in the other rland, may le,
ui nature hay burn pointed out 1,t

the rek( nt t all Tor tnterrnt.dtaLt:or appropriate
tvk hnologle, ..-for particular ern; ironment.,

)
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especially developing_. countries.) Such
technologies,. are labor-intensive, efficient on
sm..all sales, easily serviceable, and use locally

_

available materials. However, even though they
ntay differ in their applicability peusefulneis -
depending. on many factors such as culture,
levels of economic deielopment,'and market
structuretechnologies often produce
impacts (i.e., -nuclear reactors and. weapons;

_

cominunications satellites, oral contraceptives,
andjet engines). The desire to find better; faster
or more efficient' ways of doing things is mot

\limited to any particular. country or-society.
Additionally, technologies cross nationaTbound-
aries in many forms. including foreign trade,
exchange or assistance programs, and the sale of
technical knowledge. .

r
This chapter attempts to science and

technology as they interface and-interact with
international scientific arid technolOgleal

ende,avors. Indicators_are_presented to show the
level Of investment En-researchand development
in variotis,countries in terms of money and
manpower. Epthination is alsoMade of perfor-
mance Measures. The extenf and significanceof
scientific re-sear_EI is reflected here bY participa-

. non in multinational 'scientifk meetings and the
. proliferation of scientific literature and cross-
country citations. International prizes point to
the prestige of science_ Indicators of
'technological activity include, among- others,
invention and innovation patterns, international
transactions in' technical know-how, and -trade
balances in R&D-intensive products.

International, indicators of science and -
technology are faced- with problems of data'
availability and, reliability,
differences in definition
methodologies, . and sta

and cross-country
s and concepts,
iistical reporting.

if. 1,

proceduies.4 for these reasons as wellas the fact
that got every country - allocates the same
importance or priority to research and develop-;
,ment, the emphasis of this chapter is more on
understanding where the United States" fits
within the frantework of trends in international
_science and technology than on cross-country
comparisons in general.

4

RESOURCES,FOR R&D

Most-of the research and development per-
formed throtighout the IN-yid hat generally been
attributed to the scientific and technological
endeavor's of seven nations. Presented here ate
comparilons' of the levels of financial and
manpower resources invested in research and
development -by- these nations_ and a brief
examination of the major sources of support and
general -areas of R&D ;activity (e.g., defense, ,

space, and heMth). It should be noted that
expenditures reported for the United States and
the Soviet Union are for the Rerformance of .

'R&D alone, while thOse for other countries
include their associated capital expenditures.

I

I

, 1

r0

I See for example, E.F Schumacher, Small is Bea'utifsiL

Econaniirs as if People Mattered (New York Harper and Row,
1973); Nicolas Jequire, ed., Appropriate Technology: Problems and
Prantises (Pans. Organisation of tcpnomic'Co-operanon and
Development, 1976);",Prdposal fora Program in Apiropriate
Technology, transmitted by the Agency far International
Development to the Cummrttv on International Relations,
qs House of Representatives. 94th Congress. 24 Session,
July 27, 1.976. 'See also Richard S. Eckaus. Appropriate

o reehdfogits fir"' Developing Countnes. ,(Washington, D -C .:
National Academy of Sciences, 1977). This report points out

v that criteria and goals falechnological choices are often
conflicting or inconsistent; that present understanding op

. ' both the characteristics of teifinology and the methods and
consequences of ttchnulogy transfer is meager, and thus it is
difficultp best to identify what an apprups.ate tedlnuivgy--.
might be.

I

4xpenditures for R&D

--"

Direct international comparisons of the levels , -

of effort devoted to research and development
are severely hampered by constantly fluctuating
exchange rates among international currencies
and differences in the; omposition and relative
costs of manpower and capital inputs. into the
R&D programs of different nations.:The
'dicator used most often to circumvent these
difficulties is the ratio -of 'gross nationaLexpen-
&tures for research ancl development (GERD)-to
the Gross National Product (GNP). This
provides- one measure of _The fraction of a
country's total economic output that is devoted
to the performance of.research and development
and thefefoie is an indicalitin of- the level of a
nation's R&D 'effort.

The Org'anisation of Economic Co-operation
and Development has developed a classification
scheme fa/ countries according to their absolute.
and relative amounts of resources devoted to,

The Organisation of _Economic Co-operation and
Development has attenyted to deal w tR the problem of
international MX statistics. However, many of the above
meatkined'pialerns persist.
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R.:W.8 Those coun tries Which expend sufficie n

' ly largefands on -R &D to be al?le to undertake a
wide range of .projects and Athich are, highly
"R&D-intensive" those, whic.ft---have a
GERDIGNI) ratio of ov6r percena include
the United States, the.

and
Kingdom, West

Germany, France, japan, and the.Soviet Union,6 i_
Canada falls:, into the group which devotes
moderately Large sums,' _to R&D (0.6

thtisnitting major efforts in .
on`e or:tWo areas,. but with a smiller sharebf
national resources expended-6n .researth. The

.- %majority of the developing countries alIckate
small amounts of resources to R&D in both
absolute and relative terms (less than 0.3 percent

'" of GNP).7-
During the middle and late 1,960's, the level of

. R &D- funding. in the UnitedStates, the United --
Kingdom, France, and Canada began a' decline
relative to the'GNP of these countries. As can be
seen-in Figure 1-4., available data for the United
Kingdom, France, and Canada do not as yekshow
signs of overcoming this decline:For theUnited
States,4975 saw a slight increase in.the
Ipt estimates for 1976 show a large decreas,e to
2.25 percent, the lowest of the period.8

In the United States, the United Kingdom, and
'Fiance, the R&D expenditiire per GNP

.- decreases over ,the past several years reflect,a
dimiiiished share of GNP devoted to the
performance of R&D rather than a decrease in
absolute levels .of' funding: However,- absolute
redactions were experienced in the Govdnment
space R&D budget in, the United States and in
defense and energy R&D funds in France (see
Appendix Table 1-3). Canada, while increasing c

the _level of R&D funding, has enjoyed large
increases in G Np in recent year*, thus account-

. ing for decreases in the ratio of Rg.t.D exPen-'
ditures to
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'5 Further discussion of individual Country performance
Within each of these groups appears in "Trends in R&D
Between 1971`and 1973 in OECD Countries," Samcr Rtsourrr*

; Neffastriltr. No. ',OECD, September 1976.
0 Although OECD class:ties France in ',his group, at 19-5

,eheFrenchCERD:CNPratiodruppedio 1.48 The L.5.51Z .5
not tlassifia by OECD but is mentioned here because it
would-fij into this grouping: . ' ..

.

/ "Contribution of R&DStatis tics to the Understanding of
Structural Dirferences Between Countnes- In fiderai Nay.
'Plans. and Organsdhan jar Surn.e ant Tahnology. Part II, L.S.
Congress,

5
Hous Committee on Sciencrand Astropautl.s.,

93d Cohgras;2d Se*ion, 1974, p 27.
egstintated from Natiohal Scienie Foundation, National

, halms of R&D Roptits. 1953.7.0 tNSF 7.6-310),_ p. 28", and
eamrtak Naas. MarCh 21, 1977. '

4.-,,P.,-... - . r..-
..-.0 .....

5

t 1111,1i i l t-i,t

During the decade 1962-72, bath Japan and
West Germany recorded substantial growth in
the proportion of their GNPdirected toward.
R&D.13etween 1972 and 14974, Jam continued
to' increase its ,R&D_ prOportian, while West
perpany sliowtd signs ofentering a leveling-off
period-and an 'eventual decline in 1176. Linder-
liing their growth during this period, were
continuous large increases in R&D fundingfrom
both industry and, governMent witha smaller

12
_



pro rhoa of ihe total earmarked _for kl4ense-
_r-ela ed R&D. Total R&D expenditures by Japan over-eAtin?ated relative-to U.S. riata.17

%-increa\Sed'at an egige annual rate of nearly 19 --171 -, . '-' _ 1 ; _ - _ -2

. °percent lietiv 962 -ancl$972,, and t.hose of R&D pethonnel s,
----

_. --.. -
.

- West Germa'n y at *peiterit, as coreparedtto-a 6 : -',_ _ z .
.),Frircen- t ritc.i. f growIn in-",&D expenditures in Fijure 1 -2 Showl the- nulnE/er of .R&D.

the _United- States' Between" 1972 and 1974, scientists and engineers per 1'0,000 poptilatiori
-homieVer; total R&D expenditures in2re, asect between 19.65 41nd 1975 for -the severtRiatinnb
.abbut50.percent inIppin, hut day 15 percent in mentioned earlier...Tins indicator pnavides yet

-'1"--- -West Gerritany and 14 percent.in The Unitfd an4er comparison of the extent of a country's
.7, ,$tateS. from-1.975i to._1976, tothl R4Dtepenr

51inires increased byonly $ percept i - West
'Getirialry and-0 ,pertent In the'United States
A.bilikethe .experience of the UniteclStates and
Prahce,-.-
governor

compare, it is thOught that they aresianificantly

nati8nal R&D ,eficuit. Since there ate many,
variations in the sophisticatiortleveland ptoduc- .
tivity ofir&D inputs of nations,-this indicator 1'

viewed only as an approximate,&D fandS provided .13,- the, "a.measure 'off edepth -an d-direction of a coun tqs
is of japan.and West Gerananygrelv Rjrc? effcrA. , f

more dl --until 1973 than corresponding -
industry funds. Historically, industry has pro- . `.As can be se'en;Irorn. tte figure, the Uruied
vided over.40percentand 50 percent dna

R&D finds, respectively, in the 1
countzies.'a The-government R&D 'fu

. 1peStates erienced a 9 Percent.der.line..in the_ -. _

,,,n bet or sde,n is and engineefiefliaged in
R & D per 10;000 om 1969 to 1971, W "' then

_ ._ Japan and ,,West -Germany_ are irrn on reittained-at ,,a nearly_ -Constant level through
_____, the SilVancemenf.of knowleflge.and, to a lissec 1975.17 The nurn6er Of R&D-_-perfOrinitig scjen-

V" exterit,pn geneial economic growth and erkeigy_ tists and engineers, in each _of the :remaining4

T production. Little elnpltasis is given to military, ., , _,countfies !rose at; a faster rate than their
space, or-health research and development)v . respectivepopulations.Not only did the propor-
, .. , . _ _ - - . ii,`` . .:tioif o tr&Dtscientissts and engineeth per 16,000 =,,

Differences in .Soviet R&D definitions Ani- PolmiAtion. ibi the Uiiited States.ditcline during J
GNP accounting ,,make international 'cam- . this ge_iiod, but the actual number fell from
p4lsons involving the Soviet 'Union Ito .:' 550,26Vm 1969 to'521,900 in-1972. Recent data,
hiiardous tbat with other countries. For _ Jiowevet, show -aft increase of 8,4000 behie&i:
instance) expenditures for stface hapawareolithe 1972 and1975. ' -

development of industrial prototypes are not .. 6 ' .pa S R ,-ilioughinorediffi
generally Considered is, R&D allocations in the aises_stfor accuracy, ..irnply that the num
Soviet Unitin and atiesiot included in expen-
ditures

scierilisis, and engineers engaged in. R
On-science. The;e factors.would tend to increased by over 200,000 during 19,69-.73, a

deflate Soviet R&D figures relative to those of periOd of U.S. decline. (see Appendix. Table -1-2).
Other nations, while certain other -discrepancies 'Ffavever, since 143: the Soviet ratio of scten-

". in R&D accounting defkkions would tend to ... tists and engineerstatot'al population- seems *to
inflate-SOvietfigures; thereiSggod evidence-that ' haVe leveleiroff)? -.., . . -

on science -in l i c l e f " '. , , - 1 - . . : ; - . - : - .' . . - 1 ....._ -6 ;"
Soviet budgetexpenditilre

-;-graduatelraininAcosts
umber of support personnel

min stitutions, as well a expendit

einraiteS 0 ' ;: Robert CatZpbell, IReferenaiSource on U.S.S.R_ployed t &D R&D Statunci," Indiana UnitersitYclune 1976, pp. 2-18 (A
tires for all social itinly specifically conducted for this *fort). _ .,

science research inclIding general,planning arid -). - The LS. decline is due in large part torlecreases in the
economic f,orecasting. Althouglitt Is difficult to.; employ ment otscientists and engineer space anddefenge

--- detrmine precisely how the Soviet statistics ;elated Ma* See 4.1*,Inclustrial Ric D: anitiennov4tion'"
- -N t _ . _ . , . chapter of thierePort /Orfurther details.. - ,,-, 4

- J- 4-3TItere-a,rUumerotis:prollerns" involverl in,c9mparing -
%. LA;and Sodepscieinifie manpower stistics, but attempts: ,

hive beetvitcle here toprefent fi8tireir representing 41,
Closely as potsible US: definitions of fidirtitne:eluivalent
Vientiets and engineers. Questions as,iirthe Attalkty., of
training in either country are not addresienere. However,
for some discussion of comparability of national training
and "degrees awarded sec Rogers alley, Soviet ...
Professional Scientific and Technical Manpower
ON athington D.C- Defense Intelligence Atency,1170.*pp
9-36. .

- Organisation for &on Cu-uperatiun and Develup
Merit. Inunrefissel Slimy of Rtsews, Davin i to.R4P Jr) CECr

,Mtmt,ei Ogithies. for 1983,1967 1969, 1971, arid 1973
_ .Information'on the distribution' of government t RbcD

expenditures- among these Ipd other areas is presented.* a
4 later section of this chapter.
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In Japan, the United States, and the Soviet
Unioi the R&D science and engineering man-
power ratio generally paralleled the trends in the

, respective R &D /GNP ratios mentioned earlier.
In Canada and West Germany the R&1) man-
ToWer ratios17ntinuedloincrease even when the
R8sDIGNplatio decNsed.

Goyeinmeni-funded R&D I

Governments generally provide ds for
-311&1:1 imajeas witch are nationatiri sc e or are
of. partictilar,,,infEret to the governmeMand
their citizens hut which are nOtsupp_orted by the

;Private ,sector for reas-ons. of high risk:or
insufficient incentive. Thus support ie pxoVided
for --basic research, national defense, space
exploration, public health, and economic
development- ,l-for a itiveinmelit distributes hits
funds' 4mong th6R&D progra,mg in,these and
dqiier areas-,is 'a go9d indication of national

,pnoriti ,

aft

At pts have be en made by, th eOrganisation °

for conomic Co-operation and Developnlenf
(OE D) to 4eterrpine how its member countries
are allocating R&D funds Among -vdrious
objectives or priorities- Certain limitations agd
caveats should be kept in mind in reading tfie
following section which deal's with, the OECD
effort to categorize national sbvernment_R&D
kmds. The data may not be as internationally
comparable is other OECIT data becabse
survey-is still lathe early stages ofdevelopmint,

-there is nneveh experience aniong nations in
collecting" such data, and a more uniform
approach and -agreement ciri some technical
problems is still needed. An initial attempt_Was
made to categorize R&D £unds.by objective for
the firears 1NA-102.0 OECD thett7-5made .

refilements fn tbkcPassifieation methodology in
line with the Proposed Standard Pradicc for Satins af
Rstarch and Experinufg 1Detvloyment (Erascati
Manual) as wellas guidelinet developed by the
European Economic Cominunity (EEC) and fhe
Scandinavian Council, for. Applied Research
(Nordfriigk).- Data for more recent years were
collected' in the International Survey of the
Resources' Devoted to . R&D in 1973, and
released in a 1977 ,report.ls A strict mat
between the,current and former OECD detail
classifications does not exist but a close cor-
respondence On an aggregated lege' does perinit
general observations _of national prigrities and
thrusts.ab The results;rif thestucliesIliouId be.

"considered- experixnenol 9r preliminary in - ,
nature and may differ slightly from-othei OECD
survey Aga, -or from data available-in national
publications. Finally,gthe .distribution pattern of *:
R&D expenditures discussed here isolimited to
funding by governments because data on R&D
limding by the private- sector categorized by
similar objectives are not available, even foi the

. -United States;
-

Govenrinznt expenditures fa-r-- RS are
classified intb the following categories:

rt.-.

National Dtfense. ear compassing ,a11- R&D
difectly related to, miltary purposes, in-
cluding space and nuclear energy activities-

st

.64

-°`

of-a military character;

14-1:)rganisation for Econothic Co-operation and Develop-
merit Changing Prioritia for Govensment R&D- (Pans: OECD,
1975), c

Orgapaatwn fat Economic Cu- operation and Develop=
merit, lnternationat 9attilual Yair-1973. The Objectives at
Goner:men t.lifrD Funding: 1970-76 Vat Mt (Paris.- OECD,
1977),-.

to 1611,..p. 30. .
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space R&D such as
manned space,flightprograms and scientific
investigations in space;

,fterlY Production, consisting_ of all R&D'
'activities aimed at the supply, production,
Conservation, and distributiArt of all forms of
energy except as ineans'a propulsion for
xehicl and rocketsi_

Etononuc4opment, which covers R&D in a
wide-range pf fields including,: agriculture,
forestryand fisheries; mining and mamifac-
turing; transportation, telecommunications
(includin satellitexommurucations), con-

. structjon, urban and rural planning, and
,

4 iltili4ES;--

indoinpassing R&D in all of the
Medical -silences, and in health service
inanaiefitent directed toward theprotecti
and improveinent of human health;

Commonly Semites, which includes R&D for
such purposesas environmental protection,
educational' methods, social and develcip.-
merit services, firs and rotttit disaster

`prevention, pining and statistics, recrea-
tion and culture, law der; and

4loanenneni of ICnotokdge, contai R&D o a
general nature or spanning. sev al ds
which cannot, be attributed to Wfic

objectives; it consists of R&D expen itures
-__ of-science councils, private nonprofit- in-

stitutes, fend genetal university funds.
.-

ASlan be seen inligure 1-3, the United States
differs significantly om other major R&D-

. performing nation that a larger percentage of
its Government AD funds is allocated to
defense.and sp e prograins.r In 1974-75, the
United States allocated almost 51 percent of its

`,Government R&D, fujiding to defense related
__ programs and an additional lApercent to space
_R&D. Th4 United kingdom spent 47 percent in
the area of defense in 1974-75 and 2 percent on
space, while France spent 30 percent on national
defense in 1993 and 15 percent on space- these
countries were the closest to the United S tates in
-those categories. The United States, on a
percentige basis, allocated a comparitively small
share for the advancement of knowledge (4

-4*

percent in 1974-73)1s while government-funded
R&D in Other, countries was heavily c ;en-

- .trated in this areaparticularly ja n (55
percent. in 1974-75) and West Ge . y
percent in 1975). It should be emphasized,
however, that for the United States,.general
university funds are not included. in This
category and that since World Ittipr II dntil
recently, the governmentsof YfestCeimany

' and Japan hale not funded any. signifiCant
amounts of defense-related R&D, and only
negligible amountsAs of-space-related activities.
'Canada (IC percend and West 'Germany (11
percent)* allotted more national government
funds to energy than did the other- countr'ie's,
who allocated on an average 4 to 9-_percent of
their budget to this area.

e
There were some arities in tle_vray-ilte

various governments,changed. their R&D fun-
ding patterns during the 1961-75 Vial. For .
instance, each country the proPortion of total
R&D expenditureeallocated toyeetense-related

'act:iv:Vs declined. The _'trend thins/it during this
decade implies a definite.shiftinarom military
R&D applications _Id areas of ilomestg concern
and the advanCement kkaivledge, even
though the absolute magnittideof-R&DVT
dittires for motional defen47 continued to
increase un allcountries during tlfisperiodexc t
for Canada- and rancer.whose defense ex
ditures decreaseddecrea,sedin 1970-71,And then rose again
in 1974--75;

,
; .

In -each__. diuntry the:percentage, of funds.
d ed to the advancement of knowledge and
economic development increased except Or
Japan, whose share remained at the same
level. The :greatest -change ove the peri in

.. Canadian funding a occur red in the.-ireis of'
defense and health, from 1961:52 to 1974-74:
the share .,of government R&D expenditures
devoted to defeAse_decreased from 24percent to
8 percent, while those, defoted to health
increased from 4 percent to 9._percent.Trance
decreased its share of funds devotftt to energy
over the period from 25 percent to 9 percent
while the share of funds devoted to economic
development increased from'a percent to 26
percent. In West,Germany, the share o(funds
devoted to the advancement of knowledge
increased dramatically from 3Z to 51 jiercent.-

1 4 - . ,

17 DairibUtiOn data are not available for the U.S:S.R.; it is a
contrioversial ,and'as yet unresolved issue as to whethey
Soviet military R &P is included in reported total R&IP

it expenditures,

*

n

ti Fca current information on the dibtribution of U S
government expenditures for R&D, see thi chapter in this. '
report entitled "Resources for R&D,"-

5
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THE INTERNATION
CHARACTER OF CEc ,J.

The international community of scientistshas.
been fostere4 by ,int rnational meetings and
travel" -joint .resear i efforts, informal corn-
murtication behveenscientists, and the publica=

orresearch finclmgt in widely circulated

tionind the-exchange data,.
have en estab ked to ensure international
scientific `

formalarringements

amOng_thein bilateral igregmentb, ini2tilateral
arrangements such as the ipeciallted scientific
agencies of the United Nations; and an array of
norigaternmental associations for the advance-
ment of_:scienee- and exchange of scientific
infOrination such as those encompassed in the
international Cciuncil of Scienfific Unions
fICSU). -

440

.

This_ section_ 'presents indicators which
atteirip/.71.to,nmeasure the extent, influence, and
nahire...,4.internationaf saerice. Several in
dicators 'are` kovided,to describe the scientific
and ,teOuti-cal information flow between the
United Stites .anil the rest _ Of the world,
including measuies of the US, share of the

Aorkfliterature in various fields, who publishes
in U.S.; joarnalsand who cites US. publicaUons,

, :as as international publishing, referencing
and -ixioperative authorship by U.S. authors.
Scientific interaction may be inferred from the
degree of participation in international scientific
meetings: The distribution of international

prizes is also offered as an indication of
Afrakan-1 advancement in several fields.

literiture-
44,..

ger.; arch in scientific and
technical jo -are one of the more direct

1 outputs of saentificeffort.19 Such reports add to
-_ 4 ----`

Y'

-
1° For discuisions -of _publications., measures of the

_ '-olitpyre of science, see GIsligel Caen- Steve Woolgas,
The Quantitative Study-of Science An inatioil of else

litecature.: Suakt Stakes S ol. 4 c1974i, pp. 294, Henry
Menard, Soma. Gravid and asap { Cambridge Harvard
University Press, 19724, Derek 3. de sulfa Puce, 1.41k.xiciiii,
13is Sankt (lf)* York, Columbia Lai versa, Fres*, iPat,and ,
FrancsiNarm, et aL,Aii;iianne4iiosaii.i. 4)(41 ralb:4113,5i
gni Clain Aeat4eco in du Loithagfraii &wok. A.rw.g tCherq-_,,

NJ.:- Computer Horizons, Inc., 1976).

10

the body of "scientific knowledge and may
stimulate furjher research. The findings of the
research, inaddition, may be used in a variety of
practiial applications, many of which are unan-
ticipated at the time the research is dons.
Although the reports may vary considerably in
their theoretical and practical impoitance, 'the

_critical review which usually precedes publica-
tion helps to ensure that the reports have some ,
degree of scienfificire--C1-a trgAficance,

Indicators based on research reports, how-
ever, have keveral limitations when used for
international comparisons, providing good
reasons for caution in use and interpretation.
For example,the'resiilts of literature analysis
depend heavily on the setofjciumals selectedfor
examination-2o. National customs_ or restraints

' on thespace avillible Per publkation can-aff
'these results reducing- the space available-for'
referencet; however, the impact of this cutback.
on international citing is unknown. Other
&dors that affect the publicatiort of scientific-
and technical literature are the availability of
funding for preparing and the report,

_ journal refereeing and publishing policiet and
the hiceall of which undoubtedly vary from.
gantry -to- country andacross dif' fetent_fielk

,
The indicators-provided in this section help

'describe the role of -_the United States in the
world of saenceand-tedtriblogy, and the extent
to which US. scientists andengineeis depend ort
the published literature and publication facilities
that other countries make available to them.
More specifically, there are- indicators -to es-
timate the U.S. share of the-world literAture of
science and technology; show who publishetin

-U.S.'_ _journals; indicate who cite4
publieaVons; -illustrate -the international
publishing by U.S.-autliors and their refereikink
of other nations' literature; and measure the__

_ international "cooperative authorship of US.

.

publications.

Recent information on the number of U.S
scientific and technical publications as a share of
-

of came mvestigations Zonductecl in-the preparation of
this report indicate that_the gAoo journals of the SMARit

Won Ida published by the Institute of ScientificInforma
lion may /lot reflect for even the major ria,tionsrihe exact

distributivrpot their pverall literature. The gni/item is more
severe for fhe and japan. In the treatment of S.C1
data here, emphasis is placed on U.S. literature-



all world literature shoVgs considerable stability.
As Table 1-4 indicates below, almost4140 percent

. -of the world's scientific and 'technical journal
literatulei*accotmtedfor by U.S. authors.21 Far

- psychology, the U.S. proportion is about 75 .

percent, whereas 'U.S. chemistry and. physics
- ~ publications are only 22 and3rpercent, respec-

tively:

.

Although U.S autlicirs provided* the
preponderance of ubScations appearing in U S'
'journals (see F. g 1-5), this proportion varies
considerably b field, from a high of 84 percent
in psycltol (which we have alredy seen as
highly dons' ated by U.S_ authors), to the much
lower shar of/55 percent for chemistry and 66
percent f physics. In flIese Wyfieldt, notanly
.are the proportionately mole* authors writing
in. US journals from the oilier, major R&D
natio , Ifut considerably morefrom thesm alter
natio s as a group as welL -

non7U.S., scientific and technical
re rcli results are published in U.S. journals,

e findings are readily useable by the U.S.
cientific4 ommuniry, with little delay., This is
dvantageous for US. scientists, while at the

same time it provides a forum for signjficant
research results. In four fields,23 substantially
more publications by non-US. authors appear-in
U.St journals than U.S. literature In non-US.
journals, ,

Countries of au thorswrit ing IsrUS. journals.
Journals-published in the United Sta tes serve Isa
vehicle for fhe dissemination bf the results of '
world- scientific and fechnologyeffolts. Other
countries': journals also serve his purpose,
although among- the seven major R&D-
producing nations, drily the United Kingdom and
West Germany exceed the United States in the
proporficin theirajourria,141 articles which
originafe outlicie the countirj.27-

., k be field of scierice for.e.4 palliation was deny ed
, .

from thefield or &kis to which sts lout nal had been assigned..
The nationality of et author s based wails organoation or
Punt-own. Wien more than one country. is involved di
Multiple authorslup, the publication a assigned fractionally
to the r

sr Computer Horizons, Inc., pubtohed data

Influence of U.S. literature. The U.S. scie
talc anci,technical literature is ridely cited in e
publications of all countries.Table 1-6 sho the
distribution of the citations (i.e., referen
U.S. literature from the'1975 _world lit tune,
nearly 50 percent of all citations. Che and
phytics again are the U.S. fields which e most
used by non -U.S. scientists, while psy holoiy
citations taU.S. literature comelargely m the
United-States itself. The United Kingdom is the
second _Lirgest contributor of citations to -U.S.
literature in every field (See Appen4c-Table
6).24

" Chemistry, '-:-en8ineeziiii :;tict tedulb.lork clinical
medicine, and physics. . - ..-tt"--, /

4 1 24 Al i hqUOI the USSR. cotat.ditied thcsmallestnumber .
of titatmns to LS. literature frotrilfiese Sciftrl coun tries, this
may result from special problems of
information system as Ascribed in V_ _ Ililimor And ZM
Murchenkods`salasurna, flidoscow.24 1969), andYakov
M. Rabin. llaukos-ederne. The Stud of Scientific Research
in the Soviet Unionflifivrac, Vol. 4 (Spring 1976), PP. 61-.
78-
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Holkever, some articles may fail to be noticed
se scientists do ve access to them,

althoug aracteristic o bility of
a nation's-scientific literature is its impor-
tant aspect of the internationalism f science.
Articles may be heavily cited nly,,for the
criticisms they prctizoke, or b use they deal
with minor improvements in -methodology.
Authors in some countries may cite en!), a fey/
outstanding references fob reasons 4tIch as

journal space limitations, while similarsclentists
in other countries may..give more complete_
citations. The particular ,ehoice of a sample of
journals to be examined cartliavean effect on
internafion4 comparisons if countries do nzt
have approprialypresentatio-n in the sample

The citation ralr* presented in Table' 1-7
are based op-citations from the world's literature
to 'US. literature, idjusted to accoilpt for the
share of publications associated with the United
States in each field-

.

That the United States should have large
fractions of the citations to the world literature
is in part a consequence of the large share of the
world literature it produces (see Table 14).
"Citation ratios" are one way to correct for this
factor. Citation ratios are based On the belief that
the most significant or influential literature will
be mare frequently cited_ than the routine
literature. In support of -this assumption are a
number of studies which demonstiate high
correlation betiveen citations to an author's
work and other measures of suentifk impor-
tance, such as judgments of researchers in the
field-25

N1/4.

25 See "Qtation Analysi.c.:,A New Tool for Science
Administratoes," Saiiscr, SToi. 188 t1915Y,- pp, 429-432; _

Jonathan R. ColeandStephen Colt, Saul Siranistabox vs Some
(Chicalcc UniVersily of Chicago Piess, 1473); Eugene
Garfield,"Citation Analysis as a Tool in Journal Evilua Hon;
Sriiace. Vol. 178 (1972), pp. 471-478; J, Margolis, 'Citation
indexing and Evaluation of Scientiric Papers:1.56nm Vol.

. 155 (1967) 1213-1219; C. Roger Myers 'Journal
Gtations and Scientific Eminence in Contemporary Psy-

4 chology: Anstrium Psychelosist, Vol. 25 (1970)pp 1041 1048.;
and S. M Liiirarti, -Cation Analysis and the Quality of
SclerititicProductivity,'Birirrsoin Vol. 27 ganuary,I977Lpp.
26-34.

As is the case in all countries, self-citing is
higher than citing from other riationi.26 In Table
1-Vthe citation ratios of U.S. authors' toward
their own countrys scientific and technical
literature is in the range of 25 to 95,percent
greater than expected (ratios-Of 1.25 and 1.95L-
indieatint a greater or lesser use of U.S.
literature by 1.1.S_ authors in different fields. The
most influential fields of US. literature as
meas red by this indicator of world literature
are s eti by non-U.S. authors to be chemistry
(1_4 and Physics (140), follo.wed c.lOsely by
biorri icat research (1.26). The English-
language obstacle to the ctittng of. U.S.
publications appears to be substantial in the
three fields of biomedical research, chemistry,
and engineering and technology, only small
differences occur in psychology and clinical
medicine whop the language barrier is re-
nioved.27

U.S. publication in the ik_orldis journals.
Although U.S. authors publish largely in U.S.
journals (see Figure 1-8), there is considerable
variation across fieldS...from 89 percept in
psychology and 8S percent in engineering and

s

1+ Self-citing as used here means an author citing
publications by scientists and engineers from- his own
country, not citing just his own work.

r By contrasting the citation ratkis of,Canada and the
United Kingdom osnibined, with the other .non -US.
c.ountnes as a group, estimates of the English-language
obstacle can be made.

ft
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literature by U.S. scientists and engineers while
the greater share of Japanese journalspublished
in English may be responsible for bringing it to
the usage level of the French and West German
-terature.
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technology, to only 73 percent in math anatics
and in biomediealresearch.The United Kingdom
is thniext most common country of publication
for U.S. scientific and technical literature;
particularly in biomedical research

The influerrce of other nations on U.S.
scientificand technicalliterature. U.S. scientists
and engineers draw rather widely from world

.-,:science, as evidenced W theiratations(Table 1-
9). U.S. chemistry and physics' are by this
measure, more involved ininternational science,
while the U.S. psychology and clinical medicine

Aferatures- 4iave the, lowest usg of non-U.S
publications. The Jangilage barrier 'Aeicribed
aboVeundoubtedlyprevents more use of Soviet

International 'cooperation Of U.S.- authors,
Because collagorailon oil research projeas is an
increasing form of orgaiiizption fot R&D,
particularly where longterm research agenda-
are being pursued, much scientifiCand technical
literature is produced by more than one author:
When these collaborators are located in thesame
institution. or' organization joint writing of
papers is facilitated. it is much less clynrnon for
such cooperative work to proceed -at different
places, let alone in different countries. Figure,),-.
10 provides a measure of the international
cooperation of U.S. authors, where"cooperative
authorship" is defined as existing not simply
when there is more than on&author, but rather
when authors are known to work either in
different organizations or in different Tun-
tries.2S

2 It is to be noted thatthe percents shown in Figitre IAD I
do not reflect the proportion of articles with more than one
author, but rather the proportion of cooperanvely.tinhored.
U.S. pubixtbons whose authors were front more than one
organization.

22
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International cooieratiie authorship of
U. S. authors as a percent of all U.S.
cooperatiVe authogbipbxlield, 19731
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science in other countries. Wide fluctuations
exist inyarticipation from year 1.0 year? depen-
ding on sucb factors as the numbs i and location
of rneetingsrsand the amount of f'unds available
fqr travel. Figure 1-11 shows t6 parlicipatiOn in
international congresses.of those organizations
constituting the International Cciuncil of Scien,-,
tific Uriions in recent years. As Tait be seen,:
foreign participation has grown rapidly-from

29 for .instante, non-PS. vriicipation experienced -'a
. ..

dramatic increase in 1966, a yearin Whkli a numbefofbrge
it:ingresses were beta. overseas and -virtually nO, major
meetings took place in the united States.Many.conAresses
are on a 3 or 4 yeartyde:Peaks lit attendancepatternSago
reflect tlielargernumberof congresses Ilektinc*rtairtIear%

Earthand space sciarces
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Nearly,. -35 percent 1..4 the cooperaiively
Authored U.S. mathematical publications were
across national boundaries, compared to 8

-- -Vercent in clinical medicine and 9 pekent in
psychology. Chemistry, physics, and file earth
ar il space sciences have almost'identreal inter-
nation- I .coopeeative authorship rates. -just
under 25 percent.

Participatidn in. iniernationa/ c,ongresses

The participation of scientists in international
Meetings is an important method for the cross -,
fertilization pf ideas and exchange of informa-
tion, Many contacts made at these meetings liter
turn into .working relationship% or sources of
communication. about new 'developments in

-._



196142 to 1975 -76 While I.J.S. participation has
increased at -a more moderate rate and even
experienced a 17 percent drop,froni 1973-74 to
1975 -76 Over °the Teen year period, the
number'tif U.S. parti "pants attending inter-
national-meetings increased by b3 percent while
the number of non-U.S.- participants alinost
-doilbled,---an encouraging sign for,worldwide
scientia interaction,

,
international prizes

t
hitertiational-prizefor excellence in scientific

research are viewed by some as measures df the
outptit of a nation's scientific endeavors, while
tatters argue that they are not directly related to
national-research efforts- They, are however,
useful as_ an indication of the prestige of science
and may act to .highlight Ind map singular
developments which significantly advance the ,/
state of the art in a particular field.

By far the mos widely recogniiecrinter-
national scientific onor is- the Nobel Prize,

\which is awarde annually in the. fieldi of
physics, chemist , and physiology/medicine (as

_ well as literature, economics and peiee). As with
any such award, the Nobel Prize has been subject
to some criticisms of subjectivity in the selection
process and over-emphgis of the competitive,
compared to the cooperat ve, aspects of science.
In addition, the small nu ber of fields in which
the Nobel Prize is given viuusly limits both the
cope of scientific field _ered and the actual

, a' umber ,of prize- winners. However, the degree
of public and scholarly attention afforded the
NobelPirizes and their recipients in itself justifies
treatment of the subject.. Science is an ac,
cumulative, endeavor, so that past excellence is
supportive of future forts. The prestige and
international recogniti n associated with the
Nobel .P e often enh nces the reputation of
rgsear in thettaureate's field and country. This
in to 'tends to attract bright and capable

-!stucle is and stimulate further- innovative
.,activi in itation'ireiearch effort.

The foundation, of the Nobel Prizes can be
aftriliuted to the generosity-of Alfred Bernhard
NObels30 The prize for economics is the only one
not directly established by Kobel. Since 1969,

_ 3,11i:aeiailectaccount of.the life ofNobel, the establishment
of the various prizes and their administration 'an be fuu chi
Nobel; ih Man and His Prizes (StockhOlm, Nobel Foundation,

_ _

when 'ille*NObel Prize in this field was first .

awarded, U.S. economists hal/e received six,
while prizes have also been presented to an
economist from each of the following countries..
the,United Kingdom, Austria, Norway,Sweden, . _

the Netherlands, and the Soviet Union.

;'the number of Nobel Prize laureates in the-
sPiences are presented in Figure 1-12 bifieldand -

date 'of ;award for those -coulttrie'sholding" a
Majority of the'prizes. Althotigithel)rizesare -.

pr'eS En tett to individuals, infiiiiiiitionaS to ihe, .::'
losItion in 'which the Outstanaing-_work was,
pellormed provides some evidence as to the
re i6e quality of :i-entific- research being
pe formed. in those- countries. Thus the prizes .
ar )assigned here to the laumate's country of
wcktitilather than country of birth.'The prizes
are categorizetlin terms of the year of award, but
as tithe average time lag between the actual '
research and the bestowal -of the Nobel Prize
v es between.= and 14 years 31 a very,general
ide as to the relative:health- of research in a
par can- country at a point in time can be had
by s iding -back one period in the graphs.
_

Cfre must be Oken .in country cOnwarisons,
,bec se each laureate was counted as though a
sing e prize had been awarded, thus, con-
trib tions may be slightly inflated when the
awa is shareclby scientists working in, the
si,m country. This mode ,of tabulating Nobel

.Prize tudgedpreferable,however, to that of :
coup ing fractions of awards . for a number of
leas s, among4which is the fact that assigning
frac ti nal awards discriminates against the often,
occur ng multiple award.; shared between
pepp e who did essentially different work.32
Eve when the prize is shared for essentially the

, same work, the research is often conducted
independently as in thecase of the 1976 physics

. laureates Samuel C.C.Tin4Ind,Burton Richter,
who wonthe prize for ftheir_simultaneous but
separate discoveries of a new particle in 1974. ,

However, substantial variation in the lag time exists.
See the following footnote for an example.

" For instance; the 1973 Nobel Prize for
ItysiologyiMediane was shared between Karl Ritter von
Fnsch (West Germany) forlus work with bees in the 1920's,
Konrad Lorei Mist -Germaily) for his behaviorist ii,sy-
chiatlic 'studies in the 1930's, and Nikolass Tiribergen
(United Kingdom) for his 1942 work with baby gulls.
Although the three men were cited for "their thscovenes
..unker rung,the organization and elicitation of individualAnd
5.04.141betavior patterns," their research was not in any way
physically or,temporally connected,

2
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Figure 1-12 indicates that although it ranked,
very low. in the number of physics laureates
during 1901-30, the United States improved in
the number of prizes assigned to its scientists--
during 1931-215,:and came to dominate the field
from 194610 the pregent: ThePnited lqngdoin." is second booth in total prizes given tophysicists
and in physics_ prizes aly.41')ded its scientists,
-during the' peiiod, 3961-76. cer-:

. in-any ranks. third in total priiesflawarded to its
.scientists in the_ field of ptS4ics. Alkother.-
countries accounted for 33 percenrof alt Nobel,_
-Prizes in the field of physics, viit4iFrOceind the
SovietUniOn together responsiblelfor4Opercint
of these "other country" prizes -(see Appendix
Table 1-12).

Awards in the, fieldof _che try were most_
often presented to eiinan_ dentists from 1901
to 19451 holitVercsh ernigs in theUnited States
and the United Kingdom have most Oftenbeen

- awarded _ the:prizes since 1945: terman
tists. have :received 27 lercent of the total
chemistry awards While chemisis in thtcUotted,--

States and .the United Kingdom have each ---
obtained-24 perCent.

'Since -1946, Nobel Prizes In The field :-.Of
physiokigytrrie41ne have most cifted:ibe'en
awarded to U.S researchers And medical sciert
fists. However, in the most-recent period (1961-,
76),. there was a substantial increase in The
number of__ Nobeli:Frizes_ presented to U.K.'
scientists in this - field. Nobel Priies-
physiologytmedicine are less' concentrated 'in
terms of nationalities Of aureates.than any ether.
field. .

Eximination.of Sigure Shays That since
the initiation of the *bet Prize _In Log,
scientists in tlie United Sbites.have received the
greatest nurnber of awardSinail fieldsCombin6d,'
surpassigig other countriessince.the0.31-4t _

periog,Even though U.S. scientistsreCiived.A11-'.
the Nobel Prizes awarded in 1976, theikt share-

°.' of totarpriies has:remained-at a rainy orisFant
-

level of about 50 percent Over_ theperiod since
1946. Diking the period 1961-76, scientists in
the UnitedStates were awarded a smallet

percentage cii prizes in "chemiitry
physiologytmedicine tlaaNip the previobs fifteen
years, withlinIT a slight-Ancrease .showingdor-
phySics.U.S. scientist's received 53 rferCen't oIthe
prizes for physics, 34 percentfbr chemistry, and
53 percent for physiologyfrnedicine 1961*76.

Additionally,Jn proportion to eachnation's
population, U.S.' §cf.entlsts have received a

10
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smiller,proprirtiOn of in:4es than the United
Kingdbm in each decade -sine-0'991 pigure 1--
14). In:fact, using, this indicator, suchcountriee

,ai the Netherlands and Switzerland have
received a relatively greater number of firizes in
some years than either thc, United Stites or the:_,
United Kingdom (vie Appendix Table- 1 -14),

if

AfthOugh the.NobdiPrizeS considered by far
' the most prestigious scientific award, thireare

simi dittinctionslor thoie areas ofscience'not
covered by the Nobel7:6M The FielcrsMedilfor
Mathematic; is 'Oho- example. = Established.
1936, the medarit-iv;arded at iachIplerzidicinn
congress off Mathematicians_ on a 'quadrennial

So far the itinitedAtales has. received
largest percent* medals .05 pertent),_
followed 'by Fraizci(20 percent) and thetInfter
Kingdom (15 pgrcent). Single medals hake been '

resented to mathematicians from the Soitiel,
pion, ,Italy, Sweden, Finland, Norway, a
Dan,

,. .

_
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... internatiOnal patterns intechnological inverk-.

tioh and innovation are presemed in this section

alifrig wtth-data on the n3le of the UnitedStates

In2dislierniriatingiechnicalicnowhow. The term
iiriverition" i-..difterentiated froreinriovationf'

- in *that!lnverition" is a Stagein yhe irmovalion

. .proce-ss-and -consistOn the clemdn.stration oka

neiv, technical" by thebuiging and testing of

a.-WorlOe amp e of a new process, devic-e,or

usablekifiate 'al.c_`-'T-echnological innovatism" is

' -lere'definea- as the introduction of new or

..' inwroved_ Froducts, proiesses or s'ervices intio

'-- general tse. Examination is made of paents

gra. riled -in 'the Unitel States .and abro-ad,

--,includir: 1g-the identification:Of induspial areas in

..),:vihigleforeignexpsrtiseancLinvolvement in U.S.

.,patenting activity seem to .he high. Various

governinent.p9licies aped at fostering innova-

Non are discussed as well as the degree to Much

countries_ rely on their own cipventions whe .

introducing innoyations.Indicatois of the exte t

4 U.S. transactionsin,the purchase andlare of

intangible property such as patents, licenses, and

m.lnufacturing rights serve here as in indicator.

of U.S. irnYolveme.nt in internatlimal technology-
-1i

Tfie patent balance
I t

Patent's;_ which represent actual or potential
advances in technology, can serve as an indicator
of the inventive autRit of different countries.

Anventicins of new products and processes must
be of-sufficient originality to be patented, but
their technical and economic winificance can

--- vary substantally.33 'Patents; furthermore, are
granted in various Ountries on the basis of
differing criteria. The rigorpf tests fororiginali-
tyyary, -as does the.extent and effectiveness of
protection afforded-by the patent.. r

For these _reasons, 'the' absolute *riumber of
parents granted byindividual countries is not an
adequate indicator for the purposes of inter-
natiqnal comparisons, it is more meaningful to
compare the number of 'patents granted to
nationals wifh.those. granted 'Rid foreigners in
each country. Since it is generally more costly to

. .

Mire isreason to believe that rnany'potentially valuable
inventions arinot, patented but rattier are classified as trade

-Secrets by corporations. i

obtain a patent in aforeign country, an indexT4
has been developed which ieflects the rglative
success of, couptries. producing inven ns of
sufficient potential significance to arrant
international, patent protection.

Figure 145 presents ,the total Wunder of4patents granted to U.S. nationals by .teri-coun-
tries (Canada, West Germany, U.S.S.R.,
the United Kingdom, and the, following five
European Economic Community countries as a
group: lelgiurn, Denmark, Ifeland, Lwcent-,,
Bourg, and-, the NithePlands), the numkei
granted-to nitiona/s_of these countries by the

.United States, acid the tesulting,U.S,balance.35
These countries are major trading partnerswith

-the United.Stays, and were responsible for 72,
percent of all fReign tiatentink in this country
during 1975.361 ,

The patent balance of the United States fell'
about 47 percent between 1966 and 1.975, as
Wawa in Figure i-15. The decline was due b th

4Ito an _increasing number of ti.S, patentS
iforeign origin and a leveling off and evelitual
decline in 1973 -75 In the -number of foreign
patents awarded to _U.S. citizens. Foreign
patenting inortiied overall in the United States
during the period by 91 percent. In fact, the.
share of US. -patents granted to foreign
resident has mcire than-doubled in tFie last 15
years, reaching a level of_35_percent in-1975.37
japanlas played a major role in the increase Of
foreign. patenting- n the :United *State*: The, -
number of patehtsg&nted tolapatioe inventors

,by the United States in /975 was more than five
times that of 1966.

Although there seems to be general increase
of interest in all countries in foreign patenting
due to the expansion of markets, ingeneral, the
rate of growth of patentable ideas of inter-
national merit seems tobe'expandinBata greater
rate in other countrie:srthan in thetUrtited States.
The erosion of the U.S. patent balance with

4.J Y

The number of patents granted to U.S. nationals by
foreign countries minus the number of pitents granted,to
foreign nationals by the United States.

"Throughout this chapter, patent activity is discussed in
'terms of date of patent grant rather -than dat'e of patest
applicalion, thus reflecting earlier inventive activity, the
current, average-pendancy period is zo months.

34 France and Italy were not included in the.index due to
the lack of cOmpirable data.

11 *Mors 4 the Masi OuQut cf US. Insbuirk, II, Office of
Technology .Assessment and Forecast, U.S. Patent .and
Trademark Office, July 1974 (A study commissioned
specifically fortfiis report). .
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ielected countries ca#tie seep in Figure 1-15.
The "(hilted States has a favorable but declining
bilance with Canada, the United Kingdom and_

.v"the group of five specified European Economic
CommOnity countries, and a negative balance
war_ West Gerinany, and -Japan. The. U.S.
balance with WettLermany has been negative
stye 1969, but was positive (albeit declining
since 1968) with Japan through 1973.A negative
balance with Japan was registered in 1974, due
eilually_ to thy. increase_ of patents filed in the
United Statet fly Japanese inventors od-to the .;",
decrease of p=atents granted to U.S. citizeas by. .
Japan. In 1975 the negative balance with Japan
improvld slightly due to the 11 percent increase
in Japanese .patents granted to U.S. 'riven.;
tors:The U.S. balance- with Canada dropped
sharply after 1972 as a result of a 29 percent
reduction in the number of Patents granted by
Canada to J.J.S. inventors between 1972 and
1975.33 --

Foreign origin patents- _-
by product field'

. The growth of foreign patenting in the United
states occurs across a wide_ spectrum of fields
rather than, bling only focused. in .specific
technologies. Exkiiination of foreign participa-
tidn in 1973-75 patent activity4emonstrates this

. disfribu ion. Table 146 ranks the product fields
by pe tntage of -foreign involvetent. -It is
inter sting to notes that- for five categories =
considered the . moil R&D-intensive ,in the
United States,39 the average- of the permit of
foreign participation in U.S. patent-activity was
37 percent during.the period 1973-75.

Foreign origin patenting in
- R&D-intensive product-fields

This section further' inalyzes patenting in
R&D-intensive product fields by examining,
those invention areas (defined in tertns of classes

be

si This reduction may havebeen causetf indirictly by new
contibis placed on foreign companies 'by Canada. The high.
4egrEe of US. patentacttvity in Canada has been influenced
by the ,amount of VS. direct inves tment and the feta tive caul
of obtaining a -patent in Canada.

These categories are nonelectrical machinery, aircraft
and parts, chemicals, electrical machinery, and professional
and scientific instruments. For a discussion of R &D-
intensiveness, see the "Productivity and Balance ofTrade"
section of this chapter, and the "Outputs from Industrial
R&D'', Section of the 'industrial Rict, and Innovation.
avter. 1

C
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and subclasses in the U.S. Paten(and Trademark
Office classification; scheme) which are deter-
mined to be among the most. active in terms of
patents granted.4° For each- R&D-intensive_
produce field, Table 1-17-lists six U.S.13atent
categories which were among those .experien-

, ring thehighestgrowth rates from 1973 to1975.
The patentar are then ranked by the average
percent of in each that were issued -to

_residents of foreign countries. The foreign
country which has filed the'largest number of
patents for the period 1973 to 1975,is also listed
byproduct field..The country which maintained
the leadership in total patents over the extended
period 1963-75 included in parentheses if it
differs from the current leader. It is not
surprisipg fo find that both Japan and West
Cermanl hold t;le. leadership, (among foreign

4_1? It should be noted that thi; material is based on both
original pat enerefereoces and cross-references in the patent
filestwhereas the other information on patents in this
chapter is based on origtnal references alone. Because the
study was conducted from the viewpoint of LLS_ patents in
active product fields, it .does not necessarily represent the

- invention areas which are expenenung the greatest absolute
foreign growth.

nations In mostiof the patent product fields It is
interfffing to note that in the last several years

. Japan has moved ahead of West. Germany in
several cases._

U.S. patent activity of
selected countries.

Since the overall foreign participation in US.
patent activity, is' growing- rapidly, it -IS in-
teresting to examine individual country perlor.
mantes for separate product fiel4;The follow-
ing section is an attempt to hi Wiert the U.S.
patenting charactelistics of those countries
which have been most sticcessfeih seeking U.S.
patents from 1963 to 1975. Figure-148 shows
the number of U.S. patents obtained for the six
most active countries, while Appendix fable -

16 includes frifornvatiorcon thenumber.6f US.-
patents byproduct field I& ten-additional actiye
countries:a

di The information in th e following section is based on ti S
Palos: Actirily ix pitTioo Stadersi ivetiutriaV
Oliesonis 1963-1975. Office of Technology Assessment and
Forecast, US. Patent Office. 19161.A study commissioned
specifically for this report/..- -
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West CernLarty. Since 1963, est German
inventors have *obtained the last number of
foreign-origin US. patents C67.122), placing first
in ten of the fifteen mijor .product fields
examined. The greatest German patenting

, activity in the US..has historically taken place in
the.areas of nonelectrical machinery, particular-
ht engines- and turbines, and in chemicals,
especially basic industrial inorganic and organic
c- hemicals. 1n1975, however, Germany was first
among foreign nations in only six of the major
product fields, but second in the remaining nine.
Germany was surpassed by Japan in 1975 in
three categories: rubber and miscellaneous
plastics; electrical equipment except conununica-
lion equipment; and stone, day, glass and
concrete .products. Likewise, Japan took the
leadership -in the field of professional and
scientific_ instruments in 1972.1z However,

4 In most cases this was a result of,japarC_Increasing its
percentage of pa tents ra tiler. than any decrease on the part of
Germany. However. in the use of electrical equipment, the
number of pitentss ttnbuted toispan intreased by 8 percent
while those granted to German resitents decreased by 10
percent

24

Germany still
fields for total pa

tained first place in these

Japan. Second in

is from 1963-5.

e total number of U.S.,

patents granted to f dfeign inventors, during the
period (44,761), Japan has received The greatest
number of- its patents the categories of
chemicals (particularly iikciittural chemicals),
nonelectridal machinery, arld4.communication
equipment .and electronic_ components. Since
1970, however, Japan has clramageztllyincreased
its patent activity by over 100 percent in every
'major category except twotex tilinullproductsz-
(64 percent) and electrical equipme (84 per
cent). In two categories-airctift parts,and-_
motor vehicles and other dation.=
equipmentincreases of 567 pertent and 461
percent respectively were registered.Even those
categories in which Japan was already At-6g

e experience4 large increases since 1970.
Th , s increased 127percent; noneIec-
tri machinery, 154 percent and food and
kindred products, 293 percent. In 1975, Japan
ranked first among the foreign countries in U.S.
patenting in eight of the major SIC categories
and second in all thetreit.43These findings are
significant in--that-they seem to -give eyidencit-i-
contrary -to - the widespread -beliefs Ahab (1)-
Japanese R&D efforts are narrowly foCused.on
specific technologies;_and (2)--that the:Japanese
technological development strategy; which has
concentrated on adapting --- other nations'
technologies, would come to a standstill when
confronted with the need to rely. bas its own --
abilities to innovate andinvent. In'addition, the
great diversity and rapid increase of Japanese=
origin, U.S. patents gives farther eyislence of --

--japan's intefest in U.S. market penetration in -
nearly_zall industries

United Kingdom. The United Kingdom
ranked third among foreign countries in the
number of US. patents (43,-710) awarcied to its
resident's for 1963775/During this period, it Was
particularly active in obtaining patents in the
categories of nonelectrical machiitery(gsPecjiallY
engineiand turbines), chemicals, motorvehides
and other transportation (particularly motor-
cycles and guided missiles and space vehicles),

al

.
41. it may be of interest to note that the United-States /

e plays in impoitant role in foreign patenting in
Japan. in 1975 the Inventors from the United States were
granted 51 percent of all foreign-origin and 11 percepta the
total number of patents filed-in Japan; see hilastrial Premix
tiorldIntellectual Property Organization, December 1976..



and aircraft end part . The United Kingdom was
first in the num r of foreign-origin U.S.-
patents in only o .category petroleum and

----- natural gas extra* on and petroleum refining,"
taut held the nd or third place in all the
remaining cateio 'es except drugs.4.

France, Switzerland, and Canada were the
next most active t countries in terms of total
patents i*ued by the United Statesduring 1963-
7_5_ 427,389; 16,15lb and 14,652 respectively).

ce was stroriOn the categodes of motor
es and other', transportation equipment,

ially motortycles;guidedmissiles and other
ce _vehicles and 'aircraft and parts. French

inventorswere also active in obtaining patents in 6.
the categories of nonelectrical machinery and
chemicals. -Switzerlfind ranked 'third in the
category of total foreign drug patents, although
the -U4ited Kingdom Surpassed them during
1975. Chemicals; especially industrial inorganic
and organic chemicals, W'as another active U.S.
patent area for Switzeklana over the entire
period Canada had the tl?ird highest number of
US. patents granted to oreign nations in the
petrolemit and natural extraction and
petroleum refining category during 1963-75..
Almosj 4J-Pelient of the Canadian patents.filed
in the United Staleit during the peril were in
chemicals or nonelialiaal inaChinery.

FpreigniJirticipationin .S. patenting activity
sees to be highly concentrated Wit)iln,each of
the industrial areas. Table 1-19 shows that for
each product field over 50 percents& the foreign
activity from 1963 to 1975 can be attributed to
only three countries. In fact, for ten of the
fifteen product fields, three countries account
-for at least 60 percent of the U.S. patents of
foreign (nigh)!

Asow

International trends in
tedmological innovation

The process leading to innovation is a corn-
.

Tplicated 'and to date little understood one.
Previously considered a two-step process (from
inven to innovation), it actually involves a
wide v 'ety of activities often including basic
resea he es tablisluxien t of technical feasibili-

,

.

It should be noted, however, that durcategory of US.
patents had the lowest foreign share of all categories
considered.

.
ty or the first conception of the future innova-
tion, applied research, establishment of-perfor-
_mance criteria or product_ specifications,
preliminary engineering, prototype or pilotplant

_ construction, tooling and construction of --

manufacturing facilities,andminufacturingand
marketing start-up. Various studies have been
conducted, on the relative importance to -the
innovation press of ,such.factors as research
and development,4j user needs and invglve-

'ment,46 market demands:ft- communication
-patterns,45 chifacteristics of the innovating
firm,49 and so forth. One thing does seem dear:
teclmiggal innovation is an important factor

yin determining the productivity, economic
growth and international position of developed
nations.50

_

The point has afteri been. madethat the United
States would do well to examine and learn from
other countries' experiences in fostering innova-
tion. A recent- NSF-sponsored study of five
countries (France, West Germany, the
Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and Japan)"
attempted to examirie_ the effectiveness of
government mechanisms for.. influencing ._

_technological change: Analysis was made of
twelve mechanisms which governments use to -

affect the innovation prckess itself, to increase

as S. Myers and D. Marquis,4anessfithx4sfnel hormatierio;
National Science foundation (NSF 69-17).

0, Swag. 'of Imbue is limbeririirl lasondrem. Report ortPreird
SAPPHO. Science Policy Research Unit (Lend= Univp-sity
of Sussex, Center for Industrial Innovation, 1973) and Eric
von HippeL *The Dominant Role of Users in the Scientific
Instrument Innovation Process,' ,MIT Sloan School of
Management, Working Paper 75-764, January 1975

u James M. Utterback. "innovation in industry and t
Diffusi, on of-Technology," Seitrire,*VoL 183 (February
197-0, Pp. 620-626. -

u Thomas J. Allen, "Communication Networks in R&D
Laboratories," R&D Mixerpnext: VoL-1, (January, 074 pp.
14;21.

49 Vireilln J. Abernaffliandiames Uttirba- olOrtninfa- 4
lion and the Evolving Structure'-of the Firm? Harvard
University Graduate School of Business,. Working Paper.
-HBS 75-115, June1975.

u For further discussion of this topic refer to ROliert
Ierkarlogy. Envoi.- -Goya. dui

petal-onus, U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, 94thv
Congress, 2d Session, 1975, The Comfatiou Jar Sunni ta
Inksofepuil I,rsrosuiiaa. Organisation for Economic Co
operation and Development, 1971. Raymond Vernon,
International Investment and international Trade in the
Product Life Cycle, Cbutrirrly. farm! of Eorroicia, VoL
(May1966);'andE.F.Denison, Wry GromileRairsDiffer: Poitrrir
Ell:wiener is IsTilit'Wertera Brits (Wasbingtbn, D.C.: The
Brookingi institution, 1967).

s' blationd Saint, for Smarr Ara Ter isielon. Entritereailit af
firma &pumice. (Cambridge..Mass- Center for Policy
Alternatives, Massachusetts Institute ofTecipology..1976).''
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the quantity and quality of the intellectual
resource base, d to ameliorate., the adverse
effects of technological change on the environ
mint and society.

The study indicates that while all of the
countries have some type of effort under each
methanis'm, certain polities and programs enio)
more emphasis or success than °deers depending
on national goals and characteristics. For in
stance, France has made extensive efforts in the
-creation a markets through procurement
erograms and trade .accords. Both the French
and the West Geri:clans have devoted large sums
of money to Ask-sharing programs, with
'funding in Germany being targeted towaakey
technologies. Japan, the United Kingdom,
France, and West Germarly all have supported
the creation of specializnititutions responsi-
,ble for the financial support of individual
inventors and small firms involved in patenting
new ticts or creating new enterprises. Of
the Five countries, the UnitedKingdorn has the
healthiest ven- tulle capital market, and japan is

-t
1

the only one whichhas be en able to reduce
competitive nsk in the implementaton of new
technologies through impart restrictions and
foreign license and patent controls. _

Mother cross--Fstio csrtry studyconducted at the
Uruversity_of Sussex eviewed recent empirical
research on technological innovation arty com-
pared the characteristics of government polities
towards industrial innovation .Vt France, West
Germany, the Netherlands, and the United
Kingdoms: One of the findings showed that
althongli there were major difference in, the
organizational for -IL 3.andTig
civilian li&O,,there were some similarities-For
,instance, 111 four countries maintain
government-sponsored technological institutes
andlaboratories specifically related to nuclear,
space, aircraft and advance& electronics
technologies. In . fact, goiernment-funded

/
32 K. Parstt and W. Walker, -Gcrrernment Policies

Towards, Industrial Innoursort, A Renew,' Rtseardi Nary.
Vol. S (May 1976)...m. X1-97.
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'
civilian R&D activities were found to be hee'vily
conoentratecl in these areas. Each country ;i1s4?
Provided general and technical services to
industry and supported programs for financing
R&D in Jndustthl firms outside the above
technology areas.

The following-section provides indicators of
iriteniationaltrends in technological innovation
based on a study of 500 technological in-

_ noYations "introduced- into the marketplace

Selection of-the 500 innovations clonehy an
between 1953 and 1973 in six The

innovations bya literature survey- An
internationat. from an ini list of 1,160

--Tadaliortai 150 innovations: suggisted by the
panelists brought the universe size to 1,310,.The
500 innovations were selected from these 1,3.10
on the basis of ranking of innovations by the
Panel in_terrns of their adjudged technological,
economic or _social importance.

The innovations included in the study are
representative of a wide range of product areas
and industrial sectors. Some examples of the
innovations considered are listed below: ,

Nuclear reactors
Oral contraceptives
Urethane foams
Sectroi4earrtsvelcling
IBA voltage electronic

cables
EFoilbrain scannex

Oil skimming system to
treat od spills

Ultrasonic plastic bonding
Synthesis of codas' one_
Double knit fabrics
Weather satellites
Cryo-surgery

Certain caveats should be kept in mind as these
data are discussed. The actual number of

= innovations studied is relatively small because
, only the most important_ innovations were .

=---.consicrered ratheilhan the less significant but
_ more numerous innovation S" which may effect a

=greater 'overall impact in the long run. The
= relifivelf small, data base, particularly for

countries other than the United States, is an
iniPortant limitation on interpreting national

_ trencii.

-

market introduction in Figure 1-20.54 The
United States is shown to be responsible for
initiating the lamest percentage of innovations
determined to be major. However, from them id-
1950's to thernid-1960's, the U.S. share MI from,
so. to 54. _percent of the innovations. This
corr nded to alt overall increasein thenxt-
ranked U.K. innovauonsirom 1l,to 24 percent,
and increases of the West German and Japanese
shares of innovations of 8 and 7 percent, _ f
respectively. The 5 percent differencein-the US,
share of innovations from 196S-67 to 1971-73
was paralleled by a corresponding 9 percent_
decrease in Qie share of innovations accounted

istribiition of major innovations
try selected_countries of

: The distribution of the major innovations
studied is presented by year and country or

. , -
. ,

_ . -4
fl bilgairrs 4 Irsioadonal Tails re Tetingoeld immerairett

Gellman Research Associates, inc., 1976_ .

4 The Canadian innovations were _omitted from this
report because they were few in number, making an -
detailed analysis inconclusive. Hence. the data base covers
492 rather than 500 innovationi.

_ _ r
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for by the. Unfted Kingdom. Japan experienced
thelargest abSolute gain over the entire 21-yeir
period although its share of total innovations
considered wis only 10 percent by the early
1970's.

Table preserit; the distribution o
innovations-- among the four market types for
each ,-of: the five countries s3 -Half of the
irinovationsweredire_cted towards tfii-producer
-goods markethwhile 19 percent were aimed at
government markets and 16 percent were
consumer product-oriented. An additional- 15
percent were for internal' use,.for example to
improve-or modify a production process of the
innovating =organization itself. Of -those in-
novations studied, 28 percent of those from the
United States= were aimed -ar more than one
market, While 26 percent of the West German
innovations were multiple mart-oriented..
Only 1.6 -t of thejapanese, and percent of
the- U.K. innovations were directed- toward
Multi* le markets. Almom half of the U.S.
innovations (47 percent) were producer -goods
oriente& The -United Kingdom had the highest
concentration of innovations aimed at producer
goods (72percent), while French firms seemed to
produce innovations directedmore.toward the
government (45 percent) than toward other
markets.-

ss An innovation initially targeted for one market may
have subsequently been introduced in another, e.g., an
innovation directed to government oonsiimpbon may late:
be adopted in industry It has been assumed that those
innoyations which are directed at more than Coe market are
ultimately more useful to a nation's economy and have been'
so weighted in TaSie 1-21.

Not only were the innovations directed
toward diverse .markets but they were also_
introduced by a wide range of industries.sb The
US. innovations were, highly concentrated in
R&I7-intensive industries such as soilenti6c
instruments, electrical and communications

nonelectrical ma ovations. in the
equipment, chemicals an allied products, and

United Kingdom were often connected with the
aircraft industry .while those of Japan Were
principally found in, the primary metals or
electrical equipment and communications indus-
trial areas. West German innovations were often
associated with the machinery industry while .
French innovations were widely distributed
among a variety of industries.

Inventionllnnovation Relationships

=

To wha t extent did each of these countries rely
on its own inventiveness? AithOugh thecrinnec-
Hon between a product and its underlying
invention is sometimes distant or uncertain,
most of the inventions -underlying the in-
novations studied were found tohave originated
in the same country.5/ The- US. innovations
were predominantly based on domestic inven-
tions or technologies (93 percent); --of the 21

$6 Each umovition was assigned to a Stundatd Industnaf
Clissificabort (SIC) on the basis of the SIC-category for the
firm responsible for developing the =ovation.

" The data in this section Are baled on the following
innovation counts. United States, 319 =natation% United
Kingdom, 85.. Japan, 34; West Gerlany,33;-and france, 21,
for a total of 492 innovations.
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inventions which the United States imported
from abroad, one- third-were acquised.from the
United Kingdom. The -United Kingdom, in turn,
reliedon domestic inventions for 88 percent of
-its innovations; Japan, -85 percent, and West
Germany? 79 percent. Prance was the only
country in whichallof the innovatrons examined
were based on domestic inventions.

,
IRE U.S. ROLE IN INTERNATION4

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFE4

Techrinlogitransfer is a subject which has
been given a great deal of attention recently

_ although the incept itself is not a new one
Ontroversy has-surfaced as to the responsi-
bilities of developed nations to developing
"countries in the provision of technical know-
how. This has manifested itself in the form of a
proposed international' Code of Conduct for
Technology Transfer51 which is still being

- deafeci. Controversy also exists within the
UnitectS tates itself everliow-much technology is
desirable to transfer, what impact to
haveontheUS:econoinicand strategic position _

and that additional controls, if any, should be
instituted.s9

_

s The United Nations Conference on Trade and Develop
meat (UNCTAD) has been working on an international
agreement on terms of.teclusology transfer with sections on
general prinisples, national regulation, obligations of con-, corned parties and methods a resolving disputes. The
developing °purple?, represented by the `Group of 77,"
have insisted on a strict code of conduce while the Croup B
(industrial) countries have favored ioluntatzguidelines In
May 1976,at the UNCTAD-IV Meeting, the United States
joined other nations in an agreernentIo- work for a-Codeof
conduct as long as it was completely vuliItta.ry and equally
applicable to tedinology suppliers and recipients, reg,udless
of their ownership or political persuasion

One progobett of strict contra particularly of vital
design and knowledge, is the US*Department of Defense
For a detaded explanation of this position
TerimoleyyDOD &waiter A &part sf the Drfoue St anaftaaref
Task Fans ea areal US. Wagon. 1.1,_5 Department of
Defense, Office of Defense Research and Engineering. 1916
Orr the Other side, the Council on International Etonornic
Policy stated in its 1976 annual report 'There is no
conclusive evidence That in the overall, foreign direct
investment and licensing by American firms have hurt US.
economic welfare lattnoanerad femme' Report al the Pendent.
Council on International Economic Poky. Exewttve Office
of the President.1994p. 1115. See also a study on the subject

-prepared for thel3ureau of Internakmal Labor Affairs, US.
Department of,Labonjack Baranson, Inientational Transfers of
Iniastetai Teckselenby braes and Then lespluateansjar the 115.
&gimp December 1976.

.
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The diffusion of technology occurs via sexeral
modes. person-embodied, through the travel or
Immigration of scientists and engineers:or
attendance at technical conferences, embedded
technology, in the form of goods or services sold
domestically or exported; and foreign direct
investment and licensing, which usually coin;
bines portions-of both of the above two. Direct
investment and liceniing are _the rimary-
channels for the transfer of technology by
American_tirms. _

4 _

This section describes the extent of
technology transfer- occu4ing through the sale
and purchase of technital know-how in the form
of patents, licenses, manuf-actuling rights and
similar intangible property.60Informa tionon.the
U.S. receipts and payments of fees and royaltie1/4--"_
can act as an indicator of The amount of know-,
how transferred by the United States and the
directions and destinations of the techttology_
flows.

Royalties are payments for the utilization of
copyrights or trademarks, while licensing lees
are associated with charges for the use of a
patent or industrial proceSSAT.S. transactions in
these _areas have been divided- Into two-
categories, thOsealsOciateclwithUS
direct investment jegg., betweenth'S. firms and
their overseas subsicabries) and those lietween
independent- organizations, of unaffiliated-..
tiansactions-..Because the terms of agreement
between affiliated firms can be influenced by.
business considerations other than the actual
value of the technology concerned, unaffiliated
receipts and paynrentsare mdre-likely to reflect
the true value of the technology transferred_
Nevertheless, it is essential' to ex4mine direct
investment-related receipts_ and payments
because -tbit is where the bulk of the transai-
lions is taking place. Additionally, it is necessary
to look at both categories of transfer because
the differingeconomic or tedinoIogical dey,erO7.
ment strategies- of individual nations rimy
influence thi type and volume of transfer
activity preferred. Thus,mostjapanesebusss
agreements occur in the unaffiliated catego

_ while those of Canada are associated largely

4

with direct investment.

Several caveats should be mentioned here.
Royalties and fees are normally paid over the
term of the contract, rather than upon delivery,
so that payments in any given period relate to

00 Other fotiiis of technology'fransfer are dialt with in
separate sections of this chapter.



technology transferredsferred in previous years as well
ai An the present. Annual changes, in total
receipd payments of and fees are
influenced by the timing and duration pf the
payments specified in individual agreements and
changes both _in the value and number of
technology-transfer transactions. -

figure. 1,22 shows the dollar value of U.S. net
receipts and payments and the resulting balance
for both -direct investment- related and unaf-
filiated transactions. Estimates for 1975 show
net receipts associated with direct investment to
be $3,526 million while unaffiliated receipts

totaled only $759 million. eipts of royalties
and fees from Affiliated rms have expanded
more rapidly than those rom unaffiliattcifirmt
over the period 19b6 to 1975 (203 percent.total
increase, or 13 percent averageannual increase,
compared to 115 percent total increase ,or 9
percent per year for unaffiliated reieipts)...

The direct investment-related royalties and
fees balance fol the United States (net receipts

, minus net payments) experienced analmpst_200
percent increase over the period_1966 to 1975.
Rapid growth has occurred particularly since
1972, with the affiliated technology transfer,
balance increasing at an-average annual rate pf
almost 19 percent, while Elie unaffiliated balance'
concurrently grew at an average annual rate of
only 5 percent. This suggests that-the United
States has increased its role in the transfer of
technology and that U.S. firms prefer to retain
an equity interest in the.use of tieir tangible
property. .

The destinations of the flows of ti.S.1Cnow-
howare presented in Figures1-23 and 1-241 US.
technology has been highly/soUght by and =
transferred to industrialized countries, pat-
ticularly Western Europe, with 78- percent of
affiliated and 85 percent- of unaffiliated
purchases being made by developed countries in
1975. Almost 49 percent of direct investment--
related royalties and fee.cand 45 TerCent of
unaffiliated receipts came from Western Europe
in 1975.

Japan has traditionally purcbasectU.S. know
how via unaffiliated sources, since direct invest-
ment has been lughly discouraged: In 1972,
Japan was responsible for 37 percent of all
unaffiliated receipts for royalties and fees as
compared to only 5 percent of direct invegtm ent-
related transactions. Since 1972, however, there
has been a decrease in the Japanese share of
unaffiliated purchases of U.S. know- -hove (from
37 percent to 30 perCent in .1978) with a
corresponding but small increase itt- affiliated
technology transfers (tip to)7 percent in 1975
from 5 petfent in 1972). This may reflect the
liberalization of Japanese policy towards foreign
capital inflow which occurred between 1971 and
1974.61

Most of the U.S. receipts of-royalties and fees
from Canada are direct iniestment-relited. Of

ol Consultations with Dr.Terutomoo4wa,International
Economics Professor, Colorado State University, and ike
Japanese Embassy, Washington,



.-4otai "receipts from Canada 'in 1975 ($603,
t*million), 94 percent were direct investment.

related ,compared to ,E), percent unaffiliated
transactions. U.S. knoyv-how is_ most,. Often
transferred to developing -countnes between
U.S. firms and their, subsidiaries rather than
between independent - organizations. Direct
investment-rejated receipts accounted. for 87
percent of all receipts from developing countries
in 1975.

SinCe '1971; developing countries have in-
creased purchases of J.S. know-how,
receipts for royaltie; and fees from tleveloping

,countries insreased_69 percent between u nat -
filiatecl organizations and 62 percent betvieen
Affiliated firms, during the period 1971 -1975.
However, during this same period, the share of !,
transfers accounted for by developing countries
decreased slightly for direct investment- related
transactions (from 23 to 21 percent), and
increased only slightly. (froth -10 percent to 14
percent) for unaffiliated transactions.

AlthQugh the UnitectS,tates is 4 nertransferoi
of know-how,. the U.S. purchase Of foreign

',4"" technology as expressed in paymenfi. for
royalties and fees.. has 'grown -since 1966 at,an

3
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average annual rate of almost 1i5 percent for
affiliated and 10 _-percerif for unaffiliated
payments. Most .of tl4e, foreign,:kriOW-how
purchaied!by The united States in 1975 came
front Western Europe i_(73 percent), while
Canada accountecifor an additional 22 percent.

-Much of thereCent growth in U.S. payments
for foreign technology can be attributed to the
increase in dfrect foreign investment, Ifi the
UnitedStates.62Thus, direct investrpent-related
,r_parrient03 to Western Europe increased more
than unaffiliated payments from 1972 to 1975
(61.perteritand49 percent respectively). If the

- -recent trend towards *teased foreign direct
Investmentin the United States continues and if
Western Europe and Japan maintain advanced
levels of sophisticated technology, U.S.
payments for foreign know-how will currespon-
dingly continue to grow. This may not be
altogether a negative factor, howeveriA. recent
study of several technology- intensive in-
dustrieso4 indicates that foreign companies are
investinem the United Stales more to take

..t advantage of the large,..politically-unified and
stable market ,than` to have access to U.S.
techrioIogy.- It also suggests that the -United

-__ States probably receives a _net technologicaL
., benefit from .this phenomenon due. to the.

_ necessity, that foreign companies introduce their
Asst sophisticated technologies in order to
compete effectively in the,U.S. market_

--PRODUCTIVITY AND BALANCE*
' Op TRADE

National and international trends of prOducl
tivity are presented in this section, as well as"
measures of the role of R&D in the U.S. balance

4 -

" the forogrTh direct investment-position showed record
percent increase* both in 1973 and 1974, folIcTieed by.*

substantial increase of 19 percent in1976 to $29.7 brl ion. Fn
the previous decade, foreign direct investments grew leis
than 7 pervni per year See Leonard A Lupo arid Gregory C
Fouc.h.-"Foreign Direct Investment in the United States
1975: Surriyirf Curt(*) Et-gitess (August 1976). p 34. For a
detaged study of foreign mvestmentin thellnited States, see-
'Benchmark Survey fI Foreign Direct. investment in the
United-States19747Siroryof pirrero &room-Nay 1976}, pp.

',Payments byU S. stibsidlatiesiil their parent companies
overseas for the right to use intangible property_

" Assembly of Engineering., in copperatson with the
Mari of the Foreign Secretary, Natiunal itita4lem, oft,"
Engineenng,,Trtimolon Tragsjo juin forage Dunt 4,114TIMIall

Tit Maki Stretch National Research Council, 197o.

of trade. Comparative figures are shown_ for
several major developed countries in ternismif
real Gross DoMe:stic Product per. employed
civilian and output *per, man-hour in -the,,
manufacturing ..sector. An_ analysis, of-U.S..
exports_ and imports of manufactureckpraducts
relative to their R&Dintensiveness is aft attempt
to identify the importance of R&D to the U.S.
balance of trade.llneindicator is also used to
determine the balance of trade in R&D-intensive,
produCts between the United States and Various
other nations.

Technological change antproductivi

Productivity can be defined he amount of
output deriVed from produaive activity-divided
by the amount of inputs usedin productioprorint
other words, output per unit input Inputs
include labor, -raw materials; capital= (largely
plant and. equipment), and -common tresounfes
(g., _air and water). Growth,in produotiVity
reflects increased efficiency lathe conversion of
resources into useful goods and, urvices by a'
firm, industry, or a country.

Many factors affect prOductivity growth:
technological change, improved labor skills and
education, increases in capital intensity, im-
proved organization Of production, imported
technology, or changes in thesocial barriers to
economic efficiency. The vlative-influspce_Of r*

these factors_ Ort prOductiVify is not known with
acciiracy; ',but; it 9s generally -.agreed that
technological change is an important factor in
_productivity:. growth. -An - improvement -in
tecluicilogy usually increases prOuttivity. liy
increasing .the amount of- output -per unit
input as ..: _ ..

, R&D (s today one of the 'major sauces of
technological change, althodgh Such change Can
result from other sources such as dependent
inventions, or on-the-line -imp' vements -in
production techniques. Despi fact that
many conceptual and measvern problems
have not been completely_ _resolye4 ,etypiiiiial
studies do provide reasonabf rtbasive evi-
dence that-R&D has had a ficant,positive
effect orrthe rateeof products y increase in the

.

63 See Tahnolopall inoopaison,and &okra' CoDeinifirri
&van A and r Analyst* 4 tkf Offia 4 Nahesaf .4D 45sessetrat.
National Science Foundation (NSF 76-9) for a summary of
recent research examining the relationship between ITAD.
technological chap e, and productivity.
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1kt-

, ',industries and time :periods that have be
studied /9

The importance f' productivity lies in its.
contribution to national goalshigher living
standards, betterhealth cartra cleaner environ-
merit, improied publieservices, national securi-
ty, and the rike. These goals carrix more easily
ob if rnor's productive use is made cif

ble.resources:Alternatively, productivity
requireipay reqture some trade-offeWith other

national objectives if they result in the increased .

use ofaiiIitivirle resourc,s..
0Interest in productivity groWth and.

.ter.hpological change has been heightenedby th
ctirreritidebateabout thelaginU.S.,productivi
growtirrelative to- other inthkstriilnationi.e7 T

:florapare U.S. productivity Mother countries,
several measures can be used such asreal Gloss

. Domestic Product per employed civilian, and
output man-hour. The former is a general

sector- specific,
measure and the latter is more

sector-specific, re5tricted here. to manufac
Output per unit of labor is used t

mbasuie prodwtivily because estimates o
outit per unit of labor plus capital are lno;
availab le and past studies indicate that change
_ist,o*iit per unit` of labor_ parallel changes i

7--ss Output per unit laborplus capital.65Internation
comParisonS of productivitxare difficultbecause
of diffdenCes in so(irCes and methodology an"
Imitations on the availabilityof data. Therefor

in productivity betwee
nations and particularly over short pericids May
not be significant. Emphasis should be placed
general trends in any interpretation of t

_, .6 In terms of real Gross Domestic Product per
emplbyed civilian, the leyql of U.S. productivity
exceeded that pf France, Japan, West Germany,
Canada, and ,the United KingdOm durinkthe

. 1960-1976 peliod (Figure 1-25). Productivity
growth relative to US. levels was generally
higher in Japan, France, and West German than
in Canada or the United Kingdom throut
the period; however, -Canadian productivity
levels were only about 9 te percentslowerthart
those of the United States.Productivity relative
to U.S. levels grexat an average anrial rate of

. _ 2.6 percent in Frisocand West Germany from
1960 to 1975, when their productivity levelS
respectively were about 17 and 23 percent below

.

indicators. '
s t'

Charles-T.-Stewart, Jr../L.Suromary of the State
the -Are on the Relationship between R&D and Economic
Crowth/Produttivity7 Research and Development and Economic
Crowik/Prodnetiaity. Papers and Proceedings of aColloquiup,
National*iepce-Foun4ation.iNSF 72-303), pp. '11-13.

el See Fritnetivity: Air Itit' eix' Omar Pasistriitv, US. Depart -
-gent of- Labor, Swop of Labor Statistics, 1974; and

'- testimony_ presented in Federal Research and Development
Erpessiststres ant the- National l :corsomy, Hearings before the

- Subcommittee on Domestic-and International Scientific
Planning anll Analysis, HOW! Committee on Sciences and
Technology, Apeil_25-May 5,1974.

See Rolffielcarzafie PeanorThornas,"11,S.Productivi-
ty Growth:-An Assessmebt of Perceptions and Prescrip- *.

tions," Office of, Pirlicy Research and Analysts, National.
Silence FoundatiOn, in Hammy before the Spenalfmbcommther on .
the Isslarzoist frfence Foundation 4 Ike Commence on Labor and Fab&
,Welfare. U4S,Senate, 94th Congress, 1st Session, on S. 1539
and 5,1475 tnautherize appropriations for activities of fhe
National Science Foundation and other plirposes. Marchs14
-anctApril 21, 1975, pp. 139 -177-
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flat of the United States.Productivitygrowth in
Japan was the highest of all five countries oyes

- the period (5.8 percent annual rate), although
; 11-tele-Vet was almost 40 pertent below that of the

United States ing.976.This measure of produc-
tivity suggests that France,West.Oermany, and
particulirly Canada are approaching the U.S.
productivity levers. - -

..Tresids in p,rOductivity are more commonly
measured -in terms of output per 'man hour.
Output per man!hour may beinfluenced not

= only by labor,_ also- by such factors -as,'
-tec,hnologicA innovation, `scale of production
and improvaOrrariagement techniques. This
index is developed separately for each country
and is used to ineasure the change in productivi-
ty over time -in that, country; it does not,

:however, permit cross-Country comparisons of
actual productivity lever

-41elative prodii-ctivity in terms of output per
mawhOur in manufacturing is presented fOr five
Cifuntriie in Figure 1-26. The U.S. prdiu,ctivity
gainbetween 1950776.was the-smallest of these
five countries (55 percent) and afore than five
Sines less than in in Japan (289 percent),
whichiliathetar .The U.S.
ty-rate_riropped 4 percent from 1973 to

=4975, However, pr -ary estimates-for 1976
shoWthat thq.U.S. productivity rate rose almost.
7 perCent from the 1975eveLjapan,France and
West, Germany experienced even &eater
productivity gains-13 percent, 10 percent, an
8 percent resilectively. Since the.United Sta s
started from, a relatively high level of productivi-
ty in 1960, it is to be expected that those
countries starting from &much lower produc-
tivity base would enjoy 'greater growth rates.
However, it is alsd undeniable that a continued
slowdown in U.S. pioductivity growth rates
coupled with accelerated growth abroad may
have Serious long-term implications for the

, nations; economic position in the world.

(7,

Balance of trade in R&D-intensive
, manufactured products

.
The V.S. internationdiadel3osition depends

upon a numberof factors, including the prices of
. its products, the' effectiveness of its inter-
-national marketing, trading arrangements with
other countries, and its performince, in
technological innovation. The relatiOnship
between R&D, technological innovation, and a
nation's trade has not yet _been precisely

determin;d. However, studies suggest that the-
..

role of technology in- U.S. trade is quite
important 6' The following examination - of
foreign trade is restricted to those aspects which
irciVide relatively direct indices-of the position
and performance of US. technology, Asa result,
such topics as foreign direct inyestmerit, sales of
U.S. subsidiaries abroad, and the impact of
multinational corporations are not discussed.

An indicator of the effectiveness of a nation's
productivity level and one of the many fac
which -datenninajhe international balance. c:"
trade iythe"unit labor cost"the ratio between

_

" Raymond Vernon (ed.), Ai Teamolezy ceder to Iffiff-
luzitonal Trait, (New York Columbia Ukiversity Press, 1970).
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Dourly Libor coif's aricl_ctutput 'Perinan-hour.
lower unit labor costs tend to give a nation a
competitive edge in the international market-
because as unit labor costs decrease (productivi-
ty rates increase faster than Libor costs),
products -can be produpeid at leis cost, and thus
sold at lower Prices:7o Even if a country enjoys a
technological lead over its competitors this lead
can quickly disappear given the rapid rate of
knowledge transfer which exists today. If
increases in anation's unit labor costs are greater
thin those of other countries, a competitive
advantage -based on technological strength br
otherwise, may be in danger of elimination.
Thus unit labor costs are important Jo consider
in an analysis of a nation's competitiveness in
itianufactirring.

Trends in unit labor costs in manufacturing
_ industries for severarcountries can be seen to

Table 1-27.1I.S. unit labor costs rose moderately
- from 1967 to 1973. In 1974, unit labor costs rose
more rapidly in the United States than in any

'7 Foi a. discussion of recent Trends in unit labor casts. see
Patricia Capdevielle and Arthur Neef, -Productivitya pc', Unit
Labor Costs in the United States;ncl Abroacr. Mar.)4 Lao?
Ittaiew0101.98 duly 1975); f or an analysis' of ire roles of these

_trends_ in jritemational trade, see Cs Braes ,j L.S.
lithstnes. United S_ tates TAME Commasson, C Pub_ 473,
1972. pp. 15-26.

M

other period since World Wadi. This was due to
insignificant Pt oductivity rises andlerge gains in
labor costs. Howevir, 1976 estimates show only
a slight increase in U.S. unit labor costs over the
1975 figtire. From 1967 to 1975, unit labor costs
moderately increasedin the United States (56
percent) and Canada (51.percent) as copeared to
the United Kingdom, (147 percent) anti Japan
(123 percent). By .1975, unit labor costs, had
increased 95 percent in France and 65 percent in
West Gerrany from their ,1967 levels. dtan
unit labor costs rose 9 percent from 5 to
1976, to a level 65 percent above the 1967 le

The relationship between R&D, technology
and U.S. trade can be in part analyzed by:the
examination of the U.S. trade balanceinproduct
categories, when procliicts are daisifiedin terms-
of the reLative 4veligkts.D investment of the _

industries that are the main producers of those
products.71 For this purpose those product fields
corresponding to industries with (a) 25 or more
scientists -and engineers engaged. in. R&D-per
1,000 Employees,-_(b} company7funded- R&
amounting at least 3 Percent of net sales; and ,
(c) total R&D funding amounting to at least 3.5

only manufacturing industries (which aCCount for
nearly all industrial expenditures for R&D) are msfuded
the analysis.

_
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percent of net sales are considered -here to be__
,R&D-in tensive.72 The product grouPs
-designated as-R&D-intensive.are- (1) chemicals,
(2)" electrical machinery,. (3) nonelectrical
machinery, (4) aircraft and parts?3 and (5)
professional and scientific instruments:_ All

- other manuactured_ products are ionsidered-
-, _

- The trade balance (export- minus
,--portg for these- twO _groups of-produ
illuitrated in Figur1-1-28.74Tle trade balms:a-or
R&D-intOnsive manufacturedproducts has been-
positive 'a,.hd generally rising throughout the.,,
rerioci.15 most dramatic increase (166- s_
percent) wash 1972 and 1975, with a
leveling off occurring in 1976. The 1976 balance

1-28

U. S. trade balance' IrtR&D-Inbeetive and
non-R&D-inbresive ntanulactured moduct
groom 1960-76

-ago
ort
25

20

15 Rhilisikasilensaadersd

10

PtigrouPing. which corresponds to R&D- intensity
Group *Industrial R&D and lntickition" chapter, is,

course. an approximate one. Prodt industries,
,although fairly correlated at the gross level, do not perfectly

with the result that not-all products manufactured
by of lighR&IXperformingirdustrycanbe considekgR&D-
intensive products. Examination of data on applied Rd) by
product field in manufactuthiz, however, shows that these
fields are 'among the top recipients of applied R&D
experatures.. See R&D ix hidirstry. 190, National Science-
Foindation (NSF 76-322), pp. 68-72 They United States
conimerce Department' has der other
ddsifications of R&D=interisive categories. Ananalysisand
comparison- the three can be found in-the loknotiiosal
Eonso4 ic Remit, of the Precill oil, Courial on Internationil
Economic Poky, Executive Office of the President, 1977, pp
120-124; and Regina K. KelWAl terna tire Measuremen ts of
Tichpology;Intenstre Trade; Staff Economic Report,
Office of Economic Research, U-57 Department of Com-
merce, 1970,

73 The product field -aircraft and parts' it less extensive
than the and class "aircraft ant mis?Iles; "guided
miisge*and ft' (SIC 1923) has been exclucled from

_ this analysis. due to s kilted infportance to US. mule and
, the IMAYJI area of destination data for this

-category;
74-The extort- sta istjcs presented here inducts` all

frierchandise shipped the`U.S. customs area with the
excepbon of supplies destined for U.S. Armed forces abroad
for t use, shipments for relief purposes as ..ndet

sassfitance programs are included The import
tscssorer foreign merchandise received in the U S

aistoms area. 'The accuracy of fpteign trade data may be
/Rfe affected by financial incentives for respondents to misstate

tbeii actual importlexport figures-
The trends in US. foreign trade presented here were

influenced by recent adjustments in the international
*4 monetary systems. In December 1971. the United States
_ reduced trie parvalueof the dolls1-; =Mardi 1974, all of the

major world currencies convdIed to a- system of &tiling
rates. The precise impact of these changes on the

U.S e posaion is _not intnqt,..but in sena al they are
ght to enhance the competitiveness of 1.--5-scpurts. A

discussion of this topic is presented in the fivivorui,
Rrpon of A* Prribiou,Coo,nul of Economic. Ads isers,
139-219. .

a
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was almost five times greater than that or1960
and more than 2% times the 1972 level. In
contrast, the trade balance for non-R&D-
intensive manufactured gowls was near zero in
the early 1960's but steadily declined from 1964
to 1974. In 1975 this balance tempOrarily rose
due to a reduction of the impartation of non-
R&D-intensive rhanufactui=ed priducts caused
by the general effects of the worldwide reces;.
sion, a slowdown in consumer spending, a sharp
decline in industrial output, and ,inventory
liquidations. Some of the 1975 drop in impoits
can be traced to reductions in the quantity
andior value of product groups such as transport

.equipment, and metal products. However,. in
1976 the non-R&D-intensive balance dropped
74 percent to -$16.5 billion, representing a
return to the long term trend 'of an ever
increasing deficit.7b Clearly the technology-

-

'0 lounidosnalAtpxt of tie Pressine. Council on International
Economic Policy ,Exeuitive.Office of the Prelident, 197. 6,pp. 9
22 27, and-US- Department of Commerce, Domestic. and
International Business Administration, Draws, Biutresi
Reports (77-20), April 1977, pp- 12-16.



intensive product group has been responsible for
yielding,surpluses and largely covering deficits
istrade from specific nonAdrID-intensive
product groups throughout the period until
1976. Its importance fn maintaining an overall
favprableptle balance is unquestionable.

The favorable U.S. trade balanceinfproducts
fromspecific R&Ei-intensiviindustries is shovm
in Figure 1-29.

Nonelertricalaiarkiaery accotuttidforoverone-
- half of =the favorable balance in R&D-

intensive products in 1976. The recent
.growth in the balance for this area was

- --.., ---- largely a result of increased, exports of
-----,- electronic computers, internal combustion

engines, construction equipment, and min-
ing-arid well - drilling machinery.

Aircraft and parts contrthutett approximately
-:---__ one -fifth of the positive balance in R&D-

intensive products .in 1976, This group--__
--. showed a decline in imports betwien 1973

and 1976. -

Chdrticals accounted for 18 percent of the
positive balance in R&D-intensive products.
The recent increase in net exports of
cfierniralq was due largely to growth in the
l'ports of plastics, medicinal and phar-

maceutical products, and manufactured fer-
tilizers.

Elegriod =Chary had a generally declining
balance of exports over imports between
1965 and 1.972, but showed a marked
positive increase of over 700 percent
between 1972,75. In 1976 the balance again
decreased (31 percent) due to a surge in the
importation of consumer 4ectronics math as
transceivers and TV receivers.

,Professionil and scienfifir itinannas has main-
tained a steady but small growth in net
exports since 1960, with an upturn of 123
percent from 1972 to 1975. In 1976 this
growth leveled off due to a 34 percent
increase in imports.

Further insight is to the statt.-of-the-art in
U.S, scientific and professional instruments can
be obtained by examining the importation of
scientific materials under the Florence Agree-

3-a

kW* _

Cal:ait1

01/0,100 I 1 I

_

meirt.r" This Agreement on the Importation of__
ucational Scientific and Cultural Materials

fa 'fates th international flow -of such
ma exempting specified categories-

77 The znaterialin the following paragraphs was obtained -
from the records of the Special tinport Program's Division,
Domestic and International B1154[1155 Administration, US.
Department _of tosiimerce, which is the U.S. entity
responsaale for determining thelustificition for duty-free
entry based on criteria of technical need by a nonprofit
organizationand determination of domestic unavailability of
si.sentifiLally.equivaleht instrumentation for the appliranes
intended purposes.



from customs duties and cert ii other importa-
tion, charges. Approval of pplications from

_-- nonprofit organizations for ty-free entry of
men instruments or apparatiisi is granted
only extensive investigation process to
determine t the necessary specifications of
the iinpo foreign instrument cannot be
matched by a . estica lly manufactured instru-
ment or apparitus. Under this agreement,
radical new technologies (such al co puterized
transaxial tomographers) can be imported duty
free untira similar instrument, or one which can
ptifului .the same functions with 'equal preci-
sion, is = developed in the United States.zs
Therefore, the proportion of applications ap-

_ proved provides Additional insight on inven-
tiveness by shedding light on where the cutting
edge ofµ scientific instrumentation manufac-
-hiring is occurring.

As of June 30, '1975, over 850 separate
nonprofit institutions (including colleges and
universities, hospitals, Federal and State
Gogersinent agencies and public and private
research organizations) have made application
for duty-free entry of scientific instruments or
apparatus. The largest riuber of applications in
the United States are ade for transmission
'electron -microscopes (26 percent) and id-
tramicrotolries (15 percent), with scanning

_ electron microscopes taking a Iowfiiird place (5
percent).

Table 1-30 presents the percent of applications
accepted for duty-free entry of scientific in-
struments not available in the United States. It
shows that even though both the total number
of applications And the percentage of t nose
approved have declined slightly, over 90 pefcent
Of the applications decided upon were approved.

This sugge4ts that even though the US. trade
Valance in scientilic and professional in-
stnuneilishas been positive and increasing
particulaily since 1972, many advanced
researchers in the United States must still rely
on foreign sources for the most advanced
technologies (e.g., ultramicrolomes) in in
strtunentation. There are certain limitahoris
which should be noted, such as the fact. that only
nonprofit -organize tigils-..lre eligible for the
special importation program, only those who
need or want a waiver of,duty elect to become
applicants; aniLthe _program applies only to

Scsentifac instruments which are not Laically new, but
whose specifications c.annot be matched dornestftally, are
also eligible for duty-frer entry,

a

4

instruments at the time of their shipment to the
United States. In addition, applications are more
likely to be made for expensive items which have
high duty rates.

There have been substan0 changes over the
last decade in the mix of products underlying the
favorable trade balance. Several products have
become increasingly important (including der-
tropic computers, fertilizers, electronic tubes,
transistors and semiconductor devices), while
the contriliution of other commodities (such as
telecommunications apparatus)_ to. the overall
positive trade balance has declined. The mixture
of growing and declining exports illustrajes the
complexities of the present US. trade_ position.
The underlying dynamics of this position may be
partially explained by the "product cycle"
concept." Trade in manufactured goods, accord-

, mg to this concept, typically follows a- cydein
which the United States initially establishes a net
export position with the introduCtion of a new
product, maintains this position until The
technologies and skills necessary for manufac-
turing the product are developed elsewhere, and

_ - -
Raymond Vernon, _ International Investment and

International Trade in the Product Cycle,' (2!arktly *rade(
Efatnia, Vol. ao May 19661; pp. 150497.

.
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then invests abroadtQ minimize casts,becoming
ail importerTas the production is standardized..
This concept implies that theproduct structure
oars. exports must have a continuous infusion
of new products in order for th e UnitedStates to
maintain a favorable ilad&yosition.s0

Flee favorable position of the United States in
R&D-intensive manufactured products is based

_.,.primarily on exports to all major U.S. markets
except japan.sr The U.S. trade balance in these
produets is shown in Figure 1-31 for selected
areas and..-countries. In 1976, the developing
coitntries acawstinted for 55 percent of the
positive R&D-intensive US. trade balance;
nonelectrical machinery and chemicals -were

_particularly large itexports for the United
States in trade with th&enations. In the caseof
trade with= Western Europe (24 percent of the

-_positive balance), theUnited States registered its
largest-net exports in the areas of aircraft and,
nonelectrical -machinery (particularly in cora-
puters). U.S. net exports to Canada were

. concentrated in the areas 6f electrical and'_

-nonelectrical Machinery. 3.4

A trade deficit in R&D- intensive manufac-
tured products developed th japan in the
1960's and persis ted thrcitigh 1976. From 1974 to
1976,,this deficit increased 383 percent, reaching
over 2.6 billion dollars, largely due to a 51
percent e sein US. imports from Japan. The
deficit oocuzred primarily-1n electrical machinery
Products (particularly consumerelectronics)ancr
to a lesser degree in professional and scientific
instruinents and _nonelectrical machinery. Only
in the areas of chemicals and aircraft is the
United States a significant net exporter to Japan.
It might be noted also that thr United States has
a negative trade balance with Japan in non-R&D-
intensive manufactured products.

Although not designated here as being either
R&D-intensive or non-intensive, agriculture

ba. Although this theory has been widely accepted, a recent
study by the University of Sussex of changing patterns of
trade in manufactured goods within the OECD casts some
doubt on the expfanatory power of the product cycle &wry
of inteinational trade_ See W.B. Walker, Industrial Innova-
tion and International Trading Performance" mimeo
(Brigh tau EnglancL Science Poky Researcli Unit,University
of Sussex, in pressl.

/I For a more complete ilisc;uslon of these relationships
see Keith Pavitt. wInternattonar Technology and the U.S..

.Econonty. there_a Probleinr in The Vali Internatinal
Tarkwient Tref/4mm LLS. Egseavy. National &mace Fotunda
tion..Papers and Proceedings of a 61611.414.4M NSF :4 21.
pp. 59-77. *

_

1-31
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an adilditional component of foreign trade which
is significantly affeciel by the position of U.S.
technology. The leading role of US. agriculture
is dueat least im-part to the -contributions of-
science and lechnology in such areas as the
development of new hybrids, the utilization of
irrigation techniques;:the improvement of
fertilizrys, pesticides, and herbicides; and the
widespread mechanization of _production.52 In
19176, the United States exported $23.3 billion of
agricultural commodities (with , significantly
high volume in wheat, corn, and soybeans), and
had a positive trade balance of $12.1 billion in
agricultural commodities as a whole.3

-
AirksArral Prainctine Efficiency, (Washington,; MC.

tiMonal Academy of Sciences, 1975).
I, Osamu Swam Rtierti. Department of Coritmepze.

Damestx and International Business Adattsuattatoon. April
1977, pp. 7 and 12.
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The importance of the positive trade balance-
in R&D-intensive manufactured products is
illustrated by the fact-that' the net exports c
,such products in 1975 ($29.3 billion) were more
than enough to offset the negative effects of
,petroleum imports ($24.8 billion) fth. that same
year, contirtuffig a trend of several yea's. In
1976, however, petroleum imports rose to $31-8
billion, surpassing the positive balance in R&D-
intensive manufactured products of almost $29
billion.sg Estimates for 1976 indicate a U.S, trade
deficit of $5.87 billion (exports equated Sll4.8

and imports were $120.7 billion).55 Thus

H .pp.7-16. ti
uTreols 1/.5,,formit Trait fist 'Vb. Office of Into-

manna TraileAnalysis .Deputtnent of Commerce,1977,p.-1.
.

4

the positive trade balance in R&D-intensiverdufacturll products (almost $29 billion) was
oti-enoUgh to offset imports of petroleum
roucts and consumer goods such

automobiles. This in part is a phenomenon of the
rate of recovery of the U.S. economy relative to
major trading partners. The 1977 Internidional
Econotnu Report of the President stated that, "despite
some setbacks in 1976, present trends in
technology -intensive trade appear favorable"
and that "there are some grounds for optimism
as technology-intensive trade balailes reach
two to three time their historical average. "'

L --
rt

" hierathomAlacycostic Itrpori of ile Rrairril. Coturol on
Internabonal '06elmic Policy, Executive Office of the
President. 1977, p. 123.
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Resources for
Research and Development

willwAT4pR HIGHLIGHTS

n National research and development (R&D)
expenditures in the United States rose to an
estimatecl$38.1 billicrn in current dollars in
1976; however, constant dollar spending of
$28.5 billion was only 2.5 percent above the
1974 total.

a The' estimated- number of scientists and
engineem(full-lime-equivalent) engaged in
R&D reached approximately 531,000 in
1975, slightly higher than the 1974 total but ,
still far below the 1969 level of 558,000.

As a fraction of the Gross National Pro duct
(GNP}; national R&D spending has dropped
from therhigli of 2.97 percent reached in
1964, falling estimated 2.25 percent in
1976. Estimated xrederal funds for R&D in
1976 as a fraction of GNP reached 1.19
percent, while funds from all other sources
remainedliear 1 percent.

n Measured in current dollars/estimated
Federally- supported R&D expenditures
climbed to a new high of $20.1 billiOn in
1976; however, constant dollar levels stood
at $151illion, 18 percent below the peak
reached in 1967.

The Federal Government remained the
largest source of R&D funds in 1976,
providing,an estimated 53 percent of the
total, while industry supplied 43 percent; in

;contrast, Federal sources provided 65 per-
cent in 1965 to industry's.33 percent.

R&D funds fi-oTh industrial sources rose
considerably in the period from 1960 to
1976, from $4.5 billion to an estimated $16.6
billion. In constant dollars, these industrial
R &D expenditures reached a new high of
$12.4 billion in 1976.

In gfteral, the Nation's R&D performers=
increased their spending in current dollars
each year since 1960; in addition, after_
lagging for several years, constant -dollar
expenditures have also begun to rise with
estimated 1976 spending by most sectors
showing some increase over 1974 levels.

R&D funds for the- three types of R&D
activities basic research; applied research,
and developmenthave shovirilittlethange
In peopions available to each throughout
the-197ts;in 1976*basic research hekl nearly
a_ 13 percent 'share, _applied research
counted for 23 percent and development, 64
percent. e

Asa fraction of the total Federal budget
lt&D funds have declined substantially,
falling to an estimated 6 percent. in 1976
from a high of 13 percent in -1965. As a
fraction of the "relatively controllable"2
portion of the Federal budget R&D pulleys
amounted to 13.5 percent in 19,76the
lowest level since 1967 wheit they were 16.3
percent.

o National' defense activities consume(the
largest portion of Federal R&D fiinds in
1976 while civilianareas3and,space
tion took -up. the r-ernainsier. National.
defense R&D accounted for an estimated 50
percent in 1976. Civiliaj areas held 37

3 The sectors included are'lndustry, Federal intramural
laboratories, universities and colleges with their Federally .
Funded Research and Development Centers, and other
nonprofit institutions.

2 That part of !fie Federal budget which is subject to annual
appropriations, rather than determined by fixed costs and

. "open-ended' programs whose funds increase by law.
Includes areas such as health, energy, and the environ-

ment, see Figure 2-10 for a toting of civilian R&D categories.
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percent in that year while space activities
had a 13 percent share.

Estimated current dollar fiMding levels for
defense R&D in 1976 were 19 percent
higher than those in 1974, while civilian
areas advanced 35 percent during the same
period (primarily due to increased funding
for energy-related R&D). Support for space
program R&D rose_ big.6 percent In
constant dollars, defense, oriilian arras and
space rose by 3-percentiM percent'Ind 1

The national research and development effort
draws its stipport from a wide variety of public"
and private resources_ An assessment of these
resources and a review of how they may be
changing over time can offer 'considerable
insight Into the statiis and health of U.S sctence
and technology.

percent respectively
=
between 1974 and

1976. _

. o Federal obligations for the dissemination of
scientific and tecluitr' al- information, rnea. -
suited in real _dollars, peaked in 1968 at $435

-
. in 1976, the ratio of these obligations total

million but fell to an estimated 53Z1

Federal obligations for R&D dropped ow
the o 1974 figureof .025-.026 t2.020

- in 197
_:-

Typically, most U S. re,starch and develop-
ment resources go to critical areas such as
national defense, health, energy, and the en-
vironment, as well as to space research,
transportation and other matters of national
concern. Significant resources are also used to
develop new and improved industrial products
and processes. and to advance the _understand-
ing of nature through programs of basic
research

All components of research and
developmentbasic research, applied research:)
and developmentare studied in this chapter,
13asic research"' has the purpose of acquiring
scientific knowledge of natutal phenomena,
where the prtmari aim is fuller.understandsng of
the subjeit of the study, rather than specifi'i.
application of tie tesulting knowledge_ "'Applied
research" may have a similar purpose, but the
prime aim is the potential application of the
acquired knowledge The fields encompassed in
basic. and applied research consist of the life
sciences (inclUains the medical sciences),
physical sciences, mathematical sciences, and
engineering, as well as- the psychological and
social sciences-. Development- consists of the
use of knowledge gained from research, in
conjunction with technical skills for the design
and prototype construction and testing of
materials, devices, processes. products, systems.
and methods.

Indicators of trends and levels of activity in
these scientific fields are Intended to serve_as a
yardstick for measuring the allocation and use-of
financial and human resources in the Nation's
R&D effort They 'mitt& several measures of
the absolute and relative magnitude of these
resources, as well as analyses of the sectors
which supply and utilize them. Indicators of
financial resources for basic research, applied
research and development are ajso provided
Trends in Federal funds for R&D areplaced in
perspective with fhe total Federal budget, and
with various broad areas f R&D activity.

Other important as s of R&D activity
include resources for r seatch facilities, and
trends in the dissemination of scientific and
technical information More detailed examina-
tion of particular' areas of R&D activity and
measures of output are presented in subsequent
chapters

The indicators are not presented as being
comprehensive and in-depth measures of trends
in the allocation and use of resources,for R&D
Their shortcomings* reflect both the conceptual
problems-in research on research and data
limitations, such as the difficulty of separating
R&D obligations from other' programmatic
obltiations of Federal agencies.' The indicators
also do not provide measures of the extent to
which the resources eiigage the Nation's full
R&D capacity In addition, indicators have not
yet beep developed for gauging the general
effectiveness with which the R&Dresources are
utilized, nor the efficien4 -with which these
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resources are translated into R&D activity.
Another deficiency is the lack of indices of the

ility_ of the resources directed to R&D,
particularly the qualifications of the scientists
and engineers-_ involved. Dataond information
are _ also incomplete regarding the tmational
purposes- Jo which- total R&D resou ces are
directed; only in the cast of federal ob ations
can R&D resoiutes be classified accor gto
areas of national concern such as health, ergy
and national defense. In the Industry cha ter of
this report,-some data are available reg ding
funds for energy, pollution abatement, de erase,
and space. 'Notwithstanding these limita 'cons,
the indicators of science and techno ogy
presented in this and other chapters represent
the state of the art of U.S. science indicators.

...

NATIONAL RESOURCES
FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

. -
National commitment to the support of

reseatcliand development remains strong and
_furidag levels are if an all time high; however,
actual purchasing for R&D has been cut

_sharply brinflation. Total R&D expenditures
for 1976 in Ctrrent dollars reached an estimated
$38.1 billion, /8 percent above the 1974 level of
$32.3 billion and almost-3-times the 19 0 figure1.
of $13.6 billion (Figure 2-1). Howe r, the
constant dollars rise-to $28.5 billion in 19 6 was
only 2.5 percent above thei974 total of -7,8,.
billion, and 5 percent belotiv the peak figure of
$29.9 billion reached in 1968. .

3 Data oqR&D funding presented in both current and
constant 1972 -dollars in portions of this chapter and <

-elseWhere in the renal. The use of constant dollars is an
attempt to reflect the reduction in thepurchasing power of
R&D resources which has beerrcausedby inflation, thereby
proViding-a more accurate indication of the real level or
magnitude of R&D funding and effort, Inflation in the
economy at large has riduced the purchase value of one
-dollar in 1972 to only 77 cents in 1976. In the absence oh
pricedefl: tor specifically foc R&D, the calendar year implicit
price deflatOr for the Gross Nationalfroduct (GNP) is used
-to convert current dollars to constant dollars; 1972 is chosen
as -the Use- or reference year inrkeeping with Federal
statistical standards. The GNP impliltt price deflator, which
applies to the economy as a whole, is necessarily general in
scope and is only approximately appropriate for de in

. connection withrft&D as a whole, br with specific R&D
1:erforming sectors, types of costs, and fields of research
However, this approximate, but uniform conversion medial
is preferable to various intuitive estimates of the effects of
in.%tion on R&D.'

Highly correlated' with constant dollar
naticoal R&D expenditures are employment
levels.' of scientists and engineers engaged in
R&D activities (Figure 2-2).6 On a full-time-
equivalent basis, they numberectnearly 31,000
in 1975, up 1 percent from 1974, but,below the
high of 558,000 reached in 1969. In the period
1973-75, empioyment of R&D scientists and
engineers increased by 0,400.

Expenditures for R&D as a percent of GNP
have declined since the 1964 highof 2.97 percent
(Figure 2-3). In 1974, this ratio had reached 2.20
percent, and felLto an estimated 2.25 percent in
1976. The decline which began in 1965 is due
primarily to a sharp drop in R&D spending from
Federal sources. he Government's R&D.sup-
port fell from 1.98 percent of the GNPin 1964 to
an estimated 1.19 percent in 1976. R&D
expenditures from non-Federaisourcesitooa at

-

Scientists arid engineers are defined as those perform-
frig professional scientific orengineering wbrIcin research
and development, requiring a bachelor's degree or its
equivalent in science.or engineering. See Chapter for an
extensive treatment aidentists;and engineers. .;

Constant Ltncbtlars1
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1.06 percent of the NPrin 1976, upfrom the
1064 level of .99 percent, bid have remained
stable at between 1.06 and 1.05rPercerit in the,
last 5 years of this period. Therion-FederaI share
was at its highest in 1969 and 197Q (1.15
percent), peaking 5 yiars later than the federally
pppOrte4-share.

Sourres_oi support

Since World lArar II, the primary source of
-Suitds for R&Q-has been the Federal Govern-

ment, while industryprovides the second largest
share. Government 'provided an estimated 53

percent of national R&D funds in 1976 While
industry accounted for 43 percent (Figure 2-4).
Universities and colleges and other.nonprofit
institutions each held 2 percent, their shares
have not varied, substantially throughout _the
1070's. The Government share in 1976 was
down considerably froiii the 1960 figure of 65
percent, wh ileth e industry frection-was up. front
the 33 percent recorded in thesaine year.-

t
In.. current` dollars; estimated 1976._--ReD

expenditures from Fefral sources i4ere almost
21/2 times the $8.8 billion reported in Lisp.
However, Federal support of-R&D measured iii
constant dollars peaked in 1967 and declined
markedly thrpughouk the late 1960's andsearly
1970's. The 1976 figure stands 18 percent below-
the highest -mark,- 4_ dif ferent-;-,profile- has
developed.in industry-supp-orted:R&I) where
constant dollar amounts show a pattern of
substantial growth since. 1960 leadingto a peak
of $12.4 bil'ion in1976.

-

Contributions by universities and colleges
have also sholski sustained growth, with cow.

''''''''''''''' '''' ''
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'stint --_4oliaP exPenditUr esicing _ s.
percent in 1974-76 period.!

Data in this repot hoc universities and colleges mchxle
pnliseparately-orginized R&D; expeiktittues For the usual
teachingfresearch assitnrnents,of the faculty are excluded
*cause 'OE the dlfficoltzieS- in -measuring their research
component. A

L

fe.dera!

V

-zs lichersibes'
,and Colleges'

awfut"11"1"furnmrirr'IFftn:**

r

Similar gains were made in kW). funding by
other nonprofit institutions. Spending in
/current dollars from these potrces rose to an .

_ estimated $595 million in 1476, up$96 million
from the 1 9 7 4 levelf or an increase °EV percent.
Constant dollar amounts also-roe; with -the
1976 level matching the peak spending s4en in
1973.

"f"--
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Expenditures by R&D- performing sectors.

Increases in total national expenditurei by
R&D performers have been registered each year

tween 1960 and 1926 (figure 2-5). However,
tionary pressures have significantly eroded

these advances. For all perf4rners,_real dollar
kvels in 1976 remained below an earlier ygar of
pEak speitding:

Total` dons dollar expenditures for
%

all
sectors in%1976 remained-5'percent below the

'high of $29.9 billioneachedin 1968;andgairted
;-; 'fronly.3, percent' over the 1974:level- of $27.8

-billion. 'The- category "other nonprofit in-
'_ stitutionsZAedined--most markedly of allyert

formers. It iMppec119 percent from its constant
dollar 1970 peak of $1.2 leonpto an estimated
$935- million iir 1976. A of 13 percent

ed-in. the-1974-76 period alone. On the
er hand; Universities and colleges spent 5

nt more in 1976- thanin 1974, even though
constant *liar expenditures remained below

---,the 1973 peakYear.f

Irldustry accounted for the largest share of
pal R&D 'expenditures, with 70 percent in

976-44Vwn from its 78 percenshace in 1960.
riki4sitiesand colleges have absorbed most of

;-tEe change, growing from 5percent in 1960 to 10
percept in 1976.

"111/1.? Second in siendi4 were Federal intramural
laboratories with, 15 percent, in 1976, slightly

- above the 1,960 level of..13 percent. Federally.
Funded ReleArVt and Development Centers
administered by universities and other nonprofit
institutions each held about 33percent in 1976,
similaro the portions held in previous years.
Scientists ancrengineers'in
R&Nierforming sectors

,

Employment levels for R&D scientists and
enginevs were at their highest (558,200) in 1969
Ityhen R&D spending in constant dollars was also
at- its peak. (The_y dedined until 1472-73 when
they leveled off above '521,0009- then began an
upswing- reaching an estimated 530,506 in 1975
(Figure 2-_-2): Even witjitis increase, however,

, 1975 employmentwas 5 percent below the 1969
_peak year, and only 0.q percent above the 1974

= a

Pats for 1974 Tell& t ashift of 15raper Laboratories from
the university and college sector to the rionprofisectar
Total R&D spending by this laboratory was estimated at
approximately 555 million in 1974.

'Tull-time.equivalent basis.

level of 527,200. .About two-thirds' or all
scientists and engineers, employea in R&D
activities have been found the industrial
sector sincethe late 1960's. Th e Federal Govern-
ment and academic sectors each employ about
12-13 percent and other nonprofit institutions,
about 5 percent. AbOut 2 percent are employed
in gite Federally Funded Research and Devel9p-
mat Centers administered by universities;

Basic research, applied research,
and development

Development efforts absorb the largest
proportion of expenditures among the- three
categories of R&D. They have typically- ac
counted for about4f3ko-thirds of tjte total
year since 1960 (Figure 2-6}. Slightly leis
one - quarter was repprtedsas applied res
and basic research took up the remaind .-- -

-

With Only minor exceptions, turn dollar ,
expenditures in, all three categories ve ad-
vanced yearly:since 1960. However, adifferent.
picture emergy when constant dollar amounts
are viewed. Irshews spending for development
reaching a peak in 1968, thenfallingby 6percent
to the estimatea 1976 IeVel_ of $18.3 billiOn.A
similar pattern appears in basicresearch with the .

estimated 1976 figure o1$355 billion in constant '
dollars falling 11 gerCeni below the 1168 peak.

,The only component which has reached a ew
high in real dollars is applied researchich
adVanced to an estimated $6i' billion in 1976.
Between 1974 ank1976, constarif-dollarexpen-
itlures for_basic research, applied research, and

velopment rase by 2 percent. 3 percent; and 2
ent respectively. ,

Funds fix= each R&D coMpOnerit are derived .4

largely from' thb Federal Goverment, but
substantial support is received from induitrk,
colleges and universities, and other nonprofit
institutions. In basic research a shift toward;
increased support by the Federal and academic
sectors and reduced industrial support occurred az,
throughAut the 1960's and ha Persisted 9111

through-1976. The Federal porti
got

of basic .11,*

research support rose to percent in 1976, well
above_the 1960 share of 59 percent (Figure 2-7).
Universities and collegisincipeased_theik:share

0 front 6 percent to 11 perceht in the same period.
The industry share dropped almost ifs half, from ,
28 percent in 1960 tol5percent in 1976-.-Suppfirt
by other nonprofit institutions has not pried
dramatically oirr the 1960-76 period, holding at ". -tlit
6 percent in Ina. -

_ .,
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hr constant_ dollars, 1976 expenditures for
basic research from all sources except other
nonprofit institutions fell below a previously
attained- year of peak spending, even though
They rose aboVe 1974 levels. Industrial support
was .4Z percent belovi_ id 1966 peak. Federal
vending Was down 15 percent from the 1968
Itigh, and universities dropped 8 percent below
-the maximum reached in 1972.

Government and industry support accounted
for almost all applied research expenditures in
1976. The Fed erid share stood at 54 percent in
1976 while-indy held 41 percent. These two
seams_ have shared the financing of applied
research in roughly the same proportions since
t960. Constant dollar expenditures for _applied

444

research rose 5 Lercent between 1974 and 1976
from theFederal sector and .6 percent from
universities and colleges. Spending from in-
dustry rose only 1 percent during the same
period, but reached a new high in constant
dollars for R&D.

Costs for development were shared equally by
Government and industry in 1976. Thishas been
the case since 1973, and representsa significant
departure from 1960 when Government held 68
percent and industry prcivided 32 percent.

Constant dollarexpenditures for development
showed industry teaching a new peak in 1976.
Federal constant dollar spending in 1976 stood
25 percent below the 1966 peak of 512.1 billion.

_ .

FEDERALLY FUNbED*R&D
IN FUNCTIONAL AREAS-

.

An assessment of Federal R&D 'fund; pro-
vided to specific functional_ areas,such its
defense, llealtk energy, ancl_Projects aimed at
the exparision_of basiccientificknowledge-7can
give insight intojust how much dependencEthe
Government places, on :R&D' as a means for
understanding arutdialing with subjecttthat are
of greal national concern. -What follows is a.
descriptionof FederaLresoucces In Major R&D,
functional areas. To provideperspective, Federal:.
R&D expenditures are compared with total,
Federal expenditures, Federal expeiklihires in_
principal functional areas toward which R&D is
directed, and the ..R&D component Of the
"relatively controllable" portion of the Federal,
budget.' Thii portion Of the budget indudeS
those items which are generally established by
the, current budgetary actions uf- either the
C.opgress or Executive branch and whir.harenot
simply the playing out of previous iegisltive
actions. The _controllable .portion excludes
programs such as. income security, medical
benefits, interest on Treasury bonds arid=
revenue sharing which niay'increase by law.
These ate considered unoantrollable because
amounts required .to support them are often
open-ended and eligibility canEpt be controlled
by current actions. Since 1967e easiest ydar
for _which such data areavailable), t con-
trollable portion of the Federal budget ha been
declining. In -1976 it stood at 42 te nt,
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substantially lower than in 1967 when the
controllable friction-was 65 piffcent.10

A 'marked decline in the_percentage of total
Federal outlays accounted for by R&D and R&D
plantli began in 1965* and has continued into
1976. During- -this period, R&D expenditures
have dropped t6 leis than 6 percent 'from the
1965 le'vel of almost 13 percent "Figure 2-8).
Meastn-ed- as a percentage of controllable
outlays, R&D ixpendituries have dropped to the
lowest level mcorded -since 1967 They corn-
prised 13.5 percent of controllable outlays in

.1976, about 3 percentage points below the 1967

Areas of federally funded R&D

Federal R&D falls into, three main areas.
national defense, space exploration, and
"civiliairareas (such as energy, the environment

d health). Figure 2-9 shows Federal
tiros for these three major functions.12

Almost half of all 1976 Federal R&D
oftatioiis were fq national defense. These
costs reachedan estimated S10.6-billion m 1976,
a jump of 19 percent over 1974 spending.
Constant dollar amounts were 3 percent above
the 1974 level, but 17 percent below the peak
year recorded in 196913 -

qp&iding for civilian R&D is largest in size
M'er_ defense, and: accounted for about 38
percent of all the 1976 Federal obligations for
R&D. This area has shown remarkable growth.

-In-cinTent &liars; obligations grew 35 percent
between 197k and 1976. In addition, a constant

'dollar gain was registered in each year of the
1969-7§ period. Overaliseal dollar obligations
In 1976 for civilian R&D advanced 48 percent

se These esfintateirere obtairil'A from frinai *Lai las
Rnearti. Derimiliscal_ *xi Oillit Sat tiatsonal
Science Foundation WV 75,3343, page 4 Fora nuke detailed
cVstiissiort of "controllable and 'uncontrollable kom-
isorients of the Federal budget, see Seim Iiitanosal E'nearib a
rk _l9M figigd (Washington. Brookouss insututson, 192$1,
pp.;--190-2341 -

li R&D plant includes facAtiei and tarp items of fixed
jequipment. For a more detailed discussion of dill topic see

the section on R&D Alarstiater in this chapter.
- u Data are available- regarding R&D by functional ores

only for .FederaI sources_ The ass, garnent of Federal R&D
programs to terse (Unctionsl areas was performed *axles the
superzision of the GovenunentStudies Group, trrrision of
Science Resources Studies, National Science Foundation

parable data are not ayilable for years prior to

above the 1969 level, and gained 18 percent
between 19740c/11976.

(5bligationi far the Nation's space program
show a pattern almost iiiiectly opposite thatfor
civilian areas. Constant dollar spen ch
year between 1969 and 1975, then rose percent
in 1976. The estimated 1976 real clonal: figure of
almose$2:2 billion was 50 percent below the
peak reached in 1969, and grew only 1 percent_
between 1974 and 1976.

The 1976 R&D programs within these three
-broad categories -are described briefly below.
Items which accounted for significant portions/
of obligations in each area are discussed.

National Difense. Obligations for 1976were
directedV missiles; after aptipatat; aircraft; Advise-.
related ak ntcrgy; skies mot small craft; am!atilitary.
astrenamtics; orditaacem donabattsekida, to name the
major areas. The major components of thenassik
subfunction included Navy programs, such al.
the Trident submarine-lated mi
the fleet ballistic missile sistem, and the sea
launched, cruise missile. They _also includ
Army progranii such as the short-range air
defense miiSile system, the SAM-D system, and
improvements to ChapeirralNuldin and Hawk;
as well as the Site Defense , and The
ballistic misfile advanced Togy program.
Air Force effOlfs included develoPment Of the
air-launched cruise missile and the advanced
balbstic missile technology program. -Other
espcipment obligations_ covered, as an important
coniponent, work olthe Air Force on the _E-4,
advanced airborne command post. Obligations
for aircraft and Metal toiprann included work by,
the Air force on the.Bel bomber, the F-16 air
combat fighter, and the advanced mechumSTOL
transport_ Nay projects mcludedtheaircombat
fighter, the air antisubmarine warfare system,
and tke, airborne electronic warfare_equipment
program, whale the_Aimy was workipg on the
utilit'y tactical transpiort aircraft systepi, (UT-
TAS) and advanced attack helicopter (AAH)
programs. In the area of defense-Mated aionnrenagy
the responsibility of RDA) laser fusion,

/ weapons R&D and testing activities and naval
reactor developrrient comprised -1.he major
programs for 1976. The subfunction_shr0, small
craft and relates I equipmfaxovered worby the Navy
on the Trident submarine, surface effects ships,
arriphibiods assault crafts hydrofoil craft, and
surface antisubmarine warfare. Included under
inanity garanamt Were,further.development of
the NAVSTAR I itioningssystem,work
relating to -warning and assestmentof missile

3
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attacks, a communications satellite system, and
efforts toward ute of the NASAspace shuttle for
launching military payloads. A new Army XM4
tank and antitank capability were in
resent under the sublunction ordnance, corn
Prickles eat Add activities, as were efforts toward
improved mine systems for the Navy and the Air
Force, and improved air delivered weapons,
prototype laser -weapons andlims for the Air
Force A40 close air support aircraft and au
superiority aircraft.

Space Exploration. The major 1976 program
were categorized as manna [spaceflight, space sciences.

_space technology; c sitypetrfintspace activities. Manned
space flight *asst subfuriction and had as
its major focus thedetivelopment of the NASA
space shuttle. Additional programs were largely
_grouped under spacelliett operations, and these
indudecl space life sciences, mission systems and
integration, and basic operational, engineering;
technical and scientific activities in suppdrt

t

manned space eight. The second largest sub-,
*function was space sciences, which had as its chief
component the NASA lunar and planetary
exploration program. Besides continued analysis
of lunar material and data telemetered &Cm the
Moon, this broad 'program covered the Viking
exploration. of Mars, the development of
Mariner spacecraft for the Jupiter-Saturn flyby
missions, and development of an orbiter arid
probe spacecraft for 4aunching to Venus. It also
included gins for a Helios mission Ico-
sponsored by West Germany} to study the
medium dose to the Sm. Also included in the
space scenes subfunction were abroad physics
and astronomy program, covering stellar
astronomy, solar physics investigations,
energy Astronomy and space physics is
vestrgations. j5pace tecknalagy covered effort to"
provide, a sound technology base for space
programs.. Work was involved with adiancing
technologies used in systems required to
transport, protect, power, control, and corn=
munitate with NASA spacecraft and sdentific
instruments needed to achieve mission objea-
lives. An ERDA space nuclear syste,ms program
and the NASA applications technology pro-
grams were also included under this subfunc-

-tion. Supporting space adivifies were related to the
operation of tracking and .data acquisition -

netwotks..

Civilian R&D (Otherthian space): There are 13
areas that make up the civiliari R&D category;
The largest- of these ate health and energy,

. Together accounting for almost one-half of all
civilian" R&D obligations in 1976 (Figure 2-16;
see Appendix Table _ 2-11 --for -current_ -dollar_
amounts). T h e r e c e n t r a p i d g r o w t h in R & D

_ obligations to _ the tivfliait sector, was -due-
. primarily to increased funding: for energy,
-Measured in constant dollars, Federal
obligations for energy R&D alone juimped 135
percent above the '1974 level, and 223_ percent
over funding`provided in 1969. Sp al ing for
environmental efforts rose 23 percent above the
1974 figure In constant dollars. -Although

,obligations for health R&D -accounted for a
A substantial portion of the rise in civilian R&D

spending since 1969, real dollar obligations hive
..actually dropped by 2 percent since 1974.

The areas included in the civilian-sector are
listed here in Table 2-11 along with the
proportion of funds going la each.

The following are brief descriptions _of the
largest dinlan-R&D areas.



(1) Health coyered the subfunctions of bioniestical
rewor Ana Utak; delipery of kealtk tarn and _

drag sink prrorxiik _410 rekabilitatiox. The
largest of These Was Sioncedical rework,
accounting for 92 percent of all Federal
healthlt&D-Obligations in 1976. It included
activities 411 components of the National
Institutes of Health cligW) which deal with
specific chronic and;coinm le diseases
and general medical sciences will as food

4

and drug research and work on disease
control. Biomedical research obligations
have tended to grow steadily year after year.
Menial health programs were theresponsibili-
ty of the Nationallnstitute of MentalHealth
within FIL9N's Alcohol, Drug Abuse and
Mental Health Administration (ADAMIIA).
In 1076 this activity represented 4percent of
the Federal R&D obligations for health.
Delivery of teak rare consisted of a number of

)1absetteirseitik
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HEW programs with widely different mis-
sions, including the health services research
and evaluation program, of the Health
Resources Administration (HRA), emergen-
cy inedis4 services programS and the

,.materealand child healt t services proirams
of the 'Health Services Administration
(HSA), and the national health statistics
prograni of HRA. They accounted for 2
percent of the 1976:health R&D total,
compared with 5i)ercent in 1969. The last
category of health-related activities is that of
bus abuse monition and rehabilitation, which
included the drug abuse and alcoholism
'research activities of ADAMHA, and the
drug abuse program of the Veterans Ad-
minfitrition. This categar made up 2
percent Zif the 1976 health iotal. Current
dollar funding in 1976 fell 6 pertent below
1975, primarily because of the termination.,
Of the Special Action Office of Drug Abuse
Prevention.

(2) Energy Development and Conversion was
divided into subfunctions related to specific
aspects of_the energy pioblem, and these are
piickar energy; fossil energy, solar, geothermal and
asivaced energy system;, energy conservation, and
other. In 1976, midair energy activities related
primarily to ERDA research on fission and

_ fusion power, nuclear_matetials deielop-

ment and advartied_ isotope separation _
techniques. The Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission conducted reactor safety4esearch
and was engagea in nctrirtacbat confir-
matory research. Under the subfunction of
fossil fuels were grouped several ERDA
programs, indudina thaw dealing with coal
utilization, petrolegm, and natural gas, and
of these the coal program was by far the
largest Research on solar, geothermal and
advanced energy systems formed another .sub-
function, with most work under the broad
heading sponsored by ERDA. Luny conserva-
tion programs covered ERDA_ work on _
electric energy systems and energy storage.
It also included studies aimed at improving
efficiency, and various conservation pro-
grams sponsored by TVA, DOT, and NSF. Iii
1976, the chief R&D effort conducted under
the category of other energy was a NASA
program devoted to implementing energy

..activities-that require aerospace technology;
this was accomplished through support to
otheragen cies, S tate and local governments,
and others. __

(3) Environment included the areas of environ-
mental health and safety;_ pollution control and
environmental protection, and nruterstanding,
describing, and prriukg the environment. Enairon-
menial health and safety was the largest of these
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in 1976, making up two-fifths of e entire
environment function. -The ERDA
biomedical and environmental search
program was the largest one under this
subcategory, followed by-Bureau of Mines
health, and safety research. Within the
pollIdion control ant environmental protection
subfunctionone-third of the environment
func&In----the largest program area con-
sisted of a group of energ-related environ-v
mental programs conducted by EPA. Also
included- werEPA. water quality and air
quality researcharidtlevelopment,environ-
mental quality _monitoring projects by
NASA nuclear materials security, and
safeguard programs by ERICA, andvarious
-NSF, TVA and DOT programs. Unierstand-
ing..-Aexrilling ant *wilding chi environment
accounted for over one-fourth of the 1976
environment total. Under this subfunction
were found a wide variety ofenvironmental
satellite projects supported by NASA and

..relited to weather, ocean, and pollution-
: monitoring, and environmental service

_efforts sponsored by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration within the

, Department of Commerce.

(4) Science and Technology Base covered
support of bask and applied research in the
various fields of science, where _the chief
purpose is to support research as a source of
national scientific strength rather than to
support agency, mission objectives. Basic
research obligations which can be associated

i`th the agencies' missions are not included
in Science and Technology Base." Almost
o half of this fimarbn in 1976 wasp
represented by NSF Scientific Research
Project Support and more than one-third by
ERDNs physical research and basic energy
programs. Also included were NSF support
to the National Research Centers, and basic
research support by the Smithsonian In-
stitution, and the National Bureau of Sta,n-
dards.

(5) Transportation and Communication was a
function that incorporated research and
development in air, ground, water, and mut-
tintodal transportation subfunction areas in
addition to work in rommunications. The air
-subfunction was the largest, accounting for
almost three-fifths of the total in 1976.
NASA'saeronautical research and
technology program made up most of this
subfunction and more than two -fifths of the
total function. Ground transportation en- .
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compassed development and clemcinstration
programs of DOT's Urban Mass Transpor-
tation,Administration and R&D efforts of
DOT's Eederal Railroad'Administration,
National Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration, and .Federal Highway Ad-
hunistration. Water transportation R&D
efforts included those of the Maritime
Administration (Commerce); and of the
Coast Guard (DOT). The multimodal sub-
funciOn Vras entirely made up of a program
of the Office of the Secretary, DOT, to
stimulate industry to advance transporta-
tion technology and universities to further
research. Under the communitations sUbfunc-
tioa the chief activity was the NASA
communicationkahtellite

(6) Natural Resources -includes, lad) activities
aimed at improving utilization of the
Nation's mineral, loafer, land, recreation, and
multi-ressources. Included in the mineral sub-
fruiction were geologic and mineral re-

. sources surveys of the -Geological Survey
(Interior), mining technology, and
metallurgy research bf the Bieeau oftvlines
(Interior). Studies of wafer resources covered
water resources investigations of -the
Geological Survey as well as research
sponsorshipbYtheOffice of WaterResearch
and Tedutologli (Interipr).The land siibfunc--
tion. included forest- insect and disease
research and timber Management research
of the Fdrest Service (U4.04A), as well' as
cooperativeforestry eaMt sponsored by
the Cooperative State_ tesearch Service. In

er1976 the recreation sub function consisted of
several programs of the Fish and Wildlife
Service (Interior) dealing with wildlife
resources, svildli& restoration and fishery
resourges, and a few other programs .
of the Forest Service andTVA. Also included
under natural resonrcek was a builtiresoort
subfunction that covered all NASA earth
resources sunfeys, investigations of the use
and improVerfilitt of soil, water and air by
the AgricUltural Researaf_Service (USDA),
and the Sea Grant program of NOM.

(7) Food and Fiber reflected work of the
Cooperative State- Research Service
(USDA), 'plant and animal- production
research of the Agricultural. Rc-mearrl Ser-
vice, ocean fisheries and' living marine
resonates research of the National Oceanic
and Atmopsheric, Administration (Com-
merce); and various USDA- marketing and
distribution efforts. _



*
.18) The-Education fulction seas entirely corn-

._ pbsed of HEW and NSF programs in 1976.
These included programs of The Office of
Education (HEW) and the National Institute
of Ectication. (HgW) while the NSF effort*
involved science education improvement.

RESEARCH-FACILITIES ..rxestiat1972611arsi

Effective R&D programs cannot be under-
takes tildes:9, adequate facilities are available. An
examination of resources available for R&D
laboratories can provide information about
factors W`cle have a direct impact on the ability
toixtrferniR&Dactivities and serve as another
indicator of the health of the U.S. R&D effort.

R&D plant

_-- Resources in this area go_ for the acquisition,
--construction,and major repair of R&D facilities,
as -well as for the purchase of laige fixed
equipment such as reactors, wind tunnels, and
radio-telescopes. Data are available for only one
source of support for R&D plantthe Federal
Government; Funds fro this source, however,,,,
are believed to tepiesent partof the total"
investment in this area, althou the relative
size orthe Federal role may v among different
sectors.

Federal expenditures--; for RAD plant are
shown_ in I1gure 2-12. The rapid growth of
expenditures during the early 1960's was due
almost entirely to the expansion of intramural
facilities of the Nationil Aeronautics and Space
Administration. (NASA); the decline in later
year- reflects, largely, the cortipletion of these
facilities. The up-turnm expenditsres after 1972
wascroduceci by increased spending on the part

,t-of ,the Energy Research and Deirelopment
,-. Administration IERDA, formerly the Atomic

Energy Commission), NASA, and the Depart-
Flealth,Iducattori, and Welfare; funds

froirtiliese agencies were directed in the main to
industry and Federal intramural facilities.

In recent yeari;Over.,three-fourths of the
__federal' support- R&D plant has -been
allocated to two 5ectgrs.Federat intramural
laboratories and industry (Figure 2-13). The
Intranurral laboratories received 42 percent of 3,

the funds in 1975,:industry36 percent, Federallr
funded Research and Developinent centers
(FFRDC's) administered by universities 16-

I I 4 t ;1_1 1_1 1 4 1

percent, universities andicolleges 4 percent,and
other nonprofit institutions 2 percent.

Federal support for R&Dplant halsositown in
Figure 2-14, which presents the relationShip-
between Federal funds for 'R&D plant by
selected performer as a percent of Federal
obligations for R&D and R &D plant for that
performilig sector. The early rise and later
decline in this ratio for the Federal intramural
laboratories was due mainly to a like pattern of
change in'NASA funds for R&D plant.The ratio
For university FFRDC's fluctuated from year to
year, with the figure for )975 standing at 12

apercent. In universities and colleges, on the
other hand, the ratio decreased steadily from a

in 1966 and 1967 of 11 percent, toa loirof 1
percent in 1974 and 1975.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
*INFORMATION.

.
One of the most critical components of

research and development act)iities is the
gathering and dissemination of information.
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Efficient communication procedures and
systems, may not, only prevent duplication of
effort, but may also speed ui the ticatebetwekni
R&D and its application.I4 -

In virtually all areas of R&D, subRantial
resources are devoted to a wide variety 'of
information handling' efforts. However, the
exact amoun t spent by all sectors o fthe economy-

14 For information on Federal prwrams `aimed at dis-
seminating and transferfing scientific and technical knowl-
edge to potential usercifi the private Ad pubbc secter,sEe
Filedits TUNSJrr Dar:tory of Po:riots, grulorres, Coosa
Foists. Federal Council for Science and Technology:Commit-
tee on Domestic Technology. Transfer, 1925.

these activities is not knovni. Etlimares have-
...:been made which indicate that total national

resources committed to S&TI acfiiiities reached
$9A billion in 1925.15- ,

Some information is available -on funds
provided by ilie Federal GoVefriMent,lts

lineasjireti in constant dollars,peakeddunng-
1968 but drcipped 26wercent bilow that level in

f;!

is Statislical Winders of iiustific and Takagi Comnliadior.
196014 (Rockvilk, King Refearcli,inc., Center for
Quantitillyefidericess-1976)4 is. 13..

.
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1976 (Figuri 245). Another indeSC, the ratio of
. total scientific =arid teclmiceinformation (Mal)

Obligations -to-Federal R&D, was .O2{ in 1976,
clown considerably :from the .0257.026, level
ritaintiiried throughout the 'early 1970's.

About two-thirds. of all Federal suppc4 for
S&TI _actiVities in 1976 was provided by DOD,
HEW; and the Depart:meat of Ccnnmerce (Figure

. 2-16). Obligations by thelatter were the largest,
for an estimated total of.$108 milliona large
;onion of whichgoes" to support programs such

.

2,15" .,e

federal obitationsfor WNW= and
lecimical Wormlike activitieitcapared
wilythifidecal-R&D obligafions, 1 T30178

'Or impta Malin asoSivanstonsstdoirs softie 1572
dam

1011114CE IppirtstabiaLS.

,

i)

--A "
as the National Technical 14ormation.Serliicd.
Next, in. size with $96 million was DOD which
supplies , information' ilutugh the Defense
Documentation__Center,follo*ed by BEV/ which
supports a variety_ of programs, a major one _

beig4he Natiorfal 'Library of Medicine..

The S&TI activities supported by Federal
agencies cover many different areas, but carkbe
generally. classified into four efferent. . -

categories: (1) publication and -distribution, (2) ,._

documentation, reference_ and information
, services), (3)-symposia-anCaUdirivisual -media;-

and (4) R&D in information sciences., documerr,
u

-_-__-

ta on and information systems, techniques and .., _.,
devices. Obligatiops --for clikumentats.,
reference ,6c1 information services actounte4
er the largest amount 1E1,1976 for iii estitnitecl

total of $192. maon (Figure 247). fiti/cittion
and distribution -costs _were -next with $1U
illillial Together;these two are4 accoAnticl for
oiter three-feta-ft of the total. Oblig,itionS for
symposia and aUdioVisiral meca: totaled '$26; ....-:_

.milhron while :the remaining category had $7,
. million. ---- -

The often reportiainfoiroationoplosion7is
commonly thotight of as a product ofincreased
scientific arid technical activity in the 'Nation. ,.-
Atteinpts' to 'quantify' the magnitude, of this ---
expansion mid o a,sse4s its stilt*: include-
evaluations of the .number Of -sgientific.--arid
technical articles piiblishaduring,certith time

`periods. The rate-at -which-.U.S. authors have -
published articles-in 1.1.S scientific arid technical,'
journals _has' risen dramItifially.. since *A966
(Figure. 2;18). Between ,19t,0-- and 197 thee '
number of articles appeAringimsucli journals.,
increasedbylrs4 percent( orat an.averaie annual -,
rate cif 6.4- percent. These-estimates-Must-be;
viewed with caution;"-because of diffiCulties-':.
Involved in defining those publiationiivhichati
considered scientific andifethnical, anclbfcause
sources for-=such irifortriaffort often:iinclUde
journals-, which are....-no longer -.1ri publication. *__t.

Nevertheless, it to view these-geneia)
trends iri jourital liferiture. Prod, uction as a .

. possible indicator of science,activity.
2'
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Reswrces Fo*Basic Research

.
National spending, in- current dollars, for
basic research climbed substantially since
19 and rose to a new high in 1976; in

$ co tdollars however, estimated expen-
ditures, In 1976 advanced approximately 2
percent above the 1975 level, but remained
nearly 11 percent below the peak, year of
1968_

INDICATOR 1110-ILIGHTS

Among performers of basic reseepch, more
than half of the Nation's expendi were
accounted for by universities and colleges in
1976, compared to a 37 percent share by this

,,sector in 1960.Industry held an estimated 16
. percent (half of Its 1,960 share/irk 1976, the

Federal Government also held 16 percent in
-1976.

Ths source Of mos suppii-rt -far basic
research was the 1 Government in
_1976, at it has Teen in past years. The
Federal share has anedunted t9-68_perZent of
the total since 1971, rompired with ap-

'itoximaiely60 percent in 1960; the shire of
support prodded by industry has remained

'gable_ at approximately ,;.,15_ _percent
throughout the 1970's, in sharpcontrast to
The 28 percent share this sector provided in
1960.

n current' dollars, 1976 basic research
'tures by uniVersitiisand collegei

ced an estimated 21percent aboile the
le l reached in 1974, -Constant -dollar
expenditures grew 5 percent during this
period. However, even %TRH- this 5 percent
growth, expenditures in thelatter yearwere
roughly equal to the level reached in1969.

hi' Constant dollars, -Federal spending for
academic basic ,r1"earcli-pe:aked in 19
real dollar expenditures fog 1976 remained
,an estimated 10 perCent belovii that pea

-year. Federal sources providelle- largest-
share of tecpenditures.for basic research in
uriiversities and_collFgeS.13ebveen 1970-arid'
1976 this' -share has atcounted4or- _atp- ----
prbximately 70- tpa:cirit,of4e

ci' Neaarly all B;c17rel obligations for acadeniic
basic researchin 1976,were provided byonly-

' six agencies: HEW, NSF, DOD,
NASA and USDA. most cases, NSF -and
one other agency __provided over- three-

.moths. of the support in a:given-fie-4.a
science and engineering.

n In constarif dollars, iiiimated Federal and
industrial support for basic research in 1976 .*
was 15 percent below the peak levels which:
each had reached in 1968 Real dollar
support by each of these sectors has"
reinained at-about the same level between
1974 and 1976.

Si age esHEW, NSF, ERDA, Dbt),
A and USDA -- obligated over 96 per

cent of Federal basic research fund's in 1976
Current dollar obligations:by these "six
agencies have increased 3Z percent in the
period 1967-7k

Federal obligations for basic reseatch in the
fife .sciences, environmental 'sciences,
engineering, and social sciences, reached
their -highest current dollar levels in 197.6.
Howeve4Jonstent dollar-obligations in, all
fields were lower than in previous years,

o Federal intramural laboratorie were 7---
respYonsible for an ,estimated 1 percent of
total` national expenditures -,-
reseatthj- in* 1976, and 22- percent l.of
federally_ supported basic research for that
year.,Constant_ dollar furictig.in 1976 for';,

j basic research in these laboratories rose
- some 24percent above 1975 levels, biit was

still below the 1969 peak ypr. -., -,
o fritstrial performers_were res-ponsible for

man estimated l6 percent of the /4,,atiott's total
basic research expenditures in 1976. In
current dollars, these expenditures reached

-, a new high in 1976. However, constant
dollar expenditures were, comparable to

- those -of 1972.

4the- universgy ,sector was the largest
produceirof research reports in 1975 for 11
elected fields. This sector accounted for an

average 73 percent of the artieles.Govern-
ment and industry each accounted for 11
percent, while-nonprofit institutions had 4
peecent.

I
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_ -
It is through basic research that man strives

for new knowledge of himself and nature. Basic
research programs are-not driven by_practical
need or witential_ application, Rather, they-are _--
fneled by the Teske to advance the existing state
_of scientifie- understanding- itself. Its rtirac-
titioners-ranee &outputs of scientistsworking
in large fadlities, to in4ividuals with little or no

-- research equipment-. &Sic research is also
international in nature, joining the activities of
?cientists-frotiany countries

hough curiosity is often cited as the prime
moti of the individual scientist for perform-

,lioften happens that the inform&
ed from basic research programs leads

to practical applications of substantial value to
- the Nation. These benefits are extremely
_difficult to quan*. However, it has been
-estimated that advances in knowledge are the
largest single source of ng-term growth of

_ total economic _output? According to this
author, new knowledge has accounted for one--
thindosinore of the total growthin output lathe
UitdSttes sinceWorldWar11.3Induded ir his
tfknowledgearc-those things usually

-defined as technical knowledge concerning the
physical propertiesoof things and-how to make,
combine or use them in a physical sense. In
_addition; the definition include? managerial
knoitledge or knowledge of business organize.,
tiims and of management techniques. Knowl-
edge originating both in the uruted States and
abroad, and knowledge obtained through large-

-
scale organized research, 'individual research
workers and inventors, and by sun* observa-
tion and experience, as well as any other
techniques, are Included. -

Ewen with such estimates of the contribution
to growth made -by new knowledge in general,

_ there is no method for relating the cost of basic
research in particular with its total returns
intellectual, social and economic. However, the

A

see tt a risapter enbtlecLinternatsorGti indicators of Science
and Technology" m this report. .

2 Edward f. Derusotvikaannes in lined evi Loseitik
IV-4 149 (w0.11.6imilm. c Brookings

'.- 680, 1974), pp. 79. 112. "
s 3 The growth accounting metharsinsed- to make this

y, estaata to involved theme of rune series data inwhich factors
of input were related to factors of attpat spec.. ban

. periods.
were

contribution of a 'number of idennfeble
/Jet erstinants of outpueper unit of input were also measured
-The Output remaining when other factors were accounted
for comprised a residua/ which was considered to be

. accounted for by advances in knirwieckge.-- ..,7.

many and varied us f basic research suggest
that the benefits tial; particularly in
comparison with the relatively smallinvestment
invoked.

Estimates of the costs of performing basic
research, however, are somewhat easier to
obtain, and it is clear that the level of basic
research adttvity in the Nation (ind Perhaps the_
potential contributions to sofiety made by such
activities) is a function of the fiscal resources
devoted to the effort Therefore, indicators of
the gate Ncif basic research presented in this
chapter consist largely of the financial resources
committed by various sectors to basic research:
Such "input" indicators proVide information on
National expenditures for &sic research, the
extent of research performed in universities and
other sectors and trends in expenditures for
bask research in the various fields Of sdila_ce-1.
One "output indicator is also present-Aran
analysis of publication rates of scientific research
articles produced by different sectors in major.
fields of science.

This chapter's indicators are deficient in a
number of major aspects They do not encom-
pass substitutive aspects of basic research, such
as advances in knowledge achieved in the various
scientific disciplines. The indicators, _further-
more, do not the ifiicle applicalions'inade
of the reSults of this research Nor_ do -they,
represent the economic and social returns froin
the varied uses made of its-cumulative findings.
Jhe present indicators, in addition, do otit
include measure of the effectiveness, or
prciductivity, of the research activity,

ides these deficiencies, there- are other
rmutations in regard to the data used for the
present indicators. There is,- for
uncertainty regarding the wedsion with
"gasic" research can be Bistingulsh
"applieereseardt. A particular reseir
may beidentified -as basic or aPplied, ding
orrivhether the classification is made the
sponsor of-the research orby the organization or
individual, performing it. Furthermore,
differences among sOtors in the assignment o
costs to basic research make it difficult to
compare expenditure's and the, magnitude of
research efforts among_ the sectors. Industfial
firms, for example, include in their reporfed
expenditures for basic research an! annual
depreciatio'n cost of the. facilities used in the .
research; universities and Federal laboratories
do not. The ,construction costs of large,.
Government-financed research facilities such as

_ _



the Perini National Acielerator l.ab6ritory are.
not included as basic research expenditures.
However, each sector's trends are consistently
defined over Hine]

NATIONAL RESOURCES
FOR BASIC RESEARCH -4

Totalnational expqiclitures for13asic research
have-risen steadily 'tiveeft,1960 and 1976. In
current dolls% spendingairewfrom-$1.2 billion

"- -_to an estimaterif_almostS4Abillion during that
period ing-ure 3-1). However,_forces of inflation
have, cu sharply into this increase. In .real

--dollars, basic research expendittires for 1976
rose only 2 percent over 1975, to $3.5 billion

_ roughly equal to those of 1965 and n percent
belovithe peak-year of 1968; I

--About 12 percent of the Nation's toll R&D
expenditures inI976 were for basic research.

- This has rernainecrabout the same
since 1%5.4

Expenditures by Performer

Private industry, Federal laboratories, univer-
51'0es and colleges (and the Federally Funded
Research and Development Centers they ad-
minister), and other nonprofit institutions are
the major sectors which perform basic research.
Because these sectors have diffeiu- ig missions

'and purposes, two different definitions of basic
research have been used for obtaining the data
reported bere.Forallbut the industry sector, the
definition -of basic research stresses that such

.activity be directed toward increases of-knowl-
edge in science with the primary aim of the
ittoegizalor is$TIrg ", . .a fuller knowledge or
understandingof the subject understudy, rather
than # _practical application thereof." For the
industrial sector, to takeaccount of an individivl
company's commercial goals, basic research is
defined as ". . origirial investigations for the
advancement _of scientific .knowledge. .which
do not have simific commercial objectives,

'although they Ay be in fields of present or
potential interest to the reporting company."

Universities and colleges are the primary
. means by which e United States conducts its

-basicresearcheff t. .These institutions account

-,b4Naraanai Piile4 ti R&D Ramnus. National Soencr
FoundatiotpliSF/6P310),p.4.5eealsoAppentietTable2-6.

MOIL& 'fr.°6341474
Ccestrt

fautat6)11as

1_1 1 I-1 1 1 1 1

for the majority of expenditures (ouch work.
In 1976, their estimated spending for- basic
research amounted to $2.44 billion, or 55 percent
of the total (Figure 3-2), comparedred- to 'a 37
percent share in 1960. The percentage-of funds,

t by industry on hick research-has also'
ed a similar amount over the period 1960-

76, dropping from 32 percent to 16 percent.
Proportions of basic research expenditures held
by the other performing sectors have remained
fairly constant Since 1960. in 1776 the Federal
Government spent 16 percent, FFRDC's ac -,'
counted for 7 percent, and other nonprofit'
organiiations,.6 percent.

Constant dollar expenditures- . for ,basic
research in performing sector were erin
1976 than in some - previous year
spen&g. However, spending by
and colleges showed the smallest rive loss.
Expenditures in 1976 were 4 t below the
peak year of 1972* In all performing
sectors, 1976 leVels were_ een_21 perceht_ --

and p percent, below earli' peak years.

Peak



The only nPrforner ex' perm' nang a constant
dollit gain above expenditures for 1974 was the
universities and colleges, rising over 5 percfnt by
17/6.

lc Research Support by Source of Funds

Performers of ic research receive their
support ftom themeFederal Government, in-

, .

dustry, universifi and .nonprofit organiza-
tions. Of these fo sources, Federal sponsors
have usually provided the laigest-shara (see"
Appendix Table 3-3). Since the Mid-1960's, this
share has amounted to between 68 percent-and,

- 70 percent of the total. loclustryhas.provided
about 15 percent throughout the 1970's, while
universities and colleges and other nonprofit
organizations' provided approximately'll per-
cent and 6 percent, respectively, since 1960. In
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real dollars, the only sponsors which provided 4.
peak level of sumrt in 1976 were fhe nonprofit
organizations Wivire 3-3). In all
-funding in 1976 remained below an earlierpeak.
Federal and-industrial constant dollar support
Were 15 percent below the peak leVels which
each had reached in 1968.

Between 19' 74 and 1976, feal dollar support by
Federal andinduthial sources remainedat about
the same level. Funding by universities and

colleges' rose by 6 peirent.in the period 1974-76,
while the support by nonprofit organizations
advanced 9 percent.

Federal Support of Basic Research

Since World War II, when the _critical impor-
tince of basic research in advancing the health.

. Includes funds from State and localgovemments, as well
as from the uraversitses and colleges themselves.
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and welfare of the Nation was first recognized,
the Federal Government has assumed a major
responsibility for its support.

The basic rts- earth effort has laid the &au-
ditions on _Which advances in the country's
defense, economy,- health, education, and its
cultural and intellectual life are built. Such

_ research is supported by many Federal agencies
-as a means of fulfilling their missions. HEW
obligated more funds than any other agency for
support of basic research in 1976. Two HEW

mporients-the National Institutes of Health
11414 and thtAlcohot Drug Abuse and Mental
1TealthAdministration(ADAMEIA)accounted
for some 98 percent of all HEW's estimated basic
research obligations in that year. An indi tor of
the importance which HEW attaches o basic

-research in areasrelating to 'health sci ces can
be seen largely from obligations bith two
components. In 1976, the NIH obligated 90

t -of Its basic research funds for work in
sciences. ADAMHA obligatid 56 percent of

its funds for life sciences ane41 percent for
psychol4y and social sciences f. In contrast, all
other c6mponents of HEW which reported-
obligations for basic research in 1975 (Health
Services Administration, the National Institute
of Education, the Social Security Admuustra-
lion, and The Officeof the Secretary) supported a
total of only 2 percent of the agency's basic
research i;bligations.

One agency, th onal Saence Foundation,
was created for press purpose of suppor
Ling scierklic research and strengthening the
Nation's capability in science. It is one of six
agencies which aevotes a significant amount of
sits resources -to- support of basic research.
Together, the following agencies (Table 3-4)

accounted for over 90 percent of all Federal
obligations? for basic research in Fiscal Year
1976, .

Basic xesearchand total agency R&D. Each of
these Federal agencies has a need to emphasize
programs of basic research to a different degree
FigUre 3-5 shows the percentages of their total
R&D programs which are reported as bask
research. The _ratiO of basic research to total
Federal R&D obligations for all agencies corn-
bined has remained between 10 percent and 12
percent during those years for which ZataAre

The largest ratio was. held by the NSF, as
would be expected in view of its designatedrole
in the support of .bask research. In 1976, NSF
obligated 85 percent of its R&D funds for basic
research compared to the high of 92 percent
reached in earlier years. This represents an
upturn from a low of75 percentreached in 1974,
which had resulted from the impact of- the
support of new and largely applied research
programs such is Research applied to National

. Proportionally, the USDA was the next
largest supporter of basic research in 1976,
obligating some 37 percent of its R&D funds for
this purpose, followed by HEW with 26 perce-
ERDA with 10percent, NASA, 7 percent, and
DOD,-4 peitent. _

Overall, current dollar obligations for basic
research by these six agencies have increased 32
percent between 1967 and 1976, for an average
annual rate of approximately 3 percent. During

Faired 17=4 for Ramat &ropiest, sad Ma Sand
Adirthes. Fiscal Years 1975, 1976 obi 1977. Vol. XXV, Detailed
Statistical Tables,. National Science Foundation (NSF 76-
315), pp. 48, 54.

' Federal obligations for basic research may differ from
federally provided e:cpenditures 'in the same year for a
number of reasons. A sector which performs research. for
example, may -report expenditures for researdf projects
which it regards as basic research", whereas the Federal
agency providing the support may report the same-projects
as consisting of 'applied research". In addition. obligations
made in a giOn year may actual'', extend over several later ,,
years in terms of the avadaliaty of the funds for expeit-
chture. Moreover, the withholding of obligated funds may
have produced discrepancies between obpsations and
reported expenditurtm"" -

Feiner Fads for Rework. Dra-lersrat. ad Othr
Melba. Food Yeas ,1 973. 1975 sa1 1977. Vol. XXV, Detailed
Statistical Tables, National 6cfrice FoundttaanINSE 76-
315), p. 147.E



the same period, their total R&D obligations
grew 25. percent, at an average annual rate of
about 2.4 percent. Between 1973 and 1976,

- however, their basic research obligations grew
15 percent while those of to tal R&D increased 28
Percent.

Basic research obligations. Figure 3-6 shows
Basic `research obligations in both current and
constant dollars for each of the six major

, agencies as well as all othet agenciesconlbined.
In 1976, each-agency increased obligations in
current dollars for basic research programs.

'however, Measured in constant dollars, only
fiEW`and NSF reached new highs in 1976.

72

The relative support in 1976 given to basic
research in the principal scientific disciplines by
each agency were:9

HEW. Life sciences received approximately
85 percent of the basic research obligations.
Support for physical sciences amounted to 5
percent, while psychology and social
sciences received 4 percent and 3 percent
yespectively.

NSF. The largest percentage of funds, some
2 8percentr went for liAic_researchin.the_
physical sciences,w1Ule over 26 percent was
obligated for environmental sciences. Life
sciences accounted for almost 19 percent,
and engineering received 12-pprcent.

_

ERDA. Approximately_ 82 percent of basic
research obligations were for work in
physical sciences, while abet -15 percent
funded engineering studies.

DOD. In defense agencies, engineering
accounted :Tor .alniost 3Q,percent -of all
obligations for basic rtl%r ch. Enviroh-
mental sciences received 24 percent/physical
sciences/22. percent, and-the life sciences 11
percents

NASA. The physical sciences made up 61
percent of the space agency's basic research
obligations, while environmental sciences
received 17 percent. Basic reseiich
obligations for engineering accounted for
almost 16 percent.'

USDA. TheThe majority of the Department of
Agriculture's basic research -obligations

-went for life science's and-physical sciences,
receiving 71 percent and 13 percent, respec-
tiyely.

Substantial shifts have occiirred in thepropor-
tion of total Federal basic research obligationsby
the agencies between 1967 and _1976. The

_percentage supplied by HEW has rise0km 21
percent to 28 percent while the NSF shareofthe
Federal total jumped from 14 percent to atetost
23 percent during this period. Obligations by the
Department of Defense fell from 16 percent to
about 11 percent. This decline may bedue, in
part, to the "Mansfield Amendment" which
restricted DOD to the funding of bisic research!
only if related directly to its mission.'4

From Friers!
Sam:7N Aarrdies,
Detaard Statist

a

for Rrkeerrk. Drreiereed, set Oatti
Yaw 1975. 1976 Sad 1977, Vol. XXV,

Tables, (NSF 76-315), p.

/
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In the case of NASA, receipt changes were
made in tie classification of its programs by
character of work. Most of the major NASA
projects arenoiv categorized entirely as develop-
ment since they largely generate outer space
hardware and relate technology. In former
years substantial portions of these projects were
classified as basic research or applied research.
Data from these years for which
reclassifications were made show a decline in the

- agency's share of basic research obligations from
a high of 21 percent in 1969 to 10 percent in
1976.

4-' The share of Federl basic research obligation.;
ERDA has also declined somewhat,

4

dropping from 17 percent in 1969 to 12 percent
in 1976, while Those by USDA have remained
fairly -constant, moving ordy_from 6 percent to
about $ percent during this peripd.

Basic researc.te obligations in scientific areas.
The scientific areas in which" most federally
supporkci basic research is conducted am.
presented in Figure 3-7. Thfive fields shown
accounted for almost -95 percent of -all Federal
'basic research oNigations in 19700

1
la See Appendix Table 3-6 for detailid data for other

disciplines and Appendix Table 3-7 for 4 listing of the
scientific disuphries encornpamd in thk.se fields -

7,9
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In current dollars, estimated obligations for
basic research in life sciences, environmental_

.silences, engineering and acialsciences reached --
their highestfievels is 1976. flowever-ton'statit
dollar figures show diat in alt areas, basic.
research obligations werelower in 1976 than in,
some prgrious. year. The field of psychology
showed the graatest real dQtlat decline of all,
falling, by SO percent_bqyve .1967 and 1976.
- J 4-1/.

-74 ' ,
"

Constant doila; obligations for baskresearch in
mathematical and computer ,sciences also rejl
sgrply, droppingby k4,percent daring the same

'period-
The distribution of btSicYesearch ongations

among-these fields his not Cligigedtonsiderably
since 1967. The gre4test change =earl in the
physical sciences tibete the share of teal



. .
obligationsdropped from 35 percent in 1967 to
.281percent in 1976. Shares held by Life sciences

,-,, -_.:, and' environmental- sciences _ increased by -4
° ._ percent,and 3 peg cezit re,spectively durinAthis

period, while those for theothv fields were
within approximately-1 percentage point of the

,-,-; 'fraction held in 1967., , .

.

-13MIC RESEARCH IN
UNIVERSITIES-AND COLLEGES

rTheprincipal pert' vimers ckf basic ceseatch in
the United States ar-e'aiko a* colleges.
They accounted for 55 piiiiett of such work in
1976, spending an d4timateatotal of $2.4 billion
(£-figure 3-2X. This is,in sharp =lima to 1953..
wheieuniversities and colleges accounted for
only 7:6 Percent of task research expenditures,
industi held 135,_ percent, and the Federal
Intramural effort accounted for 24 percent.11-
Withinereafidfederalsupportofbasicresearch,

totalsoing to universities and
colleges '_grev' more rapicilY than that for
industrial and Federal intramural sectors. In
1974 funds for tndustrial. and Federal in
trammel sectors had declined to 16 percent each.
'Mere vas little change in the share of basic
'research 'expenditures held' by- the nonprofit
iartanizaticins and the university I;;FRDC's;
earl accounting for sdnie-6 Eercen1 to4 cent
of basy_iesearch expenditures since # mid-
1960's (Appendix Table 3-4

The important roll universities d _colle
- play in the-performance Ofbasic r earchds
_reflected by th6 ninnbeinf article's whi their
scientists and engineers contribute- t the
literature. In 1-P74, as. authors, from this ectni
produced almost tfiree-fourths of all rticles

'appearingi.in.U.S. scientific and technical jam-
"-rials1A -1:113 Tabie 3-2?), and two-thirds of

another gersampl" e of U.Sauthois' world_
1?-: .

degrees, these institutions repOrted percent'
of all academic basic research expenditures in
1975.-0.

In current dollars, estimated total' basic
research, expenditures by universities sand
colleges reached the highest point ever in 1976,
approximately 21 percent above 'the level
reached in 1974.14 In addition; constant dollar
expenditures have also growrein both 1975 and

'1976, reaching S1.9Si. billion in the litter 'year.
This represents a growth of 5 pertent over
expenditures in 1974. However, the constant
dollar levefreached in 1976wasroughly equate:
spending levels of 1969. The recent increases in
expenditures for academic basic research e
due lately to increased funding by the Federal
Government. Expenditures in constant dollars'
from tfuvource rose by 4percent between 1974
and 1976, thus accounting, for most of-the 5
percentitotal cmpendituriinirease in_that period.

. -

Sources of Funds for,,Acadeinic Basic Research

The Federal Government provides thelariest
amount of support fot bisic research to-univer-
sitieg, and colleges (Figure .3-8). In current
dollars, Federal expenditures havkrisen steadily
in the period 1960 to 1976. When measured in
constant dollars; spending for academic basic
esearch by the Federal Government peaked in

68, then fell substantially, dropping steadily
ugh 2974. In- 197.6 real expenditures rose

sligh lit, then climbed again'in 1976; however,
the estimated 1976 level remained 10 percent
belciw that of tke1968 peak year.

*-
The Federal share of expenditurekor basic

.research in universities has declined -.iewhat
[Toni the 7510 77perCentporfion held during the
rind to late 1960's. Between 1970 and 1976,
Federal expenditures have accounted--for ap-
proximately.70 percent to 72 percentof the total.
The share of _expenditures . by_ "all other

O

Basic research in universities ancrcolleges
- rang'es frOni the efforts of individual scientist;

ensinOrs'to those of large.researchtearns
-which Often; are brginized around the use of

g unique equipment and fealties: Most of the
_research -takes plaCe.in univetsitryt whicft ha/
;gradbate-4evel programs :- offering -doctorate

difisions, or specific bark research piojetts..They do not

Expendihsto for Scieni* Engraining Attiritirs at Miro
titlrs and Olkstert 1975. Derailed StatisiicalTables,Nationat
Science Foluillition (NSF 76-4,16),cakulated from datzen;5.'

4 -these expeilditure.data are far basic research which has
been sponsored, by ogler agencies.and organizations, as
as basic research supported by an instict.ittionis own funds

o separa y orga'Which it ailocatis= t tel nixed- institutes
=

- Calcylited from Nonfat Paktris of .IZ&D itemno, j 953-
,.1976, National Science Foundation (NSF 7p-.310Lpp. A-74.

22C0innter Horfinns:lor., unpublishied data.

'7

include the expprendifdres for research-teachi g assignments- .
of the faculty l(depaftmental research). penditures
associated with rFRIQCs adricmistered by universities are
(rested tat r in this chapter.. Ai

- :

'75;.
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sources"haci risen to 27 percent In 1976, up
:.frem--theiDpeicent Share 1965, Less-than
3,percent of the basic research expenditures _

colleges And Amiversittes were provided by
industry-in 197'6. .

Scitih sources -= include universities and colleges
illemserves,_State and-local governments, and,other_non-

\ profit.urgarnzations. '
*
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Su by Feiteral Agencies,
,

The -six "Fideral agencies. mentjoned: earlier',, _

:accounted for 97 percent., olk total_; Federal
obligations to uniiersities antreolleges for basic
research in 1976.-1-he _NSF and HEW -together
provided almost 74 pertent.vf -tall such '-',-3.
obligations' '.-- -3 . ''"*- t 'V,_... ,

....,_ -_

fri dividual Federal agencies-differ great/03._
the - proportion ortheir total obligations for basic-

sr,
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research whiCh they direii-to tiniversities and
colleges (Table 3-0). Of the six agencies referred

earlier, NSF arld'HEW alloCated the largest
etion of their totarbask re-Search obligations

to-educational institutions in 106 (77 and 66
Oereentrispectively), fbIlowed by DQD with 42
,pekent USDA wit ,percent, ERDA frith 23
percent, aria-NASA, 22 percent.

Figure10 illustrates the 3-uppciffprovided to
these fieldsbtscienceand. engineering by the six
ageniies'which'obligate the majority fif basic
research funds -to universities and Colleges. It ,
also shows that in ntost cases,-for, a given field of

_-science--and engineering, NSF-- and itrieottleff
agex*yProvided-thebulk okeupportin 1976:41
example; inorethan tOpercent of the obligations,:
for wOik. in engineering were provided

.

and DOD in /076., and some 0.0 percent of
_.-

pbligations for basic research in the life sciences
were accounted for Erg /4:5F, and HEW. 'In

'chemistry, ahnost SO percent' was provided by
NSF and HEW, while NSF and DOD obligated
nearly 90 percent of funds for environmental,
science Bask research in 1976. Obligations, for
physics were._ provided primarily 6X NSF and
ERDA, accounting for some "84 percent -of 411
basic5,reseatch funds in that field. The NSF and
DOD_ obligited 90 percent of basic research
funds far mathematics, While NSF, HEW, -arK1
USDA were primarily responsible for nearly a

isupport for,,- basic research_ in, .soczal
-scienets. , -

In any.of the fields mentionedabove, support
. to universitiesand colleges by NSF-it:0.976 was

-
I,
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substantial. Ove 41 fields, this agency provided
pertent of basic research obligations to

universities and Collegei; F,cir individual fields of
science'. and engineering in 1,975, their support
,ranged froth 17 percent _in life kiences to 70
percentin environmeritarsciences. for six of the
seven fields illustrated in Figure 3-10, NSF
obligations amounted to about half or more of all
bask research obligations tocolleges and univer-
sities. "these statistics underscore .fhe impor-

. _ Lance of the foie of NOtn the support of basic
='-research at US, universities and reneges.

t ,

Instititional Concentration of Basic Research

Basic research- Institutions :which award
advanced .degrees in. science and'' engineering
conduct most of the Nation's basic research

-programs- Tn_1975, there-were 289-universities
granting doctorate degrees in the sciences and
engineering. These institutions accounted for 98
perksent of academic basic research expenditures
in 1975. Approximately:87 percent-¢f the total
expenditures for ail:priapic basic research- are
concentrated iri.,-100 such jristitutIonsji. Only,'
.slight changes- have b- ceuired in this pattern of
Institutionaigonce tdon during the, 1964-75
period shown in' able-34.1 below. However,
there were some shiftsin the positions of specific
institutions, only 86 institutions were among
the fast 100 in basic research expenditures

; throughout all9 years IA- the 197,2-75 per4ofiti-

a
Are

.

$
*

Total academic R&D.18. Among the seven
scientific.areas represented inligure 3-12, son
skow concentratiqn of expenditures ts,a greater
degree than others. There were 41 adversities
and caws vie:hi& tanked among theiirst 10 in
at leist one of the seven major fields. Of these,
Only 13 ranked among the first 10 ,in more than
one field, and only one appeared among the first,
10 fn meat 'than four fields.

The greatest concentration- ih1,975 was in -
mathematics and ccanpuler-sciences 'where 67
percent of all' R&D expenditures by universities
and colleges were reported *20 institutions, 87 _

percent were accounted feir by 50 institutions,
and 97 percent by 100- institutions, The least,

_ concentration occurred in _the life sciences;
where the first20schools accounted for only 38
percent of basic research spending, the first 50,.
65 percent, and the first 100, 8? percent. .

Three fields (lii-ersciencls, engineering, and
the physical dscieneesr accounted for over 70
percent _of th6RAD expenditures by.universities,,
andFolleges in 1975: v

4

,

Relative growth of basic research and
of scientists and engineers, ..

The number of full-time-eniftvalent (FTE)
scientists and engin. ik5s at the major research-
performhig_unimrsities and a:alleges has Eisen

-faster= their 121e, -separately-budgeted basic

e!"''

Exped.ttarrs for .5:o:dila and Lasanartas. Amstar a a. thatri "4
ino1411130, FY J 9Th. Det.hiekl Statistical Tables, !NSF

316), based on pages 3 and .5, and Lappotatarn jei
Eggisernas diarrsim, Llarprrsatus Collegts, Exa.w ,Y oat ; a.: 3,

. (NSF 77-307)t p. 25.
1/National ifence6Foutidation, unpublisbed data.

d

Si Data one basic rch expenahture§. alone are not
available for separat of silence inajvxluel
.statist cams. An approxiinaliciei Is avidallie, however, in the
form of total R &D expEnditures by these institutions, in
scientific fields, needy Am-fix/ribs of is repot
basic iesearti.

1.
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research w-ciaendihires (Figure 3- 13) Data from a
rnatched;group Of the first 100 institutions
ranked earl year on basic research expenditures
show that while expenditures fell Z.6,percent
from 1973 to 197S, the number:of FTEscien tiSIS
rose 3.1 percent: These institutions accolmteds
for 86-5? percent of all basic research expert=
iffitures- reported by higher education in-
stitutions-in these three years.

B research funding from non-Federal
sources droppesionly 2.1 percent in real dollars,
while-fedirally supported expenditures fell 2.9.
percent from 1973 to 1975. The Impact of this
latter atange is great because only 70 percent of

.

_

the total baik reSearch expe.nchturig these -

institutions was received fiord the Feferal
Government.

BASIC _RESEARCH EXPEihiebRES
- IN FEDERALLY FUNDED RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT

ADMIIISTWD BYr 1WIERS

A FederatiAtu;Cleaktei.eartitandlk °potent,
Centers (FFRDC's) are .organizYtt finariced-
exclus,ivelpor primarily by the Fecreial Govern-
ment to perform _R&D in relatively 'specific
areas, or in some instances toPiovide facilities at
universities for research and as ed training
puripses. The Centers usuilly.lkve aldirect and
long-term "Teta tiortship wit their funding
agency, malting it poss e for them to maintain

41.



ingramentarion, facilities;' and openational
support -Beyond, the capabilities of single.

ucational or -researejr .115HW:ions- 140117
Federal organizationsacadernic, industrial, or
zionpro4t=administer the FFRDC's- s
:Of the 'Nation.% :toial basic research ,expen-

--- = ditures- in 105, FFROC's adthinistered by
_ universities andcollekes accounted Cori percent

of =the totaLlo These imiversityvaffiliated
FFRDC's received-85 petcent of.the Federal b-asic
research 'obligations for all three.categories of

Tfitse Centers and their sponsoring
2!-

enI Defense

pplised p cs Labriratory
Applied- Laboratory -

Center for NaVal Analyses -
*corn Laboratory

-Energy Reseirch anir c.velopiiren
Administration-

es:= tory (Iowa State University)
iiarie 'coal Laboratory

_Bitoirlaven NatiOnal Laboratory. .
-fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

7 (Fenligab)
E. 0. Lawier4 Berkeley-Laboratory

Lawrence Lriverrnpre..Laboratory
LoriAlainosrSc5entific Laborakiy
Oalaidge AssoCiafed Universities
Plasma PhYsicslaboratory.
Staliford Linear Accelerator Center, _

National'Aeronartiks and'Spate
Addinistraticin

Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Spa& Radix F.4e'lets Laboratory

Nitional Science Zoundation

ACerro Tokilo lifter-Arnerican Observatory
irditt Peak NatioralObservatory- -
Natifonal Astronomy and ionosphere Center

__IsTaHonal Center-for Atmospheric Research
' National Radio Astronomy Observatory.

Current dollar expenditures for basic research
by university- managed FFRDC's reached their
highest point in 1975 (Figure 3-44). However, in
constant 'dollars basic research expendi by
these institutions were almost 28 perce_
the peak year ruched i91968.AlthougGlata are
Vot available on expenditures for specific

eidintific fiekts, a revie4,.of the above list of
Centers and the Fed -wcies im?blved shows
that the basic,r they conduct is'prirn' anly
in the physical and engineering.

The gropo Of all R&D tp:pendi in
these academic ffikDC's:reporteodwalisk
research $"vas 31, percent -in 1975, d
from 35 percent preVioUs year (Appendix
Table 3-13)..

Some,of the FFRDC's'are permitted to receive
support from sources other than the Fedmal

1

Ap , -i. 4.
_ -

,... -_._._ .
lw Calculatefrorn AppeIiifit Tatilt 3-2.
21 Fiend Audi far, Kowa. Drvitywie. zei.06fir sr:01K

Arliglits. Focal Yawn 1975. 1976 sad 1973 Volume XXV.
, I Detailed Statistical_ Tablea, National 5.3knce

OW 76-315). p. 43,
liSee Apiencra Tibie 3-i4 For a list of te

admirdatided by industrial firths and other rionixofit inz
sfitistibni. .
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G6verimient; floweier, such funds have
amounted to less than 'T percent, of their total
funding in 1975 andprevious years.

_f-

BASIC RESEARCH IN
INTRAMURAL FEDERAL LABORATORIES

Several_ agencies of the Federal Governmen
operate their (nem R&D laboratories as a part

to ;fleet the research needs
asseciateilivith their agency mission and pro-
gram objectives. Examples of such laboratories
are the Goddard SpaceTlight Cenfer of NASA,
the- intramural laboratories of the National
Cancer Institute, and certain -research,

-laboratories of the USDA.

Such intramural laboratories were responsible
for 15 percent ot-tirk total basic research
expendituraf in 1976 ;id 22 percent of all
federally supported basic research for that year.
Six agencies accounted for approximately 89
percent of Federal funding for intramural
vivities :Table 345).

In 197 t dollar .funding for basic)

-

research in Federal intramural laboratories
reached 5692 million: foi a rise bf more than 7

.- percent above the 1975 level (Figure 3-15).
. Constant dollar totals also- gained over T975,

rising by nearly 2 percent. However, in those
a4 agencies for which data are available for each

year since 1%0, constant dollar obligations for
197ewere -below a previous' peak year..Th-g
greatest decline from a peak year appeared for
the-Deparbrmt of Commerce where the 1076
level stocict69 percent below thatfor 1970. Most
of this change occurred between-1972 and 1973,
and was primarily due to a reappraisal on the
partof NOAA of the corkixts.used to determine
percentages of their v.v n-which were co
sidered basic arid...Applied research; their basic'

' research obligations have remained stable since
1973. In DOD, constant dollar obligations for
intramural basic research in 1976 were 12
percent below the *1974 level, and n percent
down -from the peak reached in 1972.
Obligations by HEW have grown in both 1975,
and 1975. In the latter year, they rose by 32

41 percent above constant dollar obligations for
-1974- However, they remained approximitely
21 _percent under their 4970. pkak. For the
Department of the Interior, real dollar
obligations in '1975 and 197 were nearly the
sane- They stood approx tely 44 percent'
above the level reached in 974.
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BASICitE.SEARCH
IN INDUSTRY22

,Indu:itrial_firres often undertake their own
programs -of basic research. ill ordertopro4ide a
techhitalbasefor product imlirroviment, prepare
for expansion`ion or new business, or, provide A
defer against terlmological obsolescence,
SlichprogramS do nothavespeafied commercial
objectives,although they are usually within the
general area of a company's- interest.

In 1976,16 percerft of the Nation's total basic
research expenditures were accounted for by
Iikclustrial performers. Approximately 3 percent
of the Nation's industrial R&D spending was for
basic research..23 In-Current dollars, industrial
basic research expenditures reached a new high
in 156, while constant dollar expenditures were
comparable to those of 1972 (Figure 3-161

Federal support to industry for basic research,
measured in real dollars, was at the 1972 level in a

1976 incl. had been near that level since 1971.
Indiistry's own support of its basic rese h Ras

'been almost leyel in constant dollars a 1972,
but in 1976 was 23 percent below the year
cif 1966. .

The bulk of industrial basic research is
conducted in, the areas of engineering and
physical sciences. In 1924, work in these fields
accounted for 71 percent of all industrial basic

(Apperilix Table 3-18). .

Constant 'dollar expenditures for industrial
basic research in eng-meering reached a new low
in 1974, falting some 16 perce_fit below the 1973
level and 14 percent below the previous low
mark reached ift1971Ingure 3-18). In physics
and astronomy, industrial basic researchexpen-
ditures in'1974.were at nearly thesame level as
those for 1973. However, they were 59 percent
below the 1967 peak (When data first became
available). Chemistry saw-an upturn of 9 percent
to real dollars from 1973 to 1974.I-xpenditures
in the life sciences (bsoIngical aiidcrmieal medical
aences combmedj, also measured in constant

dollars, were roughly the samein 1973 and 1974.
sting slightly bellow the peak year reached in

Approximately 22 per' cent of basic research
expenditures in industry were, from Federal
sources in each year of the period 197148. The

,f Federal share had been as ItigIas 32 percent in

Sorge industrial farms al administer Federal
ly Fynded Research and. DevelopmentiCeniers
(see Appendix table 3-14). Ih 1974, 31 percent of _
Federal funds fur basic re5earcli in industry, and
7 percent of all spending in industry for basis. .
research were-accounted for by such Centers 24

Four inclust ities accounted for t.7.7 percent of
industrial basic ?esearch expenditures an 1974
(Figure3- 17r-rinse industries, and the percent

= age accounted for buck of -them, were
chemicals and allied pioducts (39 percent).,

' electrical equipmint and commulfifation (27
. percent). aircraft and missiles (8. percent), and

machinery (4 percent).

BASIC liESEAR IN
NONPROFIT IN ON-S

Independent nonprofit institutions are organ-
izations other than educational Institutions
chartered- to serve the public\interest, and

-Inchide research instihnekprivate independent
hospitals private foundations, science eic-

--hibitors,- -frofessicinalotieries-;- --trad
associations, an&the FFRDC's administered' by
such nonprofit institutions. The largest single
_category is the research institute. The others_
generally perform other services in addition to-
research, such.. as patient care or charitable
activities: ". - -

Approximately 6 percent of the N 's basic
h in 1976 was petituuted these'

profit institutions. Their shale of basic
has remained .at approximately this

level since,the late 1960's.

.1n current dollars, estimated expenditures iii
nonprofit institutions for bafiic research ivere at
their highest in 1976. Hoever,..re_al 'dollar_
expenditures ha Ve dedintd a t an,average annual
rate of approximately_ 3 percent. in the Period
1472 to 1976, falling, in the latter'year, to the
lowestlei,e1 since 1961 (Figure 3-19).

/Funds for basic research in these institutioni
are provided largely by Federal sources. The
Federal share was as high as 58 percent in 1966.
but 'fell to 45 percent in 1976. The only other.

kanaorr (=prelims:re chscussion of RtiD aidwra,
can found in another chapter astitled. Industrial R&D
and1rincrfation-.

23MiiienotT &fore, 4 R&D &snores. 1953-76. -National
Sconce Foupdatx= NSF 76410), calcida led front pp. 23.23

A P.orerdt gm/Der:mew; as hJ.aj .. 1: 4. Nat/mai StrelNe
bon rNSE ?6-322) takulitei rum pp _15, 62. 63

a
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A

time it reached this levei was in ,i961.1ndustri*
provided 12, percent expenditfirei in 197-8,
while other sources provided 13?Percgnt- _

F.SasicresearchasaproportIoniftotalresearch
and clevelotaient expenditures by these in-

-stitutions decliried from 38.pelcent to23 percent
over the period 1966-76.

04 0
-

RESEARCH OLUPTir S
ANDAPIVCATIONS;

q
Thus far, his chapter has attempted to

present a partial picturea the financial aspects
of the gate of basic researckactivities in the

= :Nalod_by examiningvarious elements which are
liobe basic research enterprise, and

--studyingbow they ateconsumerl by researchers
and their sponsors. While such analyses, are
useful, a -more -complete picture might be
possible by studying tile output oft the basic
research enterprise' as well. The following
stutiesare among the initial effortsto assess the
basic research effort in terms of its outputs and
applications.

1,4

Scientific_risearchAterature

Information on the numbrA of research
reports published by various se'eigrs of the R&D
community in several fields of science, was,
obtained from a study conducted by the lrationat
Federation of Abstracting and 'Indexing Ser-

. vices-2:5 The study involvedthe selection of a set
of U.S. scientiftc and engineerigg journals which
were intended to be representativepf the total
litrature in each field. This was accomplished
largely through the guidancepf the Federation's
member serf4 ces atid by advice from ex
active in the fields. On a sampling oafs,
iiidividual ropprts in the journals were eiamined
to- determine the first author's Inititutiorral
.affiliation: academic, government, industry, or
other. nonprofit orga4ation. _The sample of
reObrts was kestricte&lo 'those whrise first .
authors were -:.affiliated with U.S. institutions,
from 73 to 89 percent of articles by U.S. authors

are-phiblisb ed.in U.S: journals, depending on the

s Sciaie ifirrsixrt Wallows 1935, (Ptuladek4lim
,.National federation of Abstracting and Indexing-Services,

J97.5, a stodyoxturussioned protfically for au) report)
2+ Computer tkozoos,hic. unPubitshed,:crii

.

The data obtamedfrom th-e study were used
develop pieruninary measirr\es of the -relative
growth of,severalfields of science and engineer=
ing in terms of their publication output. and-the
roles of the different sectors in: #Ire overall
research effort of each field. '

reSearch.output. Between 1969 and
1975 the numbe; Of articles in scierrtificresearch
publications has grown substantially in. tbe;13
fields of science ieprogited in Figihe
Some fields haiegrown much morei-ifildly
others. Thelaitest relative *Vital sing-196
among tbbse fields fpr which data are ay-Arable,'
occurred in the atiitospliefic sciences, arid tine
s est in ecimomiii0/

The fie dslisteckin Grinsps I to Ii/of Figure 3 ---

20 ft- presented In descending Order with
respect td the magnitude of theirrelativegrowa
in publications during the'1960-75 period. The
fieklsincludeclin GroupIgrewbymore than 206
percent_ during the period, Those in Groupliby
more tlian-100 butless 109pirceht,tboseirt
Group more thanM but less -than- 100
pertent, and those` roup Iv by basil than 74
percent: -z,"

For all fields co biped, the number of.articles
relative to 19, _k011 ceased by 148 percent in.1974(7,,,,;" -
4nd an esfimIted 154 percent in 1975 (Appendix
Table 3:21),.-In six fields of science, gini4tb- of_ articles relative to1960 was higher in 1974 than
m.1973, while in seven fields growth relatiVelri
1960 was lower in 1974 tohanin1973.25,AiMlable
data for 1973shOwed-Ste-ady growtkin_only 3 of
11 fields since 19731 five fields not clianglni `.`
substantially from the 1973 level, and three
dropping below the 1973 level. The largest

_atmospheric sciences w 'c advanced 139
growth between'1973,31,111,1,1h.975 occurred in the
_atmospheric
percentage points above, the relative groikth
-recorded in 1973, for an Almost fourfold
expansion of the publication level of 1960.

-

r Dar:for the fields of psychology and sditiologY ire
available only through t974. Totals for theik fields were not
individually estimated for 1975ealthough total pulillostioni
for 1975 were estimated from data for previous years. In
figurer 3-20 and 3-21, and in the following disfusiion of
them, overall data for 1975 wear used whenever,possibile.
However, it shouki_be noted th.yt disitissionsof fields os

,.. sectors thatclesCribe fitigest or srnallestrowth ale based on
only 11 of 13 fields for 1973.

25 for information on the US. scientific literature in
international context, see the aapterof thisieport emit
"International Indicators of Silence and:Technology'

. --
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Researci output by Sectqs. The retear&f
articles producedby each sector- university,
goyerament industr and...other honprokit
organi24tionsare sham in Figure 3-21 for five
selected fields (data for eachof the 13 fields are
presented in Appendix Table 342).

In the 11 fields= f9r which 1975 dpta are
availible,' the largest producers of edblished

fresearch reports were_ universities. With an
average 73 percent of the' articles-Gm/eminent
and InduStry each accounted for 31 percent
that year, while nonprofit institutions;had 4 .
Percent. Theiroleof universities in the-picidnc-
ton of such reports has grown since 1961:kwhen.
they accounted fOr 61percent-while the share
prodiked by governmental and industrial sec-
tors have both declined faint thelprtspective 15
azul 15 jercenl shires- of 1960.,

In the two rernaining,fields -(psycholOgy and
sociology= flat academic sector has, Also C-71_2

. counted for -most of .r...1!search articles.
.Between 1979 analg74 fRis sector cedan

average _of 73- percent of such reportt--
psychOlogy and .art ov-erage4of 57persenrin

_ sociology: In, psych6logy, ..governinental arid
Industrial sectors. averaged. -Ft and 3 -.percent_industrial

of ,publications in the 1970 -'74 _

period, wluk tic ,sociology 'these sectors .pro-
ctucett an average of 3 and 1-percent _

tic theisame period:

In the acacremiesector, its shire of arficles
increased th e moit betwien193513 an a Iws int he
fields- of geOtoky, chernisfsy, ,:physics, and

InrathematicOrrciuding-coniguter siiencet

f-

0

AsIrtowi ' - Tfte,11 percent,averaleshare,:orpubrithed,
,

I ILA- I research reports acCounted for by the.Federal
GoVernment in,.* was down. froth the 15
percent share -field in `196(1. Itj share of articles
dropped in 10 ,of fields for.,..whi* data are

fictiaregn9b1 a, arable. The only, field reflecting ark inEreased
shire by this sector *as.engineexing, while the

faciaserb g
- greatest decreases were showrtfor astronomy,

atmospheric science, oceanography, and,

industry also herd an average share of
11percent in 1975, compared "with a 13 percent
share in 196b. Its share. of articles in 197
increased in three fieldi (Political,. silience,
atino.sphelic' science, and oceanography) but
decreased in eight fields. The largest decreises _

were-in mathematics, engineering, anctRhysIES. .

,*._Nooprofif institutions accounted for an.
average share of 4 Percenfin 1974._roughly equal
to the 194) shire. r 1 .

'I _LA 1 t I

9=.19,1711.
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. Industrial_g&

INbICA

.

a It is estimated that the total
R&D in industry was $26
up 9 percent over the 1
times' the 1960 leveL
resulted primarily

_dustry's/ciwn RF

and Ifinosvatioic

K HIGHLIGHTS

enditure for
Illion in 1976,

estimate and 21/2
e 1960-76 increase

rom increases in in-
funds.

a n meas red in constant dollars, totalalrn

testry D spending is expected to show
a 4-pe nt utcreasebetween 1975and 1976.

marks the first increase in constant-
d i ar industrialt, R&D. expenditures since
973.

.

In January 1975 there were an estimated
357,500 R&D scientists and engineers_
employed by industry. This number has

- remained level since 1973but is down nearly
8 percent froth the .1969 high-of 387,100.

aThe entire decrease since 1969 can be
attributed to a drop in the nujnberwlof
federally _supported R&D scientists and
engineers.

a Six industries accounted for olpr 85 percent
of all industrial R&D spending in 1974 They
were electrical equipment and communica-

, tion, aircraft and missiles, machinery, motor
vehicles and other transportation equip-
ment, chemicals and allied products, and
profelsional and scientific ilistnmeuts.

o According to estimates,. industry spent,S1 6

billion on energy R&D projects in 1976 with
37 percenc, of that amount going for fossil
fuel R&D/ primarily in petroleum_ Another
49 percent was directed to nuclekr energy.
An estimated $663 million was spent on
pollution abatement R&D projects in-1976,

with 74 percent of- that ;directed toward air
pollution programs.

a More than two-thirds of total industrial
applied research and development expen-
ditures were in six product areas in 1974:

-communication equipment and electronic
components, machinery, aircrit and parts,
guided missiles and space aft, motor

:,

vejIcles and other' transportation equip -
ment _and

a The group of In-PlOtries with the greatest
R&D intensity -(i.e., thegreatest company
and total R&D expend,itureeritgof
net sales and the greatest number, of R&D
scientists and engineers per 1;060
employees)_has seen an almost steady drop
-in the second third of these factaKs since
their highest level was reached in 1954.

.

a The number of U.S. pa tents granted per year
to U.5. inventors reached a peak in1971 and-,has declined stea dily since then. The number
granted to foreign inventors hasiincreased
Anbst every year since 1963. The number
assigned to U.S. corpora -lions also reach-61a
pealcirr1971, while the number assigned to
I.J.S.-individuals peaked in 1974'.

a The percent of patents .due to foreign
` ''-eventors_increased in nearly every prodtict

field from 1965 to 1975.Foreignfatentingls =
especially high in the motorcycle andbicyde,
drug, railroad equipment, organic chemicals,
aircraft, and nonferrous metals industrie's.

o In 1975, U.S. corporation ..awned the
highest percentage of j3.S. patented inven-
tions else to U.S. inventors in the chemical,
petroleum,- and -drag- industries:-
-Government. oWnership --was --highest In
ordnance and missiles, Individuals had
their greatest. percentage of patents,_in
shipbuilding, farm and garden equIpment
construction machinety., and refrigeration ,..
inachinery.

a On.--the gasis ,of -a sample of triajor in-
nova tions introduced to themarketbetiiieen.
1958 and 190, small .finns (up to 1,000 :-
employees) were found toProduce-about 4
times as many innovations per R&D dollar

inedium-sized. firms...Am to 10;000.
employees) and about 24 finitias litany as
large firms (over 10,000 employees). The
total number of innovations produced ,by.
small firms was greater than for large firms,



and both producelimore than xnediu m -sized
firms.

o The most R&D4intensive manufacturing
dustrjes -produced the majority of the

sample of major `innovations; during the
1953-73 periOd; these irtchistries accounted

'for 59 percent of the innovations, followed
by interntediate-level industries with 211
percent- and the lea'st R&D-intensive in-
dpitries with 9 percent. R&D-performing
nonmanufacturing iridustri6 accounted for

percent. Tile. more R&D-intensive
groups had fewer -innovations per R&D
dollar:
The largest percentage of the simple of_
major 'innovations introduced in 1953-73
were rated as technological improvements
(38 percent), followed by major
technological shifts (28 percent), and radical
breakthroughs (26 percent). The remainder ,
were rated at "%most as imitations. The
fractiorr-ralled radAcal_breakthyoughs de-
dined from ,36 percent in 1953-59 -to 16
patent' in 1967 -73, While those rated as
major technological shifts increased cor-
respondingly. This change was primarily'
due to a drop in radical breakthroughs'
reported by the most R&D-intensive in-
duaries.

0

In proportion to net sales, the greatest
numbgrs of major innovations inthe sample

Research and development provides a basis
. and much of the impetu-. for the technological

irinu anon that occurs in industr. I he re sults
'of inn°. ation are new and improed procluci>
processes, and services These-are,t4ie elvnent>
of technological progrest:, leading tosignificant
improvements`' in the Nations productwit
economic health, and standard of hi ing

Industrial R&D activity comprises basic
research, applied research, and development
Bast search consiss of original investigation>
directe toward the advancemejil of scientific
know) ge, which do not have specific ciimmr6
cial objectives, but may be in fields of interest to
the performing company Applied research
consists'. of those scientific investiguons that
are dirk ted toward specific commercial pro duc ts
or processes. Developthent is the .erigineving

0

sf

were produced by the proiessiunal.:and
scientific- instruments industry and the
stone, day, and glass products industry. In
terms of their R&D expenditures the
industries producing the most innovations
were stone, clay, andlass prOdUcts; wood

'products; textiles; and rubba, f. 1-

The most.frequently cited source of the
technology underlying major innovations
was applied 'research, most -of which was
performed_ within the innovating company.
Second in frequency w4 basic research,

'most of which again was internal, followed
by the transfer of teclmblogy from-an
existing, product if the same 'firm. Cen-
tralized corporate R&D activity was often
cited, but did not account for all- Of the
underlying internal research-/

Public,funds assisted in the development of
24 percent of the sample innovations
produced by the most R&D-intensive group
of industries and 36' percent of those from
the reporting nonmanufacturing industries.
Other industries had fewer innovations
assisted by public support.

-
Sixty percent of the inventions underlyift
major innovations occurred in the profit
center that produced the innovation and 25
percent elsewhere in the same enterprise.
Independent inventors and uniyersities-
contributed less frequently.

r

work required to rrrtne a produit to the point
where it ready 'for manufactu'rinit The
character and extent of industrial R&D act'. it.

. carp considerably. from industry tosndustryan
from company to company *.

Although the inno. anon processes complex.
expepsive. and risky, failure of a firm or an

.industry to be innovative may mean the
econtimit failure of that firm or industry as well,

ith tonsequences felt- the) Oneral -economy
R&D must compete for funds and m4repower
with other possible areas of in. esiment, but for
many firms R&D investment is found to be.both
necessary and competitive in its returns with
other possible allocations of funds

In this chaptiq indicators of the state of
industrial R&D and innovation are presented in

. C



terms. of the levels of input to and outpu oth
the innovation process. Input indicators tribe
the- dollar expenditures- '-and /scien c and
engineering manpower leyels.divotes.1 indus-
trial R&D-indicators of the output m this
investment -take- the form of the nit bers Af
patents: and innovations produced R&D-
performing industries,. 'as these de rid on the
R&D Wen:4v of different industri and other
variables. The aiapter concludes -th a sum-
mary of major Findings from studi of the effect

- of- R&D and innovation on theliconorny and
society as a whole.

S.

RESOURCES FOR INDUSTRIALR&D
f 4

The money and personnel allocated .to indus*,
trial R&D are among the essential inputs to that
effort, and therefore canfrerve as indicators of its
magnitude. One sfich indicator which is
pfesented in the following sections is the total
expenditure for industrial R&D from year to
year, which is further analyked according to the
source of the fudds ihdthe specific industry
within which they are spent. The numbers of
personnel working in industrial R&D are
presented in a- similar way Special attention is
given to industrial R&D efforts in energy and
pollution abatement. Next there follow in-

cators'of the diStribution of industrial R&D
esciuires among basic research, applied

/research, and development. The allocation of
'applied research and development funds am:1i%
product fields . is then cliscassed. Data are
presented also on the (distribution of R&D
expenditures among companies of different
sir' es, and finally mdustnes are -classified accord*
ink to the intensity of their R&D efforts. -

In
-
interpieting these indicators, it must be

kept in mind fliat R&I5 is not the only input to
the innovation process in industry. As later

-sections will paint put, there are subsequent
steps iii the process which may in fact require
much greater i.,:-periclitures than those that go
'into R&D. Such steps include tooling, manufac-
turing start-up, and marketing start -up. R&D
itself can. be ' taken to include research and
advanced development (e.g., in .a pilot plant);
including basic invention and engineering and
designing of the product In 1967 one panel'
published an estimate, widely. quote4 since, that

.

Teskisolarcal IfnorscJi ii. Its Lidrerfarri
Department of Cotnmerce, 1967.

t

Managempu.

.100

4

ti ,t

such R&D am ts to 15 Ito 30 percent df the
typical costs insuiccessful prOduct innovation A
1911 study -of 38 product innovations in three
industries found R&D to be 46 percent of the
total ir&vative cost, on the average" For 83
product and process innovations wcurrin* g.,in
Canada, the expenditure pn R&D was 59 perckit
of,the total cost of innovation.'

These figures are affected by the cifferent
ways in which the various studies defined the
stages of the innovation process. They ere also
affected, of course, by any differences that may
exist between the industries and countries
involved stn those studies.; But they suffice. to

_show that the costs of R&D are a significant
portion, but b*.nomegns all, of the total cost of
technological innovation;

,Expenditt`ires for,..indust,rial R&D

U.S. industry performs 'nearly 20 percent of
the Nation's total R&D, on a dollar basis ;Since
1960 there has been. 'a steady increase in funding

., for industrial R&D with the exception of a drop
from 1969 to 19'70, as shownin Figure 4-1. When
growth in R&D funding resumed in 1971, it
continued throt 1976-according to estimates;
the compound annual rate of increase from 1970
to 1976 is about 6.5 percent, the same as in the
1960-69 period. Most of the increase, however,
was absorbed by higher-prices for'R &D inputs;
the yearly constatt dollar expenditures since
1970 oscillate and show no definite:trend.

Current estimates place expenditures for
industrial R&D at $Z6.5 billion in 1976. This is 9
percetrt above the estimate for /975, and 2%
bides the 1960 level. When measured in cPnsfant
cionirs,.totTtl industry'R&D spending is expected
to show a 4 percent increase from 1975 to 1976.

2 E. Mansfield, et aL. Research out Dervirmad d the Won -
Gnertiften. (New York MacMillan, 1971).

Cat. No- 13-555, tics Canada,1975.
Stinted Statuegs. tchedqual Ilowatson tit Inebtary. STC

Cat.
Ort all threes 'es, see a Stead, 'The Costs of

Technologicaljnnovation",Reinudi Pelirg. Vo1.5(197.5), pp 2
9.

Mosul Farms' el R&D Regmarts. 1953 -76; National
Science Foundation NSF 76-310), p. 4. Industrial R&D
expenditures presented in this report. include all costs

incurred in support of RaiD (Le, salaries,- laboratory
equipment, ovethead, etc.), but do not indude associated
capital expenditures. See Resstrek sred Drorlopixest ix &Wry.
i 9;4. Nationil &lam foundation (NSF 76:322), p. 1,7,for
further information on the scope of these colts.

6



This is the first time since .1973 that industry's
real R&D expenditures are expected to increase.

Figure 4-1 also shows the two sources.of the
R &D funds spent in industry for,eacli`year,
Federal Government and industry's own funds,
which include State government funding and all
other soufces. Latiely because of the decline fri
R&D fund; from the National AeronautiCs and
Spac'fi Administration (NASA), whiCh began
about 15,6, FecleralIMPOort of industrial R&D
leveled off and dropped below industry's own
funds r9623. Federal R&D funds accounted for

-ran estimated 8 pikentof total industry R&D

' t

11111111111

expenclittir es in 1976 compared with 58 percent
in 1960.

Among individual industries, federally fi-
nancecl research and development accounts for
differ eti t.proppr tions of their. total R&D activity.
Virtually every major industry performs some_
resefairch and development for the Federal. ,
dovernment. However, as shown in Table 4-2 .:,14t

for the year for which data are available,
two.inclustriesaircsaft ancl.mis;iles, and -elec-
trical equipment and communicationwere by
far the most heavily engaged in Federal R&D
work.
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Salentists and engineers'
engaged in ndustrial R&D

1 by sourceof funds, 196(3-75
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Industrial R&D personnel

Between 1973 and 1975 the number of
industriaj R&D scientists and engineers showed
little change. The 1975 level of 357,500, hoW-
ever, does represent a marked reduction from
that reported in 1969 when total employment of
industrial R &D scientists and engineers reached
387;100. From Figure 4-3, it is obvious that the
decline in Federal R&D funds has been the major
factor in this trend. Between 1969 and 1975, the
number of industrial R&D scientists ,and
engineers supported by Federal funds declined.
by almost .50,000 while those supported by
industry funds increased by almost Z0,000.
Aircraft and missiles firms.and electrii.al equip
ment and communication companies accounted
for four-fifths of the drop in federally supported
R&D science and engineering professionals
employed by industry.o.

These data on the number of scientists and
-engineers engaged in the perfprniance of
mdustnal research and development are pro-

*

Remark and Magmata: in Industry, 1974. National Science
%mafiosi (NS676-322), p. 46, and Resedr,c11 andrkz?Limititt in
hodxstry, 1969:National Saence Foundation (NSF 71-18,b p.
43.,
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vided as a second indicator of the level of R&D
activity, complementing data on R&D expen-
ditures expressed in constant dollars. As shown
in Figure 4--4, the trend lines representing
growth in annual total employment of R&D
scientists and engineers and in constant dollar

expenditures compare .quite closely
thrOdghaut the 1960-75 period.'

R &D expenditures by individual industries

The role of research and ,develOpment in the
continued growth and prosperity of any n-
dustry is lieteAnined by several factorsthe
types of industrial activity undertaken, the state,
of techdology in ,that activity, the nature and

4-
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Scienruls_toti engineers engaged In
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-.-
extent of compititiori, the availability of natural
resourcesAnd, especially in recent years, perfor-
mance, safety and pollution regulations im-
posed try government.: Furthermore, among
firms within an industry, the decision to support
an R&D program is a matter of management
outlook and policy. It is not surprising, there-.
fore, that the level and characteristics of R&D
activity show considerable variation among
industries. 4-

Some level of R &D activity can be found in
virtually ,all manufacturing industrieb-and many
nonmanufacturing industries. However, only
certain nonmanufacturing industries report

, significant levels Of expenditures for R&D The
combined effort of thi! group represents lesi

-

At

than 4 percent of all Ind' ustrial R&D spending:
,Six manufacturing industries reported_ R&D
lexpendituresover the billion dollar level in 1974,
and together they accounted for 85 percent of
total industrial R&D spending (Figure 4-5). The
six iridustries -.are electrical' equipment and
t ommuntcation, aircraft and missiles,
machineryia motor vehicles and other transpor-
tation equipment, atemicals and allied proclucts;,
and professional and-scien_tific instruments. The
increases in R&D spending from 1973 to.1974 in
three of these industriescheinicalS (15-per-
c,e_t), machinery (14 percent), and iitstrument
(11percent)=-were-well ahead-of 1h-E7 percent
growth rate in total industrial R&D spending:

r-r-

The V.960's -saw a steady and substantial
growth in Iridividuarindustries' R&D expert-...
&tures in terms ofliboth current and constant
dollars. After that, inflation began to cut into the
increases budgeted for research and develop-
ment, which can be seen in Figure 4-6. B eginning
in 1970, aircraft and missiles firms experienced a
substantial drop in R&D activity brotight on hy
cutbacks in the Goverrunent's space program..
Growth in R&D spending by this industry has
since resumed, but expenditures still are shalt of
the peak reached in 1969: On the other hand,
chemicals, machinery, and instruments reported
peak-year, performances in 1974 in terms of both

Turrent and constant dollars..

4 an
dittoes on energy sources

I ution abatement t

T growing areas of industry's civilian R&D
are the development orenergy sources
ut n abatement. It .is estimated that

was spent in. industry for-energy
6: This is 10 percent abm:e the 1975

percent above that, for 1973 (see

act
and
$1. billio
R. Din 1

,
Rescank Draclopindu 4n losixstry. 19; 4. Science

F- nundalMn (NSF 76-322), p. 26. These nonmanufacturing
tridustres. are agricultural servic4;.forestry, hunting, and
fisheries; mining; construction; nonrail transportation and
other public utilities; wholesale and retail trade, finance.
insurance, and, real estate; and selected service industries
These are the; ''nonnunuattiring'inZustries!' discusied
througbout.tfiis chapter. - _

tochides office, computing,. and accounting rnachines
rnetahWing machinery) engines and turbines, fain
machitogy; -42oSstniction, mining, and materials handling
machifiery,

Rica expenchtures by all _industries are.presented in

4
4APpersik TaSle 4-4.
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lnduttrialii&D expenditures, perceizt change, 1970-74
-
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Table 4-7). It is also 6 percent of all a ustrial, .
R&D expenditure estimated for 1970, rding
to Appendix Tible 4-1- The first four industries
listed on Table 4-7 account for about 80 percent
of the total expepcliture for energy R&Din each
year. The greatest percentage-increases, from
1973 to 1976 are, in nonmantiTacturing- in-
dustries, chemicals, pd.-aircraft, while the
largest- dollar- increases are in ,thecelectrical
equipment and petroleum industries.

.14,
'Almost half of the total R&D funds spent on

energy production in industry have consistently
golie, into nuclear processes (Fable 4-81. The

" great bulk of this goes into fission prodesses.
Fossil fuels are second only to nuclear fuels in

- funds expended, but their share dropped from 43
percent in 1973 to an estimated 37 percent in

- *

0, '1976. In the same inter;a1, the greates(percept
changes have occurred in the less highly hinded
areas of geothermal and solar -energy. High
percentage increases also occurred in energy
conservation and utilization.

The Federal Government's share_in fubding.
for energy R&D wentirOm 38 peicent in 1973 to
43 percent in 1975. In _coal R&D the federally
funded sidrerosefrorn 1r1 to 22 percent.Nticlean
energy is the area whic' is 'most' heavily
supported by the Gi3vernment. In 1975 Federal.,
supportstoOd at 77peicent of all funds spent for
quclear energy R&D, which was also 87 percent
of all Federal ,support for energy Aiftli On the
otber'hand, conservation and utilization Is an
are id which ndn- Federal support growing
faster than Federal support. The companies' own.
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undt rose frornA0 percent of the total in 19741'o
83 percent in /975. Companiisown funds go

the4evelopnient3of oil more than any other
. energy iOUrCg. In 197-Sindustry spent 48-perient

of all its own energy Rep. funds ill this arpg; this ry
figure droppechto 41 percat iri 1975:"'

Spending fbr polintiop-ahaternent it& rose
-by ari estimated 10 Percent over

. s
solid waste 1I4D, which more than doubled from
its relatively low.figurep 1973 to the estimated "
1976 expenditure.

=

y.

Allsicaiionpf expenditures to basic
research, applied research and -
development

._interval (Table 4 -9), less than the inflation rate.
'anteMost of the' increase was between 1973 and "i3iisiness rprises, of necessity, are

,
'1974) there was a drop Worn 1-974 to 1975. The primarily output oriented. This Se . reflected-
largest inCreases, both in percent and absolute - throng out the wide spectrum of activities
'terms, were rec§rded in the aircraft,chentical garried by industrial firms, including their

7.4pd "other" manufacturing industries, while R&D activities, and explains why such factors as
there was a decrease in fiukding brthe motor risk and expected time to payoff play sucn an
vehicles industry and .nonmanufacturmg in- : important role in setting firrhi' R &D policies.
dustries. Still, more than half of all pollution Although the proportion differi sompwriat
abatement expendii-ureioccur within the motor among individual industries, "the result of this

4

-Vehicles industry. A _

Federal support of pollution abatement R&D
in industry_ has amounted to only 6 to 8 percent
orthe total in recent years (Table 4-10). Air
pollution consistently receives about three
fourths 'of all ,funding, while three-fourths of
this in turn is devoted to automotive emissions.
The expenditures on emissions R&D. are cirtual
ly the same as those shown for the motor...,
vehicles industry on Table 4-9, as would be

. expected. The greatest fractional change was in

management policy,for-industry as a whple is-a
-relativly heavy investment in development, at
times approaching four -- fifth's of total inchistrial .
R&D t pending, And a lightet, investment in
research, of which only a small part, usually 3 to
4 percent of total R&D.spertding, goes for bask
research (Figure 4 -11). Ftirthermore, In times of
financial strain, firms generally lean even more
toward the lower risk, quicker payoff R&D
projects. It shOuld be noted, however, that of the
relatively small amount devoted to. Yesearch,
only cre-foirrth .was federally funded in 1995,



r
according to estimates 1Figure 4-12). This
compares with 1965, when about 40 percent of
industry's research was funded by..the Govern -
ment.-The portion of development supported by
Federal, funds also went clown, from 60 percent
in 1965 to about 40 percent in.1976.

The tendency of induitry since 1960 has been
toward investing in applied research and -even
more toward developipentjas is evident from
the trend showii in Figure 4-11. The
estimated constant dollar increases in R&D
funding from 1.962 to 1976 were 6 ,,percent_for
basic research, 21 percent for applied research,
and 33 percent for development.

lo

. -
Applied research and dev4opraent,'
by product field .-,

. ..-

In some resPecti, it is more informative to .
'ex mine trenirst_in applied,research:and develop-

', ment expendihfres by piOduct field than by
industry group in assessing industrial 'R&D -,

performance.10 When expenditures are reported
by industry group, all the R&D perfamed by a,
corporation is,rassigned to the _single' industry
under which -that, corporation is classified.

, Hoziever, existinedata .pertnit the R&D per-
formed by -a corporation to be alloncated among
that corporottOr various prqduct fields. G)nset
quently. an 'analysis of R&D expenditures

:.accorang toprOduct fields gives a more refined
clescriptiorr of the allocation of itich.funcLs.:.

Product fieldslike industries, are classified in
.terms of tile Standard Industrial tlassifiation.
Seienteen broad fieldi arg distinguished. Softie
of these are subdivicted,so thai the subdivisions

' 'added to the undivjcled broad product fields
make .up 24-narrow fields.cA ccimplete ist of
,fields is given in Appendix Table 4-6.

is Expendrtures for basic research,are excluded here-since
such research, by definition, is not directed toward specific
products;

A

;
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* Iodates alsoscessitat &mai

ill
flab isimiks art deo ki1975 aw1106.
lifiROCi AppmfecTibie4-7.; .

two - thirds o total apphedresearch

,

ahoevelopmentexpenclitures in1974 went into
onlybf the 17 broaciProduct field tategories.

?The- six fields and their, respective shares are Distribution of industrial R&D-
show,n in Tabli 443. , by size 'Cif-Onitany.

-

O_f the 29 narrow p uct fj Id categorigi 17_ Be,Sids__being mainly conentrat4d in only five
, , ,4 Cit. 1,-

AperienCed changes in ant dollar Anding.,__ 'Sr six industries, inclustnal R&D i4 further' -_

levels of 15 percent Cr more during the 1971-74 concerftrated within.- a smejl number of large
period: These fields are showh in Table. 4-14 companies, i.e., companies with more than
_groupek_accOrtig to size' of increase or 110,Q00 emplbyects. In j974,. 309 of these cony .
decreeie. 110b_ 4 panies accounted for. 154 percent of 01 Industrie

. 4"." .

1

,

.t

-
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R&D eXpenditures; the total number of R&D-

. , peifbrrithig corrtganies is estimated at more than
11,000. The 20. leading companies spent 53
.percdnt of. 74ot'at' At this,level 5,16

-:-concentration, Ire R&D activities ofsa single
ffrth can significantly-affect the overall level of
'industrial R&D effort.

Industriee :Vary idelyin the extent tolwhich
their Mf.) is concentrated. TecOnsidey only the
six leading R&D-performing industries, the
motor vehicles industry had 94 percent of Its/

*R&D expenditure concentrated in the top four

Sl Resiarc` land Dezrelopsenini Indxst?. 1974. NahmuiSsiena
FiStindatkur (NgF 7.0-322). p. 417-

. -

*=.- s,
. -
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companies in 1974; this figure was 6 percent in
the instrinnents inFlustrY, 55 percent in,electrical
equipment and communication, 54'pm:cent in
aircraft ancfmissiles, 43 percent in machinery,
and 33 percent in cAegiiCals.

4

AdiScussrOn of the distribution of R&D
expenditures would be incomplete Without-Some
rtientioh of small "high technology" firmstlitis
group of, research-based enterprises accounts
for a small .portion of _total industrial R&D
spending. However, they are responsible for a

A substantial contribution Lo -science ,and
technologyand. are considered _by many4o
more efficient performers of 'res_e\arch .and.
development -than large COM4tanies.12,

- e _
:

Moreover, there, is. evicterice that such 7:7-,
companies,are also m eff_edtive in producing
new jobs. A sample group o fiye "-young l4h4
technology-c_rernpaniesa -dtoincreasejt
aggregate safes _at_ a tate f 43 event
potpded per _year, from 1960 -fo 1974.4n the
spne intervaLsix "paturecompanies"increasect-
theircsalesity.11 percent per__ year. However,
employment in the young companies increased
hiji 41 percent per year during that time, While
that in the mature companies increased only
percent), A possiblereison for this is that more,

'
'7 For further mformabon on R&Din small comparues,see

Thomas Hogan and John Chirichiello, 'The Role of R
Xitd" bevelopment in Suialtrirrne;in itibd Marty.
Bitnitesii* The American &enmity. SnuilBusiness Administra-

' tion, 1974.
TV Role New Taknical Lit-orris: es in Mt Ecosoy:A

keport of Tim Commerce Takla] iJimsory Board to ske Secretary of
Comrgcrct. Department of Comnierce (January 1976), r1:44, .

. . c_ .... . ...
71,

-1

4
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mature alidlarger corpofitions tend to. reduce
employment via suchim,Kbaiiisms as imProli.ect
produativitifi Since= the Sample taken was so
small,: these- -Mu:6gs fiave only suggestive,-.

value. -

The ihittory of high_technol2gy_ companies
founded since World Warll suggests that it is in
the Nation's interest that such companies
coati ue to be established. Therefore it is. a
matter -of'contem. that fewer and fewer small
`high-technology are being founded,-
every Year..9ne measure of this -15 the number
and aggregate funding of new technical coin-
_paftles_ that Are publicly finaticed, as shown on

.

_-

.41&D intensity
industries -

The pr'oportio'n of an industry's human and'
financial resources =which is utilized for R&D

may be regarded as a 'misfire of the "R&D
inte "ty".of that industry. Indkesihatmay be

for quantifying theievel of R4D intensity
the nurrther of R&D scientists and engineers

per 1,000 employees and the total and company .
R&D funds as a perientage of net sales. As
stated earlier in this chapter, the level of R&D
effort varies considerably among Industries and
among companies within an .industry: Further
evidence of this variation is containedinTable 4=
16 which ilichvs the diree indices of R&D
intensity for the 15 major -classes of manufac-
turing industrieS. These indices provide a basis
for dividing the 15 industries into three digtiiict
groups, where ea& is seRaratedfromthe next by
a factor of approximately three wit respect to
each measure,of R&D intensi e relative
sizes of these three groups ar dfaitedby the ...
fact that the total net sales by Grouplindustries
over the 1961- 74period were 23_percent abpve
the sales by industries inGrouplland 48
above Group III sales if

. . .

Daring the 1961 -74 period, each of tallidices
for Groups II and III, as shown in Figtre.4-17;
remained fairly constant or declined ktiAtly.Tor
Grotip 1, however, two of...the indices TshoW a
_substantial drop. The primary reason for this
diop is The reduction. in Federal sup' port of
industrial research and development after the.
mid-1960's that,Wa; indicated above on-Figures.
4--1 and 4-3; : : --` ' '', '

, I
. 14 The'OtIr? manufacturing industries, excluded from
this table, net sales .roughli10 percent ofCroup I net
sales In po4ocr.-Net sales figures trenotavillable for
nonmanufring irbdustries reporting considerable expen-

_ dilutes fott&D.-







Off PUTS ER&itZUSTRIAL R&D;

The pre-cif:141g- sections of this chapter have
dealt with inputs ,to the R4V portion of the.
innovation ,process in . try.,.._ .Al of the
resulting indicators have describedthe.dollars or
manpower devoted to industrial R&D. The
sections that, follow show some attempts to
measure_ the Output from the Innovation
process. Indicators of this kind are much more
difficult to develop; _no units as simple as dollars
or_ personsemployed .are_ readily available to

measure outputs. The discussion presertfe4 hefe
Tepresents an earlyitage in thldevelopment of
'such_output indicatcrrs.

kinds of will be discus sed:
-Patents will Serve. as a measure of inventions
'produced in industry. The Atu--to-year prOduc-

f litm of patented inventions is_artalyzed accord-
ing to inventor, assignee, and product field.
Innovations themselves are studied byanalyzing
a sample.of major innovations in terms of such
Variables as their radicalness, the year of market'
introthiction, the si* of the irmcntating Ecimpany
and the industry it belongs to, the R&D

_ intensiveness of that industry, and the source of
the techno logy underlying the innovation_

Futifie i-vork is expected to improveuponothe
output indicators presented here. Many of the
benefits to industry -from R&D are neglected,'

, such as reduced costs, greater output, or higher
.* quality in the productibn of existing products.

The present _indicators, furthermore, do not
directly relate outputs to their corresponding`
inputs. Fok example, it would be very helpful to
"know the relationship between the rate of
Patentg invention and the resources.expended

:for the R &D that leads up to invevion. To find
Such xelationships it may prove necessary to
'ink:glop explicit models for invention and for the

'whole innovation prOcess. Such models would
have to allow for many, other inputs to the
innovation process in addition tb R&D dollars
And manpower.

ft

Finally, the Indicators iii this chapter, do not
_ incitide measures of the negative resultsor sid&
effects of technological innovation These costs
may be extensive in personal and social' terms,
ranging from the loss of jobs to pollution of the
environment. The determination, of these costs
and their assessment relative to' benefits is
decessary for the wise management of4innova-.
tion: Valid indicators of these costs, however,
are exceedingly difficult to deve ,lop because they
require a rather precise relating of causes with
effects. Such models intisfaiiiendona great deal
of additional research.

Patented inventions .

ti .
Invention is an essential stage in the innova-

tion process. It consists in thedemonstration of a .
new technical idea by thebuilding and testing of_
a worliing model of a nevi device or processor a
usable batchpf anew material. The idea thereby
becomes" suitable _ for patenting. Hence the
number a patents produced. in a given
technological area, or: by a certain, source, can.
serve.as an indicator*/ the levetof technological_
activity there.and of its success: Of course, the _

number ofspatents mayin stne-cases understate =..
the actual level of mention-For various reasons

,an invention -may never besatented as, for
eiample, when the protection afforded by a
patents less important than the rapid inttoctucr
tion of a new product into the Market plave, or
When the expectedprotection does not offset-the
hizard of disclosure. .In other cases, patent
output-may overstate the level of inventionras _-
when numerousdefensive patents are obtained
around.a basic invention, or when a competitor
establishes a nuisance patent that -- makes- it -
difficult for the. originator to develop the
invention without _obtaining a license from him.
Finally, patents'differ greatly in their economic
and social significance :' Only a fraction. of al
patented inventions become embodied in new
and improved products, proCesses,and services,
and only some .-of'these eventually produce
substantial economic or social returns.

The majority of patented inventions now
come from research performed in the R&D
programs of large industrial corporations. Many
of the others, including some very significant
*nes, come from independent inventors. In any
case,, patented inventions constitute a major
resource for technology-basedindustries,which
use them as the input for the stilatequent stages

By tlie dame token, technological l innovation is
not tWe only factor of cling productivity and
economic growth. Because so many other
faCtors intervene, no indicators are given here of

-the effect-of innovation on productivity and
economic growth in general. In lieu of quan-
titative indicators of this relationship, the final
section of this chapter presents some con-
clusions drawn fiom studies that havibeen done
tin this area,



development, manufacturing start-up, and
marketing. In this sense, inventions are an input
to the innovationprocess, as much as an output.

Patent output by inventor and assignte. The
number of Patents-ghntedbyithetttted`StabiST
in a given year is al/leasde cifiniferitfre activity,
in a somewhat earner pericid, since roUghly,2
years are required for frcicessing and Aaminirig
of patent appliCations byllie-U.S: Pateht Office,
Figure 4-18 shows the total numbet-of patents
granted in- eachl-yeafironi 1960 to 1976. This
number shows significant fluctuation fromyear

-to year, some of whir:his duetovariations in the
rate of Patent OfficeprOcissing, but there is a
deaFiverallincrease from 1960 to 1971, with a
decline thereafter.

ejigure also shows the number of US.
ents.granted in each year to inventors who

were residents of the United States and to
imiensors -residing in :tither countries. The

:..number of foreign inventions patented in the
United States has increased with considerable
conss" tency throughout-theperiod from 1960 t
1976. On the other hand, the-number of paten
granted to U.S..inventorSreached a peak in 19
-and has- declined, steadily since. In 10'6 t
number was below the lair.' for any year s
1965. The decrease in U.S. inventions acco
for the decline in the tofal number of patents
since _19.74-which wisrioted above.
/ When a patent is granted, it is so etimes
owned r the inventor, but very of n it is
assigned to some ogler owner. For example, an

4- employee of a co ration oR a contractor will
frequently allow his patenf invention to be
assigned to the corporation that supported his
researai. Similarly, patents are often assigned to
the US. Governmentif the tmderlying research
was done In an inhouse R&D facility of a
Government agency, ,or by a urrivergity or

*corporate laboratory working under a Govern.
ment grant or #:ontraCt. Counts , of patent
assignments therefore give an indication of the
professional affiliation of inventors, ,

On Fjgure 4-19, the patents granted to U S.
Inventors are fUrther subdivided according to
the-four daises of owners to which they were
assigned, foi' each year from 1961 to 1976. U.S.
_corporations were by far the niost frequent
assign ees;15 with about 70percent of the patents

15 A recent report, A &aim of paw OsisoSkip, Office of
Technology Assessment.and Forecast, U.S. Patent Office,
J a n u a r y 1975, identified speofic cornpames involved In actwe
technologicil areas.

U.S.patents.

.

in anyweir..U.S. individuals were assigned most
of the remainder, from 20 to 30 percent in any
one year. The corporations' share max,actually
be larger _than is shown, since "U.S. individuals"
incluides patents that are not sassigned-bn- the-
date of issue...A few of these arelater assigned to
corporations. Still, it is clear that the drop in

-patenting due to U.S. inventors beginning in
1971 is largelycdue to a drop in corporation
patenting -activity. However, ownership by
individuals has also been decreasing since 1974.

Patent output by field of Invention. It is of
interest to know the distribution of patents
among various industries, since this can serve as
an- indicator of the level of invention in those
industries, under the limitations noted.above,
The files of the Patent Office do not allow this _

distribution.tobe determined directly, sin? they
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The lncordance allots a certainkind of device
' to more than one product field if it seems to be

applicable to more than one. Hence a patent fof
such a device will be allotted to more than one
prodat field, and so will be couitted more than
cam. The multiple counting of patents-may leid
to a single patent being alloties_tto two,-or`mori_
natrow product, fields under the same broad:

. product field. However, in such a case the broad .
priiduct field will receive onlyone;.odnt.-The
result of this is that pat4.nt counts" in narrow
_product fields- ddnot In_geneial. add up to the
counts :in their inclusive broad ,product1 field
class, nor can the broad fieldibe
give the total number of patents granted.
-should be noted that the product fields used.in;ic
the concordance do not exactly correspond with
the industry classes used _elsewhere in
chapter.- _

ippendik tTable 4712 shows the ntunber of_
U.S. patents duetol.T.S. inventors and allotted to
each of the 52.narrow product fieldii for each
year from 1963 to 1975. Thd data for the six
broad product fields with the mosipatents also,
appear in Figure. 4-20; The number of Patents
produced in each field depends to some extent on _
the way in which the fields are defined. Beyond
this, however, the figure shows that in most of- _

the six fields therelasbeenlittleifinirgrowth in
the rate of since 1965. This is-
consistent with the be *or of the total number
of U.S. patents due to S. inventions as s
in Figure 448.

ApPendiN-Tiable also shoWs thea erage.
.yearly _increase or ease in the rate of
patenting for each field' tliinterval from 190
to 1975)' Among the fieldishoWn in Figure 4-
20, professional and scientific instruiitentsrhad
the grZatest growth tate, 3.9 percent per year:.

,,The chemical field was second with 2.8 percent-%
per year. Among the narroW product fields, soap
and,detergerits had the highest growth rate at

percent per year. The otherleaders were also
the chemical or drug fields. The greatest

decrease between 1963 and 1975 occurred in
guided missiles vehicles, which lost an
average 4.0 percent year in their rate of
patenting. Other losses occurred in the
household appliance and-the motorcycle ana
bicyde fields.

37 This Is found from the slope of the least-scitiares line,-,
which is the straight line that best fits the data for each
productilield, from 1963 to 1975. The least-iquares line is
used betause it removes the effect of stray year-to-year
fbictua Hons.
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counts- are also shoWn for both years. Cor-
responcUrig information for all product fields can
_bp-found in Appendix Table 413.

-

SoMe of the fields-in which foreign invention
is prominent, such as Motorcycles and bicycles,- _
are quite small. Others, however,Tike drugs and,
industrial organic chemicals, are 'very substan;
fiat. The product fields inwhich foreign paten-
tleftirthe United States is-relatively low also
include some major fielca-liowever, for every
product field shown, icireign patenting has
increased in relative termssince 19P.The actual
patent counts serve toshowthergasons forthis-
Ih some cases, namely drugs .and- industrial
organic cheznicalS; US: patenting actually- in-
creased between 1965 and 1975, but,foreign
patenting increased so much faster: that the
percent due to foreign inventors wentcip. In the -
other cases, the number of patents to

, inventors dropped from1.05tol,975.In the Case
of ordnance = and iniscelfaneous chemical
product's, foreign patenting also dropped, but
U.S. patenting dropped- even more in relative
terms.

Similarly, for those inventions that are due to
U.S. inventors, it is possible to show- the
ownership of pat is in the various product
fields:U.S., dohs are the owners of most
of such pa tents, as Figure-4-19 shoWr. Table4-22
indicates the particulirproduct fields in which
ownership, by U.S. corporations was greatest ,

and least in 1975.Thepercent ownership by U.S,
corporations 111'1965'1s also tabulated for the
same fie*. The five- fields-with -We greatest
corpgration ownership are all hlated to
cherticals. The fields 14ith The lowest ownership'
by corporations lead exceptionally high levels of
ownership by the U.S. Government or_ U,S.
individyalsos the following tables fridkate.

..-
Tablp 4-23 shows the product fields with 'the

greatest perceitage ownership of 1).S. patents
by the Federal Government. Oidnance dearly
leads' the- other fields, and the percentaie of
Government ownership of these patents has
increased 32 to 42 percent between 1965 ,*
and 1975. AccOrding lo Appendix Table 4-14
which includes the distribution of ownership for
all product fields, there was a corresponding
drop in ownership.by U.S. individuals in this
field. The fields of greatest ownership by U.S.
individuals are listed on Table 4-24. U.S.
individuals have. the greatest share, of the
patents in BEMs related to transportation and,
machinery. ,

1-411IiI1

i2

Patent output by inventor, assignee, and field
of Invention. The distribution of patents
granted can be further analyzed by considering
simultantOnsly inventors or owners and product
fields. thus Table. 4-21 showS the level of
foreign' invention for those narrow product
fields that had tl* highest and lowest percen-
tages of foreign invention in 1975. Comparison
is made with the percentage of foreign invention
in the :same fields in 1965, and actual patent
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Patent out-put in activepatent fields. Aspeaal
ituprZiaes made of ,k) fields that showed

* es higlipatenting activity, in die 1973 -75
PerioLThey_ were sp chosen that six of these
patent fiOds would= fall under each of the five
manufacturing industries in R&D Intensity
Group '1.1*±The--36_ ;dive patent fields can be
considered_ as:a group and- compared with all
patenti -granted, as -in_Table 4-25. The, percent
foreign invenjion and the pvimership are com-
Parid; for 134fents granted irt:7975. The most

active fields have a significantly greater per
centage of foreign invention, than cia all IJ.S.
patentk,.taken together. There 'is alsoa-very
significant difference in ownership: patterns.
More patents.in the most active fields are owned_
by U.S. corporations, while U.S. indiliidualsown .
considerably fewer of them.

n A listOf these-30 active patent fieldsappearl in the first
chapter of this report International Inciicatton of 6cience
and Technology'.



forergn resiiSents woo1, ......,

_

Patent output by date d applicatiop. It ,has
been noted that patents counted according to
date of grant reflect, inventive activity in .an

:earlier period Betause there are delays in the
proceliirig-Of icationtlit tie Patent Office.
Also, fluctuations are introdiglittiiito the counts
t variations in this processing.,Some data are
mtailable to show patent counts by date of

,,ppplication for patents that are subsequently
granted.Figure 4-26 isan example. it shows total

__counts for U.S. patents and-divides this count
according to U.S.,and for ign inventors. Thus it
correspo to Figitr 4-18 earlier in this
chapter. ata afe relia le only for the interyal.
from 1 65 to 1973, 'eh is more narrow than
theist I covere Figure 4118. Ifshould be
noted tha a few patents thit were applied for in
these years may yet be granted.. If so, they will
add only slightly to the counts shown for these
years. = I c.. Ai the figure_ indicates, there is much less
fluctuation frail.' year to year when application
diris are used, rather than grant dates as on
Figure 4-18. The total number of applications
that were liter granted reached a peak in .1971.
Applications from U.S. inventors reached a peak

\
4

.
in 1969 and also fell significantly after 1971..On
the other hand, applications. from foreign__
inventors increased in every aftei1965.

For the patents granted to U.S. inventors,
further analysis can be made of patentoronershir 1---
by year of application. This is shown on Figure 4,,
27, It corresponds to Figure 4-19, which shows
the ownership of-patents due to U.S. inventors'
by yeirofgatentgrant. U.S.- corporations, *lab
have the largest -share, had their greatest
number of successful applications.in 1969._ The'
greatest number of grants to U.S; corporations
occurred in 1971, according to Figure 449; This, -

shows_ the effect, of the 2-year delay in the
processing of applications. Patents assigned to
the U.S,Covernment reached their maximum in
1969 and have declined steadily since. Patents
assigned to U C individuals reached a peak
1970.



Technological innovation involves new
tectinolOgy ornew ipzlicafions pf technology,
and therefore is commonly a Praddct of, R&D.
Hence the rate. of production of lechnOrogical
.innovations by certain indystries or industry .
groups, or by, the whole Nation, can serve as a

,..meagute of the success of the R&D effoit of that
aggregate ill a given period. At the same
must be recognized that the rate of R&D-baled
irpovation does not depend on R&D expen-

.4

Figure 4-28 shows patent activity by date df
application for the six major plocruct fields
shown on FIgnie 4 =20 above. Data for all fields
are.given in Appendix rable 4-17. In the shorter

, pet-toil represented by/Figure 4-28, patenting in
each:Of the selected major product fields goes '
thiongh a maximum in some year from 1966 to

---- 1971. As_ the Appendix Table indicates U.S.
-patenting,dropped,in nearly every product field

front '..:1971 _-to 1.973, iiristerms of date of
appliratiQn. -:The only exceptions were in
agrictiltural chemicals; drugs; and motorcycles,
bicycles, and parts. -`

TeChnology and innovation-

Innovation, as; here understood, is the in-
tioductkon. of new or improved products,
processes, or services into the market,

rat
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ditures,aione, but *is strongly affected,,by such
.other factors as the availability, of capital and

_ govermnent regulatory Policy. ,Even if an.
inVention has been, created, .and development
has produced a. workable process by which A
,Auitable versionof the invention can put into
,comrnercialprochiction,the introduction of the
-produce into the market may bedeterred by the
_high costsOf. manufacturing start-up or by the.
costs and risks involykd in establishing a new
market.-Moreover;
into-"difenaive research"- such as- reSearch fo
ti surethafpniducts and-processes compIy with'
-requirements_ inposed ;by, government; may
soniefintes reduce' the number of genuine in-
novations. r ,

Indicators of U.S. technological ri
were developed On the basis of a itudyofmajor
teChnologiCal innovations that were introduced
into the_ U.S. commercial market during the
period 1954-7S. All are products or processes,
rather than services, and were selected for *their
importance by a piing panel:19 The panelists
were asked rdkonsider,,the specific innovation
and its technological cOnsequencest as well as its
primary mild secbOary impacts in socio- .

.- economic' and politiCal terms._ Thus the in-
. nbvations that were studiectare not representa-

tive of the great riiinpef of industrial
innovafion. that are only minor modifications of
existing products and processes,-

The sample studied contained 277 innovations
marketed by 13..%, Thrufacturing;ompanies All
Of Aese_corripanrts belonged to one of the
nrapufaCturing industries listed earlier in this-
chapter; hence each-innovation could be assigned
to.ont of the 'three, R&D intensity groups of
manufaCturing industries. In addition, there

-*ere 42 innovations introduced by US. none
manufacturing industries. Of these, 33 came
from, industries for which R&D expenditure
data are available because they spend significant
amounts for, R&D. Hence there were 310
innovations that couldhe used to pleasure R&O,,
output: ,

- Table 42-29 gives a Selection of the innovations
_ that studied, arranged according t§ the
, industry that introduced them into the market.

The list shows that the innovations considered
were highly diverse. The set of 310 innovations
from which these, were Taken may be considered

,

it Seehulicdtarfof buttratuntal7muis tot Taknolovral Innoratton.
pellpurt Research.Associates, 1976.

=1"
a representation of all major U.S. innovations in
the 1953-73 period. Hence the disfributtOns of
these innovations that are disaisied below may
be taken to apply to all ma/or innovations in this
period. In this ways general conclitstoWcan be
reached about.I4S. innovativeadivity.ItlhOuld
be recognized, however, that no test has been

, made .of the validity of this sample as _a_
representation of all major irulovifi)ms..gence
,somr caution is, requirecrin interjneting these*
indicatom:

= 4 fir'

Innovation and company size,-Ae.size ofthe:
5

innovating_companyis a variable that:important=
ly affects the numberpf-rnajor innOVations'tlat.
the company produces. This. Object Was*arp.;.'
fined studying ihesset of major innovations
described above. Figure 4730 _shows the percent
of the innovations studiedThatotre..Produceci
by companies in each of five site categories- n

ineach of three tithe periods. Coinpany size 7
Measured in ter=ns of _total number p.
-employees. These results -show that large:
companies (those 'with 10;000 moreit
employes} produCed the greatest proportion ofs'--
major innovations; followed by firms in the two 2-
smallest' size categories (up tols?_0, and 100 to
L000 envioyees). The data olco stow that the

"- number of irmoyationslrorn large companies
has increased oVek time,, in both atdbluto,and
relatiVesterins: On the other-hand;-i-all -firms
with up tot,:l.,oeck employees are tailed "small ,
firms', then snlalifirms_produced More major

an large firms in 1953 -59 and
1960-66 s, and an equal number in the
1967 7:3 per Overall, however, thOstribu-
Hoff of innovations by company size does not
changegreatlyfrb0 one time pericktto a.iiother.

The effect ofcdiripartysizeiiT beclearerif the
'different groups of companies based Onsize:can
be reduced _to 'comparable "terms. The venous-
size groups contained differ numbers of

firms, and put .different. leveri" Of effort into
IfacD. This will accountfoi much of theligiafion,
in their outputs of innoVaticins.

c - $ 4One way to remove this rector would be to
divide the total number of major irmOvations_
produced by each size group in each timeinteryaL

/ .by thecorresponding number Of dollars that that
group spent nn R&D in that interval. The result.:
firquicthe the innovation rate, ininnOva lions
dollar, for -each grcsup In each- interval. Wi
available data Ws-possible to makean estimate of
this rate by dividing the Mather of innovations

,

,
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in the sample siudiedby the R&D expenditure of
the entire siie group in the middle year of the

- appropriate tune interval. The results are shown
'in Table 4-31.

The nuiribers shown are prpportional to tne
.1

Aurnber of major innovations priced per R&D
under the stated assumptions: One

obvious trend lin drop in this quantity from one
mime period to the next, sometimes approaching

factor of two. Much of this can probabry,be
attributed to inflation. The other trend, which is
even stronger, is the drop in innovation rate as
one mcnieskomsmaller to larger firms in a given
time perialrom the smallest to the middle-
sized firms the drop is by a factor of three or
four. Between the.middle-xzed and the largest

. firms therate drops facto; varying from five
'to eight. For the e 1953-73 period, the

. smallest firms produced about 4, times as many

.

..:

major innovations per R&D dollar as themige-
sized firms and 24.times as many as the largest

The limitationi in the data underlying this-
table have been noted. It should also be repeated
that an innorvation is the PrOduct of R&D.,
alone, but also requires a tooling,- inanufac-

. Luring, and- marketing effort Which' -.often=
involves a Much-greater expenditure than the
R &D did, 'fiente -YAP expenditures do not
measure the total effort that industry puts into -'
innovation. In. addition, the-- table s not

-distinguish between more and less expensive'.
major innovations. It is conceiyable that larger
firms have fewer major innovations per R&D
dollar because they produce the more expentive
ones. It may also-be that larger firms tend to,
produce minor rather than-tnajor innovations,
e.g., small improvements thatreduce-the cost of
high- throughput manufacturing pnxesses
rather than completely novel products.

Innoyation and industrygroup. It is plausible
to suppose that, other things, being equal, the
industries that devote more prtheir resources to
R&D ioCrill also be more innovative ThiS
hypothesis was testpd'on the sample set of maji3.1-
innovations. The resultsare shown in Figure 4
32f in terms, of the percent.' of innovations

'produced in each industry groupin each of three
time periods. As predicted, MinufacturiGroup

I produced the greatest number of
ri

inriovatiorfs, 59 percent of thitotal, followed bye

1124 -

0
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Group II, with 21 percent. Croup III and
npnmanufacturing inglestries behaves similarly,
producing 9 and 11 percent, respectively, of the
total. The share attributed to each?industry
group changes little from one period to another.
The most significant change is from the first to.
the second period, partiCularly for Group M.

The?e results can be com'pared`with the total
'funds that the;e industry groups spent forR&D
in roughly the Same overall period, from 1958 to
197320 Group Lspent 78 -percent of. he total,
while Group II spent 15 percent, Group III 4
percent, 'and nonmanufacturing industries 3
percent,Thils the-group that sznt the mosCriik
R &p produced themost inncrvNions, but not in

20 Roma and Diadoprwa is 1973. National Science
Foundation (NSF 75-315), p.26 andRnear.1 and Dradapowni
holutry, IF 1, National Sdence Foundation (NSF 73 305), p

_rproportion to its dollar input. Equivalently, the
groups that spent the least for R&D obtained the
greatest number of major innovations per R&D.

:dollar. 7 - . .

In the case of the manufacturing industries, it
is also %possible to compare the nuinber of
innovations with total net sales for each R&D
Intensity group. group I hact 40 percent of
malinfacturingindustry net sales for these three

-groups
the perlod1961 t6,1973. Groupll had

32 percenfr and Group HI 27 percent .= Hence*
Group Ntad much-more than its share of major
innovations, by this measure, while_Groupll had
less than its share and Group-III Much less.

oindividual industries czai also be compared
with respect to tel production of _Major
innovations. This is done In Figure 433, which
showS the percent ,Of the total set of major , .

Innovations studied that were attributed toeach
of. the manufacturing industries, with tioiv,

, manufacturing industries added for comparison.
The four manufactuthig industries showing the
greatest innovative outputelectrical equip-
ment and communication, themitals and allied
products, machinery, and professional and,
scientific instrumentsbelong to R&D Intend..-
ty Group L The fifth Group I industryaircraft
and missilesproduced fewer innovations. This
may be because only these defense and space
innovations that. were introduced into the
commercial market were included in the sample
stuched. On the other hand, the primary metals
industry, which belongs to Intensity Group
produced a relatively high: number of in-,
novitions. .

While Figure 4.33-indicates the distribution of
major innovations according to industry, it does
not allow for the fact that the various industries
contain .different numbers of companies, of
different sizes, and also have different t al
R&D expenditures. ,An attempt to. take ese
factors into account is made hITable 4-34. This
table shows the number of maj or innovatierfOr
each industry, divided by the totaLnet -sales of
that industry, or its total R&D expenditures, for
as many _years as possible in the 1`93-73
interval.=

tt Resort's acid Datelopisext i t Instststry,1974, NatidnalStience
Foundation (NSF 76-322), p. 54 and earlier volumes.

22 Net sales data aie available frost 1961 onward, totar
R&D data from 1955 onwarri.Soce Table 4-34 Shows eat)*
industry in comparison with one industry chosen .%) a basis;

, the fact that these ex ture data do not go back to 1953s
partly compensated for..

,
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In terms of net sales, the pro festonal and
scientific instruments industry and the stone,
clay, and glass products industry were especially
innovative. The mast innovative industry, in

- I, terms of R&D expenditures, was the stone,clay,
and glass products industry, followed by the
wood products, textiles, andrubber industries.
Ndhe of theliveinanufacturing industries with
the most ..iziovaticm§ per R&D dollar belodg to

"R&D Intedsity Group I. This is consistent with
`gig observation made above -that the less an
indlistry group spent on R&D, the more

'innovations it obtained per R&D dollar-

Industries tan be still more finely classified_
with the, -aid of the Standard Industrial

126

A

A

Classification-T his makes it possible to show the
specific indusfttal_ areas in which major in-
novations occurred most frequently in the 1953-
73 period, on , the basis of_ the sample of
innovations_ investigated in this study. The
results are shown in Table 4-35 for three
successive 7-year periods.., ,

The prominence of electronics is evident in the
last two periods. The chemical industry is

- prominent in the first period (drugs, industrial
organic chemicals) and the second (plastics),
while_ the motor vehicle industry, including tire
manufacture, is important in the first and third
pen -
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Estimated radicalness of innovations. In-,
novation.s range from inujations of existing

_ ter.hriologies to developments of radically new
technologies aful products. At one end of the
inictrum,little new knowledge may be involved
in an innovation,whileat the other end, new and
ftiridairriental advances in knowledge and tech:-
nique ipay have.beEn required. In the present

_ study, the_ distribution of major -innovations
ajbng This spectrum was estimated by obtaining

/ratings of the radicalness of the innovations.
These ratings _ were made by the innovating
organizations, themselves:Although inherently
subjective, such ratings may provide some' valid.
.hisights regarding trends in industrial innova-
tion. Another limitation that may be noted as
that the radicalness of innovatipns does not

necessarily determine their economic or social
significance. Innovations that represent only
minor improvements or even imitations of
existing technology May have greater econorttic _

returns.or social consequences than moreradical
- innovations.

The respondent:5 provided ratings for 250 of,
the 310 U.S._ major -innovations; by-assigning
each to one of the following classifications:
radical breakthrough, maj ethnological shift,
improvement)-- imitati n, of ,new
technological knowledge r ed. The last two
classifications, which describe the lowest degree
of radicalnesi, together comprised- only 8
percent of all the innovations art& are-combined
1n this discussion.

Figure 4,36 _shows the distribution of in-
novations among the categoriei in each of the
three 7-year intervals from 1953_ to 1973. Over
this period as a whole, major innov-ations
involving improvement were thernost frequent-
ly reported, amounting to 38 percent of the total.
This compares with 28 percent rted'as major
technological shifts and 26'pe rent as radical

-"
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it through& Thep t significant ellangein-
this distribution-id th' :overall._ period was: a
steady in ,reported -radical,

--breakthroughs_ from 36 pertelit' of the in.'
navations 19S3:5 to 16 percent of those in
1.967-73.-,,,,:114 was ost balanced by an
increase in theproportfon of innovations ranked
as teclmoloigcal-shifts from 11 percent of
the 1953,69 inn ovations to 35 percent of those in
19e43. ".

. -Figure, 11,47 shoiv- the - radicalness ratings -
- according to _industry: grnup as well as time

interval. The °vela decrease in,rriajor
novations_called radicalbreakthroughs is seen to
be dueprinfarily ,io a -reduction in the number of
sucWinnovations frontivlanufacturing Group I,

. which is the -most R&D-intensive group. in
195319 = and 1961166, 1.S percent oi.aR in-

_ noVitions Were radical breakthroughs from

*-- litarfcal treaktiscogle

IMap bedmobtitaishdt
-. 'wrangled
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GrOup I. This figure drqpped to 6 percent of all
the innovations -marketed in 1967-73. The
percentage of major technological" shifts from
Groupj industries increased to -offset this
dedinelit major lifeakthroughs. Other.industry

cgroups also shoWed declines in their percent-
Ages of radicalbreakthroughs from their 1953-
591ffliellbut to a greater extent their innovations
were only reported asimprovernents.-

. Ov the whole 405343 period, the Grout I
MantiFaduring industries had an especially high
number of =for technological shifts 03, as
Appendix' Table 4-22 shovi) and an especially
low-satumber of innovations that were only
imitations. Group -II had a higher number of

imitafions(9), -than other groupszwhile Grouloi
III had a lower number of major technological
shifts (2). Otherwise, the distribution of tile
degree of radicalness of innovations over
inaugay situps was mthn- uniform.

i

Sources- of technology _underlying ,in-
novations. The technology underlying an in-

_ novation may be acquired in a variety of ways.
These include basic research, applied resetrch,
=ice-wing,. merger or acquisition of &going

-7-J:once:to, the transfer -of technology from_an
existing- productting_product of the innovating enterprift
and_the outrightyurchase of a patentor know-
how. The basic or applied research may have
been generated within the innovating company,
or it may have been done on-the outside_ Within

:the. company,__ -an official centralized R&D
org-glization may have done the research, or it
inayhavelseen done elsewhere in the company,
e.g., in a -manufacturing division. 'Various
combinations-of these-means may be involved in
the case of asingle innovation. For example, the
underlying technology for the high-speed

*Illototypesyt f. gmachine was acquired through
a combinati f internally generated basic and

along with the transfer of
-technology from ,one of the firm's existing
-product lines,

The sources of the technology underlying the,
major innovations in.tfus study 'are shown in
Figure 4-38. These data were-supplied by the
innovating _firms, and cover about 250 in-

.......--.4ovariorts. For each one, the firm could indicate
any number of sources from the list piovided
(shown. in Appendix Table 423) and all such
indicationi-were counted equally.

z.1

The dependence of innovation on research
applied and basicis evident from the figure

a-

a
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Applied. research contributed to nearly 90
parent of the' major- innovations, and basic
research to nearly- 50- percent-in both- cases,
almost all the research reported was performed
within the innovating company; 85 percentof all
major innovaiionsinvolvedifiternallyginerated
afflied research, andd 36 percent _internally -

finer.ated basic research. (These numbers _

include the innovations for which the research
was both internal and external, but such
innovations amount to only 4 percent of all the
cases in which internally generated research was
reported,) The reports of internally generated
research are more reliable than those olexternai
researsh, since the respondents could not be
expected to know as much abmit the latter.

a

Corporate research centers contributed to the
underlying technOlogy of 56 percent of the

innovations. Since, a greater percentage of ,



innovations than this benefi from internally
-generated- applieCieseiuth, t is: ecrident that-
much of this research wadcone. elsewhere inthe
innovating company. Some ofthe internalbasic

_ research may also have been !done outside the

significant source oftechno was the transfer
.t.stsearh-centers.,-Aside from arch,_ th:_only

of technology from an existing product of the
:same company;_ this occurred in the case of 33

' percentof The innovations.

I -- was notedthe responding firms were not
necessarily aware of the extent of the research
-underlying _their innovafions that had been
performed outsidethe company.Theywere very
possibly y-not aware of the basic research con-

_ tributing to their own internal research, which
t have'been performed at. universities or.
here- outside'industry. In addition, the

_ researchmIderlying transferrid technology was
__ not -considered. Hence the numbers reported
here _should be considered lower litits for the
actual` contributions of research to inncivati

sources of technology canals; bestu
dividing the innovations according to

_ industry group to -which the innovating com-
pany. belongs -(Figure 4-49). All industry groups
relied- °nail:flied research for at least Ifo percent
of theirmajorimiovations,aildcontributedtheir
own-ariplied research to at least 74 percent. The
higher R&D-intensity groups showed more

-dependenCe-on both basic research and internal
technology transfer. Manufacturing Group II
industries depended more than the other_
-manufacturing groups on outside research:
Though-they also stowed a marginally greater
reliarck..- 9mtheir own corporate research
centers. Nonrnanpfacturing industriesrelic;fon
basic -research for a large portion of their
nnovations, but reported relatively little in-

voliernent on the part of their research centers.
This would imply_ that they perfornied a great
deal of_bothsbasie and applied research outside
such centers.

It Is also possible to Show the sources- of
tecluiology for the innovations according to the
degrees of radicalness that those innovations
were assigned, as in Figure 4-40. As woul0 be
expected, the major innovations labeled imita-
tion orno new technological knowledge required
relied on relatively few technology sources of

-any kind. This part of the figure is based on only
a.small sample. Otherwise, it is found that'all

, radicalness classes depended heavily on applied
research; The more radical innovations were
basecknore frequently on basic research, but less

130
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frequently on internal technology transfer or
R&D performerat the corporate R&D center.

On Figure 4-41, the percent_of the major
innovations.that were assisted with public funds-
is shown for each Rictr-inteniity"class of
manufacturing industries and also for non-
manufacturing industries. Public funds include
government grants and contracts. Group 1, the
most R&D-intensive group of manufacturing
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*industries, reporteda ini;th higher frequency of
public support than the other two groups of
manufacturing industries. Nonmanufacturing
industrft reported-arr especially high frequency
of public funding, but since fewer innovations
are involved in this case the significance of this
result is fees certain.

The innovating companies were also asked
what the sources were of the inventidn or
conception that underlay their innovaticip. As

4741 =

Major 11. S. Indentions assisted
by public grads ar contracts,

uindusbygrOp, 1953-73-
_ _
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10 20 -_ 30
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fi
Figure 4-4 indicates, the great majority
reported-that it was-the same profit center
produced the innovgion. The next most
quent answer was another part of the same
enterprise. Many also .cited an independent
inventor as the source.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
RETURNS FROM R&D ANDINNOVATIQN\ ,__-_-

M_-_-__ _ -- --

The_social and economic fects ofinnovation
in general, and of R&D in ;areiiot yet ' ,

understood well enough to 'Make possible the
presentatiop of quantitative indicators of these
effects. A immber --of studies have been con-
ducted, but their Srequent differences of
method; range, and- basic conceptualization
make it difficult to- pull together a reliable
general picture. In place of definite indicators,
and fir anticipation olfuture efforts in this area,
this _section will present some ,tentative con-
dusions that summarize many of the in-
vestigations-that have been conducted:

121
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The contribution of R&D lo economic growth and
productivity is Hposilire, significant, and high" (1).23
Thii contribution occurs through technological
innovation in the form of new and improved
production processes, products, and services. ,
These may expandconomic output, increase
productivity, or reduce unit costs. Such innova-
tion is an importantperhaps the most
inwortantfactor in the economic growth of
The United States in this century (2-4). On the
-otherhand, it is widely recognized that there are
costs associated with technological change,
including dollar costa For example, pollutiondue
to technological thafige causes expenses both to
industry and consumers. Such costs must be
deducted from the economic benefits attributed

'to innpvation.

investment in R&D and innovation yields a rate of
return as kg!: asand often hightrihrinthe returis from
other investmints. Thislapplies to investments for

LI These numbers nig.: to the references provided at the
end of this chapter:

. -
andspecific innovations by both the public, and _,

private sectors, and to R&D investments by - <

individual industries, Rates of returnreturn from
specific innovations are estimated, conservative- '
ly, to average between 10 and 50 _went per .
year 15-10), while returns to acing in-
dustries, in the form of produ vity growth,
range from 30 to 50 vt7cen,t-19)

The benefits lo industries which purchase new or
improved products from innoaatiug fmarts may equal or ?
erred the knit Mums folheinnovalingfirmsiliernselves.
These gmefits occur particulailyin theTorm of
reduced prices or costs per unit of output to the
industries that purchase or use theinnovations.
The rates of return to these industries -are
estimated to -range from 20 to 80 percent per
year (20-22).

Industry may underin. visi in R&D send iiineVation, in
of their pivbabl-41Iimate *lords-to the fink and&

society (23-25). There ar-Tese,eral disincentives tb
a fires-inveitrngasmucha.siliea;rerageretums.
from R&D and ginovalicin via 4-Warrant!
There may be uncertainti_aturaisk la-Oita in
specificinnovation efforts, as wiles along Tela
before returns cart be expected. The scale -4,(7-75-,
investment -reqUired May be too great for that ---
firm. Even though the , potential benefit to
society may exceed the -cbst _of innovation, the
firm may no t beable to translate en ough of those
benefits- into its own profits to 'justify the
necessary investment. "This is particularly truce_-
of basic research, where the output frequently- .
occurs. .not as amarketaide productbut rattler
AS an advance in bask knowledge that can
subsequently bused in applielresearch and
development by a-wide and often unforeseeable
range of firms" (25). Additional hindrances max
take the form of inadequate property-rights
protection for new ideas arid-fechnologies,--the
costs of establishing and enforcing such rights,
or' he Mica:Ms and costs of technology
trnsfer by licensing and patent pooling (5,26).

owever, °yew' 'vestment's also possible; better
models art-needed before it is possible to say that
underinvestment is the -rule.

Standard triikeS,Of economic perfOrmance,slidtaS Gross_

Nal101Uil Product or output perinan-hour, reflect only part
of the contribution which R&D and innovation make to the
economy and society (V). Technological innovation
often results in new products and services that
satisfy needs and wantsnot satisfied previously.
The value of such innovations to the consumer
may far exceed the pricelie pays for the product
or service, but only the latter is/counted in
standard economic -measures. Similarly, the



effeCtS of quanlitative_improements in existing
products and Services; resulting_ from crva-
tion, may not be represented adequately i the
common economic indices. In fact, innovations
of this kind may contribute_ less to economic
growth. as commonly measured than was
contributed by the unimproved "products or
services. Standard economic IndiCators
sometimes eve misrepresent the costs of

'technological innovation to society as benefits.
Expenses that the public incurs in alleviating
certain kinds of pollution, for example, are
counted as partl-of the GNP. Thus they super-
ficially appear to be gains in the public'S standard
of wing_ Again,lit present economic accounting,
goods and services provided to the public sector
through noru4arket channels are at cost,
rather than at market prices. Thus, benefits

from R &D and innovation in- areas such as
education and national. defense may be un-,
derestimated by a considerable margin in
conventional economic indices.-These observa-
tions suggest that conventional economic,
measures fail to capture the full impact of
technological innovation,on the economy and
society. These and other defects: of method
would seem to result in a general underesiima-
tion of the contributions and returns to society
from it &D and innovation (28). However,some
studies have attempted to improve on the
standard measures. These studies take into
account not only the dollarssaved by those who
buy industrial products at lower prices, but also
any attendant increase in consumer welfare
from price reductions, as well as any social costs
that innovations produce (5, 6, 22,,,29-,36).
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Science and- Engineering_Perso.nne

ININCATOR HIGHLIGHTS

Jo Employment of Scientists and engineer's in
`,1974 estintated at over1.7 million, about

__.kheisamenumber; as in 1970; engineers
represented two-thIrcls of this total.

a More of- the Nation's scientists and
E.ngineers were employed in industry than in
any _other_AMD-performing sector -about
one million in 1974and over 80 percent of
this group were enginsers. _

The T Federal 'Government supported Jess
than 25 percent of all industnal scienrsts
and engineers in 1974, downfrF1 nearly
percent in 19724ndatry's life and environ-

. mental,scientists had the lowest average
level of Federal suppoert, at about percent,
compared to the hikhest support (26 per-
cent) for engineers.-

Universities and colleges ,employed about
- 289,000 scientists and engineers in 1976,

Inlet 8,50Q,or el percent more than th*
number employed in 195, increases in the
ninnber of psychologists and iocial scientists
accoiinted for 58 percent of, this 'change.

The 160;000, scientists and engineers
employed by the Federal Government
repre5entectaboaone of every ten scientists
and engineers in 1974. Over The 1964-74
period,-,employment of scientists, and-
engineers in the Federal Government in-
creased by almost 12 percent,'while the

`employment of__scientists and engineers_
throtighOut the icondmy rose by almost 25 ,

;percent.

-

-

A'

- -
o The number of R&D scientists and .,

engineers in induitry increased each year-
from 1972 thropgV1975, when the total
r4ched ahnost 360,006. However, the fulf-

- time-equivalent number 1975 was kill
ttearly 7 percent IeSs than the peak
menf reached in 1,969, a d which
occurred primarily in the t- and-
missiles, and the eleckicaleqUipment com-'
municatiOxi,industries:

o Academic ,It&D. was conducted by ,72,400
fulj-time:equiyalent : scientists and._
engineers in 1974, most of :which Was.
research, 'with very little ;_emphasis_ on
devel'opme'nt- Of all the doctoral' faculty,
involved in R&D, the propcirtiorr.of young
science and _engineering investigators_
decreased from 44.percent in--1969- to 30-
percent in1,974.

-
a _jn 1975; about 84 percent of-411 full-time

science and engineering doctorate -fahilty
were spending _at least 20 -ptstcent of their
tinie in research.:

2

0 The numler'of scientiets and engineers with 4'
IC

doctorate degrees reached almost 280,0001n .

i1975, up. about .33;0120 (13 percent) from
1473. Duringthis 2-,year period, the rektive
;rya-ease-hi the nuinber-ofvorneri doctorate.;
holders in science and engineering ovc.PedP4 .--

thaf. of men.
.7 ,

In 1975, educational-institutions_provided
the largest ----source pf employ rent for
doctofal scientists and engineers, -account-
ing-- for aboni 58-percent of the nuiriber
employet about the same-proportion as hi
1973,_ About,25 percent of the doctoral
scientists and engineers were, e.mployed in

In 1975, 43 percent of theeMplOyecLdOctoral
scientists and engineers reported the perfor,
mance Or management of R&D as their
pria!ary work activity, almost- unchanged
since 1973. 7' - _

o In 1975, approximately 531,-000 Ieientistg
and engineers (on a full-time-equivalent
basis) Were. engaged in R&D, 9,ope- more
than the number in 1973, bilialmost 26,000.
fewer than the peak employment Jevel
reached in 1969.

a About one-third of all scientists and;
engineers wexe engaged in R&D activities in
1974. Of these, .4S8 percent were employed in
industry, 13 percent in universities, and 1Z
percent inhe Federal Government.-

-

1 3 0 . ;

_business and industry in 1975.



n ',The.proPortic'inl.,f young doctoral faculty in
`dec toral_ jeviV 4cience and engineering
departments declined irom143 percent in
1968 to 27 percent in 1971; over 70.percent
of doctoral faculty in all fields had tenure in
1974._,

n Women made up 6_ percent of 41, persons
employed in :science and engineering. oc-

pation in 1974, although 9 percent of the
tal number lemployed and =employed)

river c wemen and about 50 percent of an
..pregsiiorarind technical workers were

women-Those employed we're morwhighlY
represented among psychologists, computer
scientists, and mathematicians than other
fields in the academic -sector, women

<s'

represented 15 percent of all scientists and
fengirteers.employed full-tim e in 1974.

. n About 4 percent of all scientists, and
engineers in. 1974 were members of racial

. .nunorIty.:groups. Asians accounted for 1.8
percent, Blacks about 1.5 percent, and other
minority groups thereinakider.

6 Between 19721nd 1975, the proportion of
National Merit Scholars choosing science as
a maiordeclined from 61 to 54 ogrcent, while
over the same.period the proportion of those
planning to major in engineering increased
from 9 to 17 percent. .

Seientifie and engineering manpower es of
great im porta ne e'bee ause th se people are one of

.theekey fat tors in the state" d pi'ogress of
science and tee hnology The persons who make
up this manpower base conduct basa rest ate h to
"ad,:asnee., the understanding of nature, pt rform
applied research and dee elopment in a caret tc of
areas such as health. defense .-and eat rgy ind
instruct and tram the Nation's future. -an_ nt,,,t,
and engineers.

Thus, science and engineering manpower is a
IS' necessary component of a society as advanced

technologically as the United States Scientists
and engineers are,essential to the operation of a
'high,technology etonomy At least as important.
hoyszec (Ir. are, the se ientifie acicante, midi by
scientists arid; 'engineers c,I.hieh. permit the
Nation to remain at the fOrefrontl of inter-
national te§hnologieal development

o °In 1975, the annual awards of bachelcir's and
first-professional degrees Vn ,ill fields com-
bined, and specifically in the sciences and
ngineenng, declined for the first time since

1955. However, as a fraction of these
degrees awarded in all fields, thoie in:science
and engineering have remained essentially
constant at nearly 30 percent-since 1960
This nearly stable 'share is the result of a
rapid growth in the number of social science
degrees, combined with'rniich more-limited
growth in physicaNencesandengineering.

o Annual awards of master's level degrees ip
all fields continued "to yncrfase through
1975, but those in science anitengineering _-
peaked in 1973. Science' and esigineeting
accounted foi percent-1h all 'inaster's
degrees awarded in 1965; but, only -18 _

percent in 1975, with the greatest proyor.
tic:mai declines occurrin: _g iniengineeringand
the physical sciences. -

ct 19Z,O, -the numj)er of doctoral degrees
awarded in the-sciences and exigineering)tai
dropped to the 1970-71IeveLAsa fraction of
all doctoral degrees, science anctengineering
clegrees declined front 64.pe;Tent.ih_196.6 to
54 percent in 1975, largely malting front
reduction in the physiCalsciences;:

- ,

T information about the Nakon's Slientists,
and ngineer:, that this chapter Present.- IS

to Measu4:s of the quality
k. -the 'extent oT their under-utiliza

and the increasingly upporjant eoncerris of
produe tic it y'and output are not ay

tic is known about motiyatjon51 fat tors w huh
students bo enter sei9ike and engineering.

or %%filth influence theise tilready in these fields
to move from one type of employment w
another T,he,present lack of such indicator. it is
hoped'Avill he,remeched in the future as the ti.'ed
fel? ;-,uclinfor-mation)s- more widely recognized
artiti the appropriate studies are initiated .

Information on the speedie at ities of
scientists and engineels..espeeially those in the
aeademie set tor. is limited the current
deffieulty of obtainin data by field_on mater
at. tic itels with joint outs m such as R&I) and
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teaching.1.1-lowever, the number of scientists
and engineers "primarily involved" in an activity

_ provides a useful but relatively crudemeasure of
this f.actor.

_

CHARACTERISTICS AND
UflLIZATION OF SCIENCE

AND ENGINEERING
PERSONNEL

Employments scientists and engineers

In the past -var. ter century, the levels of
scientist _and e.r..eer employment have gone
through alumber tif phases. For the most part,
these shifts have hot corresponded to total
national economic actiVity,, but to
only a few rs'secto of Die 'economy.

distinct periods of scientist and
engineer employment characterizi the interval
between 100.and 1974. The first extended from
1950 to 19&3:In. thcise years there was a rapid
growth of jobs for natural scientists, and
especially for engineers response to increases
in - defense-related es and the space
progiam. Over this ., employment of
scientistsand engin more rapidly than

- overall economic activity as measured by the
. Gross National Product and total nonfarm
employment (Figure' 5-1). The 1960's saw a
relatively rapid increase in the employment ocif
scientists as college enrollments and research
programs increased. In the 1963-70 period,
engineering employment changed more slowly.
The rate-of growth in the number of Obi in
science and engineering was less than the
growth in total nonfarm employment and
overall economic activity. The comparatively
slow growth in engineering employment
reflected a numberoffactors, including cutbacks
in defense programs andteduced space explore-

-

thin activities, : I
From 1970 to 1974, employment of scientists

A--Itip and engineers increased at a slower rate than
:overall economic activity, reflecting slow grovlrth
lot reductions) in college' enrollment, R&D
expenditures, and defense activitiesespecially
in aircraft and related products. Employment of
scientists dnd engineers combined increased at
..

!.

NSF is testing the feasibility of collecting this
information from personnel records at higher education

Bons.
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an average annual rat of 0.7 percent in the
period (0.3 percent fongineers and percent
for scientists). This overall rate, however,
concealed a decline of 20,000 in engin
employment between 19'0 and 1972.2

The full-time-equivalent numbei- ofscientists
and engineers performing R&D is an important
indicator of the level of scientific activity, along
with the extent ofR&D funding.Relative trends ,

of employment in the various -economic sectors--.
and industries which employ these wkers
reveal the extent of Rata activity in these
sectors and inlistris, and provides some --

insight into changes in the thrps t of,R&D-
activities. -

In the 1950's and 196tYs about half7of the
Nation's R&D expenditures were financed by .
defense and spate research programs, --and -
changes in total R&D expenditures reflected the
fluctuations in These prograras. By 1976, how-
ever, defense and space REED represented only
little more than one-third-Of total R&D expen-
ditures, down from two-fifths in 1972 As-the
proportion of R&D expendituresfordefenseand
space has declined, the shares accounted for by
such areas as health, the environment, -and
energy resources have hicr-eaSed.

Associated yiith these patterns and changes of
R&D financing were factors relating to the
changing indUstrial and occupational distribu-
tion of scientists and engineerssince1950. Two
nclustry groups make_ the bulk- of
siefenselspace-related R&D and production: the
aircraft and missiles firms and the ilectricatand
communications equipment manufaCtit rers., In
the earlys1950's, before the space . program
began, scientists and engineers in,these two
defense/space industry groups accounted for
about 12 percent of the total number of
scientists and ,enkineers. Near the peak of the
space program in 1968 and at a time of hi
deferise_spending, these biko industry groups
employed 21 percent of scientists and engineers.-
By comparison they employed 5 percent of all
private sector nonagricultural employees in
1950 and 7 .percent -in 1968. In 1974, these

g

7 Science and engineering employment data are from the,.
Burearrof Labor Statbtiar,-Departrnent of Labor, Eatriloperat
of &kWh& s4 a7M21717711661970, 2973 (Bulletiri 1781 /and
unpublished estimates of the BLS. for 1974. Other
indictors are from Eamon* Repoli qr The Presided, Cocanl of,

* Emma ?liaison, 2976, pp. 172, 202-, and 2,08.
'National Palienu if R&D Rtroarces.s1954.1970. National

Science Foundation. GNSE-76-31a p. 32.

*_

a



Parial amain percent dams in science and enginewing ampiowneniq'
'compared kr War .conk and. insapani variables, 1950-74

a

.

inditstries employed only 17 percent of _all
scientists and -einineers and 6 percent of all
privaterionagricultural employees.

The ocrupaticmat composition within' the
Scientific and engineering community has arso
been influenced by the activities generated by
the Federal Government and its defense/space
priorities. -From the early fifties to the mid-
sixties,. as shoWn in Table 5-2, engineers
represented more than 70 percent of the

.

4 Essjoiryngst of Sdailists sal talgiisetn, 1950=1970. 1973
(Bulletin 17,11); Earplopina asd ftesrats, US. 1909 72. 1975
(Bulletin 131241; and Employ's:at mod Earsasp. March 1978

!AB of these reports were prepared by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Department of Labor.

-;

-e.

combined science and engineering work forces
By 1974 their share had fallen slightly to 68
percent, while the share of physicaksci
remained between 15 ana 16 percent throug
the entire period, and life scientist? share grew
faint 8 parent to 12 percentover thele24years.
These changes occurred as defense/space-
related research declined in.its relative impor-
tance and as-other programs, suet, as healat and
environmental research, emerged. The "mix".
between the scientist andenginier work force,
however, has shown little change since 1970..

s Data for the period 1950-70 are from Eispinyawit 4
Sanstub sal Esisuletn. 195070, Bureau of Labor Statisft,
DepArtment of Labor, p. 11. The 1974 rfurnbers are
'unpublished ,estimates from the Bureai of Labor Statistics.
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In the fifties and sixties the year-to-year
growth in defense "and space program expen--
dituris had considerable impact upon the
'utilization of scientists and engineers, especially
those --pefforming R&D. In the seventies,
hoWever,thanges in defense and space funding
have Iladless effect on scientist and engineer

. employment. Industries, have become less
_ dependent upon defensefspace financing, more

self-sufficiebt,-,and more involved in other
fFograins.5

kt- 1974 an estimated: 1.5 million natural
Stientists and engineers were employed.
throughout the economy, representing an

_Iiltricrease of-about 50,000 over the 1972-employ-
37,000 more than the

oyment level of 1970.'
160,000 social ntists

e employed in 974.

- merit level and
previous
addition, an
and psychologists w

employment of scientistt
rs

one Million scientists and engineers
l'i,iere employed in the industrial sector in 1975,
. continuing, industry's role as the largest ..
employer of scientists and engineers./ Employ-
pent, however, hasiluctuated over the 1970-75
period' Layoffs of scientific and technical

4,
-stfoxisi R&D Resoluta, 1953-75, NatiOnal

tion (NSF 76-310), pp. 11 and 32. *-
. Sdentists and Espnerrs 1974. National Science

rwnaation (NSF 76-329), ft. 26.t Nitional S
. .

aence Found unpublished data.
4

I'

'140

personnel in industry in 1971-72Were followed
by increases in employment of these workers,
reflecting the, general upturn of the economy
which began in late 1973 and early 1974.

Engineers stgnificIntly outnumbered scien-
lists in _ the industrial =sector, accounting for
almost 75 percent of the total employment of
scientists and engineers in that sector in 1975.
Physical scr0..ntists including environmental-
scientists) accounted for 9 percent of the total

cvinputer scientists, 12 percent.

----Almost 30 percent of the ihdii.strial scientists
and engineers had R&D and its management as
their primary activity in .19744see Table 5-3).
There were somedifferenceshowever, between
the primaryaciiirity patterns of scientisfs and of
engineers. A greater proportion of industrial
scientists was primarily engagediaR&D 'and_ the
management of R&D than was tile case for--
engineers (37_ percent compal$id with 26 per-
cent). For engineers, the next most common
activity was management of non-R&D activities,
while for scientists it was the area of computer-,
applications.

0.rily?-3 percent of all scientists and engineers
in industry received Federal Government sup=
port in 1974, compared tol+percent in 1972,
Thirdecrease was evident in most fields.
Relative .levels of su rt, however, varied
.widely among the rent fields. In 1974, 2.6

The data' in this paragraph refer to the 104 status of
those who were considered scientists and engineers in the
IWO Federal Census.
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percent_ of the engineers and 22 percent of the
mathentatical scientists received Federal sup-
port; the same was true for only 10. percent of
the physical scientists and approximately 5
percent of the life and environmental scientists
in business and industry. Most life and environ-
mental scientists who receive Federal support
are-employed by universities and Government,
rather than_bY industry.lo

C

- Academic employment of scientists
and_ engineers

tehveenEt 1975 and 1976, employment of
scientists and engineers in universities and
colleges increased 5,500, or 3 percent, reaching
289,000.il Approximately 58 percent of the rise
was in the employment of social scientistvand
psychologists._ However, these two fields
together represented only 26 percent of all
scientists and engineers employed in universities
and colleges in 1976.

The approximately 289,000 full-time and part-
time scientists angengineers in 1976 represent a
62 percent_expansion over the almost 179,000
employecarr1965. Most of the grawth occurred
between 1965 and 1971, with irltreases in all
scientific disciplines. The average annual rate of
grovAh in academic employment of scientists
ancLemAineers between 1971 and 1976 was only
2.3 percent; compared with 6.3 percent during
1965 tluotigh 1971. The greatest growth

Cianocrisho 4 the Naomi Soyie 4 and Larserrs.
1974. Pot 2. Employment. National Science Foundation (NSF
76 -323), pp. 115 and 122.

Merpnotr Mama for 5n:stifle AarrThe s ai Llarcersilus col
Crilers, loner, l976, Detailed Statistical Tables, National
Science Foundation (NSF 76-321), p. 1. .

4I
occurred in the employment of life scientists and
social scientists, which together accounted for
approximately 54 perceht of theoverallincrease
between 1965 and 1976 (Figure 5-4). _

The attainment of the doctoral degree in the
sciences- and engineering became increasingly
important' for employment at colleges and
universities during the 1970's, as employ.,
mentopportunities sbed in this sector. The
number of scientists and engineers with
academic or- health -profession -doctorates in-
creased about _17'- percent between 1971 and
1976_, compared with only a 5 percit increase in

1 , 6*percent-of all
thee employment of personth less than- the
doctorate (Figure 5-51. By

*i
academic scientists and engineers haikdoctoral
degrees, about the- same proportion as dung
1973 to 1975, but up from 60 percent in 1965.

Among academic scientists and engineers; a
relatively greater proportion of the total has
been primarily involvecT. in teaching, with a
correspondingly smaller fradign ptimarily
working in R&D cAppe.ndix Table 54).
18 percent were primarily en,ga134 in R&D,
compared with 22 percent in 1965. the-rapid
growth of 2-yeaf academie institutions, where
teaching is theprimary activity of almosM1 the

Other a demicinsti tions, including the large
facul is responsible for part of this -she.

research ers* , also experienced a moye-
ment toward more teaching by scientists' and
engineers. Four-year institutions reported an
average annual percentage rise of 5.6 percent.in
the number of scientists and engineers working
primarily as teachers over the 1965-76 period,
with only a 22percent average annual growth of
those working primarily in R&D (Figure 5-6). In
1976,77 percent of all scientists and engineers in
universities and colleges were_primatilfingaged

14
1'
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in teaching, as in 2975 but up from 68 percent in
1965.

The number of aca c scientists and
engineers working primarily m R&D 'has been
growing while Federal R&D support to univer-
sities and colleges has been declining. Academic
expenditures for R&D from all sources declined

-6 _percent from 1968 to 1975 irr constant
dollars.I2 The financial status of academic R&D
might have been worse except for substantial
increases in R&D support by the institutions
themselvesand by State and local goveriunnts.

u ErPrigiarns I Miamian sal
fiscal Year 1976. National Science foundation (NSF 76-31a
based on p. 3-

sts

The age distribution of all faculty scientists
__and engineers is not known, but data dO exist for

. doctoral faculty at 4-year colleges and univer-
sities. Sciente and engineering fields vary
considerably withrespect to age distriBution(see
Table 5-7). In 1975, for example, academic
mathematical scientists and computer specialists
had median ages of 384 and 38.9 years xlspec-

ed to 41.3 for all doctoral science_
faculty and i_ n contrast to 44.9

scientists.

ArioSther indicator of these inter - fields
differences in age is included in Table 5-7: the
proportion yrhich is under 40 years of -age. By
this measure, agricultural science faculty are by
far the oldest group;with only 34 percent under
40 compared to artlierage for all fields of 46
percent, and the relatively high percentages

40 years of age for matheinatidal scientists
and computer specialists of 57 and 55 percent;
respectively.

No appreciable change is seen from 1973 to
1975 in the median ages pr the_proirrtiunder
40 of doctoral scierrOanengifieerinf Blefalty as

w-hole, but certain fields are characterized by
considerable' hifts._ Of particurar note arethe
declines for doctoral chethists, engineerS, and
physicists in the proportion under 40 years of
age, representing average age increases of from
LO to 1.6 years injust a 2-year period. Computer
specialists, who make up attest field
studied, were, on the average, young & in 1975
than in 1973. -

!,
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Another indicator of change in faculty charact,
ieristicsis the proportiorrof full-time faculty at
all colleges and universities with tenure. Figure

piesents the 1974Alistribution of tenured
faculty in a sample of doctoral level science and
engineering departments fcn '15 fields. Overall,
70 percent of these faculty had tenure in-1974,
with The proportions ringingfrom-81percen tin
chemical engineering to 59 percent in
physiology.

Federal Government employment of
scientists and engineers

The 160,000` scientists and engineers
employed by the Federal Government
represented about one of every ten scientists and
engideers in 1974. Over the 196444 period,
Federal employment of these workers has
changed little in total, increasing by 17,000 or



only 12 percent in 10 years. In contrast, the
employment of scientists and engineers
throughout the economy rose by almost 25
percent during this period.

The distribution of scientists and engineersin
the Federal Government by Major employing

41.

Wad
helgaillnal Paced OW

1%5-71 1571-7S J

--VA , ....- - OS
FD. asi W1. -* 7.7,-

Beekes et
minket

agency and field of science for 1964 and 1974 is
shown in the tables 5-9 and 5-10. These data
shoW that there has been little change in the
relativ'es4hare of employment by agency and
little shift in the relative proportions employed
in the,sdentific fields.
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Employment of scientists and engineers
in nonprofit institutions

. About 1 to .2 percept of the Nation's scientists
and engineers are employe the approximate-
ly 500 nonprofit institutions.L3 that allocated at
least 5100,000 each to intramural R&D pro-
grams in 1973. By 1973, employment of scien-

.. tisis and engineers in this sector had reached _-
approximately 20,300, an increase of some 20
percent since 19651-4

Iii`contrasttotrends rep_orted for theacaderak
sectorpvirtually all of the increase in science and
engineering personnel in these independent
nonprofit institutions wasattributable to the 90
percent. Who worked primarily research add
development.

ResennbaniOntirpneon
MONO =I

;Milli. MO 0111MOIIMIIM. . . Otteroarantes

I

S.

Iroduangrepearchinstifutes,hospitalkamdtheFesteral-
h. Funded ResearcitandDeveloptnent Centers ar:In!ifriintx:red

noaprofitinstitutions.
" R&D Aciwas 4 inotonsing Nonprofit Insiihrionss. 1971

National Science foundationiNSF/7.5400), p. 6.
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Rt.:SEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT PERSONNEL

All R&D scientists and engineers

kiproximately 531,000 scientists and
engineers viere.engaged in R&D activities on a

(FIE)basisis in 1975,3,000
more than in 1974, and 9,000 more than the
number employedfln 1973. Approximately one-
third of all FTE scientists and engineers are
engaged in R&D activities.lb

Inatased employment of scientists and
engineers in R&D,in both 1974 and 1975 may
Signal the reversal,of the downturn in employ.-

. ment width started in 1969. Between 1954 and
1969, employment, or R&D scientists and

...engineers increased at an average-apnual rate of
5.9 percent, morelhan three times faster than
the growth in total employment. Since 1969,
total- civilian employment has continued to-
increase, but the long-term growth trend for
R&D scientists-and engineers was ended as both
be number of R&D scientists and engineers and

R&D expenditures (in constant 1971'
declined. Betweer1,1969 and 1973, the employ-

;Full-time-equivalent data combe the /minter of full-
tame employees with the number' of part-time imployees
expressed as then equivalent in full-time employees.

1614annsst Patten* 4 -R&D &wane. 4953 19745. National
Scienck Foundation (NSF 76-310), P-3.

=
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rent Red) scientists and engitteers decrinee
by approximately 37,000. As aj suit, the 1975
employment level was almost**lower than
the peak employment level reached in 1269. .

R&D- lifindustry

The nurnber of R&D sdentists and engineers
in industry in 1975-358,000 FTEhas in-
creased only slightlysince 1973. Empjoyment of
these scientists and engineers peakelin1969 at
387,000, declined through 1972, andshowed a
small upturn. in 1973..However, 1975 saw'8
percent felVer compared to 1969. In 1975,
approximately two-thirds_of all R&D scientists
anti engineers were in indu!try.0

About 30percent of industrial-R&D saelt4tittS
and engineers were supported by Federal hinds'
in January 1975 (Figure-5-fl). This is a signifi-
'cant decrease from the 44 percent Federal share
in 1967. The relative decrease in federally
supiditedR&D-stientists ancten,gineersitsnost
evident in the electrical ecituprnent and corn-
municatiOns, the aircraft and missiles, and the
motor vehicle industries: About 3 of every 4 of
the federally supported R&D scientisVand
engineers in industry are employed M the

T and other aspects of industma I R&D are tovered
more fully in the chapter on Inclusttial R&D and Innova-

"



electrical equipment and communications and
- the aircraft and missiles industries.

R&D in the academic sector
. . . , .

In 1976, universities and colleges employed
_approximately 72-,40QYTEIR&D scientists and
engineers, including .. graduate -.students
employed as scientists and eng rs. This
represents almost 341 percent- of th total FTE
scientists and engineers. The 18,9)O 0 graduate

'students Working -as R&D scientists and
erighieers represented an estimated 26 percent
of the total university and college R&D...Work
force-

.7.

-Si

Many R&D scientists and engineers.' univer-
sities and colleges have teaching as a primary
work activity an R&D as a secondary activity.
Over 60 percent oi tliescience and engineering
doctorates employed by universities and colleges
were enggged in R&D- as a priMary or a
secondary activity, according to a 1973surVety.18

In f975, about 84 percent of the full:time
science and engineering doctorate factilty in a
large sample of doctorate-granting departments
spentf at least 20 percent of their time ..in
research, while 38 percent sisent.80 percent or
more of their time in r.esearch. Figure 5-12

is National Scisncefoundation, unptiblislied data:.*..

-
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542-
= Proporlion-of time spent In mean% tloctoratefacurty In

Wooled *fence and engineering fields *asantpIo of htstitution% 1975

shoWs faculty research involvement in selected
fields i4 For the fields and institutions included.
in the sample, faculty in biochemistry had the
highest...rate .of participation 'at both the 20
percent level and the 59 percent level of research
inVolvement.0

Apdernic, scientists and engineers engaged in
R&D are primarily involved in research rather

Is It is difficult to measure withpreasi the percent of a
faculty scientist's time or effort whichteari be assigned to
research because of the msepara ty- .of research and
teaching, particularly at &lie gaduate Viese allocations
were made- by departmat

-2. Frank J. Atehek am:Menet. iii:
!aortal Activity slut Cliaire f Arts (Was ngton, D.C.- American
Council on Education,1976), p.

14Z
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than development. In 1.,7A146, 96 percenrnf
academic R&D funding was expended for
research activities (basiC and applied), with bnly
4 percent reported for development activities 2i

In science and engineering fields of a recent
'study;., the propoition of. young, R&D
scientists and engineers has dropped significant-
ly (Figure 5-13), The gr,eatest shift from 196810

.1974 occurre.ct,in, electricaPengirieering,land
physict while the least changed fields were
socid;Ogy, psychology, and biology:. In f97;/;'
physics and biochemistry had the lowest rat,e'ef

Mammal Eoliths 4 R&D &gurus, 1933 -1476. National _

cc Foundation (NSF 76-310),4erived from pp. 4-5,

toy
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5-13

laurel doctoral faculty investigators 2 as a
percent of all doctoral faculty investigators,
In a=mple of dxtoratb-granting institutions
by solectedlieldsi 1988 and,1974
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young R&D_ scientists, while plychology_ and
sociology -'were the fields with the highest.
proporlicin of young scientists.

,

Almost 40 Arent of thefull-time doctorate
faculty investigators had no external separately
budgeted research support in 1975 (see Table 5-
14). Among the 62 percent of the investigators
Who had such support, some 9 percent received
external support primarilyfor research in an
area different from their preferred area. Mirun
atnd jnineral engineering faculty received the
highest ,percentage of external support.
Sociologists received a relatively low lever of
external support, 45.percent, and 11 perFent ofsupport,

4

-
those accepted support in an area gferen
their preferred area pf research.

For the 15 selected fields listed in Table545,
more than one -half of the faculty investigators
were doing research directly connected Oith
Federal grants and contracts. in 1968, however,
twcf-thiriii of faculty investigators were in-
volved- in Federal p(ojects. Large differences,
howeyer, exist among._ The several scientific
fields for example ,more than thsree-fourths of
the faculty investigators in biochemistry, but
only one-fourth of those in sociology, were
doing research connected with federally sup-
ported projects in 1974.

. .
.0
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gAISCIENTISTS
A_NVERGINEERS.-- .

- Resources- devoted to the edpcation anti
gof doctoral scientists and engineers are

si t, in both Monetary terms and in the
'amount of _time-irwolved. Mote importantly,
scientists and engineers holding doctoral
degries arelf_theinost highly trained of our
Nation's scientific-, and engineering personnel.
Thia, theypmvide ilargepart of the leadership
tif the'efillie_scientificand technical effort. For

'thise reisbtis, thentflization and characteristics
'of.this group require careful Monitoring.

estimaferl that-11975 there were 278,000
doctoral scieliA...ts and engineers in the United
Stags, an increased 36,000 pr 13 percelit- over
the number reported in 1973522During this 2-

ear periAd, the relative increase irkthe number
omen - doctorate holders in science and

ling exceeded that of men. Thus while
the member_ of men intreased_by 12 percent, the

ease by women wakalmost twice as large (23
nt). The proportion of women in the

to level science and engineering popula-
elrom 8.7 percent in 1973to 9.4 percent

.
Ilte'pliysical and life sciences accounted for

almost half bf-thei1475 population of doctoral
Vise and engineers, as shown in Table8-16.

re were no signifidint changes from 1973 to
_1975: 7-"-

Sectors of doctoral einRiornent
-

The pattern of emploYaent of doctoral
scientists and engineers in 105 is show4 in
Figure 5-17. Doctoral scientii.ts were
predominantly-, employed by educational in-
stttutions (63 Percent); within this group 61
percentwere employed by 4-year colleges and
univerMes. and 2 percent by 2-year colleges?'
Duririg the pefiod 1966-75, there was a change
in the proportions of doctoral scientists
employed by business and by educatiOrial
institutions, the former declining and the latter _

increasing. However, in view of-enrollment
trends and financial problems of institutions -of --
higher eduaktion, this- shift is riot expected to
continue. Doctoral engineers exhibited- a
different pattern of encgoyment froinscientista%
over half of them were employed
industriarsector in 1975.

. -
The overall proportion of young24 d

faculty in
and

selection of doctorat
science and engineering departMents decr
substantially from 1968 to 1975, dropping from
43 percent to 27,percent of the total doctoral
faculty.zs For the BeIds shown in Table 5-18, the
total number of full-time faculty increased by 10
percent from 1968 tb 1975. However, theyoimg
doctorate faculty proportion declinedin all seven
fields while even the absolute riufnbers ofyoung
doctorate faciiity.decreased-in all fields except

biology. - _

M. .

Age .distributions among doctoral scientists
d engineers, however, do not differ-greatly by'

toyment 'sector(Figure 5-19), although
scientists andengineers Working for the

ment had a slightly_hightkinedian age
t trkg other two groups, apparently cans
by a Bening of the proportion urider 40.

;
_ The relatively small proportion of employed

doctorates under the age of 30 can be accounted
for in part by the time required to attain a
doctorate. In recent years, the median timelapse

22 atoraderias of Dodorst Scientists ad Engineers i the timid
5tatts. 1975, National Science.Foundation (NSF 7 ), p.
viii

23 Da For further in or this topic, see the
subsequent section in-this chapter ,entitled 'Women' 4nd
Minorities in Science and Engineerir4"w- .

A Those who had held a doporaterlegree for.? years or
lees at the time of -each study.

ss Frazik I. Atettek and Irene Gomberg, Young liodore
Facility is Mead &Lena and &sintering Deyertastals,1975 mr,
(Washington, D.C.. A rican Council on Educationt1976),
p.14. W
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Doctoral wised* and enginews by
age and bipe of annioyer, 1975

5-20

Distil:Won pf employed ib:toral scientists
and engineers II printery work
went:01073 and 1975
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, between the baccalaureate and,thedoctoratehas
been 7 years..24

.

Primary work activities of doctotral
scientists and engineers

The activities in which employed doctoral
scientists and engineers wIre primarily involved
are indicated in Figure The data do not
show' the time allocated among the several
activities of doctoral scientists and engineers,

,.26 Donors& Reipinds frost 1.1.5.1.bwormuus. Smola) Rrsn,
National Academy of Sciences, annual series.

r

liasegegent cesemnitirsiles
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'Prim/ Pot .441111-4144 00111 istscogyatliehrpstpurios dime
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but rather the activity they reported as oc-
cupying the- largest portion- of their time.
Teaching and-R&D Tepresent the primarywork,
activities=of ,doitoral scientists, the majority -of
whom are empjoyedin-universities eat:alleges,
while doctoral engineers- 'were -working
predominantly in_R&D _anainanagement.

...Of die 32 percent Of_the doctoral
.
scientists

primarily engaged in R&D-in 1975 (Eigure5--21),
55 percent were working in basic. research, 37

'percent were involved in applied research, and.
only the small balance in_ developmek .and
design. The number of doctoral scientists
primarily engaged in R&D management ac-
tivities, however, has reached the equivalent of
over one-half of the total number primarily .
Involved in basic research (21,20 itna 37,590,
respectively).

Ili contrast; of the '39 percent of.the doctor
engineers who were primarily engaged in R&

a4
- .

.
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in 1975, less than 10 percent were w
7 basic research, 49 percent in applied

and 41. percent in development. Almost five
times as many doctotalengineersivere primarily
involved in the management of R&D than in
basic research.

Docforalscientfsts and engineers in R&Ii

.Approximately 113,800 of the science and
- engineering doctorates in the 1975 U.S. labor

force cited Red? or R&D management as their
primacy work activity, up 15- percent since
1973.zr,, While some cme-third of all scientists and
engineers in the labor force were engaged in

WhiSignistisitadlikkilb
e

aig Awl= mop! :stud skim dr' aka

jug adli Wes dvatagoor1a4 gial(driesi

Cianditistitc of art Es is a it Ltaat
Stem 1975, National Satiric! Foundatia SF 77,309), p- 6
-and unpub4161
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performing R&D, the proportion of-those with
doctorates who were piimanly involved in all
R &D-related work was 43 percent.

-The 1975 distraition of thesescrenlists and
engineers hy field of science and work activity is
shown in Figure-5r22-. Engineers represent the
major portion of those witIrdevekTment as a
primary work activity, while physical and life
sciencedoctorates constitutehe major portiOn
of those involved in research. Overtone-fourth-
of R&D doctorates spend the majorpart of their
time in R&D administration.

;
In 1975 distribution of R&I:t doctorates by

type of employer is shown in Figure' 5,723. In
contrast to thepatterrifor allR&D scientistsand
engineers th0 doctorates were -about equally
concentrated -in inklvstry aijd e4ucational.in-
stitutions, for all fields combined. Information,
on their distribution by type of employer for

54
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major science fields is presented in Figure 5-24._
Physical_ science, ingineging, and computer
specialist R&D doctorate personnel were most

_ heavily conctritrated in industry', while doctoral
life scientistskmathematical scientists, and social

. scientists were located predominantly in
educational institutions.

`lb proportion of doctorate-holders involved
y in R&D varies considerably from one

sector to another. Almost three-quarters of the
doctorates-erdPloyed in industry were engaged

primarily in R&D or R&D management in 1975,
while the R&D involvement of doctorates
employed in goveintnent was slightly higher. In

. academic institutions,` where teaching is the
. chief activity, slightly. more than one-fourth of
the doctorates were working primarily in

hill..V.
ft:1

Field mobility of doctoral scientists
and engineers

Not all dOctoial- scientists and engineers
-remain emPloyed in the field in w-hich they =
received their doctorate." In 1'975, one out of
every six employed doctoral scientists" and

,engineers'was employed in a fiektdiffertritfroin
his doctoral field.?0 This is an important con-
sideration in estimating and interpreting supply
and utilization data.

Field mobility or changing varies considerably
among disciplines. The fields of the life sciences,

2. Working in another field. 'however, does not nsun that -
the original eraining is unrelated, eg.. the-bucker physidst
who is employed innudear engineertn&Sorne254.5 percent
of those who haveswitched broad fields are estimated to be
working in fieldi for which the,: had received relevaint-
training. *

_ DsIdorarStititiols tai Eigisten is lit Wad Skits, 1975
Prefik. Mama' Acadia* of Sciences, 1976,
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mathematics, and psychology experience the
highest retention rates, with approximately 90
percent of the employed doctorate recipients in
these fields still employed in the field of their
doctorate. Physics and chemistry haVe Ale
lowest retention rates for employed doctoral

, scientists, approximately 70 percent.

The largest number of doctomlphysicists who
switched fields were employed in engineering,
while the largest number of doctoral rhemicts
who had changed fields were employed-in the
biosciences or onlir, slightly less often in physics.
However, r.elativery few doctoral' engineers and
life scientists haie switched to physics and
chemistry. t

The proportion of doctoral scientists aril
engineers employed in nonscience ocnipations
in 1975 varies frotn about U percent of those
trained in the social sciences to about 2 percent
of those trained in-the life sciences.

Salary levels, availahaity of employment, and
the desire for additional responsibility are only a
few of the ntanylactors that may influence an
individual to leave the field of his doctorate to
enter a different, often, unrelated, field of
employment.ars information, however, is not
available on why scientists switch &kis. For
example, the earth science field-has experienced
the greatest proportional increase due to field
switching. There are between four and five, times asJilany doctoral sdeptsvilho switched,
into the earth sciences as there are.` scientists
who were gained in theearthsciernt-es and have ---
switched to a. different field. This net in-
migration to the, earth sciencesrnay be the result
of federally funded Programs designed to study
environmental problems. However, this cannot
be substantiated since the,available data do not
indicate when the bulk of the field switching
occurred, except that those receiving the clocI
Loral degreeirecently (1974)have only a 2; to-1
ratio-of net in-migration. = :

'-The fields of mathematics and -psychology
have also experienced a significant net growth
over the years. There were more than'twiceas

nonmathematics and noriPsYchohigy
dosnrate recipients -who entered employment in
these areas than mathematics and psychology.
doctorate recipients who left these fields.
Chemistry, physics, and the social sciencest on
the other hand, have lost substantial portions of
tbeirdoctorate population.

Field switching varies with the number of
_years since an individual earned the doctorate. In
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general, the more recent doctorate recipients
show a lesser tendency to change fields, having
had less time to consider other options or
perhaps haying narrower specializations. The

---19= doctorate recipients in the earth sciences
are an exception. An unusually large proportion
of them were employed irrphysics; engineering,
and-life-science fields. -

Doctoral scientists and engineers employed in
a field other tkas; their doctorate fieldsgenerally
earn . more than those remaining in their
'doctorate field (Figure 5-25). Those who
changed fields had median salaries about 51,800
(9 percent) high er than those who did not.,Salary

'

--
differences varied with the number of years
since the doctorate, the difference for the most
recent graduates (those receiving doctorates In
The 1970e72 period) was $600 compared to
$1,400 for those with dactorates earned before
the late 1940`s.

oral field showed the largest salary
:Those trained as mathematicians who

differin in 1973. Thus, those who _had
received a degree in mathematics_ and were
-working in the same field had median salaries of
$19,300. Those trained as mathema ns but
working in another field had median es of
$24,2.00, a difference of almost 55,000.
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WOMEN AND MINORITIES
IN SCIENCE AND ENCINEERINC

.
v., Women in science and engineering'

N. , }4 -
di the nearly 2 million persons in the science

and engineering population in 1974. about
18$000 (9 percent) were women.31 Of these,

-only 7,600 were in en eering fields. The social
sciences have the est number of women
(56,000),..followed by e life sciences (34,100).

Almost half of all- female scientists and-
engineers (87,000 or 47 percent) were nOt in the
labor force in,1974, i.e., they were not employed

*-
SonitistsT;ti Eiist_aetrtz 1974, National Sifience

oundatkin, 615E76-32V.

. . and were not seeking employment. Of those not
in the labor force, over 40,000 were social
scientists, andpver 15,000 were life scientists.
By wayof contrast, only about 12 percent of the
male scientists and engineers were not in the
labor force. in 1974, and almost 30 percent of
them were engineers.

Only about de, percent of the employed
scientists and engineers in 1974 were women. in
that same year, however; viornen represented.
almost 40 percent PE total civilian employment,.
and about so percent of the category

Ap'sprofessional and technical workers: "z The'
proportion of women emplofedin the various
science and engineering fields varies widely as
shown in Table 5-26.

Women were rnore highly represInted among
9sYciloiogists, 9itternaticatsfientiits and tom,
puter specialists, and had &lower representation
amorig enginetfrs'ana environmental and
physical enlists. Overall, in 1074 women
rip ted less than 1percent of the engineers
but 14 percent.of &scientists in contrast to only -
about pircent of the scientist labor force in
1968. .;)

Full-time employment of women scientists '-
and engineers in the academic sector shOws a

II &Iow
976

a sal raisin Report of iit Depirtistent
of Labor, 1. -



somew diffenint pattern 33 In 1976, 16
percent o e scientists and engineersleers employed
full-tirn at colleges and ...universities were
women-17 percent of the scientists and 2
percent of the The of

- women in each field _varies widely, as shown in
Table 5-27.

In 1976, women made up 20 percent or more
of both life scientists and psychologists, but less
than9percent of the phylicalandenvironmental
scientists in colleges and universities. The fields
showing thegreatest change from 1974 to 1976
were biolosidd sciences (up 1,250 from 18 to 20
percent women), psychology (u almost 800,
from 21 to 24 percent), and the : ences
(up almost I,500 ,-from 16 to 18 artent). In the
case otstoctorate-granting institutions alone;
the: percentage of =women -is- similar to all

--institutions with the exception of chemistrY and
mathematics.

Besides the growth in the number of women
in science alone between 1968 and 1974, the
most-striking difference during this period is the
distribution-of wouien scientists among types of

Data for women scientists employed part time are not
available.

employers.m In 1968; 62 percent of the *women
scientists were employed by edficational.in-
stitutions, but by 1974 the prifortion had
declined to 25 peicent. There vfas a similtr,
though less dramatic, drop for.thq proportion of
men scientists working in educational in-
stitutions (38 to 26 percent). ThO proportion of
women working in business an industry more
than doubled between 1968 and 4, from 12 to
30 percent and a larger proportion of women
were working for Federal, 4tate, and local
governments Ta 1974 than 1968: These
changes took place partly institutions of
higher education were doin relatively, little
hiring over the period, and p trtly because jobs
were being opened up to women in business and
industry.

Womeri in graduate education

The number of women students enrolled for
master's and doctoral degrees in science and

SciesEtsts and Ea lace's: 1974, Nalioisa' I Science :
rosin:126m (NSF 76-329), p.26aisai4arricesSzitscelpfaapswet,
1968. N anonal Spence Founds bon MST 69%34, based on pp.
29 and43..

s--
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engineering doubled between 1966 and 1975 .3=5-
The proportionof women enrolled for advanced
degrees in-various fields is shown, in Table 5-24.
The social sciences have had the greatest change
in Fercent of total enrollment, while_ engineering

--has had the Smallest:

The share of doctorate degrees In scien and
engineering received by women is ini

-creasing (Figure 5-29). About- 3,000 ,women
-rned doctorate degrees in science and
engineering in 1976/compared to about 750 -

degrees awarded -tci_ women in 1965. Besides
_ growing in absolute terms, the--proportion of.
-aoctoral degrees- in science and engineering
'earned by women increased fiom 7 percent of
the total in 1941017 percent in 1976. By 1976,
women were awarded 27 percent' of the doc-
lcirates in the social sciences and 19 peicelit in

- the life sciences, -but la percent or less in-the
mathematical sciences, physical sciences, and
erfgineering:36

One factorwItic' It may affect the participation
of women in science and engiheering is the
difference in salary levels for men anclwomen in
science Occupations, as in many professional and
technical occupations. Among doctoral scientists
and engineers, the 1975 Median annualsalarz of
$19,000 for women was 19,pereent lower than
the median of $23,500 for: men.37 Women's
median salaries in 1975 here consistently below

33 9.106 &rolled kr Maimed Degas. National Center for
Educational Statistics, annual scrip, and National Soence
Foundation, unpublished -data.

24' For more Information on this topics` L
McCarthy and Dad Wolfle, -Doctorates Granted to Women
andltinority Group MOrtbers; Sante. Vol 189 (19753, pp.

33 aWilanifila DOcion* d Sinn* acti &limns is tlsr Mad
Saki. 1975 ;National, Science Foundation. (NSF 77-309) p.
61-

629
Vkaen as a percent of total science and
engineering doctorate recipients by field, 196i-75

tecestvoreed
30

1965 SS '67 '15 70 - 71_ 12 "13 74: 75 75

!was mamma 2611CCIW
101210C0 sof We 5-17.

men's at each age level, regardless of the number
of years of professional experience. Their
salaries increased only 8"percent from 197316'
1975, compared to an 1Z percent risq.in men's
salaries. Recent data indicate that the gap in

1-61-
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start=ing salarieibetweenznen arid women may
be-raniming; and hilsome casOS Women are
receivinglhigher beginning salariei than men.
For example, women majbrin' ginmosteniRteer-
ing disciplines_ received slightly higher starting
salary offers than-inertia 1975.35

Because of the relatively "small number Of
women scientists and engineers, their rate of
increase in the doctcirarPOpulation, their loiver
-median age, and the narrowing of the gap in
--starting- Salaries, the _differential in average

I salaries: paid 'men and women in science and
-_ engineering may be smaller in the future.

facial Firi es in science and engineering

About 4 pezcent Of all scientists and engineers
in 1974 (87,000) were members of $elected-

in
pcent; Blacks Fere. L6, percent, and othy
mority groups. Asians ac tinted for It

er
rionWlatis (e.g., American: Indians) the
remainder (Figure 5-30).

The distribution of minority scientists and
engineers across fields of science varied con-
siderably. For all racialminorities together, 4 out
of every 10 were in engineering fields. Aliaost 2
of efery 10 were social scient ts. Over one-half
of. the Asians w&re enginee as were one-.
fourth of -the Blacks. The social sciences ac-
counted for almost one-third'ofthe total number
of Black scientists and engineers compared to
only 6 percent of Asian scientists and
engineers.39

The representation of minorities among
doctOral scientists and enemeers in 1975 is
shown in Table 5-31. Doctoial Blacks have onlya

slightly higher re_presentation than all Black
,scientists and engineers, but Asian (dentists and
engineers are over twice as preyalent- at the
doctoral leyel than among all Asian scientists and
engineers-

Among the Black doctoial scientists and
engineers, in 1975 the largest proportion was
involved primarily in teaching activities (40
percent),. followed by management or ad-- -ministration f percekt),.,and-research
development -attpercerit).40 This general prof

m-CPC Salasy Sorry Rad The College Placement
Commit July 1975.

LISA Skirl* cal Eatrise;:ri. 1914, National Science
Foandition (NSF 76-3291, pp. 24-25.

44 Ciameiffi stic' c if Doctoral-Sit' %lists ad fstriaars ix The Mild
Safes, 1975, tfationalScjence Foundation, (NSF 77-309), pp.
4849;

530
Minority representation among scientists
and engineers by field, 1974

raced aircoliesi
4

Iassa
4

of activity apppp lies in most of the fields. In 1975,
.Black doctolal scientists an& engineers were
employed for the most part by universities and
4-year colleges (62-.percent), with the next
largest proportions in industry (13 pepcent) And
the Federal Government (8 percent)a consis-
tent pattern - across most fields. In comparison,
just over one-half of the White doctoral scien-,
tists and egg neers were working in universities

ar colleges, with the next largest
(24 percent) employe4 by industry,

c4nt working for the Federal Govern--Pan_

rent:
As'ianldoctoral identis is andengineers exhibit

quite erent characteristics.They are primari-
ly involved in research and deftlopmeht (51
percent), teaching (27 percent), and manage-
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:cent or administration (9 percent). Compared
with the other rainorities,.a greater proportion
of Asians are employed by industry: 50 percent
in universities and 4-year colleges, 34 percent in
industry, and 5 percent in the Federal Govern-
-ment.

These dna suggest that there are character-
istic patterns of involvement in science for the
various mintirifies:Bladc doctoral scientists and
engineers, for example; are found more often in
tEe kcial science and health science fields,
piedoniu- iantly involved in teaching activities In
contrast, Asians tend to be in the physical
sciences and engineering, withprimary involve-
ment in R&DIdivities. ,

4
L

Aulinclicationpf.the participation of minority
students in science and engineeringsraduate
study is presented in Table 5;32. t aluinld be
poittted out that these data, do not represent
national_ totals, brit they were reported by a

cant proportion of docifirate-granting
institutions. The largest percentages--cif'Black,
graduate students . occurred in health
professions ancttlie social sciences in i973, while

gineering and The physical and life- sciences
attracted the lowest proportion of Black _grad-

-*ate students. For -Asian graduate, students,
engineering and the hysical sciences have the

er Vroportion o otity enrollments.

162'
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UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG,
,,SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

Unemployment rates-, are only an imperfect
expression of.thesupplyldernand.balance: Tice
National emplOyinerk rate, for example, is
traditionally expressed in terms of occupation
last held. In some cases an individualscientist or
engineer- may have taken a nonscience, or
nonengineering, job _ before becoming . un-

4einployed arewciuld therefore not be reported
,art unemployed scientist or engineer. Un-

employhtent levels, furthermore, do not indicate
the degree of underutiliz. aeon in positions
remuring_lesserslulls than,indivicluals actually
ppsseikin addition, .in most instances it is not
possible tosneas, ure the difficulty or the length
of time ed for obtaining employment for
scientists and engirteers.who are first entering
The job, Market or for those who are changing
1013,5, .

Historically, unemployment among scientists
and engineers has keen relatively low. During
Mosrof the 1960'si the unemployment rate for
these workers ranged below 1 percent. This Was
below the_rate for. all professional and technical
Workers andsubstantially below the rate for all
types of workers combined (Figure 5-33). In

1.971, the unemployment rate for scientists.and
engineers reached a level around 3 percent,
nearly as high as the unemployment rate for all
profesrsionaf and ,technical workers, but well
below the 6 percent rate for all workers in the
eConoiny,41 Thischange in the labor market for
scientists and engineers, resulted Emma senesof
factoiscut-backs in defense spending, reduc-

es in defense and other IttltD programs, and
the sened demand for acadimic faculty. By
1972, owev,er,,the Tabor market- for scientists,
and engineers began toimprove..Thetniernpley-

.
-- merit rate for engineers, icteximple, dropped

frOm 3.2,percentjn the first quarter of 1971 to
less -:tilan:,1 percent at the end of 1973
cowl-able to the rates of the mid 1960'. zt-,,

In 1976, the combined unemployment fate for
a sample of scientists and engineers Who, were

T

41 Unompi4Tulgt RsIes44.1 Emplayastiit Charactmatcs Ishc(esi
suur bilrem, 1971, Natioria Stiexice F6Undation (NSF 22-
SO), p 61. _

a

classified as suclnn the 1970Fediral-Cinsuiwas
1.9 percent.42 Of those emplwed, 97 percent
held full-time positions in 1974 while 3 percent
were working part-time. . . ,

For 1976, the unemployment level for
engineers alone was 1;7 percent, compared to a
1974 average of 1.3 percent (seeAppendix Table .
5-19).43 Increases in engineeringunemployment
between 1974 and 1976 reflected the clowntufn
in economic activity and the rise in the un-
employment rate for all workers from 5.6
percent in 1974 to 7.7percent in 1976. Similarly,
the unemployment rate for professional,
technical, and kindred workers advanced from
2.3 to 3.2 percent over the 2 years.. The
manufacturing sectors of the economy absorbed I

most of the initial dedine,in employment over 1

the 1 74-76 period, and many engineers .are i
themp ed in these manufacturing indtjt ris `es...It

mentokengineers rose-froM1...ito.1.7'percept
sho be noted that even while the unemploy- f,

6oftk IVA- to'4975,---ovir' 20,000- additional
positions for engineers were added to the labo
market in this period. --

The combined unemployinent rats of497/4_
and.1975 recipients of science and engineerh g
bachelor's degrees was 13.0 percent in 19
11S percent for the 1974' graduates and 1 .6
percent for the 1975 graduates.44 Engineers
computer stieritists were bestable to oli
employnceitt in the field of theif major subj, of
study-96 percent and 92 percent reecti
The Most difficulty in 1976 was experienc bji
new physicists and economists,, with only botif
45,percent able to work in their own fief This
may be due to*the degree of,occu "oral
emphasis' of these programs at.the ba elor's ,

-cligreerlevel, abyell as the job market or new
scientists. :

TheunernpIoymentratefordocto _scientists
and engineers was.below 1 percent i 1975,the
latest year for which clat$.are avail le.

1 Natiorp1Sample of Scientists and eers. ges
-in Ftnployniiiii 1970-72 and 1972-74, Reran es Shelia

National-Sdence Foundation {NSF 75 -309), May
19,1975, a nd'unpublished -data:

rs Thrtnemployment ;ate for aigineers, in ale: first
quarter of 197Z is estitriatectat 1.-4yercent.

44 National 5f3trice foundation,-apalgishid data.,
_

,
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ADDITIONS TO THE
SUPPLY OF SCIENTISTS

AND ENGINEERS

Interestorstudentt In sdenc
and engineering

_

--The choke of collegemajorsbyNationalMerit
-Scholars as they junioryearin sigh
school provides an indicator of early interes
extreifkely i capable Students in science and
engineering (Appendix Table.-5-20). Between

and1976 the ptopoiltiorrof these students
T planning to 'enter science or engineering in:.

creased- froir1= 62. percerit to '70 percent.-ThEa
Proportion Of-Islational Merit Scholars &posing.,

.-, science. as a major Aeclined by six percentage
points .between 4972 anc1.1076 (Figure t-34),
while; Over this same :period there was an
increase_ ar eigbtjercenNe wilds for Those
planning to major utengmeerm& tit half of

growth occurred between 1 4" and-3976. ,

Aseccmd indicatorof-early stucjegt. est in -`

science rand, engineering. is', pfovi4 -
cup tional preferences, of college.- en.

a 5-35). Businessfieldi have retie' the
most occupational interest in, recent -years._

A Interest in becothing an engineer continues to
_ increase after a year plateau returning io the

1970 level. Occupationatinterest irt education as
a career, which -has,decreased.substantEally in
recent years,showed a slighfupturn in 114745:'At
the same tithe, there wasa downturn of interest

- in themon-MD. health professions. 4

_ Undergraduate entailment in Major iiets is
generally first obtainable for junior-year
students. The latest data from a national sample.

Aciw that total juntayear undergraduate-
rtilhiterif increased by Zperceptt between hail

1973 and fal1197445 (Figure 5-36), Howeyer, the
AvunlieA.sof students_ majoring in science 'and

engineering -herds increased only 1.1 gercent;
whi4.vias. Apt statistically significant: torn-

'plasmid inforinafion,siitnCes,.and agriculture
= and natutal resources majors increased' by ' 9

percent- There -were also, more junfOr-year .

Major-s ill ,the biological sciences. Decreases
occurred in . the number majoring in

fc: ,Inathernatics and social sciences and were
important, 'because these' _two Iat?er groups
accounted -for almost half (44i percent) of all
jurdor-year science and engineering majors.

4, Irene L Comberg and Frank J. Atelsek, Mawr Fuld
Enrollaten, of linnet Wir Staitnis. 1973 and 19714 (Washington,..,

4ntierican Council op Eduppon, 1976), p 6

is"
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Bachelor's and firstt-prisfessio-nal
degrees awarded

Bachelor's aM first-professional degrees4.6
awarded for the years 1960 through 1975 are
ihownsin Figure .5-37. In 2975, the number of-
degrees granted in all fields combined, Ind in
sa;nce and (engineering, declined for the first.
y -44.Since 1955. Social science aegrees47as a

. proportion ofall bachelor's degrees in tcience
-and engineeringR6se from about 20 percentof

the total in 1960 to almost half (47 percent) in
1975.

A

first-profegion:1 degrees Include the 11 D DD S .
p.v.m., and la degrees -

4' Inciuding psychology,
t

5.36.
Significant changes in enrollment
of junior-yes undergrackode students

, by selected major fields, 1973 to 1974

Vercent chimp

10 =5 0

Total for an Odds

thipAar ard lisfanatioa' sciemes =

'
Agri:skive pi salmi manes

rasktaisciecces.

Sabi sciecces soi prickabef

113111EICLAmistiblis 5.3

'Between 1966 and 1975, bachelor's degrees in
tence and engineering,, as a fraction of all
chelor's and first - professional degrees in all

fields, remained essentially constant at ap-
proximately 30 percent The large annual
increases in social science degrees atilhis level
were responsible, for maintaining tItis propor-
tion. Engineering degrees decliziedistently
from 10 percent to 4 percen ta the degrees in

'all fields during the period, while the physical
sciences fell from 4 'pert-ea to Zpeivent.-

Enrollment fOr advanced degrees
-14

During the past decade and a half, enrollment -

for`Post-baccalaureate degrees in all flack has
reflected the complex hifleilernariy fiCtors,
including population trends, charikes in aqi tildes
and aspirations (such as their' -s. in.career
interests among women), 'military draft
regulations, impIoymentiiutlOolc, altered expet-
tations of the value-of _Usher *Cation, and
final3cial resources available to students. Reduc-.
tions in Federal support prOgitainsfo'r graduate

ita
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students hcive had an )31;viciiis, though not
predsely measurable, influence on enrollment
for advanced degrees in science and engineering.

Froln 1960 to,1975 enrollment for ad ced
- degrees in science and ,engineering mo than

doubled (Figure 5-38). Physical sae enroll-
, wentpeaked in 1968, engine ollment in
.1969, mathematics in 197D, while thesocialand
life sciences enrollments; have continued to

year since 1960.

ectiorr of more recent trends in
ollment :may, also be seen in

t
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additional data collected those institutions
granting science and engineering doctorates.

These data, although not strictly comparable to
-rhose ;above, indicate that full-time graduate

science and engineering enrollment increasedby -
- nearly 10 percent over fall 1974, followed by a 2

percent increase from 1975 to 1976. The social
and life sciences accounted for almost two-thirds
of the dverall eastett

%.
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rapict growth in enrollmerit. for
advan egrees during the 1960-75 pehod
occurred in fields other than science and
engineering. , Consequently, enrollment for
advanced degrees in science and engineering
fields as a proportion of all advanced detree
enrollment declined from 38 penint in .i.960 to
25 percent in 1975,6iguie 5-38). The physical
sciences and engineering accounted for most of
this reduced-shire.

It has been suggested that this di
due to the most ptomising student§

162'

may be
tins to

A

1 6

,
pursue nonscience fields. However, a recent
study of the aptitude scores of graduate school
applicants does not support this claim.'* From
1970-71 to 1974,75, there were no changes of
piactical significance in avefage aptitude of all
applica4s. The major differenceS were those
between fields, occurring consistently over the--L. - ,

0 Graelage Santa figation...9ialest Smart gel Fatiodoreth - 4

Fail 7974, Naticinai Sdenc Foundation (NSF 76-313) and
Grata* Sarno fixation: Shansi *omit gal Pailiectonett. Fag
1 9:5. Detailed Statistical rables National Science Fenn*

, Lion {NSF 76-318). p -199 -
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entire period studied. In quantitative ability,
candidatesfor graduate study in the sciences and
engineering averaged much higher t'o than 'those
wishing to enter nortscience fields, and within
the _sciences, the physical and mathematical=
science candidates averaged much higher than
those in.the life and social-sciences. In verbal
ability, the .science and engineering-and the
nonsdence Candidates did not differ on the

group,- engtn sinditiates averaged
average, but witlAhe scienceand engmeenng

noticeably lower than the others.

Graduate student support

_ Patterns- of Federal support of fellowships,
traineeshipi;and training-grants have changed_
Markedly in recent years There has been a
tendency toward participatiA in federally
f- unded research projects in areas of national
concern in place-of direct student aid. Federal
obligations specifically for fellowships,
traineeships, and training grantsileclined from
$421 million in 1971 to $287 minion in 1973.51
These funds then rose in 1974 to $327 million,
largely because approxiltiately $60 million of
funds inn- pounded in 1973 were releases} to the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Total agency obligations for these purposes then
declined.to $201 million in 1975, the lowest point
since these data hive been available_ In constant

-1 yr dollars, this represents a -64 percent
The.fiEW total, which fell from $301

million 1974 to $182 million in 1975,
accounted for most of this decline.

The U.S. Office of Education's student
program; under the now terminated National
Defen.seEducationAct, those of NSF and NASA,
were among the Federal agekcy activities
affected by the shift.? in funding. Current dollar
obligations by the Office of Education declined

..from-$52 .million in. 1971 io &41 million in1972;
and-after the expiration of National Defense .-
Education Act awards, to 510 million in 1973. In
1974 and 1975 the Offke of Education obligated
only a little over $1 million to theie programs.
NSF's support of' fellowships- and traineeships
dropped from $42 nullion'in 1971 to $10 million-
in '1975, -and NASA's traineeships have been

-30 Troth is Mask ;1 Grsr2;it Stands is Sciesce (Princeton.
jj.: Educations) Testing -sere ici, 7970.

mfajed Synod k Ihnsankcs,-CollIts,and Seltaell Nostynfit
jettitiam. Nfnonst Science Foundation, annual sener.

virtually elimina, ted, ainotaing toprily a total of
about $1 million in 1973, 1974, and 1975.

All fields of science were affected by the
reductions in Federal support of fellowships,
traineeships, and training grants The largest.
absolute decrease occurred in the life sciences,
which dropped sfr-fin $225- million in 1971 to
$179 million in 1973. The release of the
impounded 1973 HEW...funds brought The 1974
total for the fife sciences back up to $226million.
In 1975, however, the amount declined again to
$136 million, reaching the lowest lve1 since,
separate data were first collected

Master's degrees awarded

'Master's degrees awarded annually for the
1960-75 period are shown in Figure 5-39.
number of degrees conferred in all fields
increased in each year 'through 1975. powgver,
the total number of master's degrees awarded4n
science and engiheering reached a peak in 1973.
Degrees in the physical sciences reached their
maximum even earlier, in 4971; those ins,
engineering ancfmatherdatieal sciences dropped -

after 1971, while degrees in,the life and social
sciences continued to increase each year. As a.
fraction of masteifs degrees in all fields, science .

and engineering degrees declined from ahigh of
30 percent in 1965 to only 18 .wcent in 1975; the
greatest proportional declines occurred in
engineering and the physical sciences.

It shoUld be noted theraany students enrolled
in doctorate programs in which no masters
degree' awarded reach- the_same level of
cornpet as those reported as receiving
rnastges epees_ along the way to the doCtorate

errninal degree. This- policy variatio
fields at different insatiltions

well as t departments of the sa
institu .

;

Doctoral degreirawarded I

The number of doctorates awarded in each
year of the 1965-76 wdodis shown in Figures-
40. The numbers of.loctoial degrees earned in
all fields combined and in science and engineer-
ing combined reacted their peaks in 1973,-The
number of scienc and engineering -degrees
awarded each year has ringed betwken 17,800
and 19,000 in the 1970-76 period. The majority
of all doctorates awarded between 1965 and
1976,were in.5cience and engineering fields, but

VI t _
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their share fell from a high of 64 percent in 1965
to a level of 54 perceDt. for The 1973:76 penod.
The-number of men receiving doctoral degrees
in science and engineering decreased in 1

_1975 and again in-1976, and although there were
increases in women doctorate recipients, they
were not slifficidit toiffset the drop for men.

,

..Trends' in doctorates awarded in individu2
major areas of silitece_and engineering over the
196576 perkid are also shown in Figurc 5-40.
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# .
The physical sciences and engineering exhibited
the largest cleclineinxecent years; the nuiriger of
physical science doctorates awarded dropped 73
percent from. 101 to 1976. This decline
.annual awards in the physical sciences yitue
largely to The *harp arop in physics and
astronomy doctorate recipientsdown A: per-.,
cent from 1971 through 1976-4nd o a,26
percent decrease in theinistry es con-
ferred over the same period. In # ntrast, the -

number of social science doctorates rose 19
percent from 1972 10'1976.
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, Immigrant scientists and engineers

Additions to the U.S. supply of scientists and
engineers also result from persons immigrating
from other countries. About 7,000scientists and
engineers immigrated officially to the United
States in 1975, of whom some 2,500 had
already been in the country ontempgrarY visas.-
The rest came on a temporary basis as exchange
visitors, industrial trainees or transferees of
multinational companies. Over the 1966-75
period about 100,940 scientists and engineers
permanently inumgrated to the United States,
almost 40 percent of whom had come here.
originally on temporary visas, and subsequently

. achieved formal immigrant status.

Although since 19'73 tife number of fenna- .

nent immigrant scientists and engineersenter-
ing each yearhas fallento alrnosthalf thelevel of

iThe years of the late sixties, the total
number of all.foreign scientists and engineers
entering from 1973 to 1975 taw not fallen as -
sharply, due to_ the increased of noninf-
migrant, foreign stientiststand eniineersin the
later period.. Table5-41summarizesthe scientist
and engineer inflow patterns Ofthe pas t decade.

In 19753 fore_40 doctoral scientists and
engineers made up 6 percent of alt doctoral
scientists andengineers,3 rangingft%1owsof 4'
2 percent of the psychologists and ercentof
the agricultural scientists and of thosociololAsts,
to highs of 10 percent-.of the atmospheric
scientists and .8 -pertirtrof trim- engineers,and of
the physicists/astronomers .

One-half of thi0(oreigil clictoral scie ntists and
enginters were life scientists orphysical scien-
tists j,25 percent each), while 23 percent were
engineers, 14 percent social scientists or my-

, chologists, and 6 percent mathematicaiscien-.
* fists. This distribution gen erally fcillows the field

distribution of doctoral sdentistsand engineers
who ke U..54itizens.

171

42 'Scientists and ErigineerslronastbroacL Trends-of the.
Past Decade, 1966-75; RPM of Dols .90 Snafu Re:norm
National Science Foundation (NSF 77-105).

Is Based on afraldtraillt 4 Doctors, &joint; ani &pith; ix
the Ustiol Siam 197:1. NanonalScience Foundation NSF 77.
309), P. 34-
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Public Attitudes Toward
Science -and Technology

INDICATOR HIGHLIGHTS

a In the public's rankings of ten occupations
according to-prestige, scientists were second
only-to physicians in 1972, 1974 and 1976,
with engineers in thir4place. This in spite
of ageneral decline in the public's regard for
the ten occupations from the 1960% to the
1970's and again from 1974 to 1976. The
relative standing of scientists has improved
since the 1960's.

While thepublk in general has A high regard
for science and "scientists, this regard is
highest among the relatively affluent and
educated and those who have professional or
managerial occupations._ The least favorable
attitude4 are held by the poor and un-

_ educated,and those_ .who live and work on
farms. These latter groups alsO respond "no

- opinion" with bib frequency..
About 70 pekent of the public believed in

972 and 1976 that science and technology
ve changed; life for the better, and over

believed that they have done more good
harm. More favorable attitudes on

these issues were expressed in 1974 than in
either 1972 or 1976.

Improvements in medicine are by far th&.'
greatest benefit that the public believes
science and technology have prodiiceil,
followed by space exploration. The most
harmful thing is, damage to the environ-
ment, with the expense and dangers of the
space program coming second.

n In 4976, 6 percent of the public thought that
science and technology have caused most of
our problems, 45 percent some of our

_
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problems, 28 percent few of-our problems,
and 14 percent none of our problems. In .

1972, only 9 percent felt that none of our
problems were caused by .science and
technology. Government dicisiorunakers
were most often cited in 1976 as thegroup
responsibleforcausingsuchproblernsArhile
business dedsionrnakers tog were often

-mentioned. -Scienests andengineers were
very seldom cited, but there was amarginal-
ly greater concern abinit engineers. There
was also a marginally greater desire to
control technology than science, especially
among professionals and to college
educated. .or

The portion of the public that believe d that
science and technology will eventually solve
most problems such as pollution, disease,
drug abuse, and crime was 27 percint in
1976. This number had been 30 percent in -

1972 and haddropped to 23 percent in 1974.

n' The two problem areas-in which science and
technology would be most effective, in the
view of the public, are health tare- and= t
pollution. The two areas in which they *1
would be IPast effective ate thought to be
reducing crime, and weather control and
prediction.

a The areas inWhich:thepUblic wouldmost like
its tax money spent for science and

..technology are the same as those in which
they are considered potentially most effec-
tive:The areas iii which the public woUld/rast
like its money spent are-space exploration,
defense, birth control, and weather control
and prediction.

,

V
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An essential aspeit of,th ntifiC enterprise
in the United States is the attitu es-of
public toward that enterprise. Those attitude,

_affect science and technology in many ways.
Directly, public attitudes influence the decision
of .young people to take uP careers in science-
related fields. Also,. they affect public voting in
area related to technology. Indixectly,...public
attitudes "influence the scientific -.enterprise
through- their influence on the actions of
goiernment at alllevels, Theseactions take the

_ form of decisions to fund or to regulate certain
research_ orJechnological activities. The 1976
report of theNationalScience Board, Same at the
Bkentinniab A Agar' from Ike Researcht Community,
show ea that the scientific community in the

... United States is greatly concerned about public
attitudes toward science and technology,
because it perceives a deterioration in these
attitudes to be the cause of many of its cprrent
problems.

The survey of public attitudes summarized in
Science bulicafortI972 and Science Indicators-1974
was repeated for this report; with a few
_modifications that will Ile discussed below.
Personal interviews were conducted in

ember 1976 with 2,108 persons 18 years of
age'or older. The sampling method used in the

:survey permits the results to be projected to the
entire U.S. adult population.

Such public opinion surveys provide informa-
tion that cannot be gained in any other way.
However, their limitations should also be
=recognized. Thee wording and ordering of
questions may have an unexpected effect on the
response obtained. A respondent duly ealy
have no opinion on a particular issue, °Mo
confuse one issue with .another, so that his.
response does not reflect his actual opinion.
further developments polling technique are
expected to minimize such effects. Finally, it
.must be understood that the purp8se of this
survey was to elititopinions, rather than informa-
tion, about science_ and technology. Some
respondents may be misinformed or unin-

These three surveys were conducted by Opinion
Research Corporation, Pnnceton, N.J. For more information
on the survey method and results,' including statistical
significance levels and complete demographic breakdowns,
see theisi pub iatioeiAltitsrdesQJltuU3 PaI1kTacomiSrinxtaued
Taholen. Solly 111 (September 1976) This study was
commissioned speafically for the present report_ It and the
ORC worts of the 1972 and 1974 surveys (Study I and
Stud); 11) can be ordered the National Technical
Information Service, U.S. Depart of Commerce.

formed, for example, al to what effects science
and technology have had on society and what
they are able to accomplish. Even so, it is valuable
to know what they believe about these things.
Indeed, it may be especially im4Portant to know
when the public has unrealistic beliefs or
expectations about science and technology.

In this chapter, the public attitudesrevealed by
the survey are grouped for discussion into four
sections: general attitudes, results of science'and
technology, capabilities *of science and tech-
nology, and public preferences. In each Case, the

'attitudes 'expressed by the total public are
shown, as well as the attitudes of those
demographic groups that diverged most
significantly from the total public. The 1976
results are compared with those fibmi972 and
also with the 1974 resultswhenthelatter5howa,
significant difference om both 1972 and 1976.
Comparison is also de with the results_ of
other surveys in -whi similar questions were
asked.

. _
GENERAL At Hi-MRS TOWARD

SCIENCE, AND, TECHNOLOGY
AND TOWARD

THEIR PRACTITIONERS

The public continueSto have-an overwhelm-
ingly positive general reaction to science and
technology. Out of four possible evaldations of
science and technology, over 70 percent of the
public chose favorable replies in both 1972 and
1976,-

_ a

The reaction "excitement or wonder" was
expressed by 23 percent- of.the public in both.

-years. In 1976, this response was given more
often, by people between 18 and 29 years of age,
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. by those with some college, those with
"professional" occupations and those with
annual incomes over.$15,000.Fewerpeople with
incomes under$5,000 or 6?years old or over had
this ruction. _

The most-coAmort reaction was "satisfaction t
or hope, at 55 percent in 1976, which was
Significantly above the 49 percent' with this
reaction 1n,1972. Again persons with annual
incomes below $5,000 had this feeling less often
than.the average-rless often, in fact, than any
other group. .

"Fear or alarm" was the reaction of 6 percent
jn. both years, This was the least frequent
response4En 1476. However, Pie group with
incomes- mid er $5 000 expressed this reaction 1.2,
percent of The time.

Besides their attitude toward science and
technology as such, one may ask about the
public's attitude toward the persons :who
practicethem.Tabte6-2below isconserned with
the attitudes of the public towardentists and .
_engineers, as compared with other

_ professionals/Each job or profession Ifsted was
rated as "excellent", "good", "average", '" below
average, or 'spoor" in terms of its prestige or
general standing. The table shows the percent
answering"excellentuor"goodufbieach occupa-
tion in each of the years in which this survey-has
been takin. The occupations are rank-ordered
according to the proportion of "excellent" or
"good" ratings thefwere given in 1976.

al*

1.

Tfie public's esteem for scientists in 1976 was
second-thdy to its esteem foot physicians, among
the ten occupations listed. The same was true in
1972 and 1974. Engineers ranked third, directly
after scientists, in each year. The table also
shows that there has been a general drop in the
publics regard for all ten occupations, between ,
1972 and 1976. The drop was especially severe in .
the case of lawyers and businessmen, and most
severe in the case of U.S. _representatives in
Congress, who. ranked lowest of these ten
occupations in earhyear.2Inmostcases, thidrop
from 1974 to 1976 was greater thanthedrop,if
any, from 1972 to 1974. However, inspite of the
general decline in prestige for all jobs, scientists
and engineers maintained theil-r4itive stand-
ing. -

In 1976, those who most often responded
"excellent" or 'tale with.sttgarcl 4o scientists
were in one of the following groups: those from
30 to 49 years of age; thosewhohadsome college --
education; had professional, maSaggrig, or
clerical or sales occupations; lived in alies of over
one million_ population or-in the northeastern
United States; or had incomes of.$0,000- or
more per year. Those withVie least favorable
attitudes were- 60 years old or more, had not
completed high school, worked on farms, lived ht.
the South, or had annual incomes below $5,000.

-

In the case of engineers, those giving them an
esPecially --high general standing in 1976 be-
longed to the managerial occupations. Those;,--
giving them ari-especially low-general standing-
were6qyears_oldor morerhad less than a high,.
school aucaOok lived in rural rareas, of_had,),

.r incomes below $5,p00 per year.

There haVe/been many other stuaies of public.
attitudes toward, professions, including science,
with which these results can compared:
Similar (though not identical) surveys taken in
15147 and'1963` found the folloning ratings for
ticrupationi- on the prelus list:

t of the Amerislu,
The 1976 survey was triet in Sepier- In ilni11977.

the Gallup Poll reported that 36 pe
raer

public approves of the way the US. Congress is_huldlin,g its A
job. Mt Gellap P.11. Release of ApER 14, 1977-) This is more
favorable than the September 1 o resultand maysuggest a
recent improvement in the vtew of Congress.
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.

These wire o the 30 highest-raniung
occupations in a list 01.90. In place of"engmeer",

. This table liar- "civil _engineer",_ while it has no
--entty corresponding to "businessman", on' the

4 .

previous ,table.
. If differences in sampling method between the

surveys are neglected, it would appear Nit there
has also been a drop in 'the general standul of
most occupatiOns. since 1947 and1963. In n
case, physicians again led the listAn4both ye

-
j

0t C

The numerical ratings are closely bunched:
together, Fitt by 1963 physicians and scientists
had established a higher gene qf standing than,
the other prok9ionals listed: pis pattern was
to continue inAe 1970's. '

Since 1966, the Harris Survey and the
.Nttional Opinion R4searc1t Center (NORC)
have also measured the public's feelings toward
sCientirsts, using a somewhat different question.
Some ,,social institutions in Rlis country ate
name4a,nd the reSpprident is asked, whether he
or she has "a greatIdear of confidence, "only
some" confidence, or" ardlyany",, confidence in
the people running each institution. Clearly this is ; _

not the same as asking for attitudes. toward
oicupational grottps as sw.h, as inTiable
responses may reflect attitudes toward authori=
ty and institutions, as well as. attitudes foviard,
the occupations. Still,, the trends in: these
responses over time maylklp in interpreting the
response on Tables 6-2 and 6-3.1p parkiailar, the
responses ray. hetp in el.saluatiim the tokistent
`drop in the- expressed confidence in all. og-,
cdpations that is showb on those fables.

The Harris orveys were-conducted in 1966, y

1971; and-1-972. Tabli 6-4 shows 'the res ul ts. The.
words in parentheseS are times of occupations,
taken from Tfable that corresplInd to the
institutiOn:s named in this survey. Similarly,

lts from NORC surveys coriducted in 1973,
nd 1976 are shwjt in Table 6-$.
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According to Table 6-4, there was a definite
decline., in public confidence in the . people

_running all the listed institutions, from 1966 to
the 197Cfs. Tables- 6-2 and 6-3 make a "S..imilar
point regarding-the prestige ofoccupationt. The
scientific community shared m this trend. Table
6.5 shows a widespread increase in the public's

confidence in the leaders of institutions from
1973 to 4, followed by a decrease from 1974

. to 197 This a lies to the scientific community
in p cular, thpugh the 1974-76 change is too
small t consi red significant,

Table 6-5 indicates a drop in ftiblic confidence
from 2974 to 1976 in atthe institutional lead
that correspond to occupations listed on Table 6-
2. 'rhisjuggests that the 1974-76 drop-'that
Table 6-2 shows represents a genuine change in
public opinion.-Another pOssible explanation for.
the drop shown on. Table 05-2_44at in 1976 for

-the. first' time the survey questionnaire,.
prefaced by a.statement notifying the respoirt-
dent that the questions to.follow come from a
Federil agency. This was done to comiily with
the Yrivacy Act' of 1974; -In view .of
unfavorableattitudes.extessed towardgovem-
'ment in some of the 197 responses, itispossible
that this, preface led to relatively negatiie,
answers to this question, which was the first one
after the prefice. 7
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Tables C7-4 and 6-5 'together provide a time
series, extending faun 1966 16 1976, measuring
the public's confidence in the leaders of in-
stitutions.. _Since the tables come front- two
different sources,- however, caution is needed
when makingsompirisoxis between theit.3:It
relatively, safe to compare rank orders on, ithe two
tables. Thus in '1966 scientific leaders ranked
fifth arnont-the institutions on Table 64.karely
above leaders of majoitICompanies, who were
siXth; In 1971 they were again fifth, thou It Only
slightly belciw banking leaderst whiiwere
In subsequeniYears, they gradually emerged irr
second place, next to medical leaders: By this
measurenhe leaders the scientifit community
have gaied in publicpteem from1.956,0 1976,

.relation to leaders of bther instittitionstIn
spite ota general drop in publiccontideixe iii ail
leaders of institutions.

Tables 64 and Er-3_ show scientist; 'ranking
second only to physicians in eleryye,arindicated
from;19t3 to 1976. However, these lists do not
contain some of the highly ranked institutbite

4

$ Both organizattorts have used thiszquestion a sivalfy
from 1973 through 1976, with varyingiists of itstitutions,

.Discrepancies betvgeen thest results are greater thIn chance
-4,. would -account for. `_

.. /
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..7=on, Tapes 6-4 and 6.5""tillt made icrentific

leaders rink slightly lower in some years.

1.4

RESULTS OF
SCIENCE AND-TE

Besides asking abotit general Attitucle,s, one
tan measure otore specifically the public's

4

A closely related issue is whether the public
perceives that science and technology change life.
too fast or too takle 6-7, shows its
reaction on thiS issue;

.

feelings about the effecis or results of silence
and technology. }lave ihey made life betr Or.
worse, for the most part? What specific good or
bald Olin& 'have ,they done? Public attitudes
regatding past and presertteffects, ofscience and_

".techriology are discussed in thissection. Table 6::
6 shciws thalthe vast-majorityof Americans feet
that _science and, tech Ihave made life

1

o
In both yearS, about half of 'the public was
satisfied with the-rate of change due to science
and technology. Only 22 and 23 percent felt the
pace was too fast. In 19760ignificantly -m,ore
men than women felt thatscience is-changing-
things too fist (25'percent versus 20 percent).
Those responding "too slowly" tld
presumably have 4ed io see even mo0 wcjrk-
dine in science andiechnology or even more of
an effect of that work imsociety.

answers the?' than "better" or "worse."
volsutteer -edby therespondents,The table

-
so' large rnajori .The percerilleiVing this ly rose

s}f6Ws that tte response"betters was gi en.by a

in 1974 and tettirned nearly tilkts 197 level in
1976. ,Againf t least favorable rep es were

= _given by th *,least privileged in U. society,
particularly", -those with Icwest ince es, non-

,- Whites, th dest, and tile least edu ated. r
The.H t Survey apt? attempted measure

pi bllc attj udePimi issue 19 , usinea
nationat mple of 1,5484a s. When,
,asked whether modern life. is' better off

ta-the wonders that scientific progress has
brougliti, 81 percent agreid,.10 percent
agreek andf9 percent were" 'nor 'sure. Titer
?spop.%0-shinvn on 'fable 6-6 for 1,972 was not

faVoraW, 'per aitif. because ` Harris
mote* po itively

-
972.t Harris

!
Sorry. Release:of Feortury

qiirt
'`t

.

Other studies have all& measured the public's
feelings about the rate of_ change caused-by
science Fonexarnple, when asked whether they
thought, that science makes our way of Wei
change too fist, 43 percent agreed iii,19-67, 47 *
percent is 1958, Ind 57 percent in 1964A When
asked in 1968 whether soierrtific Teatearch--is: --
-causing the world to ch too fast, ZOTercent
agreed strongly,Land 34 percent agree
somewhat, For of -54 .pereent.4 These
resultsos-uggest an increasing:apprehensiveness
about science in the interval from957 to 1968.

44, Unfortunately, the question used in the present
survey is sufficiently different that no direct
comparison can be made..

There is broad agreement with theleneraCd'
proposition itiat science and technology do more
good than harm, as Table 6-8, shows.

t

'
.

A. Etzlirti Ind C Nunn, "The,Public 'Appreaation of
Science -in Coneem.porary' Dael4hts (Sununer
1974 on 192.f. ;

National Opinion lieseirch Center, Study SRS-4030.
(April 1968), Supplement for Question O.

-
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X high percentage feerljey dolnicire goad," just
a.v. most people feel that sciencttias changqd

_
for_the better. Moreover,. there wad an increase
irt_thiise with this feeling in 1974, followed by a
&spin 1-27e, just as on Table 6-6. In this ease,
however, neutral resconse "about the same"

e fered, 'and many tooleadvantage of 'it
, in 1976 the reactions t *favorable to

_ - scien and technologic wet giVen by those
between 30 and 39 years 81d, those with some
college education, thoiewitliAofessional or
marAagerial occupltio,-and those with higher
incónies.. The leastjaVorigle reaction came
from those w o had not corndeled high school,

. those with m ual or service occupations. those
with the 1owe cme, those who rent nth%
_than __own their homes, and non-White's,"

Louis Harris Asc., investigatedatitudes enthis
.issue -in 1,972 When asked whether scientific

discoveries have produced more good or more
an'overwheliping 78-percent saidmore

-,good;7VersuS 9 percent i;,,ho said *lore liarBi.1
This is roughly similar to the cespqnses on Table'
6-8, if one recognizei-thatthe Harris question

_did not offer the response "about the same" -to
the Aspondents. It is also comparable to the

-_responses on Table 6-61for 1472.

Those whafelt that sciense*and technology do
more-gooti than harm vere asked tt Men tiorr

y,ome "good thhig" they thought science and
techmirogy had done. Then they were asked, ih a
second question, to name anothef. good 'thing

diem under A set of appropriate-headings The
combined results from the two questions are-
snoviin in Table-0,-9.

Z

4

'The Haab Swig. Release of February-17, 1972.

I. A A
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It ip clear fro& the table that by far :the
ea benefit that the puhlic ge!celves colgking
m science ancrieehnolbgy is in the,- field of

medicine.' This is__ consistent with the high -

ranking that was accoedect to the medical --

professionoriTable 6-2.qpace explotation'is a
distant second, followed by a number of benefits
rep9rted not more than 12 or 14 percent of Me .

Ile.' - -7 =

Those who felt that science and technidagy do .
the same amount of good as of harm were asked

: to name_ one good ting. that science and-- z.

technology have *net atd also one harmful.
thing: The responses again Vierepnalyzedand .
closified. Tables 6-10 and 641shcf-w tlidresuIts. `-'

I tt ,' -
In the case of thegoodthingsreported (Table 6-

10), the beneatslocited ire muclohe same is,
those on TebIM9. The great exception is Oat
th9se who feltscience and technology have done
as. much good as harntfailed much :more oltento-
produce an example (13 pereenton Table 6-,10-

#kersits-.4"-'per ent on Table 6-9, for 1976). When . -

these people re eked to_ narnealthrofful thing
(Table 6-11), ev -morg-were unable& give an

exa"le (23was in.evi.denPet rcecorice about the envirsninent '.,
-in 1976).-Hititever, there

increeed be gen 1972 an
Cern9mike.i rris.411/4: have-and coriserva 'on. This:

. 0
0.
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tn-cern about theenvironnient was especially
strong in 1976 among those with a high school

or some College education and these in
rnardgerial professions. It was lease often
expressed by those 60 ox over and those v.ito had
never completed high schooL Negative reactions
to the space progarn dropped significantly from
16 percent of the public in 1972 to 11 percent in
1976. this reaetion was most often expressed in
1976 by:those Who had net complOed
school, and least often by -.those with some
college and tho?e in professional occupations. .

Those wefelt that science and technology do
more harm than good were asked to name two
harmful things they have done There Were too
few respondents this case .t& rpiriduce
meaningful quantitative results, but the greatest
concern was .exptessed in corutecini.vith
pollution and the space program. Personal
problems caused by science and techfiology,sucli
as anxiety and diffiitilty,inkeeping Up with rapid
chinge, were also prominint concerns.

972 klarris'sorvey mentioned earlier also
sought to find out what'benefits ancthapins the
public believes *sciente and technology have
brought. When asked for thee two or three
biigek benefits they persoxall had obtained''..
from scientific "progress, and also the biggeskt
problems; members of the public gavethe replies
shown on*Talges 642 6-13.

. .

I
Opinion Research Corporation, fp. 6t.. pp. 34-3X

...,11MME
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Theiz results cazi.B.? compared GAY roughly
- with the answers on Tables 6-9 through 6-11

since both the questions and the_dassifkatign
schemes kir the answers 'Were' somewhat
different_ StiIl,it is clear that medical advances
Were the -benefits cited most often in

ilurveys.SiMilarlyeenvironmental pollution was
.-- the 9.ms:in harmful effect, according to- Both

surveys, by a wide margin. -It is also significant
that in both surveys ar high percentage of

-- members of the public could not name any.
harrilltd effect Of science.

With regard to problems, most Arneficans feel
lea t silence and technology have caused some or

of our.problems, rather than most of theiii
or none of thgm. This is demonstrated by Table

_ .
7 f,"*".7",....._

There is a strong and significant increase from
1972 to 1976,to the proportion who feel none of

. 176
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our problems are due to science and teclutblogyr
but little change in the number expressing.the
other reactions. Oyerall, this would appear to be
a favorable trend in the public's 4ttitude toward
science and terjmolczy.

-

Different demographic groups bave various .

reactions to this issue. In 1976, only 9 percent of.,
those /8 to 29 years.of age felt that noneof our
problems can be attributed to science and
technology, which is relatively .unfavorable
When compared with the 14 percenf of the total

similar for th living:in the West. Only
Population felt this _way. Results were

percent of those who had.not completed klgh
school felt that some problems are due to science
and teclusology; since many in this group had no
opinion,, this may mean that this group as a
whole is not well informed on this issue. On the.
other hand, of 4hosewho had conwleted some
college, 36 percent blamed science for some
problems, 8 percent for none, while 2 percent
had no opinion. - Similar figures occurred with

ithose in .pr occupations. Siliceit is
fatly noncomnu for some
problems, thitse. may "cate altighlevel
of awareness #hat ere are current problenis
related to s415ce and technology, but it need not
indicate a positive rejection,

Those with thelowest incomes ($5,00i.or less
per year) blairied -science for some protlemsless

_often than the average (37 percera TeWer IF
these said Too problems419 percent), and more
had no opinion (16 percent). There is little
consistency in_ these results,' anil perhaps'
tincierlying uncertainty is the best
foirthem.... Non-Whites said some pr ems 35
percent of the dine, fezo problerls 19 petie Otarid
no pioVerns 2.3 peicent, which is very high mid,
by itself, very favorable. How' der,the numbet
with 'o opinionagainishigh;andperhaps some
sin - ty is again being)fexpressed by these
n

There have been numerous studies by
previmis investigators that bear On the a e
reiutts'iNith regaid to Table. 64J.a Pott and
Nittlay91tudied the Ciliforra
,j.972 an.d 1914 fo deermine Junv much of a
change for the better or worse in life trig era!' ;'
they believed tha3 each of five technology had
made. The technologies were household

414

-
T.' La_Ps-te and P. Metes, "Public Attitfsdes

Present sAXE9turelV.chnolosbes, Satisliktions and /47.'--1
prehenstorts; SstssfSetalta ef5runr... V 569,57. pp 379 -3$0
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appliances, automotive vehides, automated
factories, the space program; and atomic

. weapons. In 1974 computers4birth control
and television were added. Only atomic weapons
rectived_a fargely negative reaction. Otherwise,
the results were highly fairprible, the least
favorable being tot the spa program, irhere 61
percent 1972 and 6.5 perc is 1974 reported
that it mats life slightly or very much better.

The same eutbom. have' made further in-...
vestigations Of the public's attitude toward

-technologies.u) In addition there hive
rsurveys, going back to 1957, dealing
eral way with the effects of -sciente

aitcY techno They support the general
,conclusion That public strongly 'favors
science and techn logy for the improvements*
they have made in the standard of living.
However, Were is growing Concern abOut their

-.cultural side effects, e.g., on life-styles and
valuel, and especially about the effects of new
technologies._

While the blig believes that science and
technology haves some fashion caused prob-
lemtit is a further how theY think these
problems arise. ends s and engine&rsiarry on-
_their activities . an economic aml- ski
framewnrk thil involves many other agents as ,
welt ircparticular, decisions'ions are. made within__
government and business that determine to a
large ez-tent how scene and technology_ wine
applied. When thisi Ipplkatiori produces an
desirable social and economiLiffects, it is of
Interest }now whether the public holds

#

11,

I T. La Ports and Meth y They Watt* aid Wont to. WI
MI+ 'marl Monad leiliscion fDicernber 1975, Final
_Report of the Institute of Govelkinental Stixlies, University
of-Calfornia, Berkeley, to Anse/Research Center, National
Amon:slues and Spare Administration, NASA Grant NGR
O5-003:0471, pp. 79,149 -152..

-Atti Wary Fiat'. Seim. Vol 185 M*111.19751.
11.11:31'orte and a `Technology Observed.

p. 123.
The HerrtF5artyyritelease of February. 22. 1972

y G. R. Funkhouser, Tubbc Understanding of Science. The_.--- G.
Orei 1lave7, pp. 16-74, in G. R. Firnkhousei, ed., frau
12irot pt Writ*, et -CAtistitat Mtilasji of Aubsirs sit PatKit's

Sanaa, Minder 29 relsi Se, 1972, Pith
CariPatir, NSFIPtiint No. Cht,asoss alniversily Par14.
Pennsylvania State ii,ttiversityiblitiiry 26, 1973);

Etaioniand Nium,if.a-__pp.
National Opinion ,Sgdy4660litiyrt069),

Question AL
La Forte and hietlay, Thy Wald and Moth. pp. at_ pp 854

69.
L TavAS, "A Survey of Popular Attitudes Towa;d

Technology', Tolotsgp,aii Catatri, ra. LI, No. 4 tOttubei
19727, p. 609.

scientists and engineers responsible,or whether . _

.the decisionmakers are considered the responsi-
ble agents. In 1976 a first step was made in
assessing the public's opinion about. this,
asking those who had said that science
technology have caused at least a few ems _
whi group is most at fault. Scientists and

eery were _separately mentioned as _

possibilities, since it is
one

to know
whether the pitblic holds one grolip revorisible
more than the other. As Table 0-15 shows, most
of the public considers - government decision- ,
makers to be` he group rnostre4portsible. .

d :4

-

The emphasii on government decisionmakers
is shared by alloegments of the public. While this
undoulitely reflects .a critical pliblic attitude
towardigokenunent, rnu&ofcit may also be-due

the most Powerful group= wheirit comes
producing serious Social changei. business
decisicinmakers were a distant second at
percent, but they arecited by 21percentof those
with some collegeeclucation and by 22percent of-
those_in professional occupations. These groups
cited government tlecisionmakeri slightly less

-e.quently .than- did the public whole.
0,verall; technoloeis.ts and -engineers were
mentioned slightly more-often than scientists,
but in both cases the Percentages are_quite low.

to a feeling_thatgovernmenit ecisibninakers are

CAPABILITIES or ----5.
SCIENCE AND TECIRIOLOGY
_.( -'../

Ariothrr facet of its attitude toward-science
- and - technology is the public'i feeling as towhat
they a'r'able tclaccbmplish, This is a matter of
anticipating the future rather thariinterpreting
the present or lheiast. While Table b=I4 Sri the

I



last section is concerned wifh_the problems that
science and technology are thought to have
caused, Table 6-16 below sliows the publKs view
Zif their ability to solve problems. There is a high
degree of public confide ice in the ability of
science and technology to solve at least some of

our problenis.

r

Si

In 1972, :30 percent had the most favorable
feeling about science and technology, that they
will solve most problems. This figure dropped
sharply m1974, but about half of this drop was
recovered in 1976.. In 1972419o, 16 petcent
thought they will solve ?ew if any Inoblems,
while Significantly more felt that way in 1974

---,and 1976. Thus there evidently was a deeming
belief in the capabilities of science- and
itthrielogy from 1972 to 1974, with some
Te9x1FrYlg 1976:

Airiong selatekstaidiet, publiir opinion was'
_ measured- 'in 1958 on: the issue of whether

science will solve our social problems, like crime
and iiierital illniss.0 This was agreed to by 44
percent. In 1974, the survey of the California
population previously rfiention4 asked whether
relying only on scientific and lea thinking 4T.
solve society problyrne can only make things
more complicated.lsTorty-six percent agreed or
agreed strongly, 4.percent were neutral.. and 50

-percent disagreed or disagreed strongly Thus
Table 6-16 and related studies show thatpri this
issue the public is not as favotably disposed
toward science and technology asit icon manyof
the other issues.

4-- As was noted in the disc-fission of Table 6-14,
scientific and 'technological activity takes place

Ca. pp. 1849
1 Li-Porte and Metlay, 77ste Wadi asetiC#7. cp. sue. pp.

49 AS.
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within a social and economic framei,vork Hence
one may wonder whether the response on Table
6-16 means that the public expects science and
technology to solve social probleml withoufhelp
horn other fields, or whether they are only
expected to make one contribution among many 1
to the solittion of these problems. One may also ,

wonder whether the public expeas science and
technology' ltsbe able to contribute more in some
problem areas than in others. A question to this"
effect was introduced in 1976. As Table 6-17
indicatesAmany members of hie-public believe
that science arid technology could at least make A.
major contribution in several _problem areas,
particularly health care and

ee two areas in which the greatest ton-
nce is expressed are also those in the

public believes that science and technology have
done the most goiid and the most harm in the
past, according to Tables 6-9 through 6-11.The
typi member of thepublic is Willing to ;lame

5 areas Of then presente-iitolimin*hic.h -
science and teclutology, could 'make a
contribution but only about 1 area where little pr
no contribution could be- ex1peCtect

where
1.1r

members of,the_pUblic are able to desigliate
least one.area in which a major contributiOn
possible, while 39 percent are unable or unwilk
mg to designate even one area in ;A4 science
and logy can wake little contribution`.

suggest a high degiee of confidence
scie-nw

r
7*-7

Red*. MOSi Opt; the areas wbv4 many feel a _

For coatibu lion is possibl e are theiiineatithe
where fey, there can be littld cir no

contribution. The - r'exception is i the area,
of reducing crime. ugh thistankS third as an.,
area for science and technology to make a major
contribution, it is also first in order among areas
where Mile or no contribution is expected- This.
indicates Some kind of disagreement among
different members of the public. Possibly mans
who say that major coorilnitions are possible
with regard to aerie till.* of this as an area in
which they would like to see some action taken,
any action, to relieve the problenis. Many wto
.say little or no comiibubon ispossible may mean
more literally that trine is not an, area in whirl
scienceand technology can be effective. ,

The same point-is suggested by the realitiely
low standing accorded to discovering netiilusio
knowledge. Perhaps most of the riblic do-not -
`feel- :that science and technology are good' for -

solving problems in this area, bait seems more

4
4-
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likely that they not see an ursent,need to
'attack such prpblerns. Tables 6-9 and 6-10 show.
That the piit!tic values s'cienfe andlechriolZigy for
the sociall, benefits that they help achieve, not
because, it values basic knowledge. for its own
sake.14

*
-PUBLIC PRIVIEBRIN' CES
REGARDINTSEBNC;
AND TECHNOLOGY

*Sincescience and iechnagagy are perceived to
have' certain capabilities AO' to cause certain
pcoblenis, it is pi; interest to ask what the Itc -
would like to see done- about them. In w

*areas do the expected benefits justify the
spending of public* money on science
technology? Should there be More gEontrol of

...t
. .

WA related studie. on the indult:eta *I further
technologkal development in solving various social proh *

terns, is reported in La Porte and Metlay, 'Pak Attitudes
-Toward Present and Future Technologies. Satisfactsort: and
Ayiteensione, op. eit; pp. 373-398: . '

' . .

.0.00

-0

science ancitedinology? TablX17ab teshows
the areas in which the public fiels.sciefice and .

feClo ogy could make a major torstrfoution or
little contributice. Table 6-18 shows. that the
areas in which thepublk would most and least
like its tax money spent for. science and
technology Are rather similar to the areasanost

least favored on Table 6-17.

The typical member of the public dted allout3
areas in which hewouldmostlik.ehistaxesperit
arida t 2"in which he would least Eck such
mon spent, out of the 13 areas offered. 'The

1 n4erance of positive replies' indicates a
measure of public-confidence in the ability of
science and technology to help in solving .

problems. It is not as .great, .however, a.%.the
preponderance indicated on Tible 647 of Mt's&
whb feel that silence and tecIrriology Svould be
effective in solving problems.- Tt* 'difference
may be due to a reluttance tosee lax money
spentoh-public programs in generaL By thesame
token, there was a inater number of areas in
which the public wout1:1 lease hle money spent,
amordini to Table 6-18, than of Areas where
they would be ineffective, accordin to Table a
v.

,a

a

y.
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The rank ordering of the areaslisteddri Table are space e4;:plOratioriand national ilefense.Both

4-

flowever;redu
6-18 is much , same as on Table 6-17. receive an exceVionaliipnabert of negative

.
sriority than reducing and controlling pollution
Doubts about *the , ability of science and Table-i-P3 can be COillparedwith the results of

reducing crime are not
study that the National Opinion, Research

technology to help in
translated into an unwalingnei to see money

Center made in 1976 as part of General

spettt on the effort. This is also true regarding sejeraiuro-cialeY- Surrey simply
Zndifferenoyasiscgwishethtbaert the

improving education. Illts area
troves upon the are spending too much or too little money

list,_frorn sixth on Table 6-17 to fourth on Table
__izer are and

6-18. Misgivings about the ability of scienc?and tain as., Science technology are not

.technoloa* to helplas)shown on Table 4 473 til.frnr.-...:=Y=i1=-,;ssiY6":17;=
produce few negative votes for the attemptIon 4-'47'?'7"`"r`°'1".1,`
Table 6-18). On the other hand, distosverin' g new Only 7 of the n items on.the tabiecorrevon4

*b- asie-knowledge about raiz and pahne..tanks to items on_ Table,6-18, The latter does notlist
\?, higher as a capability of sdence and technology/ tbe problems of cities, the conditions of Blacks,

than as something the taxpayer would like to pay welfare, or foreigii aid. In spite of differences in
for.. The fact that the rank orders are so much. ,the questiQiisi there is sim-difity between
alike to the two tables Confirms e inPressi°"

this
table andthiresi;onse on Table 6-18. Here

that Table 6-17 really shows to a extent the the crime - problem ranks ahead of health
areas in -which the public would work to be -
done.

There is considerable consistency between the

A

The time question was stied in the 1972 'and 1974

atriigstile and least like" columns on Tattle 6- surveYs,*but t Wal not Preddeain.aand
the

The -areas usually most liked are very seldom =7,1, .6Zifte";76
liked, and inversely. The major exceptions pa Tab 6.18.

IP 18
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(perhaps because the crime issue is expresSed in
inflamrnifori terms), and drug addiction is
relatively more important in the NORC results

'-thanion_Table 6,18. For the most part however,
the ordering is quite similar on the two tables.*
1Dn both, space exploration- and defense were
'among the leasf liked of the areas in which tax
money...Tight be spent. Thus it seems that the
public -has a certain set of priorities in the
problems it wishes to see attacked, whether or
not silence and technology are part.of that
attack It is conceivable, in fact, that the public,
when asked about the problem areas in which

_tax moneys should be :spent for science and
technology, had very little idea how science and
technology might bear on the problems listed,
and that theY were simply recording their
concern about the problems themselves.

The public shavles considerable confidence in
'the ability of science and technology to help
s2rIving public problems. However, some public
concern about science and technology is evi-
ilericed by the fact that about 30 percent wish to

. see society's control over them increased-

A plurality wish control to rerna in as it is, but
there is also a sizable !lumber wishing

control to be increased. This number grew
between 1972 and 1976, but so did the number
wishing control to be ecreased. In 1976, the
desire_ to see control creased was especially
great among professio (41 percent) and low
among farmers and f borers (18 percent),
those 60 or T24 percen , and those living in
rural areas (25 percent). Those who especially
wished control to be decreased included those
living in the West (16 percent).

While there is some public interest in con-
trolling scienc e and technology, it is important to
kno% r.hether there is a stronger feeling about
controlling one or the other- A qu.estion.to this
effect was asked in 1976, with the result
indicated on Tabl 6-21. Very little- difference
was discove een the _need to control-
science and the need to control technology, in
the public's view, - -, _

This table should be compared with Table 6-
i5,_ which also differentiates public attitudes
toward science and towardiechnology. In both
cases the percentages of Those critical of science
and -technology are quite low, but there is

s* somewhat inure cancer nabouftec,hnology. Also
in the case of both .questiOns, there is a

0
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significant demographic group that is somewhat
more waded about technology. Thus 11

_ percent of those with some college education and

7.feire

t ofirofessionals thought in 1976 that
e importantControl technology. No

group had that stronga percentage in favor of
controlling science: Of the lowest income group,
below $5,000- per year, 27 mcent had no
opinion; 26 percent of the rural respondents and
those 60 or over gatd23percent of those who had
not completed high school also had no opinion-
This suggests that these groups are uncertain
about the difference between science and
technology.

There were 20 percent of The total public who .
Thought neither science nor technology was
more in need of control, which suggests that
thesepeople wanted toseilessicrmtrol of science
and tedmorogy than there -is now. But this

e

greatly.exceeds the 10 percent recorded on Table
6-21 who felt in 1976 that control should be
decreased. Presumably public attitudes are more
consistent with regard to more specific issues.
such as the problem areas listed on Table 6-18.

The question whether the public distinguishes
science from technology was also discussed by
Etzioni and Nunn i& who did not find tht it
makes such a distinction, and by La Porte and
Metlayp who did. The latter authors used a
number of questions in 1972 and 1974 that probe
the public's desire to control science or
technology.

to Etzioni and Nunn, if. ;if- pp. 195f.
e La Porte and .vieday, Tiq W*11 sal Wookr a.

Chapter. M.
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-Table 1-1. National experdIbires for p!rlormahce of-R&D as s - -
-want otdross Natkiial Product (GNP) by countrr.1961-76 ,-;-

_,I

,-.

2 ' West: ."`" _ - United- "united
__

-- ;
Year - snack. granoe- "' Germany -",'-' ,Japan Kintjdoot states - -US.S.R.

__ , -._i

. R&D expindltures cent erGrossNational Pfoductl

1.01 138 NA*, -t -- AA 2.0 :- _2.74-',_, -- NA _

95 *148 -_ 125 NA 4,, -. T-"...7*3 _-,':' 218;
1963 -, - , ,_., -;,-45 t53 ' 140 NA.--:..6- .,- 'Zfl7 ..:.) 227
1964 - `' - '-,' ''--- t05 ..1.7.8

= -!--11- '''' 1.;--t-: . 1.56 2.62- ' -0 -.= 297- - 24Z -y'

1965_-_. .- "" '-- 117 1.99 . 1.72 1.55 _ N_A -=- --k.92 ,,, _ 244-__-z-

1916 --: ----.. _ *-r _121, 2.07 . 1,80 1,;(1--- .4.!-..2-56.- v 297.,? -- 2.42F
1967 _ " 1.3a- 2.16 -- 1.97 -- .,-,-- _ 155$ -1,_- 2.69. -_- 2.91- .----2:55.-,- _-

1968 '. 'T.33 2.12 las 1.51 4.-- 2.95--' 2.64-i : -7- Ilk--
1969 124 - 116 . .202--_ _..--, -.:1.71E: "*-2.63 2.75-.

-4
-1970 - 129 ila 2* _ ',1.91.-r NA 2.46-_-_ 229:
1971 ,-? 187, --- -2.39 -; --143a- , NA -23.5tr -_.,, 7.-i- 125
-1972 117. 1.83 -* 2.31 ":: ,' -tea- i 2-39-tf_ = 343 _,

_ 1.11 " . 133- i..22 . , a 1-gl-,.. , --z' NA: , a,19 - -_ -"`.
1973 , .
1974- .... Mk= ' -228:. -- -1A9.:-.. ,-NA -413
1175 -..... i'NA- -

1.09- :
1.43 _ 4225. . NA .----NA

1975 -- NA. -' NA: -Z1 Y--
-----2-32 -.4.18,_

NA .. "NA 1.25-=,--_- NA '- . , -,

_

1961
1962-

--J.

_1-961_
_ 1962 .:40 , $2 .-4.5 321,1- =7--NA -45.40 43

1963= ----;
.... .., -.44D E...4 *5.4 -NA -- NA *17.-1-' 4.9, 7,..._

1964 --, .53 at ,_, et6 - .:- NA-- - 77 -18.9 z _- 54
.

_1965 : - .65 9.8 '.--i= 7.9 . _508.5 :` -,":` NA ; 20.1 -- 5.8-,i_"==

. 1966- .75 fl : 11.0 * .-- &Et-- 418.6 ''' .89- ,..- -21.9 83,-
; 124 a7 :...-t- 4967 ' 438 -- .94 ".--;232 - 4- 7..

.
1968 - .96 13.3 10.6 . AM ,-- .124.7 ' -4-... 7

1969 ., 1.07 - 4 14.2* . 12...1. ,1,-064.7,' I ) .05 '',: 25.7 , -;.- 8£1

'--- -1971 -11.17 - 16.8 . 18.0, .-,-1432.4:7.-- NA --- .'V:7_ - I -3'
26-0 =-:-;::: 11011970 - 1.10 - 15.4_, 14.8-, 1p.55- : -NA *

1972 122 18.3 19.3 1,791.9 ":" 121 -_ .M4 128;
- 1973 133 - 19.8 ::213.8 _2215.8 --- `NA - P0:4, 13.7-7,

_ 1974 1.52 NA . '222- 2316.0T ' NA ": 313 --14.2--i

--. 1975 NA -, 22.5 :- NA,-.. ' NA 352 _-_ ,15.0_':

1976 NA ' 7 NA- t42 -. NA! :WA : _:38.1 --- 14A .."-
= -...-..... .z.

I COnfintiea) 11--

2 4,
-

R&D tr-p_end)ttires (natronaxtuuiency isr blitiods)2

29 44 NA NA `..66F- 3-8
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..,
---..

..,;1962
063 - ..- .....- ' 46.0

"- .19B4 - - -.:--- - ...ft '.:-,. 50.3'
,T, 1965 - ,T.

! '`-; SSA
--.- 1866- ...:!;-. s ' eta .532.0

_

...51967- , -1 _56.4 574.0
1981e: ...i L4,-72.s --629.o

, 79.8 723,0
1974 ...-..:)....:-.:-.-....;..,-,.. 85.7 -- 80e.0

, ,.. 1974 ' -,-- ,g3.5 ' .69,9.6
.1972 ._ -. '1N0 1,002.0 ,-

120.4 ' 1.143.0

,

Weft , - pnitee*. United-
Canada France Germany Japan Kingdom States U.S.ill.-

Gross NaticInaLProduct (national currency

I Y 320.0 333.11 1`9,13,52.8 24.5 `52313 ; NA
W2 3641 *B49.5 ' 216 .._. 563.8' '* 197.2
412. . 381.0 _ 25,592.1 27.3 - 594.7 2018
.456.7. 420.9 `'. 29.661t. 29.5 835.3 = . 223.2
489-8 -- 480.4 32.813.7 31.5 --;- . .. 688.1 2424,

4967.., 34,410 332 7510- ' 264.1"-;
495.5 -452q6: 7: , 35.0 1913 ---: 20.0-

.0 58288.2-, 37.7' . 668.5 NA

.2, 62,259.9 : 39.7. 935.5 _ 3216.
685.6 :40,0461 - 43.5 - 982.4 ' 362.6 -
761.9 81,577.0 48.9 1.083.4 394.8
633:9 -r 94,728.5 54.9 _1.171.1 401,8
926.9 _ 115.600.0 63.11. _1,306_1- 429.41 iii Lfiff

1 4 ',I 1.314,0 997.0 ;036,300.0 NA_ 1.4132 4531
1975 154.6 (4422V to4a0 -15x707,9 NA 1,516.3 4722- -
,1976 .5 fut`-t, NA), 5,1311 NA" NA 1,69t6 NA

-

-
ICalculated fronw, nitOnded figtirea -

_ 5Grostexpendifures for perforrnance of R&D AuaLng 'assZac.ateacal:ntat expenditures, except for Melinda 1 Statei.and
titeU.S.641. wtifire total ca 'tat expenditure data are not available.

=, .. -
,., ,

NA=Friottivaijable. J.

NOTE. Estimates alp
as 1969..and 197,E 73:os

or 1974,1975, and 1976. united Kingdom R&D figurestot 1668-69 are shortn4s 1968.1969 -7p

SbURCES:Urnted States. National Science Foundatson: Nabonaf Pattern, of R&D Resources: 1953.76 (NSF 78-3101. p.
211. Depailment of Commerce. Bureau of EconOmic -tebalysis, Surxe of Currlint Business, January 1976. and Commerct
News. wir 18=F7.41.SSA- Robert W-Caeripbeil, Department of Economics. Indiana University. Other colintries.
National Sciente Foundation. Division of &Anna Riiqurces Studies, Indlastrx<Studies/Group.-kinpublisbed data

tee ficiure_1-1 in text. .
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?able 1-2 Scientists:and eniineereensiaged in R &D by country,1965-75

-CoOntpi ;_1966_ 4957 1968 1969 1970 197.1 1972 1973: ,1974 1975 _-r Scientists and engineers' eni-aled R&D per 10.005 -po6iitatior

'Canada_ .4
FraPee
WeSTGerritaPY

apart
.Unite_,4 Kingdom
United States=

-.. ,.
7.1 NA -9:5 kA 10.0 +9.6 i_,-, IDA 10A - 10-g -INA_ = --NA- _

.4.: _ ., 8.8 9:3 10.2 ',10.6 10.9 11.6 i -_- -11.9 11:9 11.6` , - NA . NA ..__;-,

-9.7 10.1 10.5 -11.3 _ 12.5 * . 13.5. 14 7 :lc-. 15.4 ' 16;1 : ..,.; *47, =1%7 -_,, -_

10.1: . NA r 7.9 NA NA ..NA _111 -.. Nk, CIA --tiA*1-7-
, 25.4 26.5-- 26:9- 27.4 27.5 26.8 -25.6 7,250 ggiss,;,. 24.9 246

/ 21.6 239 _ 261 27-3 291' N3.7 32.6 _34.3 07161:- 43.23 ;, 43.8 =-

-119 12.9 13.8 35.5 152 16.5 164 1 65 211 219 A

*". c'"

_

_Canada 15.1
France
-*rest Germapy

.f
57.0

Japan . ......... 11811
Unitect Kingdom 548
Unit4tiStates 494i

499A

Canada
France
West Germany
Japan

= United Kingdom
United States

. ScientistS and engis engaged is) R&D ful tholtsan&c --," ,..2 ' --;- --
-,-

NA. 19.3 NA 21.0"Ng. i;-. :22.4,- r 22.5 "" 232 . ?b -_ NA --;-

45.7 50.7 ' pal 54.790. 916 61.6 802= -.c..-; NA ,_--.141A
. 60.0 63.1 68.0 76.3 ''. 4324 -.902 950 101-,0 _-.11026 "'.1_01141 -

f29.-0; 1,30.0 158.9 157.0 172,9 .194.(/ 198_cf 22710--- .-238.tre.,_ --t-pjA

NA_: c NA 43.6 NA NA t- ----W 77,1 NA ---;- stA4 1 -10- ,'
621.1 534A 00.4 5582 549.6 529.8 5219_ -521,1#,.. 5271,2 -530.5-

558.4 605.6 651.5 6069 746,4 797.8 ' 8416 ."931.0*,- 1.090.0 1.11.4.0- _-

;
19.680 2050
48.760 _ A9.160
59.010 59.640
98980 99,790
54.180 54.450

194,303 196,560
230.936 233.533

= cPciptdOcii

20.410 20,730 21,030 21,320
49.55(r 4a910 517,320 .59.770
59.870 60.180 60.850' 60,650

1E0.830 1010 163,170 104.316
54,750 55,050 55.270 55.410

198.112 200.705 202,677 204.875
235.994 2338.317 240,554 242757

7*

21,568 4856. 22,130.
-61.260 stycfp: stactt
61.290 61.670 61,9910#

105.600. 106,960 107;370
55.506' 56c800_ 55930

207,045 208,842 210,396
245.083, 247,459 249,747

22-.090:_
5
22801*

52,410'

106,630 -111020-
OBQ 56A27

211.910 '213,925
25z0e5 254.3;

-_; '----- .
' Includes an scientists ano engineers on a tort-dune -eRkrivalent Uasis (except!DJ Japirt whose data includepersontprimarii_ y

emptoyed sn R&D and the United Kingdom *hose data include- Only,the government and industryfetto" rill "
_-,,

NOTE-Estimates-are snown for an countnesfor 1974 and t975 and for-,,the tided States lot 1966 and1957
'A- - --- -r_

0-

. . - - - *-
SOURCE tinned Nations, Demographic Yearbook. 1973, p..- ltil. 4raS Unites0Beris Population Mpg" DePari-Mint-

Economic and Some, Affairs. Seiectfla Worm Demographic kulicateis by Co ea. 1950.2000, 1975, Opited#,States7 National

. Sciencefouncation.Nazionaparems 01 Rap Resource.% 1953-75 (NSF 76-310). p. 32. USSR_ Robert W- Campbell. Departnent
at Economics, Indiana university. and Counca Jot Mutual Economic Assistance. Sta0slical Yearbook of She Mambo( Counlifss, .

. 197.t and 1972. pp. i and 32. Other azuntries, Natiortai Science Foundation. Division of SclecCi fiesour-ces StOdles. industries
-!Studies.Grotip,--unpublished data, 1 - _ t , --' -` -

-.-' --_, 4_--,...

- .
. , ..

-_,--,

See Figs/rat-2 ilrfixt. - -
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Xablit 1.4. Estimated distribution of Government R&D.ixiiencilturesarnsingt,
.elected areas by cntibby, 196143

-

National oblectiVes

Canada'
=

National currency in millions

1961-62 1966-67 1970-71 1974-75 '496162
ercentVsribution?-

1966-87 970-7 475

National de -f, , .....44 a
= Space .

Ener171 Pr
Economic development .""..

, Health - -,- -1

:,Comnitinity services dl.. A .
Advancement of knowledge

4

r

398 67.9 51.0 a632,-,_ 24
64) * 32.4 N6

%VA 692 98.6- _ -_ 18
760 143 2750 _ 356,6 46
63 - 24-4 71.6 ;

62 13.1 97.7- _ (1)-
13.5 26.8 44.8 85.0 8

(Continued)

7-_-

, 2
_

56-
- -_ 16-="1-- 9_
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:Table 1 (Corintied).

National objective2

fiance
National currency in

. 1961? 1967 - 1972

--- Natiohal defense 1,310.0 3,082.0 3,050_0
Space -., 16.5 - 522.8 1 7300 .
Energy production 735.0 ,1:723 2 . 1,600_0

. Economic deitelopment .... . 231:60- 1.381.0 2.2003z
, }Mal& .. 110' , 1161 200.0 ,-

._ Community services 12.7 81.0 170.0
_-, -, - Advancement of knowledge 592.3 1,758.1 2.800.0

X5.000.0 44 '. 33
942.2 1 6

'1,453.0- 25 s(r- 20
4.49.4 8 16 _.

680.2 (') / 1

328.7 li) _ 1 . .._
4.0722 20 20 ,

1975

Percent distribution

1961. 1967 1672 ; '1975
28

7
15
20
2
2

26

30
6
9

26
4
"

24 X L

Japan '. , 1961:62c 1965-66 7969-70

National defente ' 33620 -4.495.0 6,623.0
Space r = 141.0 2.083.0

pdergy
production 5,881.0 4344.0. 22.539 0

onotnic development - 25,446a 44598.0 69,9873
Health; "-
Community services
Advancement of knowledge

724.0 3.670.01 " 5.492_0
1.071.0 2.818 0 7.254.0

47.321.6 103,163_0 185,376 -0

1974-75 1961-62 1965-66 1969-70 1974 -75

15,809.0 4 2 2
37.090.0 - 1 5
59,409-0 7 3 8 . 8

161,796.0 30 4' 27 23
21.424 0 .1 2 2 3
18.129.0- 1 . 2 2 3

388.700.0 456 63 61 55

Lilted kingdom
WatiOnal defense
Space c

- Energy production
- Economic development 0

Health .
Commuhity services

- Advancement of knowledge

1961-62 1966-67

248.6 260.4
2.7 21.4

56.5 65.
37.9 70 9
5 7' 13.3
-7,

26.0 58 4

1972-73

= 3363
15.3
69 -6

' 182 d
39 1
8..i

1-21

1974-75 1961-62

503 1 65
22-5 1

68.6' 15
230.6 10
22 6 2
13_1 (4,)

214 9 7

1995 $7 1972-73 1974-75

52 - 43 47
4- 2 2
13 9 6
14 23 21
3 5 2

1 1

-12 15 20

PP1P-

United States' 1961-62 1966-67 1971-72

National definse
Space
Energy production
Economic development

. Health
-Community services
Advancement df kflowledge"

7.3385 8.264.8
1.2253 ' 5.307 0

755 , 875 0
339.1 . 792 3
563 6 9683
99 9 321 1
8 2 . 308 6

8.584.7
2.957.6

8380
1322 1
1,379.8

729.2
465 4

.West Germany 1961 1966 1971

= National defense 331 0-,Space -
Energy production`.. 267.0
EConomic developmeht NA

.. Health -NA
Community services ..... , I NA.
Advancement of knowledge 639 0

. -

ao3 1.1800
177.0 522.0'
693.0 '1230.0
'NA 1.057 0
NA 195 0
NA- - 133 0 4

1.488 0. 3.190 0

( - -
' Less than 0,5 percent - .'
2 Excludes general university funds. . - .,

. ' Function categories are nut the same as thi.rse of Apperml.A Table 2 11. e,9 . Advancement of Knowledge does not equal
-r, -

1974-75 1961-62 1966-67 1971-72 1974-75

9,620.9
2,511.3
1.1639
1.7642
2,247 4

954 6
761 9

71
12
:7
3 ,
5
1

1

49
32
5
5
6
2
2

53
18
5
8
9
5
3

51
13
6
9

12
. 5 .

1975 1961 1966 1971 1975

1,4050 22 19 15 , 11'
539_9' 4.

*1.342.9 16 16 16 11
1.729 5 NA NA. 13 . 14

414_6 NA NA 3 3
748 7 NA NA . 2- 6

6.433, 7 37 35. '. ,, 41 51

4Science'and Technology base"

--.'

-
%:' NOTE _ Percents may not total 100 bedisuse Of eitcrosron of the categdry Not specified' and, or due to rpundrng'. #

SOURCE Organrsabon for Eocrnomro$u- operation apo Development. Changing ihigrates for Government R&O tPar is
- OECD. 19751. and OECD. InternabortfitStatistice Year 197.1 The Objethves of Government R&D Funding. 1970-76 voi 28,

(Paris: OECD. 1977). . - - --'
0 . ,

See Figured -3 in text .
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Table 1-4. Distribution of publications' in U.S. journals. . and country of author, 1975

Percent distribution by country' of authors

ol

- An
United -United West _ -other-'.

Field2 Number States Kittgdorn Germany France U.S.S.R. Japan Canada countries Total

. . All fields 1'17,362 73 4 .2 2

Clinical medicine, .34.316 79' 3 1 1

Biomedical research 16.884 ' 71 4 2 3
...r."0.. Biology - 10.697 82 2 1 I

-. Physics 13568 66 4 4 -- 4
Chemistry 13215. 55., .. 5 3 5

'.. Earth and space
;--- sciences 5.528 76 3 1 1

--- Engineering and ,

_= technology ` 13;839 71 5 _ 2. 1

... ' -PsychOlogy p.588 84 3 P) (3)

M iithematics 3,726 73 4 - 2 1 .

1

(3)

(3)
(3)
3
1 .

1

1

()-
-(3)

- 3
2
3
1 .

7
3

1

3
(3).
1

4
4
4
5
4
4
ft

16
5
6
7

12
11

- 12
9

417
14

11

11
6

12

;
-

:

- 100"
, 100 %.- -

1(10
100

.3 100
100

,100

160
100

- irio .,_

..--..." . .... # 4
journals

,

.. ' InCludeS 117,000 &hetes. notes and reviews from, the influenfotfUS. in the Science Citation Index Corporate
Tape, 1975. Corporate tape data used throughout this section include only those publications tarrying the authesplace of
employment or affiliation.

- _

zSee Appendix Table 1-5 for the stapelds'included in the fields. - - .

3 Less than 0.5 percent.

NOTE; Detail. may not add to totals because of rounding. .

SOURCE,: Computer Horizons. inc.-..unpublished data

See Figure 1-5 in text
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Table 1-5. Fields and subfields.of international scientific literature

G

Taal Medictie -
?General and -internal medicine
NIPPY -
kilestltesiolOgy
Cancer
Cardiovascular sys. tern
Dentistry
Dermatology & venereal diseases
Endecrinology
Fertility
Gastroenterology
Geriatrics
Hematology -

_immunology
*-- Obstetrics 5. gynecology

Neurology_Lneurosurgery
Ophthalmology
Orthopedics
Arthritis &thetUnatisrn
OtorhirsoliryngologY.
Pathology
Pediatrics
Pharmacology
Pharmacy
Psychiatry
Radiology & nuclear medicine
Respiratory system
Surgery
Tropical medicine
Urology
Nephroiogy
Velerinary medicine
Addictive diseases
Hygiene & public health
Misceigineous clinical medicine

Biology and biomedical research
iomedlcal research

iology
Anatomy_ & morphology
Embryology
Genetics & heredity
Nutrition & dietetics
Biochemistry -& molecular biology
Biophysics

biology_oktology & histology.
Microbiology
Virology
Parasitology
Biomedical engineering
Microscopy
Miscellaneous biomedical research
General biomedical researths

, -

General bitaigy
General zoology
Sntomology
Misceltaikous zoology
Marine biology & hydrobiology .
Botany .?
40109Y

Chemistry

Agricultural, foOdsCience
Dairy & animal idence
Miscellaneous biology .

Analytical phemistry
Organic chemistry
Inorganic & nuclear chemistry
Applied chemistry.
General chemistry-

, Polymers -,.

. Physical chemistry
_Phy.ftes"

Chemical physics
Solid state physics
Fluids & plasmas
Applied physics
Acoustics
Optics
General physics
Nuclear & particle physics
Miscellaneous physics

Earth and space science
Astronomy & astrophysics
Meteorology and atmospheric science
Geology
-Earth & planetary science
Geography
Oceanography & limnology

Engineering and technology
Chemical engineering
Mechanical engineering
Civil engineering

-Electrical engineering & electronics
Miscelidneous engineering & technology

' Industrial engineering
General engineering
Metals& metallurgy-
Materials science
Nuclear technology
Aerospape techriblogy
Computers
Library & information science
Operationsresearch & management science

Psychology r

Clinical psychology
Personality'& social psychology '
Developmental & child psychology
Experimental psychology

,

Jy

General psychology
Mikellaneous psychology
Behaviqral science-

` Mathematics` :
Algebra
Analysis & functional analysis
Geometry
Logic
Number theory
ProbabilityProbability

. Statistics
- Topology .-

Computing theory4 practice
. Applied mathematics

Combthatorics & finite mathematics
Physical mathematics
-General mathematics
Miscellaneous mathematics,

189
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Table1-6. Citations from the publicationsfof all countries to previous

US. publications;-by country and field, 1975

. -

.

tt 4

Field2

All fields
Clinical medicine
Biomedical research

4. Biology
'' Chemistry

Physics
.

Earth & space sciences
Engineering &

technology .
- _

Psychology
' Mathematics

II fields

Country of citation to US. publication

All Vatted, aUnrted West
countries States Kingdom Germany France U.S.S.R. Japan

Number _

1.847,512 885,613 173.286 .783. 86 ,j.W 49.833 82.778
598.352 305.273 54,303 32,803.784 6457 17,335
456.657 217,549 44,566 23.847 20.583 10.119 i. 28,203
115,191 4.726 11,535 4.286 3.650, 1,130 3227
206228 71.312 23.369 13.50ct 11,148 10.431 16.816
230.465 94.450:. 19236 16.075 1 13.052 15.467 14;426

.. 92.533 52,650 8.340 3.39 .3.546 3.025 2.004,. :
69.802 33.635 6261: 3.582 2.250 3,271.

r 51,4434 37.032 3.386 787 768 302 554

. 26.800 13.990 2,290_. _3.452 .t122 631 797
1- . N /6

Percent distribution acr;ss'countries

Clinical medicine
. : Biomedical research ....

Biology -1-
Chemistry
Physics

... Earth &space sciences .
-.. Engineering & .

technology -
Psychtilogy r
Mathematics

All
&her

Canada countries

85,714 384.399
23,835 129.562
20.310 96.431
8,821 22,816
9.569 49,879
9,427 48;333
4.801 14.768

-
3.798 12.591
3.496 . 5.158
1.657 .4.861

. .

48 9 .. 5 5 4
, 100 51 9 ,--5 : S )31 , 3

100 48 10 5 5 2 5 .."
100 2 10 4 3 1 3
100 11 . 7 6 5 8
100 . 8. 7 6 7 6
100 57 9 4 4 - ,3 2

, --- .
". 100 : 48 9 3 5

.100 72 " i 7 .1, - 2 1 1 1
100 52 _9 .5 4 2 3

5' 21.
4 22

4 4 . 21
8 20
5 24
4 21
5- 16

t 18
7 10
6 18

From a study of,over 276..000 articies. notes and reviews from th6 2.400 influential iournals of the Science Citirfo Index
dorporaje Tape. 1975. "
".../ See Appendix Table 1-5 for the subtelds included in these fields

.
NOTE Detail may notadd to totals ber.ause of rounding

SOURCE Computer Horizons,trie unpublished data.

_See Text Table 1-6."
s-;
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Table t-7. Distribution of the publications' of US. authors by country of Journal and.field, 1975

gr?rcent distribution by oguntry of journal

4
.

If .. .. '
..... .... '..-
..-

Field2 NumSer

R.

United - United West '
States Kingdom Germany France USSR Japan

i All
- other "

Canada pountnes Total
All fields 105.940 80 8 ) 2 . (;) (') n I 9 100

Clinical medicine 32276 84' 6% 2 :0 - .(;) e) () 8 100,
Biomedicatresearph 16,310 73 i2 ..3 (-1 , 4'1 1 10 100
Biology ' 10.866 7 -81 la -, \ 2 n 1') 3

,
4 100

Chemistry 9,459 76..7 8 4 2 _47) n' () 13 100
Physics -.11.642 76 5 "( 1 (/) -. 1 n 17 100
Earth & space

:-..-
sciencesI 5.219 60 --8 3 ei- Pi (') 1 8 100

Engineering & -
"technology* 11.166 88 6 0 .. -el

......
(3) 1 4 --TOO

Psychology , 5.275 89 10 41 el . , C) _ V) ' 1 100
Mathematics ....... 3,729 73 6 7 1 r I 1 3 8 100

. 1 *
' incl.ides 106,000 article* notes and reviews ...rater. by. ., S authors in the 2.400 Influential tournais of the Suelice

Citation Index Corporate Tape. 1975 ' . , .*

7 See Appendrx.Table 1-5 for the sublipids included in these fields. -.-
; Lesslhan 0,5 percent '

4*.

NOTE Dew may not add to totals because of rounding

S9URCE-Computer-Horiz6hs. lric. uhpublished data -
See Figure 1-8 in text.
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1-8. Citstigns frotp publications' to previous puplicatlarts: by cited Countrylkcid

I.

All fields .4.,
Clinical medicine:.
Biomedical resean

',Chemistry
Physics

' Earth & space sciences
Engineering &-

technology
Psychology
Mathematics

....

,
All fields

Clinical medicine . ....
Bibmedical research ....

. Biology
Checnistry

/ Physics -
Earth-& space sciences ..
Engineering &

technology
Psychology
MatheMatics

44 Cited country
A

"All United , United west '
countries States Kingdom Germany France

Number

U.S.S.R Japan

Att -$
other

Canada :Mies

1.531.322 885.613 152,498 59.332 48.1i 2 21.071 *- 50,397 71. 6 24

485.380 305 a 5272.641 10.830 99.28;7 saa,- -11,555 17 77
384,653 217.j549 40.919 17.307 14.280 3207.4 13.873 16,844, 60

99.440 .-726 . 9.703 2.880 1.942 ' 394 2.665 7.164. 14
166.599 71,31g 17.349 12.109 8:510 4.23Y .10,282?. 8,84d V :33.954
184,006 94.4:V 13.254 10.495 9.411 9.031 , 8,005 8,340 '7,`-- 31,020
83.722 , 52.650 7.638 2186 2.321 1.683 1.418, . 4,573 .:.";:" 11.254 ,

c -
55.795-- 33.631 5.949 2.079 i 997 "1:065--c7..-1.831
47.352 37,032 2.768 292 318- 23{ "-- 171 ,
24.373 13.990 2.277 1.154 1:066 588 597

Z97d 7,274
4.021 2,727
1404 X3,300

Perceilt clistriulion across countries

100
100
100

1

58
63
57
60
43

100 51
100 63

100 ( .60
,100 78
-100 57

10-
11

11
10
10

7
9

4
2
4
3

6
3

-3
2
4
2
5
5
3

3 .

2
4
3
6--s
4
2

11 4 2 2 3
6 1 1 .431.
9 5 4 2

116
4 6
4 6-
7
55 . tit
5

5 13

(3) 8
2 6 14

Basso on 106.000 armies. notes ano reviews written ay ..0.5, authors in the 2.400 influent journals of the Science Cita
tpdex CorPorate Tape, 1975. . -'

. 7 See Appendix Table 1-5 for the subfieldi includidln these fields. .
Less than 0,5 percent. * .

R

NOTE Detail May not add to totali becauie of rounding

* S01.1FiCE Computer korizons. lnc . unpublished data.

See Text Table 1-8,

'--;q92 -
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Table 1-9. Publications' bf U.S. authors which were co-authored at different
institutions or organization by field ancksountry, 1973

*Typeof co-authorshipz
and country _

E.1191- ,
$i0- - Earth fleeting ,

Al Clinical medical and space and Psy- Mathe-
fields- medicine research Biology Chemistry Physics sciences technology etiology Wanes

-All U.S.- co-authorship
international co-authorship

35.
4,920'-..

15.413
1,166

5.559
814

21862
442

2.030
- 492

3 411
'1805.

1.884 -....,
424

2,347
342

1217,
119

949
320

United- Kingdom .786 172 139 50 78 155 74 51 15 50
West,Gerrilany 433 91 79 27 41 97 40 211 .6 22
francs
11.S.S.R

1027 -
33 _-

64
3

57
5

10
- 3

45
1

83,
7

' 27
9

14
2

2
77

19

Japan 313 75 61 27 43 43 22 25 , 17

Canada- 93 167 103 79 80 , 89 83 70 57 65
All other countries 2,235 594. 370 246 204 326 169 152 33 145

-
-Articles, notes and renews from the 2,400 .nfluentiai yournais of the Science Citation Index Corporate Tape. 1973
Cooperative authorship as aehneo here air-woes puo..cabons it;oe authors were affiliated with different organizations

international cooperative authorship is indicated when the authors affthahons are from different countries.
' See Appehdfx Table 1-5 for subfields included in these fields_ _

-

NOTE Detail may not add to totals because of rounding_

SOURCE torApoter Hcirizoni, Ina.. unpublished datik

See figure 1-10 in text.

a

I

Table 1-10. International cooperative authorship' of U.S. publications'
alsa percent of all coOperatiye authorship by U.S. authors. by

country and field, 11373

Field'

Number of all
cooperatively
authored U.S.
publications'

Number of inter-
- national cooper- . Percent

atively authored inter-
US. publications national

Altai-lads
Clinical medicine
Biomedical research
Biology r
Chemistry
Physics .
Earth 3,1-pace sciences
Engineefing & -

techhology
Psychology
Mathematics

35.592
15,413
5.559
2.862
2.030
3.414
1.804

2.347
1.217

949

4.920
1.166

814
442
492
805
424

342
113
320

13 8 '
7.6

147
15A

_24 2
23_6
za.s

14.6
93

33.7

. .
, J - . , .

International/ cooperative authorship is defined as the coauthoring of a publication by
scientists and engineers whose =placesplaces of ern,Ployment or affiliation are irtglifferent
countries, a

2 Articles. notes and reviews from the 2.400 influential Journals of the Science Citation
Index Corporate Tape. 1973. , t, _ - -

9 See Appendix Table 1-5 for subfields- included in these fields. ' . .

' Cooperative authorship as definect here includ6s publications whose authors were
affiliated with different organizations, .`,"

.
NOTE Detail may not Ai to totals becapse of roundingr ,
SOUR. -Computer Horizons, Inc.. pnpublish eta., -

See-fi bra 1 -10-in text
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, Table 1-11. ciarticipatIfirt in international scientific
. - congresses, 1961-76 -

. --
V >

Number . Total' U.S, Non-U1,-__
of con- partigi1.4, Partici- partici,.

Year gresses pelts pants - pants
1961-62 ... 17 25,811 6.738 . 19.073
1963-64 - -'20 26.585 7,231. 19.294 .

1965-66 24 41.417 6.876 34.541"
1967-68 26 - 29310 8,142 \ 21.568
1969-70 28 37.494 9.986 i 27.508
1971-72 31 - 43.553 8,409 35,094

41973-74 52 - 48,533 13.191;`- 35.342
1975-76 41 -48.995 10.978 38.017 - 411

Total 239 302:048 71,611 230.437 t?
SOURCE National Ac-adern-ibt Sciences. unpublished

data .

See Figure 1-11 in text

Table 1 -12. Number of Nobel Prizejaureatdes in science field and by_countiy, 1901761
4

United West United t, Other
Total States France Germanys U.S-S.R. Kingdom- countries

Number of laureates in physics
1901-1915 ' 20 -.. 1- 4 5 . 4 6
1916-1930-, 16 _ 2 5 --- - 3 4 -
1931-1945 13 4 g 3 * 4' 1946-1960 25 - 13 - 3 6 a
1961-19763 32 ''' 17 2 2 3 4, 4 ;/Total 106 37 a _, . 14 _ 6 -20. 21.. ,

. .
Number of laureates in chemistry' -'

1901-1915 16 E, 1° 4 6 _ . 2 = 3
1916-1930 12 - - -6 - 3 3A " 4...
1931-1945 16 ' , 3 . 2 ---/ 6 -.. - ' 2 -3
1946.-4960 , 20 ., 8 - ,. 3 ' -7 1 6.. , 2

.1961-1976 1 -s 25 9 3* - 8 5
Total 89 21 -6 24 . :. 1 21 16 ,

Number of laureates in pholologyimedicint
.1. .

1901,4915 . . 16 1 - 2 4 - g '1- 8
1916,4930 13 1 1 - 1 - - 2 8 .
193171945 . 7 - : - 3 . - 4
19464, 960 P 17 - .1 -4% - 2 9;

. 1961-1976 ;- ..: 40 21- 3 : 3 - s. _8, _ 5.
11p 47 6 12 2 19 32

t
Presehtedby location of award-winning research and by date. of award.,

i1 chides Eas ennany,before 1946.*
fists of 16 years rather than 15.

I foundallon, Les'irrx-obel, annual series. and others.

I This period
%

SOURCE The N

See Figure 1-12 in-texf.
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Table 1 -13. Total N6bet Prize laureates in chemistry, physics, and phrlology/medlcIne
for selected countries, 1901-76,

00

,

9

United -West; . . United Other
., ..-'Period Total States ,- France Germafy US.S.13. 'Kingdom countries

i901-19i5 * 52 -! 3 10 15 .... 2 , , 7 15
1916-19$0 41- 3 3 s; 12 / 8 4 ', 15
1931-1945 -' 49 . 14' 2 11 ., 11 11

.1946-1960 ,--,. 74 , 38, --, :- . 4 . "4 ,. 14 '' 14- r
1961-19763 97 47 5. 8 '3 . . 20 14

Total _., 313 105 20 50 2:- p . 60 69

tt
. ,

Presented by location of Oward-winning-,reeeirth and by date of awed.
2 Includes East Germany before 1946.
3 This period consists of 16 years rather than 415.

SOURCEDThetlobel Foundation. Les Prix Nobel, annual series; afid others-.

See Figute 1-13 in text
:
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Table 114: Nobel Prize` laureates in science proportionate,to

populatloti foE selected colintries,1901-76 e

.

Period'

AT"

Unifed United .West ''- Switzer- Nether- -
States . Kingdom Gernliny2 Fran . "'U.S.S.R. land lands

. Aveitge number of Nobel Pcizes pe 19 iniition population per year' :115 .198 .1 .014 .278 ' .;.1,271901-1910
1911-1920

.011

.018
1921-1930 .' .*ii . , , , -023
1931-1940 .062
1941-1950 r .0a2
1951 -1960 . k / .172

.067 113 1 1 - .513 . -14156 .

.156 ..221 '":075 - --a:, - .270 *
i49 .230 .049 .488 119
.142 .091 7 'T - .667 -

:-
- .174' .057 _...- . .020f ; Z93

1961-1970 ,s,...128 / - .222 .086. :104 .013 -
197,1 -1976; , . , __.- .17-5 .238 . .082 - _ - . .278

. - - - -
. '. Number of Nobel Prizes awarded

-,,..

1901-1910 .1, 5
.-

---
12 s- - 6 2`

'---7911-1b20 4- . 2 3 - : 7 ' . 4
LI> 1921-1930 .. a 7 ,,. ;8 3

1931-1940 9 7 9 2 ,
1941-1950 14 T . - -4 a ' -.
1951;1960 .. 29 - 9., -3 - ''' .kc--4

".
1961-1970 -.,., -.. 25 12 5 . 5 . c,_ 13

s
1971-1976 22 8 3 : V, t . -- ' ,.

Total- , 105 1. 58 51 -,.. , 10 9
ee - ..

. Average popteation.(ininflions) ,., --
1901 -1910 - *--: ' OA - 43.4 60.7 : 239.3 138.5 3.6 _- c 515

1911-1920 110.2 44 7, : 62.1 _, 39,4 152. _ 3.9_ : ( 6A
1921-1931 . 128.3 A4.8' 36_35- '40.0 1167.0. ' 4.0 . 7.4 --).

1931.-1941 i. a 144,5 41_0
A

- 39.1. 412 187.0 , . '4.1 ' 8.4k.
. 1941-1950 152.4 49A A "": .02 41.5 187_5-, 4.5_ 9:5

1951-1960 168.8 51.6 '52.7-, 43.7 197.2 _ 5.0 la; '
, 195.6, 54.0 ..,*, &r.t.1 482 22'8;5 -"-- -5,6 .-1 1 dr-,1961-1970 ;

1971 - 1976' 209.4 56.0 '' 61.2 51,5 --i,.248.9 -tii.G..
..-! .

..- ,..
' Presented t

,,
4 location of .award-wirihing research anckby date of award: j.' ,

.,
2 Includes East Germany before 1946, s . ' , '''r

The drop in Gerjhan populat10.11 was due to metaryl-asuaibes and, territorial lossqs under the Versailles Treaty .
_ This period consists of anti 6 years rather than 101

-7_-
0=

2
. SOuRCE. The Nobel Foundation. Les PI4A Nobs., annual series,. Depargtent of COnirperce, intforicalSielisfics of the
_tmoct ,States, Cotoma, Tones to 1970. 1976. united Nations, iNottd.Pdpulabon lorbspects. 1966, and rcorioutic Surveyof
Europe an 1974. eart ii. 1915. a9a united Nations Populanon Division. Department of Economic, and Social Affairs. Selected
World Demographic indicator's by Countries. 1950-200a 1975,

4A ,
4--See Figure 1-14 in text.
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Table 1-15. U.S. patent balarcewith-selected `dountdes, 196645

. _. Cliuntry 1966 ' 1967 ----":1961' ---.19-6-6----4970-"<-1971.

. . ,TOtal:
. -,,:;

/_13alance .. .. 36,066 34.469 36,045 35,885
,s. .ranted to U.S. 45,633 44,385 , 45,168 '47,825

Granted-by U,S-.:s .. 9,567 9.91 9,123 11,940
Canada:- -, -_. / -, (-,. .6 .-,

Bearice .. if, ......,. 15,676 16.592 ' 16,686 18.153
Granted lo ES.S. ., 16,614 17,583 17,583 19,147

- ' Granted by US. , 938 -'99t 897 # 994
West Germany: 1 1 .c- . ,

--* - 1Balance ..- ....... . - -248 , -360 362 -40-
- Gratued to U.S, 3,733 3,406 3,804' 4.483

Gran ed by U.S. .... ;.3,981, 3.766 3,442 4.523
, -Japan: r
'-' Balance 3,561 2,008 3,,b9

Granted to U.S 4,683 *, 3,432. 4.903
, - - Granted by q.s. .... 11722 - 1,424 .1,464

., United KingcrOsn:#
Balance, . . '' 11,440 10,877 .10,107
Grinted to-U.§. ....--. 14,117 13.676. 12,588
Granted`by XIS. .... 2,677 2,799 2148t

. Othetg.E.C. countries': ', '
Balance 5,708 5,432. 5/481
Granted to OS , 6.481 6.253._ 6,225

. Granted*by U.S. ....-- 7,63 1821.:\-.- 744
10.5.11:

Eialagce . , ,=83 ' -so . -38
Grariterkto

:
`UV- .... 3 35 - 65

Grantldttiy U.S. ...... 66 115 ...t, -' 95

2,505
4,657

2,152

9:56
1.2;678.

3475

6,777
93y

276
83

*159

1972 1973 1974 1976

. .

33.697 31.445- 30.520 4129 19,795 .19,197
.45;918 47,31f 47,359 41.391 , 38.096 37,482

12,221 15,868 16.839 16,262 18.301 18285
.

'1"
-4 1

1798 16.665 16,045 11.619, 11,460 10,891
18,663 17,992- 17,289 12.964 12,785 12.220 4

1,065, 1,327-- 1.244. 1.345 1,325 1,329

- 1.552' -1,153 `.639 -2.243 -2,929
_2,882 4.393 4,575 4,949 _ 3,913 3,140
4.434 5,521 5,728 -51;588 '6,156 6.069

. a

2,149 1,687 :794- 5..46 - 1,457. .1.421 ' 4'
4,774 5,700 - 5,948 k 5,485 .11.432 - 4,918
2,625 4.033 5.1'54 ; 4.939 5,889 6.339"

9,776' 9,226 9,837 -8.866' 7831 8.438
12.728 612,682 13001 :"11,717 10.076 - 11,497
-.2.952/ 3,456 .3,184 2,851, 3,145 3,061'

5;,74 5.143 .5;093 4,914 4,489- 4,372 4
6.670, 6.346 6;287 6,971 -5;783 5,455 -

5277 1.2203, 1.194 1;157 1.294. 1083
O

-1?, -96 -177 -152
201-4 198 -6259 205- , 207 2,12
218 #. 326 --355.. -.382 492 404

1

. Othe(Europe,pn EcOnbrnic COminundy E.E.C.L.,) c,Ounines irk:Judean-ere ate Bgigium. Denmark. treiand. Luxembourg,
F and the Netherlands. Data for France asnd1taty are not comparable,for use in thl. indicator:

.#. .
- 2 Includes,,inventors.tertificates. , ,f 46-, . ' ;i: . -

'e , .# - a 4 .

-.sOURCE/World intenegtual Propeyfy,prgankatIon, indilstrialProperty, Geneva,. 1967-76 (Desember Issues).,' '
. - See Figure 1-15 in text. 6 - - - - :.;
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Table 1-17. Major technological Innovations by selected countries, 1953-74:

Period-

r " Five-
= United__: United- West nation

-S = Kingdom Germany' Japan France total'

Vercentageof total
1953-55 -... 13 -:-.. ' 6 ..-__

.'**" 5 -: --100
195.58 -.... 11_ ' 4 A . 100:

4_1959-81 --....:z.L. _. -19 A 2 - a- _ 100
1962-64 "_,-- .'..,-;.. ! - -66:. _. ,18 5 11 .,--:1 0 100-
196547 '''' -: 64 - 24- 12 . - 7 3

- ,, 1968770 -....,.."-..-- 56 -...; _ 10 - _ 7 , :- 14 . 4- ,100
-197143 :.f. - 59- -'15- _ _.'72_,_ 9:- - -.. 10 8 , - -106"

1953-58- 63 14 _., 5 ' --. 83 ..-

1956 -58- -L..... 37 6 N. -, 2 _ .46 _--

--1959-61 I_J- -36 10 --.` 1 _ 1 -- 5 .7-7.--;-_
-196'2-64 .--.-....-r- 54 15 4' .- _9 = = 82 -

16 , ir - -6 -.--. 2 68 "_ -.,,-/968.70:_....... _ 45 .1/4- 16.: `' 6 11-_ 3 81 ....-

1971-73 .i...:c.... ' 47 - 12 ' 7 8 -6 aa:-
Total 310 as. _33_ 34 34 ,.= .21 492

1 By ,yeafof rkarket introduction. - . -.... -
. . .

- NOTE: Dalai/ ;nay not add to totals because of roundincE ,

SOURCE Gellman Research Associates, Inc, Indicative of international Trends in
- Technological innovation, 1976, Appendix B. 7

-

-See Flours -920 In text.

Table 1-18. US:International-transactions In-royalties
iind fees% 1966-75

;
(Dollars in millions}

Direct investrnent-relatid Unaffiliated. ,
CA

oti

Year Balancit Receipts2 Payments' Balance Receipts - Payments-.,

1966 $1.008 $1,162 - $64 $277 $353_- '$78
19g,14 ..... 1,292 1,354 62 . 289 -, 393 104

-1989 : .... ..; 1,350 1,430 . 80 ) 331 . 437 . 106
- 1969 1,92 1,533 101 366 -- '486 "- 120

1970 1.647 1,758 111 459. - 573 114

" 1971 ' 1,809 1927 . 118' 495 618 '123
1972 ......., - 1.8601- 2.115._ 155 _. . . 516 _ - - 655 439
1973 2,304 2,513. t 209 -5136 712- '''" 176
1914 2.859 3,071 212. 565 751 166

, 1975fPrel4 -- 3,285 3,526 241 567 -- g759 - 192.,

l' Represents:4°W receipts and payment; fOr the useof intangible property such as
patents, licensek management fees, etc. Excludes firm rental receipts. -,

?.Direct investment-related receipts measuretthe net transactions betweeTi U.S.firms and
their fcifeigit affiliates- .- .

1. r
7 Direct investmenkelated payments measure the net fransactionlbetween U.S.-based

-foreign affiliates and their foreign pare-`- . .. .
. ,

NOTE: Detail mai/not add to 'etas because of lounding .,- .. : `,

SOURCi. Department of Commerce,Survey of CurTep BusInefS, .46; 875. and June '
ar

See Figtiti 1-22 In text.
0
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and payments .of royalties and-fees for unaffillatedt
, foreign iesidentr,166,75

. dollars in millions]

: -NetlectiPt34 *
-

Total ; $353 $393 $437 $486 $573. $618
. Developedcounbies 304 342 375 426 505 547 575

Western Europe ..... ...... .... 186 190 196 222 247 268 270
Canada -_, , 30 33 31 ...., 28 33 32 , 38

70 95 -'1%,..130 , 155 202 223 240
-Othir deksloped countriesz .... - 18._ 24 18 2f 23 24 27

Developing countries 50 50 59 59 64 162 * 72
.; Entrap Europe ,- 1 4.e 2 4 9- 8

...."..-----, Net payments-..

$712 $751
833 648 644
297- 343

:1-38 -37
273- 249 = 227

31 -38 37
:74 4 , 105'

5- -9-
- .,

... 76 104 106 :120 114 123 139 176 186 192.,

,Trevelopedcountries 72 100 102 116 IOT 119 134 . 166 176 184

i''- WesteqEurgpe 67 93 94 107 99 110- '12t '. 4 156 168

C , O h a d a k 2 3 4 4 4 5' -6 7 :. 7-

aPasi, .3 4 4 .4 4 4- z5 13 42 8- .ocoon 3 4 5 7 - 4 5 - 9 , 8 ' 7

E u rope I 1 1 2 _ T-,

.
....... -

' Representsreceiptsand payments between 1J-5. ents with residentiorgoiernmentiof foreign courftrieSior Um use
. of.intangible property such-as patents, copyrights, or ufactuning rights. Excludes fees and, royalties related to US

.-It foreigitdirect investmiknts. Excludes film rentals.
.4 = -Other developed countries included here are Australia. New Zealand. and the Republic of South Africa.

- , -.
...4i0TE:Detaitritai not add to totals because of rounding. , .

t .SOURCE. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis tabulations, June '1975. aim Survey of Current

-- Business, Jona-1976, ,
,

Sett FinOre 1:23 in tat.
k

V

1975
1966 1967 1968 1161 1970 1971 1 1973 1W4 (pray

ry
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-- . -1968 1857 t1968. 1670 . 1971 41 aii 19; .3 ..., -i974 (p197rel5.,, .)

,,,,,,:e

Netreceipts!! _- _ _ = .7- -
--'rotas $1,187 $1,354 51.431 $1,533 $1.758 $1927 $2115 $2.513 _-$3,071 $a,qk

Devidopedcountries - 854 982 1.027 1.101 1.289 1,429 1,609 1M9 zgaa "2,7411_
-WesterrrEtirope , - ,1496 579, 594 851 755 848 971 1,18(r -;"' 1,428 1322

,Canadate . - , 248 266 .- gas 287 * 336 355 377 416 -541': _.-- 566 --,,
_ . Japar_ - 43 55 - 59 66 80 ,% 114 -_ 170 -211' - 231 ,

-- -_'-- -Otrieudeirped
-4 - . countilesz

elo
-Pr 69 83 88 97 118 131 147 1837 :269 ,22I

r Oeieloping , -___ _:'
...

-,1- .. .r. , --. .._ , -

, countries ..f.... 279, 262 377 4198 428 452 453 ' -519;_ -631',
-'41riternatIonaland ._ ...- , 1,

unatfocated . ...
29- 2ii 27 34 40 418 _53. _-46 __ -1

--Netpaimentr- . -="7- -
62 .80 101 111 118_ -,155 209 -212 -; 241

z..,Oanaci__.-. ' 41 43 47 56 82 _ 84 60 _73 83 89:
_,Iiiiited-Kingir;;, 12 , 21 25 19 11 15 -- 20 ,-, 16-.:--_ 10
'Other European

countries ... 1 1 _ 9 16 7 2 3 3 9 78- _ _ 113 '111_ 140 --
Other countries 1 3 4 7 , 4 2_ i -2 g -- I ,_

'', -. '

_ ' Represents net receipts of payments by u.S. firms from then foreign affiliates for the use of intangible propertysueh as
,patents, Whniques. processes, formulas. designs, trademarks, copyrights.franclusel. manufacturing rights. nanagement

fees, -etc- A-- '-rz . _ .. -

- , 1 Other develoi;edixiuntries included here are Australia. New 'Galan& and the-Republic of South Africa..
A Paymentsrneasure net tfanSactions between u.S.,affiliates'ind their foreign patentsAffiliated payments are not further

detailed because in -many cases the amounts are too small or would disclose individual company data.
,a. .

5 ..,

-__NOTp...Detali.mernot addio totals because of rounding, .- _ . __ ___

. . . - ...
SOURCE. 4epertment of Commerce. Bureau of EconomicAnalyses. Revised Data Series on U.S. Direct investment

- Abrbad, 196845, 1976, Sunray of Currant Business, June 1976; and unpublished data. .

See figure 124:in text. >
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'Table 1-21. Real Groat Ciornastic Product per employed chillary,
for selected countries compareOvilth thielinIted States, 1960 -76?

. .iliKlex, United States = 1001

- United ") West " United-
Year _ . States France -- Germany Japan -Kingdom Canada-

..

'19601960 i r. * 100
: 1965 .,- Joo

19g 100
1970 -, ' 100.
1971-

- 1972
1973._ 4.. . ..
1974
1975
1976(est.)

55.0
613
63-1
71.4

100 729

100 74.5 67.9 54. .0 53.5 .902-
100' 761 69.8 .585 54A 9(1.1 if_
100 80.5 .73.9 . 58.1 56.1 921
109 80.7 749_ " 59.8 55.8 91,1
100 825 779 61.1 554 --. 90.6

vi`

51.3 24.7 f 49.9 86.6
552 32.2 .48.2 ,. 35.6
563' _ - 49.0 83.4
67.0 48.7 52.6 89.6-
6721 50.9 537 _ 90.3

.,
Output based on internafional prtce weights to enable toinparable cross-country

comparisons.
_ f

squaa. L5epactment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statisbcs, Office of Produdivity and
Technology, Comparator, Real Gross Domestic Product, Real GDP per Capita, -and fjpat
GDP_per Employed Chnlian:Six Countrfes, May il9/7_uppublished.

See Figure 145 in text.
t 7

-

Table 142 Relative productivity' inirtadufacturing Industries
by selected Cottqtries, 1960-76; ,

et
Uncreic.1-967-= 1001

Year

1960
1961

- 1962 v
......

1964- -
1965

1966 -..
1967
1968
1969

.1970

1971
1972
1973
1974

United West . United
Stales France Germany Japan Kingdom Canada

78.8 '68.7 . 52.6 76.8 75.5
80_7 71.9 70.0 59.3 77.4 -79.6-
849 752 -74.4 619 79.3 83.9
90.4 79.7 `78.4 67,1 . 83.6 . 87.1-
95.2 a, 483.7 84.5 . 75.9 893 - aoa
982 88.5 90.4 7.91 92.4 94.4

291 94.7 _0945 _871 _ :957 _

8s100.0 100.0 .- 100.0 110.0-* 100.0 1000
103:6 111% ` *t407-45 . 112.6 1005 -107.37_

..115.4 '1135 130.9 - 108.4 113.3
3, 104.5 121.2 1165 146.5 .. 1091 1152_

t 1193 127.5 1225
116.0 135.9p, 130.3

. 119.4 1422 138.6
114.7 .1461 145.6
114.9 - 1398 150.4
122.4 153.6 162.4

-. 1975;
1976(est.)

151. 114.3 t 1229
163:9 121.2 127.4;
184.3 128.1 1322
187.5 127.9 1323-
411.7` 123.9 134.4-
204.6 125.4 .137.4

Output per marihour.

SOURCE. Depart;hent of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics:Office of Productivity and
Technology. -Output per Hour. Hourly Compensation, And Unit Labor Costs in
Manufacturing:Twelve Countries, 1950.1975% 1977. unpublished. Estimates for 1976 are
from the International Economic Repoit of the _President,Souncil on International
Economic Policy, Executive Office olthe President. 1977. p. 144. and unpublished data.

See Figure 1-26 in text. -
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R6D-Intenspee
Bakarce
Expod
Import

Pion-RW-1 n tertsive
Balance
Evort
'Uwe

$5.891 $6237 $6,720 68.958 $75170 $6.146 $7963 16.917 *775 8111,471 $11.72! 611.767 $11,611 676101 936.626
7.597 8.018 8,715 9.975 10.267 11,075 12,174 13,407 15.312 M86 -16274 96.229 29669 41,111
1 706 2.781 1995 2.017 2..257 2.930 4.171 4.5110 5537 SAN Mt UM 17.11111

.178 .12 491 -165 -678 -2,077 -3.325 -3.729 4561 41116- 4216 -112111C-18j 1118 41.871) -*5Th
4.962 4,730 4,940 5,284 6.121 6,291 6,913 7.437 8,501 '9630 1Q Mt* MM. *663 12.412
5 141 4 742 5.631" 6.049 6.799 8.306 10,218 1E16 15.887 7 182411, 21213 2ik,77S 31113 17867

4.074 -112188
81,211
ANS
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Table 1-25; US. trade balancewith selected rialto
manufactured products, 1966-7

.
zt,

(trotters inmil ions!;

Nations 1966 1967 1968 ' .1969

Developing
Balance $3,441 $3.677 $4.430 $4,455

nations

Export
port

3,682 3,923 4,822 5.002.
im 241 -246 392 547 ,

Western Europe .
Balance 1,890 2,283 , 2.568 2,986

3.865 4,359 5,620 5;655
mport 1,975 2,076-- 2.454 2669

Canada 4

Balance ,1.800 1,760 1,719 1,914
Export 2,838 2,983 3142 3,478
Import e 1,038 1.223 1,423 1.564,

Japan . .

.Balarjr.;e ' s -133 -115 ;700 -324'
Export 661 772 930 1,180.
Import ., 7.64 887 1,130 1.504'

1970 1971
. _

. $4/32{3 45.087
5,679 5.996,

151 909
-

3,942 -3.599
6,927 6,861

i 2,985 r 3262

1.684 1,865'
3,513 3.914.
1,829 , 2,049

-224 -516
1,536 -1,520
1,760 2,036

-a-

1972 1973 1974 1975 - 1976
- .

$5277 16,W $10:656
6.74; 066 14,024_
1, . 2.324 3,368

$14,7g, $16.052

,

17,704 ft0,104
2,974 4.052

3,089 4,125 5,983 6306 7,060
7,345 9,596. ,A622 13,540 '14,048
4256' 5;471 6,39- 6,840 7,588

2,333 3,6R1 \ 4,242 c 4,83i 4,732
4,678 ' 5.741 7,419 8,136 8,831
2,345, 2.740 3,17'7- 3,303 -4.099

. , .. _

4 -971 -848 -550 -1.021 -2,654
1,639. 2218 '3,007 -2.389 '2,701
2.610 3:066, 3,557 3,410 5.355.

. pi

1 Exportsiess imports. . .,

2 Includes the Republic of .*ntth Africa in 1966 and 1967.
;

SOURCE. Departmental Commerce. Domestic. and international and-less Adrninistiation. Overseas Business Reports ktay 197Z
Jime 1b74, OctobeT1976, Ind June 1977. _

. ) '
See Figure 1-31 in text. .
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`Table 2-1. Nati 9nal R&D expenditures, 1960-76

Constant
Cuirent 19 r',72

-..- Year dollars dollars' )
' 1960. . , 915.6 * $19.7'

1961 14.3. 203
1962 15.4 11.9

.1963 .. 17.1- 23.9
1964 . 18.9 26.0' 1955 20.1 27:0

1966 21.9 28.5
1967 232 . 2$14.1.

1968 ,.. 24.7 . 29.9 ..
1969 25.7 29.6
1970 26.0 28.5
1971 , 26.7 27.9

i972 28:4 -. 28.4

1.11997734

1975(6st)
197S test)

30.4
32.3
.352
38.1

..A

28.8
27.8
27.7
28.5

GNP implicit price deliatbrs, used to convert current
_dollars to constant 1972 dollar& -_

SOURCE 'National Science FOundation.. Natiaal
Patterns of R&D Resources, 1953-76 (NSF 76-310). p.28.

.
iSee Figure 2-1 in text
-

Table 2-2. SolentIsts and, engineers' employed In RED by sector. 1961-75
a

(In thousands)

..7. Other
Federal Urilversittits% nonprofit

Year Total Government tritustry and colleges FFRDO's7 institutions
1961 425.7. 51.1 . 312.0, 424 , 9.1 11.1
1965 494.1 61.8 34844 53.4. 11.1 .. 19.4
1968 550.4 68.1 7; '° 381.9 ' f 66.0 112 . ,232
1969 .. 11:6t 558.2 69.9 385.6 68.3 22.8
1970 549.6 64-09 ; 375.5 .68.5 11.5 24.3

19/1 529.8 56.5 358.4 : 68.4 1175 15.0
1972 521.9 65.2 353.3 __WS 11.7 '- 25.2

521.1 ".. W...3 .357.4 1,, 64.8 12.01973 ., 24.6'
.... 1974 527.2 ,565.G 357.9 y- 66 7 12.1 25.5

1975(est.) 530.5 '64.5 358,0
f

71.0 12.8 . 242

- ft. -
. .

' Full-time-equivalent basis excluding those employed In State and local agencies,
calculated as the yea/1y average for the industry saclor..

7. Federally Fundeetflesearch and Developthent Centers adririnistered by universities.
.

..., .
.

URCE Natropat Science Foundation, National Patterns of R&D Resources, 1953-76
i'.i 76-310). p.3".' - l'
Ar . S v, i r, 7 r . , ,

-. See Figure 2-2 in text- f i
..,

at,
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Table 2-3. National R&D expenditures as a percent of GNP by source 19606 :
C... N' - , -,..

[Current ddllais in billions"_- ,/. '- . /

All sources 'Federal sources All other sources-

Gross '4 1 __..4,
National R&D as a. R&D-as a',.... .

. Product Total percent Total perdent Total _

. -Year , (GNP) ?R&D" of GNP R&D Of GNP- ----R&D . of GNP.
, _1,960_1,9606o , $506.0 313.6 -' _42.69. $82 1.74 ".t $4.1i . 0,95-

1961 ... . 523.3 . 14.3 274 9.3 118 5.1 - .97
1962 .... ' .. 563.8' # .05.4 -2.73 ".: -9.9 1.76 5.5 - ,-_ .98 '
1963.

.
594:7 17-.t . gm- - 112 188 ,- 169" 99 '

1964 635.7 18.9 , 2.97 - -'' 12.6 . . 128 6.3-
4,

-,. ..99- .-
196? j- 6913.1 201 2.92 13.0" . 7,1 .103129, ,
1966 753.0 , 21.9 A1 1 4 . 4 4 . 0 , .* : 125 , -- - 7.9 - -. 1.05 '
4967 ' . 796.3- 232 . ,At '1144- : 1.81 . -8.8 . --1.11
1968 _... ,

,
868.5 24.7 2 5.0.94 -:. . 1 - - t73

-
9.'7 !...-1.-12

1969. ` 935.5 251_ - 2.75 14:9 A _ t59 - 10.6- , 1.15
-.. 1970 , 982A - , 2611 2.65 14.6 ." , 1.51 .:":' 11,3 1.15. '
. ; .

1971** # 1.0p...3.1 . . 26`.7 - 2.50 15.0 - ,- , 1A1 TO:- -,- 1.11- .. -

1972 1. 1171.1 28.4 2.43 15.9 - 1.36 12.5 '2 1.07
1973., . :

1.306.6.', 30.4 2_33 16.4 126, 142 - 1-07
1974 1.413.2 -,,,. 32.3 229 '16.9 . t20 15.4- r_ : 129

.. f975(estY 1.516.3 ',.352 2.32 18.6 1,23 , 162 ," _1;07,, .... ,

- 1976(estl 1,691.6 - - 3t3.1.. 2.2,5 20,1 1,19. .1 18.0 , . 1,06

4

` -," _ _

NOTE: Percents are maculated frqm unrounded .our2s.' .
- Detail May not add to totals beiause of roundin4. ' . 1,. ' .

z.
. .

SdURCE. National 4cienpe Poundal ,n. Natrona; Patterns of R&D Resources, 1953-78 (NSF 76-3101 p. , and
Department of Commerce, Elul eau of Ecunornic. Analysis, Survpy 9f Catent Business, January I pm, and Comrgerch Nava.
Marctill, 1977. . *, r- , - . , -

,. . 0
-

3 ;
.

'.. :See Figure 24 In text., ',:. '

-
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Table 2-4. National expenditures for R&D by isource, 196D-76, .,..., ..*.
. . _

. Moyer; In millions) ' &

. ..

Federal-. -
.1, Other ., - ''' ,.. .

., -
z-- ' 41niversitifs .- nonprofit -1----- *-

Year' , _ Government lndystiy and colleges' institutions` .

..." 'Currant dollars ; ' , . - - --
.-

.
-... -

1960 .t.".....:...: $13,551 . &8,752. ....$4,598 .". $149_'' $142
- :1961 .

..
.74 i4,14e, .9,264, ' '4,749... - 165 - , 168 ,_.

1962 : .... -.-;;...:- .15,426 9.926 5,114 - ,o185 201- '.'
-,.:',- -1963 - -4-. - - --` 0-7,V93 11;219 5,449'' 1- 207. . 248

1964 4..: ' i7-18.894. 12,553 r- 5,880' 235 226 .-

1965 _......:. ..20,09,1' 13,033 - ..6,539 -. 4...p-t.
...

252
- .-- . k --

'1966 - 21;894 13;990 7,317 303: - .284. ...

1967 23,205 14,420 8,134 - t 345 . 306
1968 24,66,9 14,952. ,.3 8,997 . -- 391 329 =
1969 f 25;686 14.914 9,998 . - 420 _354

-4, , 1970 29.047 14,764 .103434 61 t . " 388
%1971 .... v - 26,745 , 14,982 . 10,617 v 529 417

. --
1972

i.:-
28,415 15,887 11,509 576 443-

1973 , 30,417. .16,437. )12.896 613 ....071-

41974 32,322 16,897 - 14,253 673 499'
1975(est.) , 35,209' "18,577- 15,335

.
551

4376(est.) C. 38,090., 20,130 16,550 015 ,, 595 ,,.

Constant 1972 dolfirs2

1960 $19,734 $12,745 $6,565 s Z- $217 $207
1961 20,707' 13.372- - 6,655 - 238 . /42
1952 ....(.....,: 2t,885 14,069 M49 ,, : -..- -262 285 s'

- 1963 - -- 23,876 15,871 7,611 ' 289 305 '. ..:

f 1964 25,985 17.264 . 8,687. . 323 311' -,

1965. 27,033 .17.536 8,798 459 339-
. . '

4666
a 28523, 18,226 . 9,532 ", 395 p70

29,366 18.249 10.294 , 437 .. 387
..-- 1968 29,876 18.108 '10,896- 474 398

'1969 .... ...... .- 9, 29,619 . 17.1981,52 . .' 484
1970 28.510 '18,160.7 .f 41,421 505 425
t971 27,854,,

. .

1972 28.415
1973 .....% ......r 28,750
1974 27.766
1975(est.) 27,669
1976(est.) 28,479

15,603 . 11,265 551

15,887 11,509 576
15,536 12,189 579" .
14,515 12,244 578 _ -429 -
14,599 12.061 586 433'
15,050 5. -12,374 c, f09. 445

.
.. - .

' Includes State and local, sources which accounted. for almost _one-half of
: expenditures since 1970. .. - ' ,

..2 GNP implicit deflators used to cpnvert current dollars to.constant 1972 dollars.
. . . .

NOTE Detailmay not add to totals becpuse,of rounding.
I ' 441

, -

'ieSOURCE. National Science Foundation, National Patterns 131FIXO Resources, 195.7-76

(NSF76-310);p. 28. --
..,

.. , ,

,---
text.

, g

See Figure 2-*I in text.
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Tsble 2-5tNitIonsliretuptlintaior R&D.by.performer, 1960.764

In millions]

. .-ncinprOfd
Total- Government Industry andRilegesk:FFI3DOsz ihstitutions ,,,, ,

t- *,,,, Ctirient drillers' - zi -.7--

.. . .... $11.551 -$1,726 $10%.99 ..1.1 $648 - _ _saw 1:31cr k.- 54.- ,-,-
14,346 i,8T4 . _10.908 -'.":763 -..- 4410 . ' 391 -'

-.;...... . ' 15,4264 11;484 904 ' - 4741 *=-- 490k ,...
17,093 12,630 4 1,081 0 -573

118,894_ 2,838 11312 1,275 -:- 646 . ,
20,091 3,093 14,18.6). 1,474; ''-- 71D 4-

,_:.:.;.--

1966 ' ,.. 21,894 3,220 '.... 15,548 1,715
,:-

630 4 781- ---
-1967 ? 23205 '3,3* _N.. 16,385 1.921' 0 :673, : 41,830 .,

24.669 3,493 X7,429 2;1149 '719 ,. , - 879 -_.
,- '1969 . -_.2 4686 a,sce 13,308 . 2,220 - z,15:r- 'I. 939 --

1970 ........ - 26-,047 3,855;f6° 18,062, 2,335' 737 :". '1.058 --",.,
1971 26,746 4,156 19,311 2,500 4319, _0,062

-1913. r- '
28,415 4A82 19,383 12,676\ 764 4--- 1,1101972
30,417 4,615 20,921 2,940 117 1,120

1974 32,322 4,815 22,369. 3,021 865. ° t252-,
1975(esty 35209 .0 5,302 24.250-- . -095 987 1,215
197,6(est) 38,090 5,600 26,500 '3,660 1,080 -- 1:250,

...

4

1960 $16,734- $2,512:
1961 "" ": 23,707 2,705
1962 21,865 2,974
1963. 23,876. 3,183

11964 f . 25,985 3,903
1966. 27,033 4,162

Nor
1969 ..... 28,523 i
1967 ,. 29.366
1968 29,876
1969 29,619;
1970 28,510
1971 27,854

- 1972 .- ..... 28.415
.1973, 28,750

e ' 1974 ,- -27.766 36
,669' 4;167

- -1976(est) - ,479 4,187

dionstant 1972-dottars2

115.304 -$52.4--1
15,745 1;161 S 564i
16,249 1,281 -666; "60-
17,642 1,510, 740-: 800
18,583; 1,64 865
19,086 1,98$ , -844- 955-

.
821-' 1,017 = "-

..- 652 1.050 -

871 - 1,0116 I-
836 1,672
807 1.158

1,106 .7

20,255 2,234
20,735 1431

4,230 21006 2,603
4.039 21,142 2,560
4,220 19,77Sr -1,556
4,326 # 19,070 2s,04

4.482 19,363 2,676 764 i -1,110
19,714 .2,779- 372 61,059-1,
19,216 2,595 . 743 ---_
19,057 2,668 "' 776 7_,:/1,002 -47--
19,813 2,736 - 807 935

.-*
. 1+

. --.: ___,
1 Includes State and local sources. ,
2 Federally FundediReseerch and 'Development Centers -administered byyniversities.

. ,,, 2-GNP implicit pilce deflators used,to convert current dollars to ponsfant 1972 dollars.,-,. . ,

'NOTE Detail rimy not add to totals because of rounding. - `. .

SQI.JR National Science Foundation; National Patterns of R&D Rosources,19147,6
(NSE,76-310), pp.,20-21.

$ee figure 2-5 in text.



(Dollars in millionsj

Constant 1972 dollars'

Basle Applied Develop-, Basic Appliell'Develop;
Year-- research research- vent zresearoW research rnent

1960 51.183 $3.057 59,311 $1,723 $4,452' $13,559
.

1961 , 1,378 3,115 9,863 ,/- 1,989 4,496: 44,222 -,
1962 1 1.695 3.727 10.004- '7_ 2.43 . ...5281, 14,180

*-, 1963 - 1.974 3,625. 11;294 2,757 5,343 i 15,776_
..--- 1964 --:1 2.301 . 4,236 12,355 1165 5,829. -7,-16;992

1965 2,572- 4,470- 13.049 ,- $,461 6,015 --.17.ssa
.

1966 2,825 4;747 14.322' 3.580 - 5,184; .18,658:
1967 3,029, 4,968 15208 3,833, 6,87 19,241
1968 ..... 3,n6 5,356 , -46,027 3,980 , 6487 :19,410
1969 .. ' . 3,378 5,533 16,775"` . 3,895 6,300 19.344-
1970 3,521 5,919 16,607 , 3;854 L.-- 6,479 - 18,178
1971 3,515 . -6,076 17,154 3,66-1 -g- -;6,328 17,665

. t.
1972 3,702 6,276 18.437 3702 6,276 ; 18.37
1973- 3,816 6629 19,772 3.607 6,455 18,688

-1974 - 4,072 7516 20,735 3,498 6,456_ 17,812 .33

1975(est) . 4,446 8,275 - 22,488 3,494 6503 - 17.672 -
1976(est) 4,760 8,925 24,415 3.551 -: 6673 18,254 :-...-,

GNP price deflators used to convert current dollars( onstar t 1972,dollars.
z .

SOURCE. National Science Foundation, National Patterns of R&D Restres, 1953-76
(NSF 16-10). pp 29-31. -

See Figure 2-6 in text,
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Table 2-7; Basic research expenditures by source,1960-76
r

kf (Dollars in millions)

Other
Fede-ral tfrriversitiee. nonprofit.

Government Industry and,cdilleges-yinstitutions

.Current-dollars - .

1960 --'- '. 41;181 $695 -' U 31 -$72- -_88t
_ -1961 - 1.378 841 350 ; - 85. 102

1962 --. v_ 1.95 _ 1,091 382 : 102' __-, _:120
1966 r 1.974 1.316 414 _ 121 _129

_

1984 . - '2,301 1595- 424 _ -144 - 1387-
1965- 2,572 11817 ' . , 448 - 164 443

,1,986 436 196- 147
= ,, vs. 3,029 ' 2,173 ' 477 223 ' 56 -

'1968 2 2.286 . 2.327 518 276 165
3,378 2.386 519 175-_-p
-3521" Z469 _ , 509 350 1193 -
3.515 2.379 .527 400 .206 -,

3.702- 2.525 528 .428 -,_221
1973

.
3,816 2;807 573 418 . -216-

-1974 4,072 ; 2.788 615 430 - -239
-19f5(est.) .. 1

4,3146 . 3029 _ '670 476 , 271
1976(est.) 4,750 ... 3210 / T15- 525: 30a

4 - Constant 1972 dollars'
, 1960 51,723 $1:009 $482 , 5105 $127

,

1961 1,889 ,. 1,214 505 ' 121, 147
, 1962 2.403 . - 1,546 .7 541 145- 4 170

1963 2,757 1,830 578 169 180
1964 3,165 ---2.184 ,. 583 198 - 190
1965 3.461 -_ 2.445 - 603 192

r

-1 1966 '35 80
1967 3,533
1688 3,9so
1969 -,"-- 3,89
1970 ' .. ..1-.... 3,854
1971 3561

`1672
1913- _ 1974- 1975(est)
1976(est.)-

. .., .-
2,587 / 848 255 -19/ -

2:750 6Q4 282 .,197
.- 2,818 627 334 200

_ 2,751 598 344 - 202:*
2:762 557 -383 211 ,,,
2.478 549 417 _ 218 '

-r-

r 3.7023302° 2.526
3,607 . 2,464 '
3.498 2.395
3,494 2,380
3551 2,400

....

528 423 - 221
542 395 206-
528 369 205
527 - 374 213
535 393 224--

GNP implicit priCe deflators -used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 a ofiam

NO'i Detail may not add ft:iot:11 because of rounding.
- .

SOURCE. National Science Foundation, Nattorief Patterns of RiD Resources. 103-76_
(NSF 76.310), p. 29.

See Figure 2-7- in text.
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7,131,2-8. Applied research expenditures by source, 196&76

(Dollars in millions]

Year Total

-Other -,
Federal Universities nonprofit

Government Igdustry and colleges institutions

1960 $3,057
1961_ 3,115
1982 6727

--1963 3.825
-1964 4238

1416
1967

.1968
1969
1970 ....... .
1971

1972
1973 ,
1974
1975(est)
1976(est.),

4,747
4.968
5,356
5,533
5,919
-6,076

, Current dollars

-51,725 '' 0228 $66 08 '
1,804 1.197 -69* = 45
2,127 1.473 70 57
2.205 1,487 72 61
2,503 1,596 77 . 62
2.653 1,658 88 71

.

2729 1.844 _ 89 85.
2,874 1.895 102 . 97
3.020 2:132 9T '107
6982 2,327 105 119
3258 2.433 98 -130
3313, - 2205 115 143 .

. .

2.559 132-°' '152
. 2,836 166 177
3,139 206 182
3,389.- 231 . 197
3.645 ''' 250 ,f.

6276 3.363
6,829 __ 3.650
7,515 -3288
8,275 4,458
8,925

I 1960..
i9elt
1962
-1963
1964
1966

$4452 $2,512
4,496 2.604
5,233 3,015
5,343 3,080
5,829 3,442.
6,015 -3po

1966 r 6.'f84 ...- 3:555
4e16 7 . 6,287 3,637

1968 ...-- 6,487 ' -3.658
* 1969 ...a, 6,380 3,439

1970 .., 6,479 3,566
1971 ..."1.---....- 6,328 3.450

s -1972 827,6 3.393
1973 6,455 ' 3.450

,.. 1974 6,456 3,426
1075(est.) 0,563 '3.503
1976(e.eat.) 6,641 . 3,607

Conitirit 1972 dollars'.

$96
1.726 100
2,068 _ $9 _

2.077 101.1
2.195 loe
2231 1.18

2.4027 -- 116
129llf
121
107
120

2,683 r
2,663

y 2.609

2,599
2281
2,697
2.663-
2.725-

132.
157 167

-177 156
=182 155
187 153

411-
123
130
13T--
14 _

149

. - -

GNP Implicit pnC'e deflators used to convert current dollars to constani 1972 dollars_. -
- .

NO:febetail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE. Nkhonal Screncef our;datren.,,Napona/ Patterns of RaDsfiesources, i951-76
f.' (NSF 76-310). p. 30 -, -

r .- 5ee Apure 2-7 in ten-
-.
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Table 2-9. Development Aexpendltures by spurce, 1960-76

_

(Dollars in millions}

_

Oprrent dollars
1960 $9,311, 56.034 $2.949 $1-1 - '-* -$17
1961 ., ---9.853 8,610 3.202 , . 11 21 ------

49e2 10-.004 6,708: 3.259 13 24
1963 11.294r 7.704 3:t48 - 14 , 28
1964 12.355 8,455 -3,860 14
1965 ' 1$.049 8,563 4.433 15 - 38

.- ,,I. .
4 4, .

1966- 14,322' 9,275 4977 18 52
1967 15208 9,373 5,762 , 20 1. 53
1966 16,027 9.606 6.347 17 57 -

1969 16,775 9,546 7.152 17 60
1970' , 16,607 i 9.037 7,492 13 65
1971 17,154 9.290 7,785 14 ` - 65

-
1972 - -. 18,437 9.959 8,392 16 ,

.
70

1973 19.772 -. 10,180 9.487 29 76 .
1974' . 20,735 10,120 10.500 37 _ 78.
1975(est) 22.488 11.090 11,276 39 83
1976(est) 24,415 12,095 12,190 40' 90

1960 . . .... ... $13559 4 $4,294 ........___,$16 $25
191 14.222 4,622' 16- 30
1962 ,141.180 .4.619 18 34
1953 15.776 61 4,956 20 39
1964 16.992 11628 . 5,309 19 , 36-
1965 17.558 1 22 5.965 20 51 -

1966 18,658 12.083 6.484 23 -68
1967 ...;. ....... 19,246 11.862 7,292 25 67,
1968 19:410 ''11.634 7,687 21 69

- 1969 19.344 11.008 8247 20 69
."-- 1970 I: 18.178 9,892 9201 14 - 71

, 1974 ......"........- . 17.665 9,675 8.108 15 ---- 68

1972
_

18.437 4 9.950 8.392 16 70
1973 18.688 9.622 8967 27 _72 4
1974- 17,812 . 8.693 A020 32 67
4375(est.) .- 17672 8,715 8961, 31
1970(est..) 18.254 9.043 9,114 30- 4V

GNP implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

NOTE Detail may not add to totals because of rounding. ." -
I

SOURCE National Science Foundatton. National Patents of R&D Resources, 1953-78
(NSF 76-310). p. 31.

See- Figure 2 -Tin text
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Table 240. Federal expenditures kir R&D and R&D plant, as
a percent of total Federal outlays, and as a percent of the

relatively controllable portion of the Federal outlays, 1960-76

]Dollars in billions]

1960
-1961
-1962
.1963
1964
1965 .....

Total Federal
Total. R&D and

Federal R&D plant
outlays expenditures'

-592.2

106.8
111,3,
118.6
118.4

Expenditures for
R&D & R&D -plant

as a percent of
total Federal

outlays

Expenditures for
R&D, &R &D plant-

as a percent i:4
controllable

federal outlays
57.7

9.3
10A
12.0
14.7
143

1966 134.7 16.0
1967 1583 16.9
1968 178.8 170
1969' 184.5, - 16.3
1970 196.6 15.7
1971 211.4 ..... _ 16.0,
1972 2319
1973 246.5
1974 268.4
1975 324.6
1976(esi.) 3735

16.7.
. 175

183
19.6
21.4

.8.4 .NA
9.5, ' -.--- NA
9.7' .1- NA

101 . NA
-

12.4 NA
. 12.6. NA

119-
-107

- -9S
-8.9
-8.0
7.6

72
-7,1
62
6.0
5.7

4.

NA-
,-16.3

14.7
14.6
13.7

139
15.1
15.1
118;
13$

'Reported fly Federal agencies.

NOTE NA.7. not available.

SOURCE National Science Foun
-Other Scientific Actrinties, Fiseal Ye
and earlier volumes.

See Figure 2-8 m text

bon. Federal Funds for Research, Development, and
1975,1976 and 1977.Vol. XXV (NSF77-301). pp_ 4-5.'

O

Table 2 -11. Federal obligations for R &D by function, 1969-78

Function

Total
National Defense

,Space
, 'All Chrirall R&D

Health
opment

ersion
--- Scienc& and

techno base',
ErrArooment

ransports and
-COMMUfl lions

Natural resources .7-.
Food and fiber
Education ,-

. -

214

44.

1969. 1970 1971

$15,641 $15,340 $15,564
8,354 7976 8,106
3,732 3.510 2,893
3.556 3.854 4,565
1,127 1.126 1,340

328 317 324

jee 513 525
315 ' 354

T
458 590
201 238
225 241
155 . 147

(Dollars in millions]

524
465

779
326
247
186

(Continued)

1972. 1973

Current dollars

$16,512 $16,821
8.898 8.998

_2,714 2.601
4,900 .5.222
1,590 1.626

383 442

601 604 694'- 781 857
533 652 693 837 _ 975

615 630 -- 703 464 ), 711
354 341 504
291 297_ e 291 = 349.. 402`-
191 214 173' -161* 188

.. ., . -

*

S28,9/5

-- 2,478
5986
2.098

1976
1974, 1975 (est)

$19.044 $21,625
9,621 10,641
2,511 2.879
6,N2 8,105
Z178 2.368

6Q5 1,110 1.632

223



Table 2-114Conljnued)

- & - 1976
', Function

.
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973

-
41974 1975

Current dollars
Incarrle security and \-.. -

---' social services 97 106 132 129 162 . 137 151'
Area and community 1

- development. housing. .1

and public services. - 49_ 91 108 101 118 120 127
Economic growth and r , &

___ - productivity . ..... ....,..-i.i 56 _ 70 93 _58 68 sa - ia
Crime prevention 1,4--- _

control .4 -;
5 9 10 25 35 36 . 46

International cpOperation. ,----

and devc4oprrient 27 32 "32 29 - 33 27 30

4 - Constant.1972 dollars? -

Total .$48,036 S16,791 $16.209 $16,512 S1549 $14,980 $14.966
National defense 9.633 8,731 _ 8,442 8.898- 8.505 7,710 .7,561
Space 4,303 3,842 3,013 2,714 2,458 2,129 1,973
All civilian R&D 4.100 4,219 4,754 4,900 4.938 5,142 5,432.

Health 1,299 .232 1,396 ;1,590 11537 1 -,802 1,712
Energy development ' -- ,-

and conversion
Science and

378 347 337 383 418 .- 520 - 872"

technology bale' 592 574 545 601 571 596 61`4
Environment 363 _ 388 484 533 616 595 658
Transportation and t :

cOmmunications 528 646 811 614 595 lg34
Natural resources 232 260 339 354 322

35,C1

Food and fiber .... , ,r 259 263 257 291 281 250 274
Education 178 160 194 191 202 149 127
Income 2gcurity and

social services , 111 116 138 129. .153 - 118 119
Area and community

developritent, housing.
and public services 57 100 112

..-

101 112 103 -100
Exaornic growth and

. , Productivity
unme.preVention and

64 t - 87 96 58 64 58 50

'control 6 9 11 25 33 31 36
-International cooperation

and -development 31 35 34 29 , 31 23 - 24

(est-)

154,

137.

7S

63
-7'

34
I

..

$16.168
7.956
2,153
-6,064
1.770

_

1,220
-
= 641

729

gC
301
141

115

102

59

47

25

. .
Basic research obligations vrthcr....ai. roe assn ateo *Ai, the agencies mss.ons are not incsuded here but are dish-tinned

across the appcopriate functions. ,
-I GNP implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

NOTE Detail may'rial add to totals because of rounding. I&

Function categories are not the same as those of Append.' Foible 1-3, e_g_. Advanc.ement of Knowledge- does not
equal -Science and Technology Base;

. .;
, SOURCE National Science Foundation, An Analysis of Facierai RID Funding by Function. 1969-Tr (NSF 76-3251, p. 5_

See Figures 2-9 and 2-10 and Takle 241 in text ,
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Titbit/ 2-12,Federal expenditures for R&D plant.1960-75

pollars in'tniliksis)
,

Current Constant 1972
Year dollars dollars"

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

e.

5443.8
539.1
.779.1 -
673.6
948.1

$646.3.,
778.1

1,104.3
940.9

1.303.9
1665

it
4 1.077.4 1.449. 7,

1966 14047.8 1.26rh
1967 , 728.1 994.8
1963 7159 867.0
1969
1970

6522
578.9

752.1
633.6

1971 6127 - : 638.1

1972 564.4 . 564.4
1973 6382 - 603.0=
1974 7042 6042 ..
1975 829.7 652.0

GNP implicit pace deflators use_d to convert current
dollars to constant 4972 dollars.

-C

SOURC National Science Foundation. Fedeial Funds, i
for:Resaarch,DevalopmentandOtherScientificAcrMas, ...

Fscaf Years 1975, 1978 and 1977, Vol. XXY. Detailed
Statistical Tables (NSF 76-315). p.93. and earlier volurnes.

See Figure 2-12 in text.
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..Tab W243. Federal obligations for R&D plant by perlormer,.1962-75-

Moll= in-mitrionsj -

Federal - 'Universities - Nonprofit
Year Total intramural Industry and colleges FFEIDCW institutions

Current dollars .
1962 mai NA NA NA NA NA

- 1963 1 .-08.3 NA NA NA NA . NA
1964 2.. 1,098.5 NA NA . NA NA NA
1965 ..... 1,131.6 $913.0 NA $141.¢ . $562 NA

- 853.3 5210 NA 162.9 311 NA :- f
.:-

1967 620.1 239.0 NA 111.7 138.8 HA
___

1969 603.8 '2942 $81.7 98.1 101.7 $20.9
1969 669.0 260.4 141.7 61.9 176.5 252

- 1970 ,.- 524.4 166.0 102.3 56.1 198.0- 284.- --
1971 6112 200.0 ' 167.4 492 .178.7 "- _ 5.8- -- ----,.

1972 602.1 246.6 142.4 45.3 130.4 : 30.0.
1973 774.3 323.8 221.8 42.6 162.3 18.8 -
1974 --- 766.3 308.7 294,1 ' 25.0 - 118.4_ 8.3

-- 1975 E20.7 3452 291.9 35.9 131.a - 14.1

. Constant 1972 dollars?t
1962 $1.104.3 NA ' WA NA NA - -NA

--- 1963 1.631,9 NA NA NA NM :14A
1964 1,5108 . NA NA NA - NA 4, I- NA
1965 1,522.6 -112285 NA $190.5 67.5 NA

.1966 1,1182 - ps.4 NA 212.2 406 NA

1967 ...,' , 784.7, 302.5 NA 1414 175J NA
1968 731.3 356.3 $98.9 118.8 . 1232 $25.3
1969 771.4 300.3 163.4 11.4 29.8
1970 574.0 181.7 112.0 61.4 185. 31.5 .
1971 636.5 206.3 174.3 51.2 : 1861 6.0

1972 602.1 246.6 142.4 458 130.4 30.0
1973 731.9 306.0 209.6 403 . 1531 . 17.8
1974 658,3 2652 252.6 21.5 . 101.7 7.1 --
1975 645.0 272.5 229.4- 282 103.6 11.1

Federally Funded Research and Dev elopment Centers adminiStereciby universities.
GNP implicit price dellatdis usedlo convert cu'rrent dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

-
NOTE NA = not available. Detail may noackl to totals because of rounding..

SOURCE National Science Foundation. Federal Funds for fiesiarch. Cfevekipment, and
Other Scientific Activities, Rscal Years 1975,1976 and 1977, Vol. XXV. Dataiied Statistical
Tables 1..SF 76-315), pp. 94-95, and earlier volumes.
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Table 2-14. Federal obligations for R&D plant as a percent of Federalobligations
feiriotaTR&D InCluding plant,-by. performer, 196245-

1962 t NA NA NA NA NA-
1963 (., 9_ . NA. ,. fiA, NA ----- NA NA .

-1_964 ,:,,.-...47, 7 NA NA NA \ NA. NA

1965 ' 7 23 *. IklA 41- \ 8
-1966 5 16 NA 11 5 -- .1/7 ..-.

1967 4 . 7 NA ., 7.. 17- * NA"

1966 I -4 `*8 s',1 _ 1 6 12 -... -3
-- _-_ ,4943'e...., 4- t - . 2- -- _ 14 ,_- 20- . - -4 --

1970 '.:-...-:::= * A- -94 1 `4 t18 4-
. . 19Z1 4 5 2 3' -20 : 1

. 1972 4 , 5 2 2 15 4
1973 4 - 7 3 2 -18 2
1974 4 - 6 3 1 13 1,

-.1975 ' 4 6 3 1- 4 12 1

Federici obligations for R&D plant (dollars ill millions

1962 ---6779.1 NA NA NA" = NA- NA
1963 ,.. 1.1682- NA NA NA NA NA
1964- NA NA NA NA 4 1 4

NA1, 1965 1.6 S3139 NA $141.6 $502 NA
'1966 ' .858.3 - 629.0 NA 162.9 -31.1 NA -

. - i -

s - 1967 6 620.1 1399 NA 1117 1383 . NA
1968. , 603.8. 2942 981/ 98.1 101.7 : $20.9
1969 669.0 260.4 1417 61.9 -- 1769 25,8
1970 524.4 166.0 1023 56.1 169.0 ". 28,8
1971 6112 200.0 167.4 49.2 178.7 7. , 5.8

, .
1972 e 502.1 246_6 142.4 453 _ 130.4 .30.0

c 1973 7743 3218 221.8 425--"--, 162.3 18.8
1974 ' 7663 308,7 294.1 -259 118.4 83
1975 ' 820.7 -. 3468 291.9 359 131.8 . 14i

Federal obligations for total R&D including plant (dollars In millions)
, -

1962 , $11,065.7 62.841.8 NA NA . NA NA -
1963 13.6503 3,3782 NA NA _NA NA

1964 15,310.4 3.8022 NA $1,158.9 $5795 NA

1965 .c '15,7312 4,005.7 NA --:- 1,329.7 5993 NA
1966- 16.1614 4525.6 NA 1,489.6 6713 -7NA

- .
1967 17;149.4 3.634.8 NA 1,5662 8053 NA

, 1958 16525'3 3.787.4 59,5414 1583.4 , _815.6 $644.3
1969 16,3062 3.758.8 9266. 1.5979 8999 -634'.7

1970 ' 155542 4,041.5 8. 1.529.0- 4. 9161 -. 740.3'
1971 16,160.8 4,36$.6 .1 1.6937' 907.6 _701.6_

. e
1912 - 17.1547 4342.4 8523,9 1.9475 - 89t0 -- 7762
1973\ . 17,595.6 4942_8 8.678.3 1,958.1 887.6 802.6 ,,
1974 'i.. ... 18204.5 5,123.5 8,7321. " 2.239.5 t 907.5 910.5
1915 ` 195659 5.741.7 9,405.9 2.438.6 1,0669 9615'

Federally Funded Research and Developmera Centers addinistered by universities.

NOV. NA = not availablkDetall rrmy not add to totals because of the omission of State
and local governments and foreign performers.

I
SOURCE. National Science Foundation, Federal Furnis for Researckbeveloprnent. god

Other Spent:tic Activities., Racal Years 1975,1976 and 1977, Vol. XXV. Detailed Statistical
Tables (NSF 76-315). p. 1 . and earlier volumes.

See-Figure 2-14 in tot
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Table 2.15. Federal obilations for scientificandiechnical Intonation

ctirities compared with total Federal R&D obligations,

_ -1960 :,
y 1961

Obligations-1pr scientific
and technical information

activities (in Millions)

Year
Current
dollars

anstant1972 .

dollars'

Ratio of these obligations
to total Federal R&D

obligatiolLs

$76 $110 .010.
. 92 132 .010

129. 182- .013- 165' 230 .013
203 279 .014

...- 225 302 .015

278- 362 t018-
............ ...... 324 411 .020

, 359 , 435 .023
362 418 D23
387 *423 '.025

. 398 414 .026

419 I 419 :025,
4 438 414 --028

443- 381 .025
398 313 .021
430 321 .020

1962
1963
1964
1965

`/966 --
1967 .... -

.. _ .., 1968
1969
1970
1971

4972
1973
1974

-1975
1976(est)

GNP implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

SOURCE National Science Fourvjation, Federal Fu-nds for Research, Development, and .
_ _ , Olhbr Scleatilic Activates, Fiscal Years 1975, 1975 and-19774 Vol, XXV. DetailedStabstical

Tables. (NSF 76 -315). p. 153. and earlier volumes.

Set Figure 2-15 in/text

a

.4
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__Table 2-16. Federalobligations for scientkic and technical Information
.- activities by agencyri 6

!Dollars in millions)

1960 $76
_ 1961 92

. 1962" 129,

_

1965
4=4

225
203
165

, 1966 , 278 .'

1967: 324
1968 359 :-

1969 362
, 1970 38r

1971 3980'
1972 419
1973 438
1974 443

-'1975 398
1g76(est) 430

$16 $10 $23
23 12 27
38 24 28
53 27. 31
84 - 24 33
99 , ,37

119 .37'_ 42
139 53 as
155 .50 47-
147_ 65 '52
145 66 60.
141 73 - 69

150 68 78
161 67 '85
151 77 89
87 80 , 96

/ 96 78 108

$5 4 $1. $4 - S7 : $4 .

6 3 4 --' 7 . ' 4
6- i -7,7 5 to, 4

..8 T 147 10 4.-

9 20 8 AZ 5
10.. 19 9 . 13- -6

13 2313 ' 24
17_ 27
20 28
22 -- 27
25 .27

30
32
29
31
33

- 27
25

24
25

- 10 , 16"
12 -' 12

16
13 .-12
13 -15
14 14

14 12
16 . -11
20 10

.25 '7
8

6'
7

11
'8

11' - 29-
13 28
13 , 31
14 34
17 - 36

Constant 1972 dollars'

,.. 1960 ..r $110 $23 $15 . $33
1961 432 33 17 39

' .1962 182 64 34 40
1953 ti 230 74 38 43

- 1964 279 116 33 45
-- 1965 302 133 32 . 50

-1966 362' 155 48 55
.411 176 . 67 58
435 188 73' ' 57
418 170 . 75 60

_1970 - . I 423 . 159 . 72 66
- 1971 -.-. 4 414 1-47 76 . 72

LIZ.

1972 '.-., -% 415 150 68 78
__ 1973 ' 414 152.' 63 80

- 1974 ..... 381 430 -e -.66 76
, .

1975 313 .g.a 63
1,

75
1976(est.) ...,, $21 72 58 81

1967 t
1968

, 1969 ' ;

S7 VI -$6 $10 -$6 $9
9 4 6 , 10 6' 9
9 10 7 - 14 ' - 6 -- 10

11 , 20 10 14 4 6 : 15
12 28 11 - -I- -17 - -7 .'11
13' 26 12 ,17 .8 11

_., r.

17 30 13
.

21 8 18
16 30 15 15 18 14:

13
33 17 19 t 10 ,: ,18
32 15 . "414 1, 10 t, -., 'till

24- 30 - 14 _ 16, 11 .. (32.
26 28 15 , 15 - 710 26

. .*
30 27 14 - -12 . 11 29
30 24 15 -- 10 _ -12 -26
25 20 . 17 -' 9 .. . 11 . 27
24 . 19 20 6 - 11 -- 27 4

25 19" 22 6 13 27 -

I GNINmpticit priCeskailators ;Ind to corivert-ctirrent dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

NOTE: Detail may not' add to tOtalsYse.dause.of rounding,

SOVRCENationai Science F°Sat;
Years 1975, 1978 and 1977, va. XXV De

.r _

Sae f igure2-16 in text.

220 ;

- . .

federal Funds for Rematch, Development, and Other ScientilkActivitiee Fiscal
tied Statistical Tables (NSF 7631"s). ancrearlier volumes .
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Year

.. . . . .

Table-2-17. Federal obligallansfor scientific and technical Information
, activities by type of activity; 1560-76 -,

Puillication.
. and

Tote distribution

- 1960 '$76 $37
,_1561- ..

_ '92 49
.1962 .. 129 56
1963 .3,r .. 165 68
1964 203' 65
1965 , ., 225 68

1906
1967

-- 1968,
1969
1970
1971

1972
-1973- ..
. 1974
-1975 =

1976(estfj-

-a .......

278
324
A59
362
387.
398,

419
438
443
398
430

83
87

101
96
99'

106

117
123
129
123
138

1960 110
1961 132
1962 182
1963 230
ItJ64 279

; 1965 302

-1966 c-

, 1967 ...:, , -s'
1968.-
1969 ---
1970 ----

-: 1971.
.

197'2-___ -. tTh419
1973 ..% 4

-,1974 381
;1975 . % 313'
1976(*k 321_.. .

362
41,1
435
418
423
414

$54
70
79

's 90!
92i

108 '.
110
122
111
108
110

117
.-e.* 116

111
97

103

tObliprs in millions)

Documentalion.
reference and Symposia and
information audiovisual

services . media

418.0 in information
sciences.locuatentation

-1 and i ormation
_systems? techniqUes

anddevices
Current dollars .

*S28 $8
29
42 17

.S3
7

18
21

99 25
14

102 32 22-_

125 22 48
153 32 53
166 34 58
171 32 64
193 33 62
194 33 65

197 -37 70
198 38 79
199 as. 79
179 24. 72
192 26 75

Constant 1972 dollars'
, - 641 $11
. ,A2 '10 .

-$4

so 24 19 .
89 29 17

136 34 19
- 137 43 30

29 62
193'. 40 67,
201 41 71
197 37

.211 36 68
202 34 .68

197 37 70
187 36 75
171 -30 68 4.

141 19 57
144 19 56

.
.1 GOImplicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

.

NOTE Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.i ,
, .

igLIFICE National Science Foundftton. Fedora. F.443 10 Rase& ,,,h, Deveroprpeni. and Other &lewd r cActivares:Fardn
Yalu/ 1975. 1976 end 1977. Voi-XXV Detaaed Statistical Tables (NSF 76-315)._pp., 156-157. and earlier volumes.,--. _ ,. --.

- See Figure 2-40in tex .
..

, . . . .
.
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1960
: 1.1962

1964
1966" --
1968

a

table 2-1e.-Scientific and-technic:el
articles published by U.S. authors-1n

US. primary foufnals, 1960-75

:Index 1960 =100

Year index

1S7t
1971
1972 .
1973-
1974
1975(est.)

ni

NOTE: Data for 1961. 1963. 1
available: Estimate is shown fe1g7

SOURCE National Federation. of
Indexing Services. Science-Literature
1975:

Sep Fidure 2-18 in text_

100
119
162 -
175-
199.

. 215
v224

. 231/
239
24e
248
254

and 1967 are not-.

Abstracting and
1i7dicafgrf-SlUdy.



' 1960 ..:. $1.183 a ,$1:9.37238
1961,_ . ...., 1,378

2 ',"/-* 1,695 2.4b3
1963' r.--%.,....:::,A 1.974 2,757 -
1964 ....-;.....i.. ' 3,'65
1965 . 7:- 2.572 3,461,... 4.. r

. . .
' ,

' 11:606 te .--'` 2.825
3,680

.t _3,029, 3.833
-.198 .....,-; ...... :"..4 ' 3,286 3.980 -'

1969 -....., *- . 3,378 3,895 .
.1" 1970 ...; 3,521 '3,854,

1971 -.7 3,515 3,661--
' .....

1972 3,702 - 3'702 I
1973 3,816 ** , 3.607
f974._ ...: ' 4,072 ' .3,498
1975.test.) 4.446 3,494
1976 'Ont.) :...

,...

, 4,750 3,50,

t
, GNP implicit price deflators, used to convert current/ '.

dollars to-constant 1972 dollars. ,

; -- ,
f,- ' . SOURCE" Nitionai!Stieliccf cou datIon,:,.likafionat ,:.-",- , r

Pal(ems of R&D Resorkerei953-76 (4 F 76-3101.pp:12t . '..,
23. ' ,` , '-- . -:: 7 _.

-f- . ;' ''. ..

Fi k1r1 4ur0,2 4 xt.

..-.4.* - ., 2
..;.' a

se
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Table 3-2 Basic research expertditures by performers.1960-76

(Dollars in millions)

Federal -
..tovemment* Universities

Otber

'Total laboratories FF13- DCst
nonprofit

Induitry abd colleges Institutions :

-.A .
1960 --, ,51,183
1961 .. 1.379-
'1962 ..,.........----- teas

...

1963 . 1,974
:1964 , --44.t: 2,301
1-1-65 It 2572 ,

Current doll _

$160
206
251
299
364
424

$376 -$433 $97 4-i7! -
395 536, ,- 114.,.. 126
488 659 1 3r" 161
522 -- 814 -159 . 180
549 1.003 191- 4,

-
194

...

592 _- 1,138 . - 206 210

Y
-

1966 vA,a825 445 624 - - 1.303`. in- _,.246 2
1967 3,929 472 629 1,4572 v 250,_-_-: *-221- .

1968 ..,; .. 3286 502 642 1,6411: 276;_ 217-
1969 ....- - . ' t3,378-1. 565 618 1,707 . 275:: 113
1970 3521 646 602 1,796. 4-, / 269- 206

1- 3,515 - 535 581 1914 1280 225- --
, -197,.,

lia ...... ' s 3.162 607 579 2.021 245

1973 Mr 585 621 . 2,058 :255 , ,
1974 _;-- - -- 4,072 . 661 683 2;154 __E--.''' ;274
1975 (est) 4.446 738 725 2,397 280

1976 (est.) 0 750 775 2.800 -290 : ='-

Constant 1972 dollars?

, 1960 23 $233 . $548 16,1 sfip Orr-
'-iset, . : iNa 297 --- 4 570 774 182
1982 -;......---....0... 2,403 358 .692 934 228 -;

; 1963 -;1, -, . 2,757 41§ 729 1,1W 1 :

..196e..7 ..... .........4 -.;:- 3I65 501 755 1.37.9
1965 .s. ' *. 7-; 3,461 571 '797 1,531.

_
_ - _ -.- -

' 3,680 --: -,--589 _ 813 1697'-
-1967 * ' . 3,833 T-- 597 796 1,844 316

1968 r.., 3,980 ----608 778 1.997 334 , .R63 -P '
- 6 1969 7,1'..---' -3,895 652. 713 1968: a 317 1..2411 -- -_'

3.854 _707 659 1968 294 -228
..; 1911- 3,661 557 . 605 1.993--= 271 234 = :

__ , - 4 -A'-',i 'X

.1972 - 3,702 . 607 579 2,021 250 -: 245 -
1973 3,607, 553 587 ' 1,945 ..'"- 281 241

-=-1 974 ' 3,498- 568 587 1,850 .258- 235

1975-Lest.) .? '-' 3,494 578 570 1,884' :---242-- -220 -
4978-4est.)-- ''' 3;551 561 5791 . 1.944 250 , '217

_
_

;_:-

t --- _
, Federally Funded Research and Development Centers administered by universities.

. , G(412 implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to.ixinstant 1972 dollars.
. 44'

____ - , :
NOTE Detail may not add titotals.because of roundiriz.

s; .-- 6.
SOURCE National Science Foundation, NefiOnal eattems of IUD Resources 1953-76 (NSF 76-310), pp. 22-23.

See Figure-3-2 in text



- .., . -
-- -, Table 3'3. Belle research expenditures by source', 1960-76

millioris) No. o

Other _
Federal UniversitiesUniversities nongrofit

Total government' Industry and college} institutions

Current dollars .

1960 ...... , $1,183- $693 6331 $7.27. $87
1961- ..- ... 1,378 841 - 350 85 - 102
1962 .- 1.695 1,091 382 102 120

_ 1963 1,974 1,310 414 121 129
1964 ...., I 2,301 1,595 . . - 424 144 138
1065 .. .... ..._. 2,572 1,817 . 448 164 143

1966 20325 1 ,986 436 196
.

147
1967 1 3,029 2,173 477 22$ 156
1968- 3,286 2,327 518 276 165
1969 3,378 2.386 519 298 175

-1970 3,521 2,469 509 350 193
1971 ... . 3,515 2,379 527 400 209.

1972 3.702 2,525 , 528
1973 3,816 2,607 5/3 418 218
1974 4.072 2,788 615 430 239
3975 (est.) 4.446 3.029 670 4, 476 271
1976 (est.) 4.750 3.210 715 525 . ' 300

Constant 1972 dollars'

' 1960 $1,723 $1,009 $482 $105k 6127 --
1961 --7,-,-,- . -1,9.89 1.214 - 505 123, 147.
1962- 2.4030 1.548 S41 145 17.4r

1963 ..., 2,757 1,830 578 169 180
1964 3.165 2,194 583 198 - 190

-1965 _3,461 2,445 603 2Z1 192
,

198B 3.680 i 2.597 646 255 192
1967 3,833 "2.751 604 i82 ' 197.

. 1968 ., - 3,980 21 627 334,, 2e0 .
1969 ,:.; z 2.5181

598 344 202
1970 3,854 : 2,702 557 383 *.211 --- .
4971 3.661 2478 549 417 ;.- 218

. .
'' 1972 ..-- I: . 3.792 2.525 528_ 428 ,c.._ ' 221

1973' 3.607 2.464 542 395 '` 206
_,,,1974 3.498 2.395 -528 369 , 205

1975 (est) .- 3.494' ''2,380 627 - 374 213 .- 1976 (est) 3.545 2096 534 - 392 224

LL 59 percent of the total basic research expenditures - are accounted for by
universtGesandcolleges. Because data on individual non-Federal sources of basic research
expenditures are not collected by survey butare estimated by NSF. the expebilitures in Or

layAihrite Colufins of this table are only approximations..
2 Includes State and local government sources.
3 GNP implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

-

NOTE Detail May not add to totals bepuse of rounding.

SOURCE. National Science Foundabon. Nation-al Patterns of R&D Resources, 1953f6
ANSF 76-310), p. 29.

See Figure 3-3 in text.
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Alt _-.s
An other ::.

agencies' 1
USDA DOD HEW ERDA2. NASA' NSF agencies

Basic rev-arch as a percent of alf R&D obligations

._ 3 v 32 14 -NA 91 -- - -19-'
-NA 92 - -19

1960 NA 27'
1961 .... - ..... NA 29

_1962 NA 32
1963

.
9 33

1984 - NA 36
NA 40

1966 -,...t. NA
10

40
40-

11 39
11 .41.
11
11 39
12 39
12 39
12 38
11s 37
11 37 "

1968

1970
1971 .... t
1972
1973

. 1974
t 1975

1976 fes4.1

3 32 20
3 33 - 19 NA 91 1-' 20

7 - e2_a 36 .- 20
-A 35 19 Nis: 22
4 \ ," 35 21 'NA

...____

4 "-"" 32 23 _NA _ -18-
4 32 ; 24 -...7 -15-
3 32 21 7 ---.29. 17 .
4 29 20 10 -91 15
3 - 32 t 21 9 85 12
3 27 10 81 9,,

. 3 26 11 81 12 -
3 25 11 . 82' - 10
3 25 10 75 10
3 25_ 12 8 82: __. 13 --

.3 26 . 10 . _ _ T = -;- 85- - ;2. 11

Federal obligations for basic research
(Current dollars in'millhvos)

1960 , NA $34 . $188 $103- NA 568-
1961 NA 41 173

, _ 1962 NA r 50 204
1963 $1.152 56 231

NA.. 68 241
1965 .NA 90 263

....... .. t. NA 94 . 262
967 ' - 1,726 100 284

1968 ci....1 1.721 103 263
1969 .... 1.779 1 276'
-1970 . ..... ...t.- r. .762 116 247

-: .- _ 1971 -....a.-,..-.-.. .41- 779 118 2I32
1972 ' i 1 4 137 .. 270
1913 2. . 143 -a8
'1974'
1975'

'-:"- 1974

2.039
2346-
2.345

146
154.
177

, 244
236
255

137 167 NA ri
190, = *.- 192 NA = 104
236 219 $210 141"
274 238 NA 155
303 258 NA 171
326 -281 NA ; .22&
372 302 328 -1239 4
397 282 _. 321 252 . .106

°'371 265 - 380 248 112
388 287 3..i8 245 122
397 277 ' 327 273 125
461 268 332- 368-- 139
458 275 aeo- 392 125
561 232 309 415 134
592 247 242 -486 189
670 s 274 - 244 530 ' 195-

39'
= 5 0

5 9 -

'77
95

103

(Continued)

-23
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All other
agencies USDA DOD HEW ERDA? NASA' NSF agencies

i
1980 $7.552 S126 $5.712 _ ' $320 $762 $36 $75 -4. $189
1961 9,059 143 tr. 6,574 429 850 777 84 202
1962 10290- 157 6,723 577 1,029 1.439 114 251
19ee . 12496 168 7,286 656 1,078 2857 154 295

-1964 14,225 189 7,262 777 1,236 4,287, -170 .. 305
1965 14,614 225- -6.797- 869 1241 4,952 187 --- - 344
1966 15,320 a& 235 7,024 1,014 1,212 5.050* 244 541
1967 16,529 IN' 253 8,049 1,1471 1,257 4,1387 262- 894
1968 15,921 254 7,709 1,252 1.369 4.429 284 625
1969 15,641 260 . 7.696 1,297 7,406 3.963 274 744

-_ 4970 ...... 15,340 281 7,360 1.221 1,346 3,800 - 289 1,043
1971 15,564 305 7.509 1,476 1,377
1972 , 16,512 '350

1.303 3.253. 337 .
8,318 1,751, 1,298,- 3,157,, 455 z 1.183

1973 16,821 367 404 1,838 -1363 (3,061' 480, 1,309
1974 ....... . .-

*17.433 379 8;420 2,290 1,489 3,1302 556 1.302
1975 .9 19,1144 420 9.012 2,375 2072 3064 595 1,505
1976 (est) 21.625 478 9,905 2.603 2,804 3.448 623 1,764

. Federal obligations for all R&D
(Current dollars in-millions)

Dina ft* NASA tomiefec.te0 years are nOt araixaDoe Oet.ause of recent adlustments er. what considered basic. researrin.
2 Included only the Atomic Energy Commission prior to 1974.

tiA-=Not avaltabim-

NOTE Detail may not addio kites because of rounding_
°

SOURCE Nahon.ai Science Foundatoon. Fecterai Funds fa Research, Development, and Other Scientific Activities.
Fiscal- Years 1975, 1976 and 1977, Vol. XXV. Deterred Statmiscai Tables. Appendixes C and D. (NSF 78315j, and earlier
'volumes. .

- See Figure 3-5 in text,
'
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Table 3-5. Federal tor-basic research by agency, 76

(Dollars Woos]

_ Year -%

Al(
agencies' USDA DOD HEW ERDA2

All other
agencies

Current dollars
1960 ........s . NA $1 66 $103 , $104 NA $6ea -$35
1961 NA

r$34
41 173 137 167._ . NA n 39

1962 .........s NA 50 204 - 190 192 RA, 104 50
1963 -51,152 56 23f 236 219* $210 141 59-
1964 NA 68 241 274 238 NA 155 66
1965

, -

1966

NA

NA

90

94

, 263

262

303 258

326 MT*

NA
.

NA

171 -'-

223

77

95
.

1967 1,726 100 284 372 302 328 229- 103
1963 .-- 1.721 100 263 , 397 282 321 252 106-

1969 1.779 107 276 371 . 285 380 248 412.
4970' ..... ...... 1.162 116 247 388 287 358 245 . -122
1971'

1e7,2-

1,779 118

137

262

270

397 277

461- 268

327 273 .,

368

125

139332
1973_ 2.001 143 258 458 275 ' 350 292 125

"1974 1, 2,039 146 244 561 ,. 232 306 415 134--

1975 '4 2.146 154 236 592 247 242 486 189
- 1976 (est) 2.345 177 255 670 274 244 530 195

Constant 1972 dollars' 414
1960 i NA $50 $245 $150 $151- NA $99 $51
1961 NA 59 250 198 , 241 . NA . 111 56
1962 NA 71 289 269 272 NA 147 71
1963 $1,609 78 323 330 306 $293 197 82
1964 NA 94 331 377 327 NA - 213 91
1965 s NA 121 354 408 347. NA 230 104

1p6N- NA '' 122 341 425 366 NA 219312) 124
1967 . 2.187 127 359 471 382 415 133
1968 2.084 121 319 481 - 342 : 389 305 128
1969 2.051 1 123 318 428 329 438 286 129
1970 1,929 127 278 425 314 392 268 134-
1971 1,853 123 273 .1 413 288 341 284 . 130

i *1972 1,974 137 270 461 268 332 368 138
1973 1,891 135 244 433 260 $31 371 118

-1974 ' 1.752 125 210 482 199 263 356 1115
'1975 1.685 121 185 486 194 190 382 149.
1976 (est) 1,753 132, 191 501 205 182 396 146

.1

Data for IsTASA for sesec.ted years are not available_ Although 4hariges were made in what NASA considers basic
research. obligaboos for all prior years have not yet been adjusted to reflect the change in reporting.

2 Included only the Atomic Energy Commission prior to 1974.
GNP iropboil price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars,

s
NOTE Detailsnlay not add to totals because of rounding.

, SOURCE 'taboo& Sr...ence Fouridabori. Fedeiai Funds !or Research. Development. and Daher Scientific Activities. -
a1 Y,fiers 1975. 1976.and 1977. Vol. xxy (NSF 75.315). p. 1.47 arid earlier volumes.

See Figure 3-6 in text
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Table 3-6. Federal obligations for basic research by field of science, 1963-76

(Dollars in Arms(

1e.

Reid of science
-

1963 1967

"Alf fields $110ti723
Lifesciences 372 - 573

Biologicat -. 4 200 346
Clinical metrical, " 172 227
Other life sciences -3-

"Enrironrriental sciences 164
_ Physical sciences 404

"Chemistry 84
Physics 228
Astronomy 74
Other physical sciences 20

'Psychology 35
..,..Mathernatics 40

Engineering-
5

110
Social sciences , 25
Other sciences 2S.p R

209
605
123,
348
107
27
60
65

156
57
4

All fields $1.609 62.187
We sciences 520 725

Biological 279 438
Mica! medical' 240 287
Other life sciences

Environmental sciences 229 264
Physical sciences 564 766

Chemistry 117 156
Physics 318 440
Astronomy 103 135
Other physical sciences 34

Psychology :. . I 49 76
Mathematics 56 82
gngineering 154 197
Social sciences 35 72
Other sciences 3 /.5

1968 1969 1970 1971
6

1972 1973 1974 1975
1976
(est.)

Current dollars
$1.721 $1,779 $1.762 $1.779 61.974 $2.001 $2,039 $2,146 $2345

579 539, 554 570 668 665 r 737 776 877
375 403 407 425 515 551 566 612 689
205 13d 143' 101 123 '98 138 141 162

(21 (2) 4 45' 25 16 33 23' 26
199 7235 -- 256 280 291 299 320 331 357-

599 662 589 582 625 .618 604- 616 660
119 131 135 126 j46 151 14EL-- 158
352 350 320 328 345 338 319 319 343
110 174 129 _122 125 119 132 131 124
18 7 5 7 8 10 6 8 11
55 53 56 48 54 51 49 48 51

- 67 56 58 51 63 57 . 49 59 62
156 151 180 169 185 204 188 228 233

61 71 64 70 80 78 73 73 87
4 11 4 9 9 28 16 15 13

Constant 1972 dollars'

12.084 -$2.051 $1.929 $1.853 $1.974 $1,891 $1,752 $1686 $1,753
701 622 606 594 668 629 633 610 656
454 465 445 443 515 521 486 481 515
248 157 157 106 128 93 119 111 lgs,

1') (e) 4 47 25 15 28 18 '19
241 271 280 292 291 283 275 260 267
725 763 645 t 606 625 -- 584 519 484 493
144 151 148 131 146 143 127 12k 132.
426 404 350 342 345 319 274 251 2E0
133 201 141 127 125 112 113 103 93
22 8 7; 8 9 5 . 6 8
67 61 61 50 5% 48. 42 38 38
81 65 63 53 63 54 42 46 46

' 189 174 197 176 185 193 161 179 178
74 82 70 13 80 74 63 57 65
5 13 ''.' 4 w9 9 26 14- 12 10

inckidis -other medical sciences-
2 Less than S nilion.

GNP implicit pace deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars..

SOURCE: National Science f ourioatkin. Federal Funas lot Reseal-h.Dstwopmeni. and (Abel Scaeatilic. Achr;:ses.
rears 1975.1974 and 1977.,Voi Xxv. Deta.ied Staustk.a. 'rabies. Appendices C and 0 ,NSF 76- 315,_ pp 46.149. earlier vok.rrre*.
and unpublished data

See Figure 3-7 in text
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Table-3-7. Fields and subfleids of Federal obligations for basic research ,
shown in figure 3-6 and Appendix Table 3-6

Held' -of *ciente- ilkistratlie-subfreids

Life sciences Biological sciences. those which, spar Lfrom crinicalmerficalaii- d other medicalsciences defined
berm. deal with the origin, development. structure, function, end interaction of flying things.

clinical medical sciences. thoseconcerned with the studY of pathogenesis. creignosis.or_therapy
ate particular disease or abnormal condition in flying hjiman subjects Under controlled
conditions

Environments;

sciences

Other Medical edemas those concerned with the study of the 47811.1986. effects. Orersotion. or
control of abnormal conditions in man or in his environment asthey retaleto health, exceptfor the
clinical aspectsdefined above.

Other lie sciences. multidisciplinary projects the broad field and singled
for a-separate field has notbeen asaignect

Atmospheric sciences. aeronomy, solar, weather modification, ectraterreelltal atmospheres, and
meteorology. *

_

4

Geological sciences engineering geophysics, general geology, geodesy and gravity
geomagnetism, hydrology, inorganic geochemistry. isotopic geochemistry. organic
geochemistry. laboratory geophysics, palemagnetisin.pSecniology.physicalgeograPhy and
cartography. seismology and soil sciences.

. Oceenographt. chemical oceanography,geological ocamograph y. physicalCosmography, and
marine geophysics

.

Other environmental sciences. multidiscipririary prefects within the broad and single
discipline projects for which a separate field has not beerraseigned.

psithernatics

ppgineering

Algebra, analysis, applied rnathernaticsAcompster science. fo-undations_ and log*c, geometry,
eurnerkial analysis. statistics. andlopology.

Aeronautical aerodynamics.

Astronautical aerospace. and space laohnoiogy.

Cternicak petroleum. petroleum refining, and process.

Cirri architectural. hydraulic, hydrologic. marine, sanitary and erwironmental, structural, and
transportation.

Electrical communication. electronic. and power.

Mechanical engineering mechanics.
*

Metallurgy and materials ceramic, mining, textile, and welding.

Other engineering. multidisciplinary projects within the broad field and single discipline projects
for which a separate field has not been assigned. such as agricultural. Industrial and mansgement.
nuclear. ocean engineering:and systems.

4
(Continued)
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Table 3-7.4Conlinuedi

Antiiroporogy_ archaeology. culturai and
_- anthropology:

-

PSYcholog,

Economics econometrics and economic suitistics, history cs economic thought. international.
_economics, odus-triat labor and agncultural economics. MaCrOSCOn9MiCS.micrdeconornics.
Dublin finance f I poky, theory. and economic systernsand devOopment _

,

History; cultural. and history.and philosophy of science.

Linguistic& anthropological-aroffieigiogFicei computational. psychoringuistics. and
sociofinguistice.

Poi tcal science. area or regional studies. comparalwe goverment -history of political
mternadional relations and taw, national political and legal systemvolitical theory, and public
administration;

Soodogy. comparatwe and historical. complex organization. culture and social structire
demography, group interaction& social problems and social welfare, and sociological theory.

Other social =woes. multidisciplirsant projects within the broad Veit, and Sillgie-caticiPliel;e
projects for which a separate field has not been assigned. such as research in taw and educatiori
not elsewhere classified. and socioeconomicgeography.

B ioiog ica. aspw& eAperirnenta. psychoiogy . an imai.oehanor. clinical psychology. comparative
psychology. and ethology.

Social aspects. social psychology. educational, personnel, vocational psychology and testing._
industrial and engineering psychoiogy, and development and personality.

Other psychological sciences, multidisciplinary projects within the broad field and single
discipline projects for which a separate field has notteen assigned.

Physical sciences Astroriorny. iaboratory astrophysics, optical astronomy. radio astronomy. theoretical
astrophysics. X-ray. Gamma -ray. and neutrino astronomy.

Chemistry: inorganic. organo-rnetalric, organic, and physical.

Physics. acoustics, atomic and molecctar. condensed manic, elementary particles, nuclear
structure optics, and plasma:

Other physical science& multidisciplinary projects within the broad field and angle discipline
projects fcrr which a separate field has not been assigned.

Other sciences Munidisiptirkity and .rterdsc4punary protects that cannot be C.1833diek within one of the above
broad fields Of science.

SOURCE_ National Science Foundation, Fedora Funds la Passau-II, Dertoopment. and Dine. Saern.k. Autivale4..
Racal Years 1975, 1976 and 1977, Vol. XXV NSF 76-315)

I-
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Table 3-& Basic research expenditures In
Viand coliegeg by*ourcel, 1960-76

(Dollars in million(

_ Year

Federal All
Govein- -other

meet industry sources* '-
Current dollars

1960
961

1962
1963 ....
1964
1965

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
19Z1

1972 '
1973
1974
1975 (est.)-
1976 (est.i

$433
536
659
814

1,003
1,138

1,303
1,457
1,649
1,707
1.796

- 1,914

2.021
2,058
2.154
2.397
2,600

4299
382
481
610
767
879

1.003
1,124
1,251
1,275
1,296
1,349

1.416
1.459
1,524
1,690
1,825

$24

25
25
25
26

- 27
31
36
39,
40
46

51
58
61
70
757.

$110
129
153
179f
2 *
233-

267
302

, 362
393
480
519

554
541
569-
637

- 700

1

Constant 1972 dollar92

1960 5631 $435 $35 $160
1961 774 551 36 it*
1962 934 -.682 35 217
1963 1,137 852 35 250
1964 1,379 1.055 34 290
1965 1.531 1.183 35 314

1965 1,697 1,314 35 348 4
1967 1,844 1,422 39 382
1968 1,515 44 438

_4969 , 1.968 1,470 45 453
1970 1,966 1.4-19 44 504 *,

1971 1.993 1,405 48 541

1972 2.021 1.416 51 554
1973 1.945 1,379 55 511.
1974 1.850 1,309 52 489 A
1975 (est) 1.884 1,328'r 55 501
1976 (est.) 1,944 1,364 56 =523

A

Over 01percent of the total basic research expen-
ditures are accounted for by universities and colleges.
Because data on individual non-Federal sources of basic
research expenditures are not collected bysurvey, butard
estimated Of the N Iona' -Science Foundation, the
allocation of expenditu among the last* two columns
may be only rough appr mations.

2 GNP implicit price de tors used to convert current
dollars to constant 1972 dollars. ,

NOTE Detail may not acidic, totals because Wounding.

SOURCE National Science Foundation; National
Patterns of R&D Resources. 1953-76 (NSF 76-310), pp.22-
23.

See Figdre 3-8 in text.
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Tabie-3-9.Federal obUgalions for basic research in universities and colleges bY selected

,supporting agencies and by 0.14197348
'Dollars in millions]

Energy
*search

Department and.
Five- Depart- _Depart- of Health. Develop- National

Field of agencyt meet of meat of Education. meet Science ,

SOMICe total Agriculture Defense and Welfare Admin.3 Foundation NASA

Current dollars- -

-AU fields 1973 -$847.2, 4.$37.2 $105.0 . $317 $59.9 $3272 $41.8

: Physiccal sciences

Attronorny

Chemistry

.

Physics

Other physical
sciences

Environmental .
sciences

Engineeripg

Social sciences

PsYchace3Y

,.

Mathematics

Other sciences'

_

fields

Life sciencee

1974 ,887:4 38.1 97.4 388 56.5 .'
1975 .... - . 9672 43.3 95.3 -1 392.3 57.5 378.7 64.5
1976(est) . 1.070.7 491 107.1 445.0 _61.7 407:7 52.9
1973 366.3 -262 8.3 263.5 11.1 572 NA
1974 430.7 26.6 ' 72 326.6 5.6 64.7 - NA
1975 451.5 303 9.8 332.1 - 79.3 31

3065 54.3

----1976iesp . 506.8 35.0 --- 9.9 377.0 84.9 3.9
1973 - 177.3 - . 1.9
1974 176.2 1.9
1975 2015 2:0
1978(est) 220.6 2.4
1973 9.4 -
1974 9.0

197,6(est.) c 9.5 1-1975 5 -5., 8.8 '

1973 62.7 1.9
1974 64.5 1.9. '
1975 79.5 1.9
1976(est) 90.3 ' 2.3

z-'. -1973 99.7 (s)
1974 11116 et
1975 112.1 'A
1976(est) 119.0 - As)
1973 -41 5.5 -
1974 ....: 1.0
1975 1.1 -
1976(est.) . 4.8 -
1973 80.5 .4
1974 892 .7-

1975 1026 -4
1976(est.) 1132 _a '
1973 75.5 1.2
1974 - 76.6. 14

. 1975 94.4 1.8
1976(est) ' 99.1 1.5
1973 -. 45:7 7.5
1974 x 41.8- 7.4

- 1975 40.1 8.4
.4 06(est.) ' tap 9.4

-- 1973 29.0 -
1974 29.6 -
1975 29.3
1976(est) , 34.0 -
1973 40.9 (5)
1974 36.3 .1

--,... 1975 41.6 e)
;1976(est) 44.9 0

1973 32.1
1974 - 71
1975 ' 62 -
1976(est) - 6.1

'

19.9 13,0 43.0 - 94.5 NA
18.1 22.4 45.7 811 - NA
38.1 26.2. 48.6 106.1 __.- 332

. 21.7 29.9 51.8. ' 1142 '27.7 --=--. -
--IS 2 --'1,8 - NA

2 NA

3 ,... . "z- -4 9.2 17.1
.2 - -' .8.6 - -17.9 :.

4.4 " 18.0 82- -1 30.1 NA
4.7 22.4. 5$ 29.6 NA-.
5.1 - 261 . -7.6 38.8 3.1
6.8 p.p . 8.5 43.0 1.9

13.3 e) 34.7 - 51.7 NA
12.7 (1) 39.4 - 49$ _ NA
129 () 40.4 4 58.7 --...:-9.7-2
13.6 _ (S) - 42.6 62.7: 6.13

.6. . - - 4.9 NA

.4 - .7 - - NA

.4 - -.3 . -1 2.5
1.0 , .7 - . 1.9

28.9_ Pt - 51.2 ,.-' NA-
20.6 - t4 675,. NA,
21.7 .5 --: 79.6 ' 16.5
23.7 .6 88.1 ` 12.8
26.4 2 3.5 - 41.1 NA
31.8 , 3.5 3.7 ; 362 NA
R7.6 - 3.8 6.8 54.4 8.4 - '
31.6 4.3 7-.5 - 54.0 9.9

.1 162 - .219. NA
2 15.1 - . 192 NA
A 8.5 - 23.1 4 .1

.1 --- 9.8 26.8 .1-.
53 14.3 9.4 7 NA
7.1 17.2 5.3 / NA -
4.4 17.d - 7.9 ; .8
5.8 19.6 - 8.6j . 1.1

162 .. 1.1 2.4 212' NA -,
125 2.9 1.1 20.5 NA
12.8

.

2.3 _15 24:9 .5
14.0 2.6 14 265 2

1.4 -- 30.7 NA
1.6 -:-6.4 NA

.1 . 2.5 35 1.3
4.3 1.9 3.9 .1

Constant dollars ,

.

1973 48003 $352
- 1974 762.3 327
1975 760.1 34.0
1976(est.) 800.5 36.7
1973 3462 24.8

- 1974 370.0 22.9-
1975 354.8 ._- 23.8'
1976(est.1 378.9 262

$992 4300.5 4566 $3093 $395
83.7 333.6 48.5 - 263.6 11A
74.9 308.3 - 452 297.8 5a7

, 80.1 3327 ; 46.1 504.8 .. 39.6
7.8 249.1 10.5 54.1 . 5 NA
92 280.6 4.8 I 55.6' NA
7.7 , 2610 ; ; - 62.3 2.9
7.4 281.9 --.. 63.5 29

5
=
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"Table 3-9. (COMInued)

-Field of
science'

Five-
agency2

total

Energy.-.
4 Researchr

:. Department- ' and- .,:.

Depart- Depart- of,Health. Develop= NatiOnal
mentof merit of Education. ment Science '

*culture Defense and Welfare- .Admin.3 Foundation NASA
- Constant dollais

1973 .... _167.6 1.8
1974 155.4 1.6
1975 158.4 1.6
1976(est) , 164.9 1.8
19n 8.9 -
1974 "--"-- "7.7
1975 6.9

6(est)- 7.1 2
1973 593. 1.8 42
1974 55.4 - 1.6 1 . 4.0
1975 62.5 1.5 4.0
1976(est) 67.5 *---- 1.7 ) 5.1
1973 ..4- 942 _ (s) t 126
1974 873 (s) 10.9
1975---- 88:1 . (5) 10.1

--1476(est.) 89.0 (5) 102
1973 52 - -.6

Chemistry(

PitysicS

.
Other physical

sciericiiS 1974
1975
1976(est.)

invironmental 1973
1974
1975
1976(est)
1973
1974
1975
1976(est)

$ocfal sciences 1973
-1974

' 1975
1976(est)

PycholCigy 1973
1974
1975
197,6(est)

Mathematics 1973
1974
1975
19761es-tie

Other sciences' 1973
1974' 1975
1976(est)

-1.4"

18.8
- 155 -

14,7
162

r-41.5
.2

sciences

-'0
ENineen4-

.9

.9 --
1.3

76.1
76.6
80.6 .6
84.6
71.4 1.1
65.8 12
742 1.4
74.1 1.1
43.2 7.1
35.9 8,4
31.5 6.6

7.0
27.4
25A 6.1
23.0 3.5
25.4 42
38.7 (s),.. 15,3
31.2_ .1 ...10.7
32.7 (s)
33.6 (') 10.5
30.3 -

61
4.9
4.6

-3

3
27.3'-
17.7
17.1
17.7
25.0 3.1
27.3 -3.0
21.7 3.0-
23.6 32

.1- 15.3"2 13.02`
(5) 72
50 e 13.5

14.8
13.4
14.7,
1.0
17
12
1.9
1.3
1.4

.1 s 2.0

.2

_.,"=" 17.0 402 893 :, NA
'''''' 192 39.3 75.7 . NA

104 382 83.4 26.1,-
22.4 387 85.8' _ 20.7

--" - 7.4 NA _- ---_, 7.6 - NA ,- 6.8 141'
-, - ...61-_ 128-

17.0 - 7:$ -'"--- 28.4 --NA.

192 48. 257 -,-714A-4

.,..,20.5 6.0 . 30.5 2.4-
3 9.4 " 32.1 1.4

CI 32.8' 489- NA, .
(5) . - 33.8: , 42Z . 'NA
(s) 31.7 46.1 7.6
(5) - 31 46.9_ ...- ' 5.1
.7 4.6 , NA- .6- - NA

-e)

2.0

-48.4 NA
58.0 NA

.4 -62.6 - 130
.4 66.9 r 9.6

3.3% 382 -,4-NA
32 31.1 NA
5.3 42.8 , 6.8
5.6 40.4 - 52

NA- *. NA
-7 182 .1
r20.0-

I.20.7

8.9 NA
4.6
62

- 6.4
2.3. 20.0
.9 17.6

1,3 19.6
13 19.8

29.0
4.6
22
2.9

4

, NA
N4

2t

NA
1.0

.1

fri 'See Appendix table 3-7 for descriptions of these fields.-
Exctudmg the Nationgi Aeronautics and Space Administration. Data on NASA obligations for basic research brield

universities and colleges are not available for 1973 and 1974.
3 Includeeonly the Atomic Energy Commission prior to 1974.
* Including inter- and multi-disciplinary sciences.
s Less than $50,000. IF

GNP4mplicit price deflators ,used to convert current dollars to cons t 1972 dollars.

_NA z- Not available.

NOTE Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE. National Science Foundation. Federal Funds for Research, Development. and Other Scientific Activities
Fiscal Years 1975, 1978 and 1977, Vol. XXV (NSF 76-315). earlier volumes. and unpublished data.

See.figure 3-10 in text.
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--; Table 3-10.-Flelds and subfieldi of R&D expenditures at colleges and universities
r

"Field of sciente Illustrative sutifields

Engineering , Aeronautical, agricultural, chemical, civil, electrical, inaustrial, mecharifeal,
qietallargical. minlhg. nuc.tear, petroleum. No-and-biomedical, energy. textile.
arctutecture

.

Plrysical sciences Astronomy astrophysics, optical and radio. X-ray. gamma-ray, neutrino

Chemistry: inorganic, wired-metallic. organic, ehysiczikarialYtical. Ira-
. _

cautical.:.potyrner science (excludes biochemistry)
2S

.. k
:Physics: acoustics, atomic and molecular. condensed matter. elementaripailicles,

nuclearstructure. optics, plasma : -
'

Emrironrnental
-sciences

-

Mathematical,
sciences

Life sciences

Other physical sciences:-nailticiiscipliniei prOjects wit in physical sciences and,
physical sciences not described above 4

Atmospheric sciences:aeronomy. solar weithermcidiileation. ineteoiolotgy, extra-
terrestrial atmospheres . f

Geological sciences: engineering geo eology 'geodesy, geornagnetian
hydrology. oeochemistry, paieomagn1isfl. pa1ontoIy, physical geofifaPhr.

. cartography. seismology, soft sciences r

Oceanography: chemical. ggicat,byslc marine brptptcs.-marine
biological oceanography
Mathematics. algebra, analysts, applied mathematics, foundations and logic,
geometry, numerical analysis. statistics, topology
Computer sciences: design, development. and application of computer capabili-
ties to data storage and manlputatiop. information science
Biological sciences. anatomy, biochemistry, biophysics, biogeography, ecology.
embryology, entomology, genetics. immunology, microbiology, nutrftion, pare-

-sitology, pathology, pharmacology, physical anthropology, physiology, botany.
zoology
Agriculturat' agricultural chemistry, agronomy, -animal science, conservation.
dairy science, plant science, range science. wildlie
Clinical medical. anesthesiology, cardiology, endocrinology. gastroenterology.
hematology, neurology, obstetrics, ophthamology. preventive medicine and community
health. psychiatry. radidlogy, surgery. veterinary medicine, dentistry. pharmacy 4`

'Other Ilia-sciences multidisciplinary projects within life sciences

Psychology Animal behavior, clinical, edudational, experimental, human development and
personality, social

Social sciences Economics, econometricsAnternational, industrial, labor,, agridultural, public
finance and fiscal policy

4.!

Political science-, regional studiesNcompaiative government, international
relations, legal systems, political theory, public administration
Sociology. comparative and historical, complex organizations, culture and..
social structure, demograPhy. group interactions.locial problems and welfare,
theory
Othersocial sciences history of science, cultural anthropology, linguistics,
socio-economic geography, research in education 1.

Other sciences Multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary research not classifiable under a single
primary field:,

.

Il
Included with biology prior to 1974. ..

SOURCE. Nauonai Science Foundation, Expenditures lot Scientific Activities at Universities and aleges. Fiscal year
1975 (NSF 77-307). p. 41. .-

. . .r.

See Figures 3-10 and 3-12 in text.
-.
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Table 3-12. Scientists and engineers' and belle research
expenditures at.100 selected colleges and unirersiUes,2

by some* of funding:1973 to 1975

Source 1973 1974 1975

\I- Current dollars_
(in thousands)

$1.778,895 $1.852:292 --$2.082,989
1,264.467 1,320.574 1.477.425

5141,428 531,718 605,564

Constant 1972 dotterel
_ thousands)

$1.681.375 $isaixts $1,636
1.195.148 1,134,416 1,161, 1

486,227 456,763 475,885

FTE scientists and .engineers

tali
ederal

Total-
4 Federal 4..
ftNott-Federal

I .

entiets -
and engineers 106,701 .108,268 110,001

Fuli-Jime-equivalent basis. as of Jintiajy.
includes Only those which were among the first 100

*--each year in expenditures for basic research.
3 GNP implicitipprice deflators used to convert, current

dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

SOURCE National Science Foundation. unpublished
data.

lee-Figure 3-13 in text_
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'tat* 3-13. Basic research expenditures at Federally Funded
Research and Deyelopment Centers administered

by universities by source, 1964-75

(Dollars in rnilrionsi

Federal sources Non-Federal

All Basic All Basic All Basic-
rresearch R&D research. R&D research

Cunrent-doitars

1964 $6292 $191.0 $6292 $191,0 0 ei
1966 , 6295 226.5 629.4 226.5 $0.1 (1-

'1968 718.9 275.6 715.3 27.4 3.6 -$22
1970 1,_ 736.8 268.7 734.1 267.4 2.7 1.6.

0
.,1972 f- 763.6 25Q2 758.3 248.0 5.3 -,.2.2----,--,. 816.9 96..6 812.9 294.5 . 4.1 2.0 -

1974 865.1 2996 861.7 296.0 3.4 1.8
1975(est) 986.7 ....30A7 982.7 306.5 4.0 1.0

Constant 1972 dollars2

1964 $865.4 $262.7 $865.4' $262.7 .(1) (1
1966 820.1 235.1 820.0 295.1 %LI (')

.... 1968 i., 870.7 333.8 866.3 331.1 4.4 52.7
1970 806.5 294.1 803.5 292.4 3.0 1.8

1972 :1 763.6 2502 758.3 48.0 5.3 22 ,
. 1973 772.1 2802 763.3 278A 3.9 _ 1.9

- 1974 743.1 257.5 1740.2 256.0 2.9 -15'
- 1975(est.) 7754 2417 772.3 246.9 3.1 0,8

238

Less than 550,000. ;
GNP uppliat price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollais.

NOTE:Detail may not add to totals because of rouoding.

SOURCE. National Smence Foundation, National Patterns of RE.0 Resources, 1953-75
(NSF 76-310), and unpublished data.

Sep Figure 3-14 in text.
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Table 3-14. Federally Funded Research and Development Ceriftnis

. .

Sponsoring agency Organizational affiliation
Administered by unlit' ersities=

Ames Laboratory -", ERDA
Applied Physics Laboratory NAVY
Applied Research Laboratory NAVY

lArgonne National Laboratory ERDA °
13rookhaveriNationallab4iratory ERDA
Center for Naval Analyses NAVY
Cerro Tatar:, Inter-American

Observatory \NSF
Fen* National Accelerator

-Laboratory (Fermilab) ERDA
s o ..jet Proputsioraaboratory NASA

i= Mt Peak National Observatory NSF
- EA. Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory ERDA

ED. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory .., ERDA
Lincoln Laboratory AIR FORCE
Los AlamosScientilic Laboratory ..... , ERDA
National Astronomy and
- lonsophere Center . NSF

- Nation& Center for -

Atmospheric Research ,fis NSF .
National Radio-Astronomy Observatory . NSF
Oak Ridge AssoOlated Universities ERDA
Massie( nrysics-Laboratory ERDA
Space Radiation Effects Laboratory NASA
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center .. ERDA ,

Iowa State UnWersity of .Science and Technology
Johns Hopkins University
Pennsylvania State University
University of Chicago and Argonne UniversitieS Assoc.
Associated Universities. Inc. - -
University of Rochester

Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy. Inc.

Uruversities Research Associaticin, Inc.
California Institute of Techhology
Association of Universities for Research in Astno nomy,
University of Calif/Asia
Universry of California ,
Massachusetts Institute of TeohnolOgy
University of Califon

Cornell University

University Corporation for Atmospberia Research
Associated Universities. inc.
Oak Ridge Associated Universities
Princeton University ---

College of William and Mary
Stanford University

Administered by industrial firms
Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory ERDA
Frederick Cancer Research Center HEW

: Hanford Engineering
Development Laboratory ERDA

,;. Holifieldislabonal Laboratory ERDA
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory ODA
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory ERDA
Liquid Metal Engineering Center ERDA
Mound Laboratory ERDA
Sandia Laboratory
Savarinali River Laboratory ,

.
.. ERDA

Westinghouse Eiebtiic Corporation
Litton Bionetics; Industries

Westinghouse- Hanford Corporation
Union Carbide Corporation
Aerotet Nualeu Corporation
General Electric Corribany
Rockwell International Corporation

- Monsanto Research Corporation
Western Electric Co.. Inc. Sandra Corp.

- El. duPont de Nemours & Co.. Inc,
inistered by other nonprofit institutions

Aesotpace Corporation AIR FORCE
. Analytic- Servrces, Inc, (ANSER) AIR FORCE
Institute for Defense Analysis ... .. ,. DOD
MITRE dOrPoralica P. AIR FORCE
Pkific Noiihwest Labcifitory ... .... ERDA
RAND Corporation . ,. AIR toRce

Aerospace Corporation
Analytic Services. Inc.
Institute for Defense Anitlysis
MITRE Cqrporation
Battelle Memorial Institute
RAND Corporation

This listing irickides those Federally F anded aeseart. anci 3evekipmen; Centers -ribr..ti were ,n ems-lance in 1976.
/-Forrnerly Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Union Carbide Corporation).
7--FOrmerly National ReactorTetting Station (Aaroiet Nuclear Corporation).

SOURCE: National SCUMS fauns:labor., Feder& Funds los Re3ean.koeyelopment. and Omer &mintic kanfilles.
sscal,Years 19761 1976, and 1977, Vdi. XXV (NSF 77-301).
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Table 3415.Federi obNgalions for kitramural basic resfarch by selected agencies, 1960-76

!Dollars In Millions)

National Dept. of
' Meronau- Dept Health.

Dept. tics and . of Education Dept. All

Pit of Space * Agri- and of the Dept of other
agencies' Defense 3/4" Admin.' . culture Welfare * Interior Commerce agencies

C

1960 NA $53 NA
'_1961 NA' 54 NA
1962 NA 64 NA

-1983 $255 73 $39
1964 NA 76. NA
1965 Aiveass

80 NA

1966 NA 85 NA.,
- 1967 418 82 110

1968 410 86 88
1969 .. 516, 90 153
1970 541 96 134
1971 .../ 491 99 128

'- ,
1972 . ---r 538 113 133
1973- 537 112. 141

1974 4-..04,1, 0 0 -611 -- 104 164
1975 '645 99 -135-
1976(est.),, 692 104 134

$23 $18 $19 $9. $11
28 25 21 - 11 18

_32 31 . 23 "15 -22
37 39 24 _ 19 .23
43 45 26 . 21 , 25'
57 47 - 31 22 29

62 59 -34 20 29
63 67.. 0 22 35 -
67 70 41 24 35
n 88 43 26 39

135 114 40 36 36
87 68 41 35 33

- 97 77 47 33' 38 .
100- 79 , 55 14 36

.. 103 87 63 15 , 75
107 118 100 _ 17 68
123 132 104 , , -16 77

Current dollars

Constant 1972 dollars?

1960 NA $77 NA
1961 NA 78 NA
1962 . 'NA 91 -3NA

-1963 $356 102 $54
..

I -.-: NA 105. NA
-1

v
965 - NA 108 NA

1966 . NA 111 NA

1967] 529 10:1 139
1960 ..... . . 497 104 % 107
1999 595 ' 104 176

.1970 592 105 "' 147
1971" 511 103 133

1972 -.- 538 113 A ' 133
1973 ,,, .508 106 1 133

- 1974' ....... 525 89 14*
1975 507 78 1Q6
1976(est.) 517 - 78 100

' $33 S26 $28 $13 '' $16
40 36 30 16 26
45 44 33 21 31

. 52 54 -- 34 27 32
59 ,. 62 35 29 34

'", -77 63 42 -30- 39
,

81 77 .44 26 38
80 85 ;51 28- 44

- 81 85 .50 29 42
89 lei !se- 30 45
93 125 - '44 39 39
91 71 ' 43 36 34

97 77 47 33 '38-
95 75 52 13 34
es 75 54 13 64
ea 93 79 13 53
92 ---. '99 --te 12 .... 53. -

- .

'Data. for NASA for smote(' Sears are not a/eatable. Although changes were made in what NASA considers basic
research. obligations for all prior years have not yet been adjusted to reflect the change in reportltv

2 GNP.tmprecit price deflators used to convert current dollars to c start 1972 dollars.

NA = Not hvailibl.

- NOlE pew may not add to totals because of round*,.

SOURCE. National Scienlie foundation. Fedora, Funds for Research. Development, andOther Scientific Actryitisis
Fiscal Yaars 1915, 1976 and 7977. Vol. XXV -(NSF 78.315). earlier KJWINN. and unpublished data

See Figure 3-15 in text.
.
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MN* 3-17.

1,2r

for basic research In industrjr
arming industries,1960-74

Year

1960
1961"
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966
1967

.... 1963
1639 ....,

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

3963
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965

1968
1969

1970
1971

. 1972
1973
1974

I

millions]

. All
industries

Aircraft'
' and
missiles

Electrical
equipment --
and com-

rnunlcation Machinery'

ChemiCals
and allied
products industries

AM other .

Citvent dollars

5376 $62 $77 $22 $115 $100
395 40 79 25 _124_ 127
488 55 125 27 136 145 .
522 59 133 25 152 153

549, 63 134 26 -153 168

592 74 148 22 '173" 175
624 _ 94 122. 26 176 226
629 di 73 131 26 184 .; 215
642 71 134 31 201 205
618 67 134 21 206 190

.4

602 ern 144 20 203 172

581 54 145 20 212, 150
579 61 f 154 23 205 - . 135
621 50 176 24 222 149
683 53 181 26 267 156

Constant 1972 dollars'

$548 $93 ' $112 $32 $167 $147
570 58 114 36 179 183
692 78' 177 - .38 , 193 206
729 82 186 --. 4.5 212. 214
755 94 - 484. 36 210 231

797 100 199. 30 233 235
813 96 159 34 229 294
796 92 166 33' i- 233 272
978 es 162 38 243 s 248
713 77 155 24 238 219

8
669 es 158_, 22 222 183
605 56 . 151 21 221 156

579 61 154 23 206 . 135
587 47 165 23 210 141

587. -
46 155 22

e /. 229 134

.GNP impticst price deflators used to convert current doparyto constant 1972 dollars.

NOTE Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE National Science Foundation. Research and Dere3opnientla Industry. 1974
(NSF 76-322). p. 64, and "earner volumes"

See Figure 3-17 in text
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Table 3-18. Expenditures for basic research In Industry by selected Beids,1967-74

gin liars in millionsj

Field' 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

'total 956 $618 6579 $621 6E83

-PhysicalOileoces 308 317 . 324 297 281 275 273
Chemistry 162 191 213 196 180 181 192
Physic' s and astronomy -I46_ 126.. 111 101 101 34 81

Mathematics 12 13 _ 13 13 14 12 14
Ernironmental scieneres ., 14 11 11' , 8 , 8 6 7
Engineering (including metallurgy) 172 181 -170 170 - 159 182 182
Life sciences 69 76 74 86 94 81 - 400

Elidogioel sciences NA 50 58 51 57 60 75
Clinical medical sciences NA 26 16 35- 37- 21 25

Other sciences - 53 43 - 26 23 24. 23 46

' Constant 1972 dollars/

318
230
---83

- _ 14
10 --

169
112
83
27
59

v.

Total $796 $778 $713 $659 $605 $579 6587 $587

Physical sciences 390 384 374 325. 293 275 - 258 p3
Chemistry 205 231 246 215 187 181 . 181 _ *3

,- Physids and astronomy 185 153 128 111 105 94 -, 17 '76
Mathematics 1

Environrri-ental sciinces 1

1136 15 14 ,..- 185 82 _ 13 12
7 9

Engineering cmcluding metallurgy) 218 219 196 186 168 182 4721 . 1.45
Life sciences 87 92 as 94 93 of 95 96

Biological sciences : . NA 61 87 56 59 , 60 71 71 .
Clinical medical sciences NA 31 18 38 49 21 24 , 23

Other sciences . 67 52 30 31 25 23 43 51

' See Appendix Table 3-19 for descriptions of these fields_
2 GNP wripir.11 price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 19? dollars.

NOTE NA r- not availabie. Life sciences total includes "other life sciences" for 1974.

SOURCE National Science Founctationokesearch and Development in industry, 1974 (NSF 76-322). rk 65:
4

See Rgute 3-18 in text.

a.
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Table 3-13. Fitkis of industrialbaslc research expenditure, s
*town in Figure 3-18 and Appendix Table 3-18

Field of science

-Physical sdences Chemistry
Physics
Astronomy"

`Mafiiixriatics Au Mathematics fields ... ,
... .

Enineering , Aeronautical. astronautical) chemicat civil. electrical and mechanicid
engioeering, and metalltirgy and materials.

Life sciences BiologicalAll sciences other than clinical medical sciences. which deal
. with _life processes. including plant and animal sciences. bacteriology,.

pathology. microbiology. pharrnacolEvy. etc. .

Clinical medicalAll sciences concerned with the use otscie. ntific gnaw-
ledge for the identification, treatment. and cure of disease. Includes
internal medicine, neurology, prentritir medicine, and public health. _

psychiatry, dentistry. pharmacy, etc.-

Multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary projects which cannot be classified
within one of thaabove primary fields of science,

SOURCE National Science Foundation, Research and Development in Industly, 1974
(NSF 76-322):developed from pp. 76.82.

a
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Tattle- 20.13asic research expenditures In nonprofit institutions' by source, 196046
= -'

'Collars in millions]

Year -,,,

- Current dollars Constant 1972 dollars?

-Total

Fedecat
Govern-
_ment Industry

-Own
funds'

.:,

-
Total

Federal
Govern-

ment % Industry
Oven

funds' -
19601990 -,... $117 -1 -$sa , $10 $49 $170 $84 $15 $71
1961..:.: . 126 57 .... 11 58 ; 182 82 16 84
1962 "-- 161 80 12 , 69 228 - 113 17 98
-1963 - 180 i 95 14 - 1.71 251 133 20' 99

`1964 .....'s.. ` 194 108 15 74- 267 149' 21 = - 98
- 1965 210 120..,.. 16 74 283 161_

...
22 100 =

19116 , 226 132 _ 18 76 294 172, 23 99
1967 ." % 221 -125- 19 77 <284 , .158 24 97
1968 .. 217" ,118 %20 79 263. 143 24 96

' 1969 - 213 111 22 80 -246 128 . 25 92
1970 206 100 25 -83 , 228 ; 109 27 91
1971 225 110 25 49 . 234 1 115 26 94,

1
1972 245 125 2s 95 245 , 125 - 25 - 9.
1973 ... %-255 130 20 . 95 -241 - -123 28- so_

_ 1974 274 -- 144 30 100 235 124 26 _86 t.
1975(est) . 280 135 35 11,0 220 1"06 -28 86
1976(est.) . 290 130 35 -125 A 217 -97 26. 93

' Includes State-administerdd Hospitalsw - ;t 2 GNP implicit price deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars: '
' Includes State and local government funds. 4 .' .NOT- Delail_rnay not-adcl to totals betauseof rounding. -..

..
"4

...

SOIJRCE. Nibs:mai Science Foundation, National Patterns of R&D Rpsources. 1953-76 (NSF 76-310), pr42-23.

. See Figure 3-19 in text-
#-- '_
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Table 3-21:Relative/ growth In scientific research articles by.seiected *fields of science, 1960-75

'Percent growth: after 1960 6 ,

- Field of
science 1962 1964 1966 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Astronomy 17 44 . 66 90 107 107 124 144 144 180 , 194

Atmospheric .
56 79 117 198 181 22*. 231 . 263 240 313 V9

-Etiology, 22. 47 77 102 113 114 il 119 130 . 142 1 141

Chemistry 28 47 56 . 82 75 77' 67 34 87 69 .-

Economics -3 -7 5 15 33 26 26- 25 25 3 0/-25
Engineering . 7 39 56 72 74 90 94 92 - 79 94 . e2
Geology 7 15 24 32 43 39 5S 50 69 57 68

Mathematics . 22 42 84 117 6 159 162 162 195 ,193 164 - 183
Oceanography

35
20 . 49 76. 116 91 , 84. 100 75 92 76

Physics 47 . 72 109 ' 108 96 99 98 93 101 /06
Political .

science ' -6 4. 8 31 58 53 44 50 53 38 42

Psychology 15 141 ' 129 145 198 234 263 .256 335 023 NA

Sociology 56 177 176 216 216 199 - 226 " 275 209- 202 NA

Airfields . - 19 .: 62 75 99 115 . 123 130 139 146 146 '154

* Estimated,

SOUR& National Federation ofAbstrac.ting and Indexing Services; Science Literature Indicators Study -1975 1976 (4
study commissioned specifically for this report)

See Figure 3-20 in text-
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labia 3.22. Publication outputforselected fields of science,
;percent of yearly totals bf sectors, 1960-75

Fielcianttsector 1960 , 1962 1964 194 1968. 1962 1970

. Astronomy .; I- , ..
Academic ..", .. f 71' 79 .80 74 76 79 84

industry ,, 5 3 6 4 5 3
Government ,..,..1120 10 8 19 18 16 *12
Nonprofit- 2 4 3 1 3

_ = Other -- 2 -6 5 2 '

Atmosphirio sciences ,

Academic ° -% 56 . 63 53 . 50 53 52 60
industfir- 6 sr. 15 19- 12 12 , 9
Government -31 38 32 26 32 31 29

Nonp(ofit . .., -8 4 2 - 2: 4 1 1 1

Other . - - 2 1 2 1

Biology
Academic lb 78 73 73 79 75 80

-,' Industry' - 5 3 3 5 ' 4 3
Government . .,..... .16 14 14 13 10 14 12
Nonprofit 7 4 8 7 6 6 5 .

Other 1 2 2 . 1 1 ,-1 /
Chernittry .

Academic 59 61' 62- 60 70 68 66
bidustry 25 30 29 26 21 24 23

. Government 11 8 5 10 7 7 8
Nonprofit 3 2 4 1 1 1

Other r- 2
.1
') 1 * 1 1 1 1 .

Economics i -

Academib 72 ,75 70 83 87 82 -92
Industry 7 8 14 6 6 1

Government 11 10 11 8 4 16' 4
Nonprofit a _

'Other 7 7 5 3 3 2 3.

Engineering
Academic 25 25 27 29 33 33 34
industry
Government

a rofit

58
12
2

60
14
(')

55,,
15
2

50
17
2

-49
15
.1 .

48
16
2

48
14
2

O t t i e 3 2 1/ -- 2 1,, 1 1 1

Geology .
Academic 51 48 56 58 70 58 60
Industry 14 23 13 20 14 22 15
Government ..... 18 18 20 15 , 10 14 16
Nonprikit 3 4 5 2 ...9-- 3 , 9
Other 15 8 6 5 4 i,2

-Mathematics
Academic 77 70 79 77 88 90 91
Industry 17. `.. 18 13 18 6 5
Government ......... 3 '' -.5 1 2 4 1 - 3
Nonprofit 1 A
Other 2 7

,
7 '3 1 - 3 (1)

Oceanography
Academic 63 67 71 55 57 , 56 67
Industry 2 4 2 '5 ip 5 -' 10 ,
Government 33 22 21 26. 25 30 18
Nonprofit 2 7 7 12 8 4 4
Other 2 1 1,

(Continued)

25

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

84 82
4 , 5

-11 12
1

1

..
79
4

16 '
1

i

79
3

13
5

(')

79
3
5

12
I " w

57 , 56
7 : 11

33 ' 31
.2 . 3
2;

. 58 .
. 10

29
- 3

1

58
8

29'
8
'1,

29

57
8

21-
15

78 79 81- 73.. 81
3 = 3 2 1 C)

12 11 ' 10 14 12
6 6 7 -12 *. j
1 1 (')

69 77 75 77 77
22 17. 18 -14 19 .7

,r&

6.. 4 -5 7 4
2 1 (') 2
1 1 1 ...., ,s

81 88' 78" 95 82
6 3 .--5 1 5
8 3 9 1 9'

1. 3 2
5 7 '7 1

37 36 39 34 - 37
48 49 44 43 47-
13 13 .. 14 18 13
2 1 2 2 2 c2 .
1 1 1 3 . 2

66 - ". 68 67 68 4 .72'
10 14 10 12 11

17 '11 18 16 - 17
7 6 3' 4
1 41" 2 2

'
93 93 92 * 90 94-1,

5 5 5 . 7 4.
2 2 2 ' 1 1,

(') 1

fli (1 (4) (1 0

- !, .

'67 61. 64 62 70
12 7 7 5 3
13 24 21 22 24
9 . 5. 74 11 3

. 2 . 1 1
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Table 312 - (donlititied).

.field and-sear 1966 1962 1964 1966 1968. 1969 1970.- 1971 1972 ,..1973 19T4 1975
-... '. ' s. f ,,

. 0

Academic ,. 50 57 62 62 66 _70 - =68 -z. 66 61 72 -69
Industry -1,-- , s 28 29 27 29 23 i-i.q -19 :. :,17 ,-3A _..-- 16 16 .. 19

Government 17 12 8 7 -10 ...., .10 12 "- 15 "--,--11f= ,; 11 , 13 . .! "1.2 --

Nonprofit ,
'4 1------; 2 2 -- 2- I 1, -- 1 :--, . 2,,

.. Other: 1 ' 44.... e) r . 1 0_I- _ ,..--
Political scierice -

Academic: 81 85 .84 85
Industry ........... . % 5 3
Government ..,....... 6 9 0 5- 8
Nonproirt a :--- --5 - 5 2 .

_ -Other --` 6 6 --- 4 A." 2
_.

PsyChblogy ' -.....- : - i' '.- , --.- --z.

-Academic .'..",,, .. t ... 58 -65 64 7-1 ; 78 79 ----40 75 - , 74 74, _ 73 NA --
- !Mott), 4 3 1 . 1 1 2 2 . 3 3 -2 --:-- 73 - NA

Government 7 12 6 7 7 7 6" -- ;5 5 10 6- NA
Nonprofit .. 9 7 9 12 - 5 7 ' 16 :11 12 .-- 10- -... -.-_11 NA -' --
Other' 21 14 - 1 9 ' 1 - .8 8 . 5 . 6 , 6 --- ----1,7, - 4 - 7 NA

Sociology '__.' ' -. :-

Academic 43:1 - 84 66 sa
. Industry . -2 ---4, 3 _ 2

-Government , 4 - 7 ---6 ' 2
flonprolit;.: ., --r . 3.-' -7 4

°Itel -.. 31 ,X22 19 9

Less ibin 0.5 perc0.e;ne-
.'s

82
(,)

_ 4
5
8

Ai

. -28
1

- '' 3
: .4.

6

86
. 2

4
2
6

V.6
2
3
3
6'

.83
1
4
3
9

,

,r-ri , - '. -,

90 90. 1, NA
:1 _ -NA
3 1. NA
2 . 4 NA
3 5 -NA

SOURC§i...fitationai Federation at Austracbng and inoemngSenices.Science Literature In dicatoriStudy.1975 1916 to --.
udy cprrunisStimfd specifically foi.thiiiaOdrt-1---- :

Seefrgure 3-21 iii-4;ct,
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a

trial R&
ntineeis! engaged in

orfurids, 19§0775

4/
=Year.'

.
Federal

+Taal tndu Government

1969..-:-- --- - ' V2000 NA
. isai ....,".., 12,10b , *-N4 NA

Iza: 312.000 ir4eoci . 139,200
"'- _` - .1963* .... amoo - 169.500 . 157,800

1964 i 340,200 174;600 165,600
-. ' -_ 9 7. - .

lik `1 985 , 343,600 160,44 ' 163,200
1966 ',, 353,200 - 190,300 - 162,900
967 .,...-...yet 367200 ' 265,700 161,300

*71968 ..;, 376,7D0 219,600 156,800
1969 . 387,100 229,500 157,700

:.-

-4

1.87ti . ...O..% - 36(400 235,900
--,1971 4 : 366,800 - 237.800.

1972 -...4 A 349,900 , 232.000
-4973 i 356,600 238,400'
1974 258,200 249,700
1975 357,500 249,400

148,200
129,000
118,10Q-
1'18,200
toaboo
108,300

Full-time-cquivalent basis, as of January of each year.
Includes all, sources othePthan the Federal Govern--

ment.

vote Detail may notaddlo tolais because of rounding.
Preliminary data are shown for 1975. r,

i
SOURCE National Science Foubsletion, Research and

Development in Industry. 1974 F 76-322), pp. 44.46,
and earlier volernes.

See Figure 4-3 in lest.

44
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Table 4-3. Scientists and engineers engaged in
industrial MI% competed with constant dollar

exPehOwes fprintiustriatit&D, 1960-75

fins:1=4960 =100j

1960
.. Vi

1962,
1963 ... ....
1964
1965 ..............

Year

1908
1969' "t,
1970

Scientists, Scpenclitures
and - In constant

engineers' dollars;

- 100.0 100.0
1033 102.6
105.8 . 1062.
1=10.5 115.3
1132 -121-4
1152 -124.7 -
119.3 132.4
123.1 135.5

/ 126.4 137-9.
127,.7 , 138.0
124.3

126-7
1291
125:8
124.84

1971 = 118.6
1972 117.0
973 1182
j974 118.5
1975 148.21

ti
.

. --

2 Full-time-equivalent basis, averaged for each
* 2 GNP implicit price- deflators used to convert
qonstant I:Collars. ,

3 Preliminary.
4 EStirriated..

SOURCE: National Science Foundation.Rese
Development In Industry, 1974 (NSF 76-322)
earlier volumes, and National Pafterqs of R&D eSou C83,-
195346 (NSF 76-310). pp. 20-21. 4.

See Figure 4-4 in text.
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Table 4-4. 81111 . 1911-74

1 1970 1071

4-

Tdtal .....
Fixxl arid kindred pitichldt4 - ICA 721 130 144 757
Tecities and apparel ... ....... _ 33 29 30 32
runtber, mood products,

aid lurriture : _ .. . ...... 10 10 11 t2
Paper -AM ailed pots .. . 56 65 69 77
Oremdais arid Ated rgdd-Lict3 ... 9W 1.175 1239 1254

666 738. 809 865
ni9s End ,trefac-Inft 152 195 216 224

other aw.twakis ..... 152 242 214 185

Pe,trokitym ref et ,-_n vej
extraavt ... _ 2% aio 312 Nsia 397 .371 437

Rade!. prOd,411 . 121 141 156 0:515 152 168 182 205
Slone, max. & 9 st voz.xts 58 96 17.1 109 112 117 191 142
PrrnAti metals In 171 163 195 213 232 251

fert".4 meats and pros? ivra ,a2 97 105 116 128 130 135 135 ,
firAlterrouts n*L-4:3

procW3 75 74

MO 515
220
157
275

140

r-aDr-14.2 Mimi pr* J' 145 146 153 148
Matraiery 949 924 955 1.315 1.066

On-r egyiv.r1E2.9. and
accdieturig rt-Acrigtes C-1 CI 41 f)

eltvs., acitivnem .1'4
cotregin.catforts
Rao god TV redo. -filriw lb.

eduqx.rwil , (Y) iii PI le) VI 47
EnKtfONC r,..orncontera ( 1 ( ('k re- C) LI
CorrAntinsin acr.s_zcierri

and corrirrior.calegn 1.324 1.591 1.773 -1.872 1.980 2.249 2,423
elmer ecti-,.= Krtkerfsern 1. 1.048 1,093 1,100 1211 1,330 1,397

2.532 2639 2.866 2972., 3.200 3.626

183 102 200 233
1.477 1.538 1,601 1,773

(') II 1.215

4.401 4.352 4.534 4218 dva

Motor wetr....es aria motor
vatIcA elthitPMern 44 599 1.090 1,112 1230 1,344
Otter trartsponaDon

ectutprnen1
Aurae% fThSpiCe 3,514 4.042- 4,712 5,078 ,5.148 5.523 5601
Proong: 4W and

_329 __!.79 234 331 403 488ay.Eric Instruments

C1 11 43 41 r)

Soorrffic and meprianicat
triecousing taissn.ffierits 150 101 70 74 80

°Mc*. surgwaJ. photo-
and other

, 261.

180 ' 208 214

.802 1.582 1,7e6 1,213 2.437

r) r) 25 27 31
4.912 4.202- 5.054 5.311



Yids (Co M)

Food Lnd 70*--e4 - -
1.6-e-LAes Vic apple*
Ltroov, %rood prod-Jdts-

4-..vr,weaint

iCor and k-qed partd.i7-11
ariAd

Na4V4-*-:4V -

Of-do -modic,-4es
Lre^oAtes - -

Fetro*,-
_ , __ ...... 439 443 541 526 AO 471 514

2F4,3 216 217 240 264 ns 250

-S-'4, Cloy. ,rM 136 140 150 161 185 165 . 1W

242 256 296 301- 293 261 261
. ......

149 13/ 116 leo 172 go 171 163 157 163 150 136 136 140
Ar41 c4CF:10:.'3

.1i_le-rd-4.1 .1"J-raj-Sind
139 105 103. -- 109 121 135 139 140 336 133 22 123 131

Fad- -elel r.74441! tne.1.1tU 211 2C7 214 204 110 201 203 222 210 219 243 241 254 247

Yat-,r..ey. _ _ ....... 1,362 1 296 1 339 1_306 1 03 1595 18711 1.710 1.711 1_805 1.616 1. 9E0 2.071 2.142

OK-5

ect...4.orAel
) r) IV) V) ; (l) 1.21$ 1247 .-V2

3 741 087 4.306 4 724 4061 4972 5.075 4.764 4,7 1 4.916 4.911 4 714
4r-d

P-44co TV reCt- _IV
- ..... (Tr (9 61 57 66 77 67 46 -46 44

(') ) (') V) (') r 317 357 329

8-4 S- .1-.7" .929 2255 2,477 074 3000 2.672- 2,11:6

07er eteerical ed4 P^4,-1. 1.751 1 485 1527

I 4
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Tabie4-5. Industrial R&D expendflures, cbange,1970.74:1970-74

Industry

11:421

tonstant1972
Current cSolkir; delta's' --__,

fin millions) fin milEions) Penient-charge
Current Constant

1970 1974 1970 1974 *Mars: &Mats .

... $18,062 $22,369 $19,770 $19216 23.8 -28
- - , -

1.582 2,423 1,732 2.061 53.2 20
1,649 - 2.493 1305 2.142 5 187

200 288 '219 . ;247 z: 12.8
48 -67 * 53- -53 9.4

745 1.008 , 815 = . 866 353 63
1.766 2,364 1333 2.031 339 -5.1

220 291 241 . 250 - 323 3.7
4,352 5.487 4.764 4714 26.1 -1_0

235 - 294 25T- _253 , 25.1 -1.6

acid atriedproducts 178 219 195 - 1 :-: 230 -3-6
159. 189 172 - 162 20A- -5.8
58 68 63 58 172 -79

515 593 564 514 161 .se.9

'275 316 301 271 14.9 -10,0
5245 5211 5.741 404 13 465

Motoi vehicles ant othes trapsporlalioit elliPreent
Machinisy

-:Fabricated metal products .,r,
Lumber. wood products, and furniture
Professional andscierific instruments or,--

. ?Chemicals and aided products
A( Rubber

*Electrical equipment and cornmunkaten
and kindred products

Stone, clay, and glass_products
Tektles apparel
Petroleum refirsing and extraciion
PrknalY Petals
Airctaft and missiles

' GNP implied pricp deflators used to convert current dollars to constant 1972 dollars.

SOURcE. National Science Foundabork. Research and DerelaPinerg in Industry. 1974 (NSF 76324 p 26,

See Figure 4-6 in text.
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Table 4-6.1nclustritit RiD expenditures. for basic research,'

applied research, and development, 1960-76

[Dollars in millions]

Year Total

t;

' Basic _ Applied -

research research: Development

Current dollars-
1960 - -$10,503 $378 $2.029
1961- r 1090e 395 1577
1962 e 11,464 488 _2449
1963 12,630 522 2,457

'1964 13,512 549 2,600
1955 ---'. . . ...... 14,185 592 2,658 _. ,
1966 .. 15,548 624 2,643
1967 16285 629 2915
1963 17,429 642 3,124
1969- 18,306 618 3,287

. 1970 .. .., 7 .
18.062 602 426

1971 -18,311_ . 58i 0,413

1972 19,383 579 3;471
1973 20,921 621 3.739
1074 .. 22,369 683 4,129
1975(est) . 24.250 725 4,450

-1976(est.) - s 26.500. 775 - 450cr
. .

$al 04
-8,527

9.651

10,935

1t.061
12.841
13,663

_14,403
14,034
14,317 -

f5,333
16.561
17:557
19.075-

-20,925

1960 ,
196t
1962
1963
1964
1965

1966
1967
4968

.1969
1970-
1971

1072 _19283
1973 19,774
1974 19,216
1975(esty .13.057
1976(est) * 19,813

Constant 1972 dolla,ge

$15,304 5548
15.745 510
'16249 692 -
17,642 729-
18.583 755
19.086 r 797

20.255 813
20,735 796
21.103. 778
21.112 ' 713
19.770 659
19,070 605

579
557
587

- 570
570

$2.955 ---$11.801
2.654 12.321
3;471 12.066
3432 13,481
3,576 14253

- 3,576 14.713

37104
3.689
3.7133
3,790
3.750
3,554

3,471
-3,534
3.547
3,497
3,589

15.739 .

16,250
16,547
16,609
15061

,14.910

15233 .
15.653
15,082
14.990
15.645

' GNP unplicit price deflators used to convert current dollars hi:constant 1972 dollars.

NOTE Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
_ .

SOURCE- National Science Foundation, Novena) Patterns e Rra)ROSOUlC83, 1953-76
(NSF 76-310), pp. 20-27.

_

See Figure 4-11 in -text --,



Table-4-7. Allocation of R&D expenditures kit Iduetry between
teseatch and droliopffient, by source of kinds, 1965-76_

DeveloprAent . Basic and appliedrtelearch

Epderal - ' _ federal 7
Govern-' Govern-

Year Total ment fricitistry, Total tnent

Percent of total

......-1955 40.4 100.0
A NFI966 -.:4 100.0 58.9 41.1 100.0
V 1967 _ 100.0 55.3' 44.7 100.0

1968 100_0 ! 53.7 46.3 - 109.0
19E6 ...., 100.0 50.5 49.5. . 100.0
1970 ....-. 100.0 46.8 532 ., 100.0

f
1971 100.0 45.9 54.1 100.0 215 725
1972 100.0 45.5 54.5 100.0 28.4 73.6
1973 -... - 100-0 43.0 57.0 100.0 -25.5 74.5 -`

1974 -... 100.0 40.4 59.6 100.0 25.6 744
1975(est) . 100.0 41.1 58.9 100.0 25.3 74.7
1976(eat) . 100.0 -9.0 58.0 100.0 255 74.5

Dollars In anions

1965 .. - . $10,935 $016 $4,419 $3250 $1,224- -$2,026

1966 12,061 7.120 4,961 3,467 1,212 - 2255
1967 / 12,841 7,097 5,744 3,544 4,268 .'

,

2.276 -
1968 13.663 7,337 6,326 -= 3.786 1,223 2,543
1969 14,403 7276 7.127 3,905 1.175 2,730
.1970 14,034 6,572 7,482 4,028 1207 zav

-
1971 14317 6,567 ' 7350 3.904 1.01 s 2,ee5a
1972 15,333 6,579 8,354 4.050 1.068 N2.98.E
1973 16,561 7,114 9,447 4.3S0 . 1,111 3,249
1974 17,557 7.098 10,459 4512 1.233- 3,573
1975(est.) 19.075 7,840 11,235 5',175 1.310 3,866 _

1976(est.) 20925 8,780 13,145 5,575 1,420 4,155
a 7

1.1ricludes all source6 other than the Federal Government(
1 , s-

SOURCE. National Science Foundation. National Patterns of Fi&DBesources, 185.1-18
NSF 76-310}, pp. 23, 25. and 27.

See Fiouie 4-12 in text.



TabW4-8. Product fields for whiCh applied research
and development expenditures are reported

Ordinance. except guided missiles
Guided missiles and spacecralt
Food and kindred products
TeAtile mill products,
Chemicals, except drugs and medicines

industrial inorganic and organic chemidals
Elastics materials and synthetic resins, rubber, and fibers
Agricultural chemicals
Other chemicals

Drugs and medicines
Petroleum refining and extraction
Rubberi and miscellaneous plastics products
Stone, clay, and glass prod9pts
Primary metals .

Ferrous metals and products
_Nonferrous metals and products

Fabricated metal products .

Machinery
Engines and turbines -
Farm machinery and equipment
Constniction, mining, and materials handling machinery
Metalworking machinery and equipment
Office, computing. and accounting machines
Other machinery, except electrical

Electrical equipment. except communication
Electric transmission and distribution aluipment
'Electrical industrial apparatus
Other electrical equipment and supplies

Communication -equipment_ and .electronic components
Motor vehicles and other transportation equipment

Motor vehicles and equipment
Other transportation equipment

, Aircraft and parts
Professional and scientific instruments

s 4_

,*

See Tables 4-13 and 4-14 in text

46-
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Table 4-9. R&D Intensity of U.S. manufacturing Industries, 1.86 -74,
. *Ne-

-. - .

-,
,Group U 9.4 112 10.0 10.1 9.4 8.8 8.7 8.1 L9' _ 3 7.1 6.9 '6.8 -_ 64.: 41

__ Group 11....,:.- . ..-2.1 -2.1 2.1 2.2 2.0 1.9
81

-15 1.8 1.9 1.8 ..1.8 . 1.8
Group-111 '0.6 0.6 0.6 ..."=0,6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0:7 I 02_, 0.6 -13.6 0.5 -8.5 . =_

. . .

- , 7 Company funds for R&D as a percent of net sales

..GrOUp I 3.2 32 3.4 a4 3.5 3.4 3.6 3.5 3.T 3.5 3.5 _ 3.4 3.4_ 3.3-, ,

.

-:*Group11 1.7 1.6 1:6 1 . 7 ,...1.6. 1.6_ .. 15 1.5 1.6 ...Al _:. L e -IA --- -16 , . 1.4 % . . . :

Warp fll . _ -OA 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.6 OA OA .- - 0.5 . 0.4 0.5 . 0.4 0.3

lustry
.-1981 _ 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967group 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Total-R&D as a percent of net sales ;

R&D scientists and engineers per 1.000 employees

Groug I 53.0 418 54.0 54.6 52.6 462 450 44.7 43.8 44.0 43.1 '402 40.3 40.7 _

Group II 17,1- 17.5 17.0 17.1 16.7 15.9 15.8 15.5 15.9 157 16:7. 16.6 16.1 165
Group-11f SA 5.8 1 5.4 5.9 6.0 5.9 62 6.3 62 5.8 - 62- 5.9 -- 5.8 _ 5.8

SOURCEffiNabonal Science F Reseaicn ana 'Development in InChat 7. 1 gri4 (fIISE 76-322), 00.26,31,44.49.5454-56.
and earlier volumes. -

Seefigure 417Th text

--*

b.

Table 4-40. U.S. patents-granted, by, krregtot
and da

patents - *ants residents_

1960
Year

47.370 29. 72 7,698
.,1961 .... . 48,368 40,154, 8.214'

1962 46.691 45,579 19.112 ,.....
1963- - 45.679 37.174 - 1,505
1964 47,375 38.411 8,964_

1965 52,857 -.50,332 -12,525 ;
1966 -.613.4os ...54.636 - 13,772
1967

, 65,652 51,274 14,378_
1968 59,103 . 45,7832_, -- 13,326.
1969 67,560 -50298 - "17162.. ,

- :. .** . .

64.43? 47077 17.353`1970
1971 78320. 55,980 2 40
1972 74.81 k 51.520 23,294
1973 ..... .... . 74,148- . 51.509
10.4 -, e 76.281 - *50648
1975 72.029 46231 . ,
1976 2.. _70220 - 44.280 25,940

,
SOURCE; Office of Technology. Assessment and

Forecast. US: Patent andTrademark Office, OrAfSpeclai
Report-All Technotoiles (May 1977), unpublisbpck and
US. Commissioner of Patents. Annual Report for Fiscal
Year 1970. pp. 21 and 26. - - ...

Sbe Figurit 4-18 in text.
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_;__Tatsia 4-11. U.S. pall:Iasi sianteclity assignee and dile of-ij rant, 1961-76
;

4 Assignees
.

_ : l.1.S.._ _ US!' Us. .. g

---,--,_ , --*_*-- . Alf corpora-, Govern- India
----:. . Year -_____,- assiOeei Lions cnent widualsz _f+ n'

1961..; ' 40.154 27.382 - ,. f,460 ' 11.233 '`',.'1 79.
1962 .t -' 45,579 31,377 =.1 1,2W 12.617 - 7" 106- .

,---,-.7"--3 1963 1.. 37;174 s 5722_ 1.01,_ 19058_` -. -77,
..-- -1964 ,.. ., 38.411 - 26.808- ;- i 1,174 10,336 62:

1965 .-."....1.W.32 ' 35,598 ' 1,522 13.062; SO

65,._...

,_------_
. _

1...
54.636 -'7i --- 39)393 1,512 .;a ,16,050 181

1967 51 74 ' 36.745 -._ '1;726 12,634 169-,

-1968 45.783 33,351-; -1?558- i01768 . 206#
-1969, 54.398 37.033 1.61G -11a62 193
1970 47,077 34,903 - 1,761 10.157 256

1971- 55-4:80 40.676, 2135 12.748, al 423
1972 --5-1.520 "36,874 1,762 .12,578 306
1973 4 4 51,509 34515 . 2,078 12.677 `""#-: 239
1974 '50,648 35:655 1,729- 12,9711 U 2(.36

46, 1 * 33,404 11,882 11,202 243
1976 32,119 1;807 10,116 238

- 1 Due to U.S. inventors. I- ,1,-

2 Comprises patents assigned to US. individuals and unassigned patents.
2 Comprites patents assigned to foreign corporations, governments,. and individuals. -2,,

.... . . . . _
SOURCE. Office Of Technology Assessmeit and forecast. U.S. Patent and Trademark

Office, OW SpeciateeportAll Technologies 4May 1977), unpublished; U.S. born-
missioner of Patents. Annual Repo-rigfor Fiscal Year 1970. pp. 21 and 26; and Office of_ _

_Technology Assessment and Forecasl-unpublished. data.- ..
, -... ::. -

-
See Figure 4-19 in text.

,;
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Table 4-12. (

e_ e

c

Product rekt 1953 1964 1965 -1966 .1 1919 11170 11171 1972 1973 1974
ittscellaratcul mall/very. mem

arectnce3 ...... 557 533 sr, 724 771 726, 793.- . 793. -999 954 943 NIB $03

tecrslau equ_ ..prnectt except con-nsurw-aldn
Sequvcseint and electrite) measuring

enstruntents
amet

E;ectricai tcartarnmat*.Th and it of
ehUipmert? and mectncat rneesunng
instruments 9'r$ 1.303 2132 2.338 2.099 1.954 1125 1.924 2.Z6 1.113 1,933

IDectincal Lnduatrai apparatus 271 12E1t 7641 21966 1010 1.001 1.999 1.101 2.1111 110 tat
Other ersanca machinery. fp:p.:7mm

and MVO's 3.634 t 2.139 21121 2.190 3291 -2.733 2.951
ticusencid sOphances 988 567 1039 1,131 1.02 tau NT 700 t, 4113 IN
becIc ttatrtmgind wiring equipment 531 }547 038. NB 959 717 705 432 NO 1517
Macer_fsneot,rs V4CTP.Cati rnacteRnety.

....equipment. and sui3003 795 781 1,095 1.152 1.1713 1.00 1.33 1.100 1;001

1113 1.1114
12/14 1.119

UN :Asi
953 712
700 414

1.003 ties ,

4.5 -

Ccircerunscaton ear. mans & eiectrortcc
..... 5.747 ON SAW :us; 7.711

Rarpo end we...won neceocrig ectu.
flhWt except correngKetion types 515 _KS 1.1349 1,9IN 1.214 1.111

Electr-..nt, corr...anscsra end OEMs 1

and cornmurucatron equ.pment 3.621 "4.042 - 5.991 um s.4 2-1,433- so 5.337 11.009-,

1
SA

TreoSport2ibon egiApcherh. et:Jr-m.01 a_calt
and ordnance 2.316 2395 3435 2195 2.795 2.0% 2.5ia 2.3111 La l.127 um 3. 2300 11
tam. *emcees end erptor value* erar4Whent . 1.100 1.122 1.590 1.383 1.431. 1.301 11 *. 1,201 1,199, tie , 1110

44.001,3 rhiseces and space se acs ancr .
parts . . . . 334 460-.- 433 NG: 3110 313 gpr 941 397 tf7 NS

oner tramportaticn equipment fe 811 393 1.159 1.040 1.909 1.010 oe MI tin 193 1.193
Sec) and boa/ btaideig and repeirm 293 232 361 313 344 346 343 311 333 314 344
Rearae0 equip:WI 371 429 4 424 WO' 539 529 MO 4115 NW 414 - 572 .
motorcycle& bicyc5e5 six) pert, 96 Ai $2 103 22 111 65 ' 95 75 92 17 71
eireeemaAeoPas oarepoetwayte erropelerk, - .7-:----440-9110 610 575 .333 512 ', 466. 119 541 519 ON

On:I:lame, except crusades and tanks ...... 371 353 403 331 331 341 292 220 -2191 352 NS

).734 1117

2111
1:111

101
933 462
Kt

2 532 322-
36 lan

29

09

arKlperts
_Ammonia aro screradis instruments,

720 833 241 992

eXZE94 mecum:iv fressuring trestrumr13 . . 3,467 3.422 4.775 5.205 X4 3 4.513

34..
Patents due to u S- inventors. based on oijatrail references arPateht Ottrce hies
obtained Morn the reest-equares toe dactWithe data, for each product ifiekt_

NOTE. Degaii may *Of ado d tzia became of ntellipie countmg.

tt SOURCE.. Once or tecnnotegy Aseeeentent and toreast. U.S. Patent and Trademark Offece. tLS
Flifty-.Two Stanciaro Ira:twiny Classiecepoil Categorms.1943-75. CcanOrtanag pope* Roolorentas PfebniGtanificse017
C o r e y LA, study cxxnrnissaoned speraricany for Ns report)

See Fgure 4-20 tn. text
7Z)
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Table 4-1& Sourcesotinvention for 1.f.S. pidenit.2 by product field, 1965 and-1975

T

Numberof patents granted'

Portent . Ifeli....,.

foreign inventors US. Mentors Foreign-inverters -----1... -
.. 1965 1937> 1965 1975 1966 = -d 975Product

, Food and ketked° products .... 20 ' 452 622- -4 112- 382
Textile nail gioducts ... , t. 25 41 353 419 - 121 -297
ChernicaLs and allied procktcts, swept drUfs 27 41 5.638 7.546 2,101- 5:330

indigene & Organic
31 44

38
organic chemica ls at 45

materials and synthetic resins. rubber.
21 39
35 44.

Mother 17 .30
Soip, detergents. cleaning preparationx

perfumes, cosmetics. and athetionet
_PraParalSals

Paints. yirnishes. lacqueiS, enamels, and
aired products

1.8sCallaneous.cbernical products'

; I

3275 4.302 11450- 3.345.
801 - 933 503

2.826 3,650 1.248 12.965

1,477 1.764 -390 1.138
432 1.8418 228 815
518 728 -107 -- 316

13 35 ' 144 - 250_ -136-
,, . .a -

9 20 -32- 64 3 -S27
f5 27_ 4-1 '' 519 ., r 78 = a 19e

Drugs 42 - 46 580 _ 1.140_ ' 423 see
011;and gas e=and petToleurn refining .

and related C .7 7 16 ,784 1- : 761 92- ----.150
Rubber and miscellaneous plcistics products,...., 16 33 Z405 '2:481 452- izta--- -
Slone. clay. glass. and concrete pnxiucts 16 34 esa .1,098 193 555

Prnary metalsind metal forgings .
28 r 44 Zo.8 ..-.F.,:.-- 571 _ 217 . 454

flan ary ferrous metes Ind-US-tries .1. - 28 ..44 lair . 435 143 346
Primary and secondary nonferrous metals - .. -

industries 4, ..... 29 .
f

45 325 308 132 251 -/_ ---- Fabticatet metal products:. excePl nischlrierY:
Irarisixdation coupment, forgings, & -::,---,--- -- -- -. ....-

ordnance 16 30 . 7.52/P 6.210,=:^,-.-- 1,44 . -2.63ci
4.t*.hinery;---except electrical .... : 21 37 16.005 13,734: -, = 4.59e -7.903. : '''''

Engines and turbines " - ,- 29 41 1.106 . 1114=',:".--"4 457 766
Farm end garden machinory and equiPretst ... 19 27 1871 .1.51:0 _-_ 461__ ' 561
Conststiciiori. miningc anci'matenals . : ilk - ,- --'''' '

bemiring rriach.lnetrcand equipment 18 30 N.3,377. 2.570. -719 1 --,112
44etalirorking machirvoy and eetr;prnent 21 , ' 33 - 1685 1,140- 4437 733

Office. PocrIPulin` g. and ling machines 18 35 1.783 1.597; 388- = 865
-Other rionelactriCat 23 38 10.186 8.359 2,979 5;053

Special industrtrnachinery, except -
rnetahvorking machinery - 26 43 : 3.697 3.254 1281 2.410

General industrial machinery and equrprnent 21 35 5.439 . 4.277 1.4e8 2.329
Relf(gerarion and service industry ' -, °

Machinery . 16 31 . 1.457 1,184 275 522
Mini sous machinery, except : --ip

electlical 20 '31. 907 803 200 ass
4,

-

(Continued).
'
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Tibet 413.1Contikidy.

Eieclriczd equips:lint. except communication
actuiPment and electrical measuring -

instrumehts = . .i8.
Electrical transmission and erstribufion

equipment-and scat- measuring
instruments 16

,-1111-eetripai industrial apparatus .....
-Other itilectricalinachirmry. equipment
=--8nd supplies

aPPLialx:!S
and wiring eqtAprnent

electrical machinery.
. ilquiPment. anti suppbes

Consnunicationecitiipment 8

32
20 41

18 32
fa 29
18 37

, 18

FOreignInventors

1965 1975

-44

6.034-

:.
2.132 1.324 --
t841 tile
2.929 2.481
1.039 _ 792

738 614.

1,095 1.065

1297 . 2.344

463 820

850 = 1.1sa
222 316'
175 494

248 51.1'-

rtausu'''"'-andielevlsion ref:6%114. equiP--
rent. eccept commulicatoritypes 18

Electronic components and accessories
and communication eqtipment

Transportation,eqt6prrient. except airczaft.
and ordriasx:e 42:3

r -
Motor vehicles and motor vetcie equipment .4 26
Guided missiles and space vehicles and

pacts p.
Otter trapspodation equipinent

eq
Itotorcycim bicyc:ea. and pads
-14iscellanedus tranVolation ecruiPmeet -

Ordnance. except-missilex aria tanks -

itifcc4fi a;ld' Pasts
P.totessional and sciergific instnrhents.

except electrical measuring livitrommis . 19

18

24
22

efotd1?Dal buikt*Tv0 aixi reteirirAl 17
-24
34
27

34 6.093

36 93? 909

2.7137

,522

2.71533 5,970 5.411

204

.296

37 3.138 2,943

41 1,580 1.1187

34- < 245
992_

32 361 - 31246 MC 461
49 103 73
41 * 610 522

403. 327

1.739

543 vie§

139 127

7259914:5 f.
53 69

221 1. 359
83 123

4.775

659.

1.13? 2,847

' 13psed on oriiinal ererices- in 4 Wes.PalLOP-ce
.

tiOTE Dealt may not ado 053 because of multfple count g'
O.

ISOuRCE. Othse of Tear ..zicrgy Assessersan. t afro e orer..a.m. Part and Isoolesnatt Off we. Paten; &Ora/ F rpm
_Standard industrial Cta=1.1..aDon Cate.ione3. :95.375. C.orisideforig egina. Re!erenr.. parans4aisdhcatr Offt-f
corfimissioned specifically for Misreport). .

See Table 4-21 nif...ftt

-
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obis 4-14. Ownership of U.S. paienbi- in each product
. for patents granted In 1985 and 1978

U.S.
-Oon5orations

Produafi;id 1985

Percent I Percent

Government t incfnidrials
1965- 1975 _ 1965 1975

Fool afitrarandrect products -* 71 - 5 23 -
"redly mill products 3 12 13 ,
{:h4nM d at products. except drugs 93- 90 4 5

Basic irdusirial inorgartic &organic-
_ chemicals

industrial Inorganic Chemicals
fridustriaLorganic cheinkals

=Web and synthetic r6 sins, rubber.
fibers

Agriculturai-dierrjtair
fkli other aiemicals

Soap detergents. and cleaning preparationm
=rsonscortmetics. arid abet toilet

93
. 87

94

96
8/
87

83
Paints, yarnithes. lacqu'ers. -enamels, and

al iectproductft 88
I.6sceganeous chemical products 83

Drugs - 1

Oil and bas extrsc6on, and petroleum refining
and reladed induitricos

91
' es

93
89
81

5-'
. 9

3 4

3
8

3 4

2
3 2
6 11

5

3-
8

5 _ 8
3 4

3 5
10 8
7 8

10 --

996- 6

4.

9

e s 89 2 .
92 .90 . LP-,

Rubber are mipce6adeoirs plastics products .. 68 71 i
,

- Ste*. "day. glass. and Concrete products` 77 ' 78 2
Priniary metals and meta104AP ,n 79 75 4

Primly ferrous metals industne- s 80 76 2
_Primary and secondary nonferrous metals '

industries, ,. 79 77 6
,Fabricabxl ,,relit pry except rccachthery.

bkingSs _4- _ordnance "
--1.1achinery..pccept electrical

Engines and
- = Farm and garden rriachinery and iqtripmmt 53
. Construction, mining. add materials

fiandfing machinery and equipcnenl
Metalworking machinery and equipment

Other
mmc

h
mschines

3 -8 e 7

7 -2
2 29
2 21
8 17

5 18

19
18

18

%, 14

64 64
69 70
65 69

56

Speclit industiy machinery. except '
metahvorkinzmachinery

, General industriatmachineiy and equipment . 89
Rphigeration and SersiteiNfjpy

thachinery. 66
fkisceitaneous Machinery. eXCept

electrical 63

61
es
83
71

74

ti

.

loo

27.--7 7,2
2 ;-_ 2 29 28

5 3 .33t 46 (43

. - .63 1 1 38 36
65 1 - i .1 30- -33
82 3 3 15 '14,
71 1 2 27 T. 27

- 2
1 2

:

1

,...

24 2
29 _ ' 29

1 33- i
6.7 . - -2 31 30

ICqsrrinued)--',c-

4
o V

k

S
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Table 71-1C (Ocintkit;ed) A,

.

Produdt field

` Percent
-tD.S.

torporatkini

. Electrical equipmentlexcepticommunication
equipment andelectrical measuring.
instruments

---betc*ealtraoa. motion
and -electt measuring

1965 1975

-

Percent Percent 4
U.S. U.S.

GOvernment j . individuals _.

1965 1975 1965 1975

t

82 5: 9 13 15
aPPargba 84 - A. my- 3 12 12

itliar machinery, equipment if
..anitsuppries- A 2g.
Householdappliances .. 67 B9 1 1 32
Bentriclighting end wiring equipment 1_ 77 77 2 4 -21. 19
1.6scislianeous electrical machinery. 1.4 -

..1-..
equipment, and supplies . $i 81 4 . 4 15 . = 14

,,,Communicario;1 equiptnent & electronic °
cornivnents . 2..'. 81 76 . 7 9 12 14

Racrpo and-television /wetting equip- ..

merit conimunication types
components and accessorjes

and c equip ment

7-
84-

20
29

.1

I 43 .78e
76

-s

'Traryipcidafionequipment. except aircra I

and ordnance 59--< 7 33 r34

Motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment 6:( ' . 2 it 35 . 34
Guided missiles and space vehicles

',
and .

-
parts 73 16 . 15 ' 16 12

Other transporta5on eqt*ornern - 64 53 2 . 0 34- 38

,......,.Ratatoactegtaterieret ....._,4...... ,,,...,.., -01_
Ship and boat blackfly repairing . ..... .0.11 64 49 -4, 2'c-4"

76 0 17
.. t 44

22
, fstotorcycles. bicycles. and parts Z. _ 78 0 1 . 21 -29

litscellaneous lransportatices equipment' 62 1 1, 33 37
-Ordnance. except 0/if:SAW SIXI litik-S 2:.1.:7., : 39 32 42 30 20

4. ". .-

\
67 Q 4 33- ' 429Air-craft erg pails" is . - 6A

Pisieseional and sciecatific_instruments.
except electrical measuring instnner2ts sa \ 67 4 6. 211 21 0....,

. .,,

12 . -

12 14

Due to U.S. inventors. based on orsgnat reerentes P

SOURCE- offiltiol Tectinoxigy Assessment ano Fit.
-Standard Indus:nal Ciasseticanon Categories- 1663-75._tA

See Tables 4- 221423 ant 4-24 in text.
1.

\k

1

4

_Office filei'lorei9ri-owned patents are not shown.

J.S. Patent and iraciemarkOff* AGA* FN;--1ro
commissioned specifically for this rePorti

(r.

e

T
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Table 4-15. U.S. patents gaoled, by kreentor and
_ date of application. 1965-73 .

*AM US.
patents

1965 54.820
'1966 59.604
1961 59,958
1968 82.866
1969.:.., _435j07

1970 65,658
1971 ,.. 65.938
1972 62.585
1973 64.482

t-.
,

SOURCE Office of Technology AsjAsserapnt and
Forecast. US_ Patent and Trademark Office, OTAFSpecial
RepodlAll Technolvies (May 1977), unpublished.

TO US. To foreign
residents residents,

42.1891 .12.-631
44.9551 -I4,649'
44,112 15.846
45,260 17;616
46.278 0423
45.624 20.034
45,268 21670
41.904 20,632
41.557 22.925

See Fsgure 4:28 in text

Table 4-16. US. patents* granted, by assignee and dale of swift:allot:09-604
- a

41-

-Asst aneei
1.35. ......t 1.1S.

-Ail -colpora- U.S. . isifsz -----__ _

Year
is

assignees Was 9oveincts;nt- =Weals? -*Foreign'
. 1965 42,189 30.143 1.423 10,475 ,, 148- ,

1966 44.955 32.796 11463 10.483 214"
6 1967 g4 112, -31.882 = 1'551 ... ..10482 ' 117

I 1968 259 . 32,858 1586 1 -10440 _ 264
1969 45278 -. .33.355 1.786 1C+,832 305- -.....-;.

.

1970 - . 45.624 % 32204 - 1564 - 11.552 s: -2£1.4
1971 45,268 .31.947 . ' 1.550 11514 -X57-

=1972 41,904 .... 29,928_ ___ 1.474 10,293 20E1- -
1973 ' 41.557 29,435 --. 1.338 -10 6 '1----20,,

.

e Otte to U.S. inventor's.
2 Comprises peeps assigned to ti.S.-incrivkluals and unassigned patents: * *-

pal is asstgoed to foreign cogieraRms.'governinerits, and ifxfivicluata

A-died;SOURCE Office of Tectinotogy AseeSsinent and Forecast. U.S,` and Trademark
Office: OW Steal RepoliAll Technologies (May 1977)unpupished.
4-

See Figure 4-27 in text

t



Table 4-15. U.S. patents -granted, by Inventor and
dite of application, 1965-73 ,

WI US. To U.S To-foreign
Patents -residents . residisnts

1965 54,820
4966 59.604
1957 59,953
1968 62.863
1969 . _65307

- 1970 65.658
1971 65,933

. . 1972 . - ' 62,585
1973 64.482

-.

421891 .1.2.-1331
44.955 -14549'
44.112 15,846
45210 11.616
48278' 1429

45.61 t.. 20034..
45,268 20,670
41.904 t

41557 22.925

. rte,
,

SOURCE: Office of Technology Avestinvont and
Forecast, US. Patecrt an:Frieder/lad: OffceOTAFSpecial
Report -RA Technologies (May 1977). unpublished.

See Figure 4:26 in text.

Table 41-96. US. patafitss granled, by assignee and date of application, 145743

fi

- us. Us.
-A11 coIpora- 14th=

Year i; assignees bons Govern ment- -stderats7 -4003;9n3
1965 42189 30.143 1.423 101475 148-
1966 44,955 32.795 1,4p 10.483 214
1967 112. -31,882 = 1551 , 10.482 117
1963 .259 , 32.853 teaa 264
1969 4627I3 .. 1.33,355 1386 10832 30S-

1570 .. ...2 _ 45.624 -- 32.204 - 1.584 . .11552 _c. 284
1971 45263 31,947 . ' 1,0 11514 257-

=1972 41504 29.929_ -___I.474 10,293 201 -
1973 . 41,557 29,426 1338 i0 6 y207

'Due to U. in
2 Comprises patents asured to1.1.6-individuals and unassigned patents.
I_Cbmprises Wails assigned 10 foreign covprations:girvernments, and Ifennatiata.

s4aetSOURCE. Office of Technology Asse'ssment and Forecast. U__ and TradernarA
Office: OW Spacial ReportAil Technologies Otal, irat-WIPtiPlished-
c

See Figure 4-27 in text. -7
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(Co ntI n'ued)
4

= Product field 1965 1966 1967 1968 1961) 1970 1971- 1972 1973

C.ommun' ation quipment A electronic ,
components
liacWo -and teigiiislort tieceiving equip-

Idea, axoeptcommunication types -
--, Electronic cornpodents and aocedeories

and comntunicatiop equipmdrd ..

-TraoclallixlequiPment fxceS4 aircraft
--.- ordnance

.

Motor vehiclesalit! motor vehicti.eqtnpment
Guideitmissites and space vehiclesand
-Aids '... .1

Other transportation equipment
Ship andboat building and repairing
Railroad atjuipment . '

4*

MotorcytlesJ4cycles.sindparts
Miscellaneoustransportation equipment .....

'' Ordnance, exceptmissilex and tanks.
I

Aliciaft awl party
' Professional- and scientific instruments. -

except electrical masuringlnitruments

5.209 5.450 5.133 5.2421 5.687 5,50. 5

. .

5;256 4.971 4=

789

5.118

861

5.368

835

5.058

845 956

5.181 5.610

_

900

5,443

783. : 787 769-
, -.

5223- 4;834 4633

.2.478
.

2.577 2,520

. .
2701 2,000.

..--

2.648
-
2,706 2,544 At152

... 1,143

267.
802
245
418

79
438
275

1,280

362
985
321
5Z
71

490
288

.1.323

273
871
310
438
62

405
325

1 1,339

42 . -236
1 1.044

375 339
530 ,, 532
Bk. 92

535 ...,A29
372 343

1,389 .

255
1,019._

328
507
78

, 537
:3;19

,489 1.483 1.379

220 -: 192- ;209
969- 881 892
329 280 21

- 451 *444 - 41
69 J35 76

505 440 459
345 271 ' 241

5.15
-

.4.491

670

_4,585

680

4.701

607 _ 758
!1-

4.691 '4,4ez

719

5.6.
-'687 -682 -- 688

.

5,150 4,126 4.679,,

Patentidue to US. inventors, based on original references in Patent Office fileS.

NOTE Detail may not acid tolcitali becatite of multiple countirsg:.

. SOURCE. Office of Tecturioiogy Assessment ano f Of mast ...S. Patent anti Tr-di:Jemmy. Office. us Patent kin rity rbftyjmf4
pariciartiKidustriat Giessif,cab ion Categories. 1963-75. 114. study pommrssioned specdically lot tifis'repoft)

.7.
See Figure 4-28 in text.

Table 4-18. Distribution of major U.S. innovations by size of company, 1953-73

Size of ionpa;i
Up to e

100 100-;:000 1.000-5.
Period --''' . Total employees emroyees

. . Percent cfistri

10.4:00
5.060-10.000 or more
employes - employees:

7 1;63-73

1953-59
(196P-66
_1907-73

1963-73
.
1953-59
1960-6t
1967-73

=

,

, ..." 4,
.

,

106

100
100
100

,23

23
27 ,
20

-., .

24 - '13 ".
4

26. 14 f.
23 . ,14 .
23 . 12

. .
i

5
.3

...
. Number of innovations

310.
,

- 102
% 107

101

72

23
. 29

20

75 , ' 41 .

27 14
25' 16 .
23 12 -

1'

16

8 '

. -,
NOTEpetail maphot.alidtto total s because of rounding. .

SOURCE GOUT= Research Assoc4ates, inotc.arii'is of inteinationsi Treridsin
on Appendix D. , .

//. r
See rigure 4-30 and Tabl4.31 in text.

.

-266

ec.hhoggiciillnrwatio.n. 1976'based

4, 74

I
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,
Table 4-19. Distribution of major U.S. Innovations by Industry group, 1953-73

.. .. '4* "- M'ailufacluring induttries

. __ (R615 intemitygroupsy, .
t Nonmanufacturihg

Total Group J _ Group II Group W industries?

195343 -too, --
,. .

1963-69 ... f-rloct . -- 48 -:- 25 16 2212 . .
1960-66 .... 100 64 -19 . 5. 12

- 1967-73= ... ' --100 63 v I8._.- .

Percent distribution
21

_ -- 11
_ .

- 1663-74 330 182 66 4?9. . ,
,

. 1953-55t ... . 102 ,' - . 49. 25. ," -16 ,
1980766- .:. 10r 69 . 20 5
1967-73 ...: . 101 64 21 8.

1See Figure 4-17 and related-text for an explanarion of the groups,
2 Limited to those navnanufacturing Induistre s reporting significant levels of R&D.

Nom Wail may not add to totals because of rounding.

SOURCE. Gellman Research Associates. Inc.: Indicators bf laiernalibriat Ttends in
Technological Innovation, 1976, based on Appendix D. 4 '

See Figure 4-32 irs text.
4

O

. .

_ 'Table 4,20. Major U.S, 'rocs's-Alfons by Industry, 1953 -73

Number of Percent of
1 '- Industry innovations_- total

- Total -. . . .. ,

310 ' _100
. .

Manufacturifig industries . 277' 89
aectricaltotypmeritand communication , 53 17
Chemicals and allied products 1- -,- .. 45 - 15
Machinery 44 14
Professipnal and 'scientific instruments .. f 29 9
Stone, clay.anc;_glass producls . 18 s 6

. Motor vehicles and other transportation equipment 18 6
Primary asepsis ..17 5
Rubber products . 15 5

- -Aircraft and missiles 11 4
":Fabricated metal produci .. , /0 3

Pettoleum refining and extraction 5 _2
Textiles and apparel 4 1

Paper and-allied prpducts 4 1
Food andicincireducts 2 1

I-omber; wood pcodats. and furniture 2 1

. Norunanufacturing Xpdustries i 33 11

NOTE. Detail they not add to totals because of rounding.,

, SOURCE_ Gellman ReseWcil Associates. Inc., Indicators of International Trends in
, Technological Innovation. 1976. based on Appendix D. -

SeeFigute:4-33 in text_ -

234

7

26,3
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Table 4-21.Sstimated-racilcalness of major U.S. innovallons,1953-73

1953-73
period 1953-59 1980-66 1967-73

Percent distnbujion

Total .. 100 100 100 -100`
L.. . . .- , -

.-: Radical breakthrough ,.ilt
'26 36 _ - -26 : - --16-

Major technological shift 23 17 31 35
improvement 38 ., 39 37 - :- 40
Imitation or no new technology 8 S - .6 10 A. (...,,. . _

Total

Number of innoyationi-

250 T5 _94 81
_ .

64 27 24 . 13 --

70 13 29 28
'....

96 - 29 35. 32
20 6- 6- .-, 8

Radical breakthrough
Majortechnological shat
Improvement -

' imitation or no nevi technology ......
. ,.

NOTE tail may not add dito-totals becauie of rounding. ,t ,

Si)URCE. Gellman Rerarch Associates, Inc., Indicators of International Trendedin\_n
. Technological Innovation-41976. based on'Appendbt ES: -- , -A _

.- I '' , ..

See Figure 4-36 in text 6 -*rq- ''
R% ,. 1
. - - 'r'.. )

2
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- y!-- h -:-- * _ __---- -- -;-- -,,-
_Table-4-22,Eslirhated radicalness of major U.S. Innovidlons

IN . by Indtistry group, 1953-73 -

RadiOalnescciassirication,- --- 1953-73 ' 4 .

and Industry group -period 1953 -59 1960-66 1987 -73

Percent idistribufron.
-_.

....._, Totkl "100 - lop noo - 100
- I

-

Manufacturing industries so 89 ' 88 9$. .-
. r p 51Q__ 51 -- --= 63 62. ; .-.

Radicalbniaktbrpugh ........-.%....,....... . 15 -`,,, -1"9 -.- .-- 19 .0-
Major, technniotridat shift , "21 ....L` 13 22 27-

- ImproVement: :r. -.- 20 ; .7"-4 20 23
Imitation or no newlechnology s.....-Y 2 1 1 5 ef

Group!! _ 22 25 . 20
Radical- breakthrotsah g 5 5 , 4

= Major technologiCal shift - , ; 4 4'3 g t 5
Improvement .-_. -9 - 12 7
Imitation or no new teChnology ' 4 . 5 6 3

proup III - 9 ...'A3 t 5
s ,

Radical breakthrrxigh 3, 5- -i-' = Major technological shift 1 12 l' 0- 1

Improvement ' 5 - 7 - '4 ..--3
Imitation or no new technology -1 - 1 - 0-

s
Ncirorsulacturing industries -, 10 11 12

Radical b,reakthroisAh -"- , "3 7 1
Major techbdogicalfsrlift , 2 1. 2
Improvement : -4 - 3 6
Imitation or, no new technology 1 - 0 2

.

- 21
6 -"-
5 ----

--- 7,-
:::.,_ .

'
. 2

10
2
1- =

5 a
--- 1 - ,------

7 _
--- 1

1
-4

,-' 1

alienber of-innovatipris-

Total 250 ' . 75 4 ' ;0
-- r ---,,--,

'Manufacturing inaustrietr ' 225 ..-----67 83 15-- =:.___.:"
_

Group I 147, ::' 3$ « .59 _ 50 , "---;---i

Radical breakthrough ; , , 37 1 4 - - 1 8 ' S .,_ : "
- Major.chkological shift .......... 53 10 21'; , 22.

Improvement-, 51 13- '' V . ...- 19-"" . ; ,'", r

imitation or no new techsnotOgy 6 , 1 1 4
Group II ,-- 55 ' -19 ;19p9 17 -

Radice! brekkthrough 13 i ..4 4 - ,r_
Major tecbnolog2a1 shift 11 > -,..2 -5=T- - 4- 4.
Improvement 4 22 - 39
Imitation or-no new technology 9 , 4 3 2 - .s.,_ a.

ajnr technological shift'
Improvement ,.._

' .

23 '10

12 - 5
-2 _ 0

-....73' e 4
1 -2

_M

-5 8
Radical breakthrough- 7 4

'
_t.

group III -

Imitation of &view technology 2 ' .1
« Q- ...y, r

Aphreanufacturing indirstries " .. 25 a 4.-.1 , 6.
..- Radical breakthrough 7 1 1 - -

. Major technological shift .. ,- 4 1 2 ,? 1 -
1

'-- - Improvement 11 2 ' 4 6 3
. Imitation Of nO new technology -3 0 - '2 - I

TE_Oetail may not add to totals because`of rounding..

SOURCE Gellman Patriarch Assoctes. Irk. Indicators of InternationalTreifdLin
'Technological Innovation, 1976. based on Appendix D.

'See Figure 4-37 inlext.

..
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Table 4-23-Sourtes of technologysinderlying.
U.S. Innovations, 1953-73

Source

-

'Percent-of ,
Frequency' innovations

Applied research
Internally generated?
External only

225
215
10

89
ss

Basic research _ 122 48
Internally generated= 91 36
External only 31

Technology transfers' 83 33
License . , 13
Purchaie of patent'

,

or `know -how"
:. A : 2

Acqutsition or merger 0 0 .
Corporate R&D activity / 141 56
Other 36 '14

Multiple:responses were accepted:254 innovaltons are
included

2 Wholly or.partly internal. ,
3 From an exiting product of the same company.

SO B.: Genoa° Research Associate's. Inc.. Indicators
of In rnational Trends in Technological lnooKation. 1976.
b Appendix D.

See figure 4-38/m text.

-
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Table 4-44. Sources of tedinology underlying major U.S.'
InnontIons.by Industry group, 1953-73

jAanufacturing industries

Source of underlying
technology

Total all
industry
groups Total

.

Group I Group H Group I
Nonmanufactu g

industries
, -:

Total .

Applied research
Internally generated'
External only

Basic research
Internally generated'
External onlif -.

License
Acquisition or merger
Technologii-transfer2
Corporate R&D activity
Purchase of patent or

-know-110W' .
Other

TotalI-
' Applied research-

- !internally generated'
External Only

Basic-research
internaHy'generatedf -

..- ExternaVonly
License
Acquisition orrnerger ..., ...
Technology transfer?
Corporate R&D activity
Pqrchase of patent or

know -howN
Other

.

.
- Percent of innovations in each group.. .

(3)

89
85

4
48
36
12
5

',

33
56

2
14

6
90
86
4

48
: 35

t 13
. 5

0
33
59

. . 3
15

6 6
z .

91 85
88 _ Q3
3 . 2

53 ''', 39
40 28
13. 11

5 7
0 0

36 P
58 59

--..
3 0

- 14 13

(3)

87
74
13
34
17'
17 -

- 0
0

22
65

4
22

i

(3)

80
76
4

52
44

; 8
. 4

0 -
28
24
.
0
8

Number of innovations

.

254

-225
215

10
122
91
31
13
0

83
141

6
36

229

205
19E0

9
109

.
80,

ii0 29
12
0

76
135

6
4 34

'

152 54 *

139 46
134

. 5 %-

80 ." 21
61 15

_19 6
8 4
0 0

54 '17'
88 32

5 0
22

23 .

20
17
3 *

8
4
4
0
o .
5

15
.
1

5

25 ,

.: 20:
19
1.

13
=11

2/
1

0
7
6

0
2,-

Wholly or parity internally generated. J.
2 From 4n existing product of the vme Company

Multiple responses were accepted. therefore !Nese columns add to more than 100 percent.

SOURCE:dellmar, Rest
oriAppendix b.

See Figure 4-39 in text

ch Assoc..ates. ifts. internabona, Trends In Tochnologicatinnoration. 1976.0a
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Table 4-25. Sources of underlying technology and estfmate4 radicakiess
, of innovatIons1953-73'

Source df underlying
technology

Radicalness ciaisificabon
Radical Major
break- techr.ological Improve-

- through shift merit

Imitation
Or no new
technology

)/Total (`)

Applied research 86
Internally gerterltecP 81
External qnty 5

Basic research 66
Interrially generated, 47
External only ... 19

License' ...... ...... 3
Acquisitsdn or merger 0
Technology transfer' 28
Corporate R&D "activ4 t..52

-yetPurchase ofipatent
or `know -how- 5

-Other 14

Percent of innovations in each radicalneSs category

Total

(4)

93
87

6
46
39

7
7
0

33 '
57

1

13/

91
88
3

44
31
13
6
0

'38
60

2
9

-co
60

0
20
10
10
0
0

25
25

0
40

Number of innovations'

64 70

61
4

'32
#24,

Applied research 55
Internally generated' 52
External only . . 3

Basic research 42
/ internally generated.

fi..xternal only . 12
License 2
Acquisition or merger 0-
Technology transfer _ 18-..,-,_-

--Colporare R&D activity 33
Purchase of patent

or -know-how- ...
Other .

s
5
0

23,40

96 20

87
84
3

42
30'
12
6
0

36
'58

3 1 2
9 9 9

12
12
0
4
2
2
0

' 0
5
5

0
8

Based on 250 innovations
, WhoUy or partly internally generated

From an existing produdt of the same company
4 Multiple responses were accepted. therefore these columns add to more th e 103" '.

. -percent . . -. ,
SOURCE Gellman Research Associates. Inc . . Indicato,ars of triternifion ,Vends in .

Technological Innovation, 1976. tied on Appendix D. . /'' .
.

.
.,

.- See Figu;e 4-401n text
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Table 4-26. Major U.S. Innovations assisted by pubti
grants or contracts, by'induptry groat,. 1953-73fwr ee`. p

o

..-
r

. 1 9. Public Mcublic
-Industry group Total funds finds

Percent distrib I
Total 100 22, 78 .i

Manufacturing industries . 100 21 78 i.

Group I -, 100 24 76. ..
.., Group fl 100 1

187Group III * 100 . `87

. Norimanuracttrisig
industries - 100

Total

64

Manufacturing Inclas-tni '223
Group I 148
Group II 52
Group III .......

Nonmanufactunng
industries , 9 16

193

46 171
36 142
2 45
3 20

SOURCE Gellman Research A mates. Inc Inchcatois
of International Trends in Techn cal Innovation:1976.
based on Appendix D

See Figure 4-41 in text

Table 4-27. Sources o nventibri underlying
rnajorICS. inn ohs, 1953-73

Percent of
Soured Frequency innovations

Same profit cergermat
produced innovation . 152 62

same profet center 59 '24
Same enterprise but not

Indepenilent inventor 46 19
Government laboratory 13 5
Government pubticajion 1 0
Professional/scientific
. "publication 5 2
University 19 ) 8 -

Multiple responses were accepted. 246 innovations are
included

SOURCE Gekrian Research Associats. Inc.. Indicators
of InternationalMends in:Technological Innovation, 1976,
based on Appendix D

* See Figure 4-42 in text
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# Table 5-1. Annual average percent changes in science
and engineering employmeot compared to

other economic and manpower variables, 1950-74

1.1

Indicator - 1950-74
period

1950-63 1963-70 1970-74

Scientists and engineers combined
Scientists

' Engineers.
workers'orkers'

GNP*
FRB' index

4.6
5.3 .
43
2.3
3-5
4,3

6 6
7.0
6.5
1.7
3.5
4.2

3.2
4.8
25
3.3
3.8
4.9

0.7
1:4
0.3
2.5'
30'
4.0

Nonfarm wage and salary workers_
.-..Groi- National Product (in constant 1172 doIlart).

2 Feeral Reserve Board Index of Indusibal Production.

'SOURCE-Bureau of labic;r Statistics. unputgished data, and Executive Office of the
President. Economic -Report of the President 1976,

See Figure_5c1 in text.

.

Table 5-2. Scientists and-engineers-employed-M-universities
and colleges by field of employment, 1965-76

Reid of employment

'January

-1

1965 1967 1969. 1971 1973 1974 1975 1976

All scientists . ''.
and engineers 178.904 212.855 231.756 257.904

Engineers 21,681 25. 253 25487 27.13Q,
Aeronautical and

Astronautical 1.127 1,360 1.357 -1.469
Chemical 1,571 1.565 1.115 1.843
Civil 3.145 3.660 3.894 4129
Electrical 5.478 6.563 6.803 6.885
Mechanical' 4.108 4.638 4,812 5,387
Other engineers 6.252 7,467 6,786 7,411

Physical'scientists 25.485 31,354 33.698 35,943
Chemists 10.684 12.961 14,201 14.688
Earth scientists' : 4,005 5.111 5.549 6,500

--eblicists -.. - 9.132 11.127 11.766 12,195
Other physical scientists 1.664 2,155 2,182 2.560

Mathematicians and .
computer scientists 13.680 17.776 22.495 24.54&

Life - scientists ..., = 75.775 87.547 97.206 110,274
Agribultural 13,507 14.950 15.150 18.039
"Biological ., 24.281 27.419 29.257 31,808
Medical 37,967 44,978 =-52.799 60.427

--Psychologists. 9.430 11,358 14.780 16.806
Social scientists-2 32.853 39.767 38,190 43.203

Economists 7.932 . 9.662 10.402 11,263
Sociologists 6.261 7.558 9.451 11,323
Political scientists 5,919 7.190 7.919 8,938

- Other- social scientists 12,741 15.357 10,406 11,679

265,208 269265 280.635 289.204 -
27.530 27.147 27.845 28.296

1A80
1,761I4.487
6.941
5,188
7,613

37.150
15.286
6.935

12.184
2.745

24.770
112,667
15.278
33.629*
63-760'
18.876
44.215
11,376
12.483
9.704

10.652

1,191.
1.724
4,544
6.475

- 4.959
8.254

38214
16.063
7.627

12.135
2,389

27,096
11121k
13,619
35.723

_61.972
19,962
45,532
12,045'
13,000
10.005
10.482

-1.094
1,856
4,853

5
7

38,682
16,134
7,842

12,319
2.381

28.414
115.254

14,627
38.192
62.435
21,665
48.775
12.667
14,230
10,555
11,323

1,127
1)3311

4,995
6,915
5290
8.136

39,959
16,593
8,462

12.240
2.664

29.798
115,723
14,154
39.734
61.835
22.857
52,571
13.170
15,159
1,209
12,933

' Includes atinos0h6hc scientists and ocpatiographers
2 Excludes historians.

SOURCE_ Nationai Science f oonaation. Manpower RUSOtalC,05 lot Sc.entitic. Activities at Universities andS.olleg.es..
January 1976, Detailed Statistical Tables (NSF 76-321), p 1 .

See Figure 5-4 in text
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titbit 5-3. Scientists and engineers employed In unkersities
and coliegei by 1965-76

Level of
attainment

- Toial'.
Ph.D. and Sc-D. .
Ed.D. and JD
MD :and D.D. -.

Master's
Bachelor's or equivalent

. 1965 -1967 1969 1971 1973 1974-- 197: 1976.

178.904 212.855 231,756 25'7,904 265208 269.265 2801 289,204'
74.278 88.876 100.790 116.052 124.801 130.961 136,8i 139.936

; NA NA NA NA -NA "I NA N. 4.371
33.524 38.695 '41.734 46.529 47.070 40.893 , 44555 45.113
52.380 63.161' 65,720 71.364 68.908 71.162 74,790 75.490
18.722 -22.123 23.512 23.959 247429 _ 23.339 24,44, 24.294

_ _Full -time and part-time as of January

1

*ACE: National-Science Foundation. unpublished data

Figure 5-5 in text

Table 5-4. Academic scientists and engineers
by primary work activity. 1965-76

- Primary
work activity

Total'. . .
Teaching
Research and development , -
Other Activities . - .

178.904 212. 855 231.756 257,904 265.208 269.265 2e0.635 289,204
121.991 147.846 160.781-184966 199-.083. 207.134 215.776 221216
40.003 44.603 47.118 48.268 46.634 47:376 49.975 . 50.994
16,910 20.406 23.857 24.670 19,491 -14.752 . 14,884 14.994

3965 1967 1969 1971 1973 .1974 1 1975 1976

.
' Full -time and iiart.tirne as of Jantiayy i e.

t. ..
SOURCE_ National ScienceFounciabon. Manpower Resoyrces lot Sc..enithg Acbythes at universities and Colleges.

Janugry 1976, Detailed Statistical Tables (NSF 76.321), p 1 ,

F

See Figure 5-6 in text
-
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Table 6-5. Tenurid faculty at a percent of full-tinte
faculty in a sample of doctorate-level Scienie and
engineering departments by selected fields, 1974

Jo-

t

Selected fields
Total

faculty
with

tenure

Percent
with

tenure

All science and
engineering fields

Chemical engine g.
Physics 7"
Electrical engineering
Botany ,
Chemistry
Geology
Zoology
Blolo2y
Economics . ...............
Mathematics
Biochemistry
Microbiology -
Psychology
Sociology
Physiology

4''

...

.

s

..... - - ........

-.-I.

, i
.

,

-

.4.

-..
28.638
,

891
3.356
2.082

636 .

3.056
- 1,145

1.

2020
4.064
t-.516
1.209
2.917
1.781
1.082

.051

9
'': 2.

1.61
491

2.3858
650

---/-353
1.362
2,721
_997

784
1.836
1.066

640

70

81 '
78
77
77

7775
71
69
67
67
66

SOURCE National Science FourviitIOn. Young and Serfior Science and Engineering
Faculty. 1974 Support. Research Participation. and Tenure (NSF 75-3021.,,op 20.24. and
unpublished data

See Figure 5-8 in text

,
Table 5-6. R&D scientists and engineers' employed in selected Industries

by source of support,' 1967 and 1975

[In thousands)

..

Industry

Total
Federally
supported

dompe-any-
supported'

1967 1975
(Prel.)

'1957 1975
(pre]

1967 . 1975
(Prel

Total . . . ..
Electrical equrpment and

communication
'Aircraft and missiles
Machinery .... .

CherniMs-and allied
prodicts ... .. _ _

Motor uehicl and -
otrier transportation
equipment

367 2
' %

. , 98 6 N .

.. Wad

."v,..,r4.33 6"

36 9` .
. r .

25.2

357 5_

91 .4
668
44.9,

43 4 '

27 0

161 3

51 9
80'3
7:8

36

6 4

108 3

37 -6
455
6 4

27

3 7

205 9

46 7
201
25 8 ,

333

18 8

249 4

53 8
21 3
33 e

407

- 23 3

278

' '

-
'

.

Full-time-equivalent basis as.Rf January
The distribution by source of suppOrlibF the individual industries is estimated for 1967

' includes all non-Federal sources of support.

SOURCE National Science Foundation, Research and Detielipmenl in Industry. 1974

..

(NSF 76-322). pp 4\46. .
. i

See Figure 6-11 in text
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. Table 5.7. Proportion of time spent in research by full-lime
doctorate faculty.iti-selected-science and

engineering fields at a sample of institutions, 1975

Selected fields

Numter
of

depart-.-
ments

Number
of

faculty

Percent of faculty by
proportion of lime in research

21T,-; or
more

of time

From 20%
to 50%
ofUrne

More
than 50%
of time ..

Total

Biochemistry
Biology z

Botany .
Chemical

engineering
Chemistry ...... , . . ,
Economics
Electrical

engineering
Geology.
Mathematics .. _. . -

Microbiology ..... _
Mining and mineral

Igirleenng _ ....
Physics
Phxs!dia9Y f-
Psychology , . ....
Sociology
Zoology .. _,: .

.1,149

lis 66
72
35

68'
1,14

80

72
66

1Q2
73

15
106
67

100
77
36.

-23 720

850
1513

555

679
2 638
1 822

,1 371
930

3 414
835

192
"2 923
1 022
2.483
1418
- 775

84

95
485
83

81
' 86

78

X 73 A
87
80
91

72
91
93
84
78
43

46-

3
40
53

45
58
52
38

43
31
28
60
50"
62

38

69

35

28
46
25

28
29
28
52

30
60
65
24
28
21

SOURCE Frank J.Atelsek and Irene L Gomberg, Faculty Research Leva tot Activity and
Choice of Are?. (WasturVon D C American Council on-Education, 1976), p 12

See Figure 5-12 in text
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Tale, 5-8. Yang' doctoral faculty Investigators'
as a percent of all dsictoral faculty Investigators
*in a sample of doctorate:granting instifullorts

by selected-fields, 196kand1974 - --.

Selected fields . 1968 1974_

Total , .- 44 7 30
. .

Bicchemistry -..,. 33 19
Biology - :. 33 i 28
Chemical engineering 39 24
Chemistry . 38 2Z
Economics 45 35
Electrical engineering 53 .9

Mathematics 55 38-
Microbiology 32 ' 22
Physics ...

.,

42 20
-Physiology 36 28
Psychology . 45 t 40
Sociology- 48 44

' Those who had held doctorates seven years or less at
.

the time of each study.
2 Spending 20 percent or more of tpelr time in research.

SOURCE: National Sbience Fdundation, Young and
Senior Science and Engineering Faculty, 1974: Support,

-Research Participation.. and Tenure (NSF 75 -302), based
oo p. 28.

See Figure 5-15 in text 1 .
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Table 5-10. Distribution of employed doctoral scientists
and engineers by employment sector. 1975

.1

Employment sector

'Business andindustry
Educational institutions

'Four-ye:a.r colleges
and universities

Two-year colleges
Elementary and

tecpndary schools
Hospitals and clinicl
Nonprofit organizaticfris
Goyernment

Federalt
.State
Other

Other employment sectors
Employment sector unredortecl

All doctoral
scientists

and engineers
Doctoral *:

scientists' ,
Doctoral
engineers

sr

Number Porcent2 . Number - Percent2 N.Aber Percent2

262,411
65,876

153,249

147.633
3,674 -
1.942
7,586

a* 8.510
26,755
21.634

r 3.110
2.011

86
349

100
25
58

56
1

1

3
.3
10

1

1

(5'

-

,

219.055
43,341

137,943

132,504
3,497

,1.9*
7,562
7.277

22.538
17,855
2,88a
1,800

86

oo
20
63

61
2

3
10
8
1.--
1

(3)

'
43.3Ur
22,535
15,306

15,129
177

24
1,233
4217
3,779

227
211

41

;
100

52

35'
(3)

(3) ,

3
10
9
1'

(3)

/
t Includes 94 scientists--or engineers whose field is unknown.
2 Excludiqg those whose employef-was-unreported-
3. Includes the military and the CoMmissioded Corps of the Public,Health Service.
4 Less,:lhan 0.5 percent.

NOTE De lii nay not add to totals because of rounding
4.

SOUR National Science Foundation. Characteristics al Doctoral Scientists and Enginrii<s in the United States. 1975

_ (NSF 77 ). pp. 38-41.

See Figure 5-17 in text.

Table 5-11. Doctoral scientists and engineers
by age and type olemployer0975

Business
,

and indOstry
Four-year colleges Pecierif

and universities . Government' -

_ Age Number * PerCent "Number Percent Number .---FPercerit

Total 4 .,. . 65.876 '100 147,633

Under 30 -2.129 .' 3 . 5.772
30..34

.- 15,117 ,23 30.862,
35-39 , ' 14.113 21 '30,903

40-44 . "- 10,274 16 23,687-
45-49 8.090 12 19.833 i

50-54 . .7 476
55-59 ,- 4.610
60-64 . .2.734
65 or over 1.224
No reooft 109...

t

100 A' 21.634' :100

4 773 4

'21 4,121 15..
1,..21- 4,734 '7-1 22

16 3.646 '. 17 '
13 , 3,08-1. 14,

11; 16,146 $ 11. ,2398- ' -11

,7 10.774 7 1.533 7

4 6.461 4 1 953 : 4

-2 3,094 ? ' 382, , . 2 .
(2) - 101 (2) 13 ,. (2) ,

' Includes tote military and the Commissioned Corps:\ 2 Less than 0.5 percent. .,
.

NOTE6Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
. , . . . .

SOURCE.National SmenceFoundation. Charact'eristics of Doqtoral Scientists and EnFeers
. (NSF 77-309), pp. 38-41; '"5-

See Figure 5zo in text.
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Employment sector Number Percent2 . Number

Table 5-11. Distribution of employed doctoral scientists
and engineers by employment sector, 1975

All dUtoral
scientists = Doctoral

and- engineers scientists'

a

Doctoral
engineers

Percent2 N.Aber Percent2

- ...Total . 2,62,411

'Business andindustry 65.876
e_

Educational institutions 153,249
-'F.our-y6ar colleges

and universities r- 147.633 56 132,504
Two:year colleges 3,674 1 1497
Elementary and ; . . _

Secondary schools 1.942 1

lospitals and clinics 7,586 3
Nonprofit organizatiens
Government

N
8,510 .3

26,755 10
Federal!". 21,634 8

.State ., ,. 3.110 -' -1
Other . . 2,011 1

Other employment sector; .... 86 (2) ,

Employment sector unreriorted 349

100 219.055
25 - 43.341
58 -,," 137,943

0,94'4
7,562
7.277

- 22,538
17,855
2,883 -

1,800
86

308

100
20
63

6'1

2

3
10

8

(3)

43.3.Vr lob
22,535 ; 52
15,306

15,129 35
177 (3)

24 (3)
1,233 _ 3
4,217 10
3,779 .9

227 1' .
211 (3)

41

t Includes 94 scientistsor engineers whose field is unknown. a

2 Excluding those whose employer-was-unreParted: . ,

3" Includes the milttary and the Cdmmissiorted Corps.of the PublicHealth Service.
Lesaihan 0.5 percient. .

NOTE: De it may not add to totals because of rounding.
. s

SOUR National Science Foundation, Charectenstics of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in tine United Stares. 1975

(NSF 77%09), Op. 38-41.
, - ,

See Figure 5-17 in text. , e,

. Age

.
Table 5-11. Doctoral scientists and engineers

by age and type of employer;1975

Business
and indOstry

.5 /,
Four-year colleges Flacie "ref

and universities . -Government'.

Number PerCent ~Number Percent Number .--FPercerit .

Total . t. 65.876
Under 30 -2.129
30t34

.. 15,117
35-39 , 14.113
40-44

., 10.274
45-49 8.090
50-54 7,476
55-59 - 4 610,

60-64 . .2,734
65 or over 1,224

-,, No reeirt
.

109 °
-...

100 . 147.633
3 ., 5.772

,23 30,862,
21 '30.903
16 23.687
12 19,831
11' 16,146
7 19.774
4 6.461

-2 3,094
(2).. 101

100 21,634 ' 100
4 773 4

"21 4,121 19-.;
,21. .0 4,734 -.7= 22

16 3.846 . 17

'13.- 3.081 14,
11- 2.398-- ' 11
7 - 1,533 "- 7-
4 r 953 " ; 4

? 382, 2

(1) 13 ,. (2)

' Includes the military ,and the Commitsioned Corps:

\ .-...2 Less than 0.5 percent. -. .

a . NOTE:tDetail may nut add to totals because of rounding.
.

,.., SOURCE. National Science,Foundation. Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists and En veers
' (NSF 77-309). pp. 38-41. '''A

See Figure 519 in text.
--`,--
..---
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Table 5-12. Pertent distribution of employed doctoral_
scienilats and etzgineers by primittry work icthri ty,1973 and 1975

..-4

Primary work activity' 1973 1975
- 1

. Total 100 100
. Research and development 33 - r 83

Basic research 15 ' 1$
Applied research , .. 14 13
Development ...-. 44, 4 .5

Management or, adminiitration -19 21

OfR&D- , ,., '1 11. 11 '
Other than R&D i 8 9

Teaching or-- '. 39 37.- .
Other ,9 10 /

','Primary work activity is defined-as that type of work
occiipying the largeislportion 0( time. .

-
. VOTE: Percents may'not add to 100 because of rounding.

SOURCE National Science Foundation. Characteristics-of
, Doctoral Scientists and.Engineers in the United States,

11975 (NSF 77-309). based on pp. 44-47 and unpublished
data. '

See.Figure 540 in texts

,

Table 5-13. DitributIon of employed doctoral scientists
. ' add engineers by primaryoivork aaivity,,1975

:4-

All doctoral
scientists.

and engineers Scientists/ Engineers
.

Primary work activity'. Number Percent' Number Percent/ Number Percen't3

Total -
Research & development

Basic research i
Development and design
Applied research

Management of administration
Of R&D' -
-Other than R&D

. . -Both
_s_Teaching

Consulting
Sales" ,

'Other primary wdrk activity .$
Primary work Activity unieporte.d

'

262.411
84.510.
39,121
33.7,79
11.610

100

,-2

33
15 '
13
5-

219.055
67,677
37.460
28.590
4.627 '

100
32,
18
12
2

43,356
' 16,633

1.6611,
, 8.189

-- 6.983

1P0.
. 39

" 4
19
16

52,838 .21 39.983 19 12,855 ''' 30
29, 86 It 41.153 '10 . ;8,133 19
16,0 6 ' 12.900 6 . '3,123 4. 7
7,529 3 5,930 3 1,599 - 4

93.665 37 84.073 39 . 9.592 22
5.655 2 ' 3.949 2 _ 1.706 4

11,824 5 .11,433 - 5 391 1

7.691 3 6.426 .. 3 1.265 3
6,228 '" -.- 5,514 714 ,

Primary work activity is defined as that t'pe of work occupying the largest pollion of time.
?including 94 employed doctoral scientists or engineers who did not indicate '
7-Excluding Those whose primary work activity was unreported.

NOT *Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.'
1

SOURCE. National Science Foundation. Characteristics of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers in the United States. 1975
(NSF 77-309). pp. 44-47.

See Figure 5-21 in text.
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Table 5-14. Employed doctoral scientists and englneais
by type of R&D activity and by field, 1975

A
AI

:

:
Field

Ptpsicaland invironrhenOoscientiSts
Engineers.' 4 AP ',%*

M4themabcat and. computer scientists
Life scientists
Psychologists and social scientists

-

C

I
I

-4
d

-1

Orimary work activity.

-Management". .

. 1
or

s administration
:rota( Reseatch I DevelopMent, of R&D

-s. . . '--. ' . number .- .... .

113.796 ,. - ,72,900' . 11,910 (r" 29,286
37 989 ` 25,501, 2,342 10.146

- 9.850 . ; '_ EOM l' 8.133
14.:.i -1.-3M6 - ,196* 804

16,584 691 6.572
'...-7,217 ,'' 396 1628'

--:.- - Percent distributioriacfosslields. ' I. . r
.

- .
Physical-and environmental' tcientisti, -.:

9. Engineers ;
-.S `Mathematical and.computetstientistso

Life scientists ' A%.

jo'sychokigists and social-scientists ,
, . -

1-- -".. -^ - . - ...t.

TOtal .. ,,:s. ., -
, Physical and environmental' scientists '
Engineers : . ,
Mathematical and comput4r sttenjists
UM scientist:si

..
.

....

Psychplogisti and soda! scientists, . , .

a , -

ft.*

,

- _

i i
1°° 100 : ; 1C1): .7.

- 3 . 1 - , -. 35 .-- ._ --, --. 20
22 14 ". -j -60
4 _ 4: '. 100.

36 6
10 - 11 - ' 3 ' ,

100
35
28 .
3.

12
Percen't distrjbution across tXpes of

.prirrfaiy-work activity

;64I"
100

,
100. 39
100 .
100
100 66

26
27,
33

Ts:. 16
- 19

30

gib 2824
2
3

Environmental scientists includes earth scie,nbsts, oceanographers, and atmosphencscientists.

"-S..
. s

. NOTE. Percents /flay not add to t3C because otiuund.ng. The above tot GOlumnzontains 7 whose herd otsciepce rtas not

-
SOURCE. NationarScience koundatior.

, (NSF 77609), pp. 50-53.

A See.figur'e 5-22 in text.

. '4*4 i
tore. Sterirfsts ana 48.5pneem in thit Unneri States. 19::,

".7,9 ,. ......0.
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Table75:15. Doctoral R&D scientists and en'gineers'
by field/and type of emplqye61975'

I - .
a

All fitilds2
Scientists -

Field

-Physical scientists
Mathematical scientists-

...Computer specialists -
Environmental scientists'
Life scientists
Psyphologists'arxi social scientists

Engine4fs-

Business Four year -
and colleges and, -Other

Total -dovemment

3

113.796
88.830 '
31,753
3,154
1,892
6236.

33;847
11.941
24,966

5.

)-77`

jb

t-,
All fields2

Scientisti ' r
Physical scientists , ...,
Mathematictd scientists .
Computer specialists .
Environmental scientists'
Life scientists ....-... - . ,
Psychologists and social scientists

Engineers

.. 1-

industry univenities employers

Number .

45.352 41,776 15,470 11.198 -

28,489 = ,37,819,_ 12,891- 9,631
18,010 13.322 3221,. 2.100

711 1,776 4 495 172
1,137 Itta 152
1.553 .2.147 .= 1,874 -662 7
5,711 19,070 5,386 3.680
1,367 6.079 ' 1630 2;865

16.863: . 3:957 2,579 1.567-2

facent_distnIftrtion aciies ;

r

too 100 -.. ltd.
78 53- ..91
28 40 20
3 't 2 _ '4

vi
.3 4
3' 5

80, 13 46
10 3 15- =

22 az , 9

.-- loo .: 100
, -83 ti6
-" _11 ' 19

3 . 2
1 . 1

-12 6
35 33
11 26
17 14

Percent distribution across typeS of employer

All fields2 100 40' -- 37 14 v.: 10
Scientists .. 100' 32 _ 41 15 , , _11 '

Physical scientists 100 57 26'-- .= 10. . 7
Mathematical scientists 100 23 . - 56 `' 16 5,
Computei-specialisis 100 §0 22 10 8

- Environmental sci'entists2 :- 100 25 a, 30 11 '
Life scientists 100 17 -56' 16', , - '11
Psychologists and social scientists , i 100 - .` 11 51; 14 24,

Engineers v 100 68 . 16 -10 6
:

.' 1 Those whose primary rori activity is R&D or R& D management
Tincludes.7 who clidnot revrt their field. - -, -, . .
includes earth scientists, Oceanographers, and atmospheric scientists.

,

-#,NOTE: Detail- may not add to totals because of rounding.
,,. . .- -,. . -- ..,
,t,- flOyRCE.Nationar Science Fougiation, Chaiactebstics of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers mine united States. LOS
{NSF 77309), pp. 50-53. s

/ ,, *
. . -

See Figurei 5-23 and 5 -24'in text.

f
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Table 5-16. Medianannual sstarilliif.doctomt scientlits

and englneers-wbose.flilds of ithplOyment differed
from their doctoralfields, by number of years.

sincere doctorate, 1973,

T

Years-sitter::
eaMing doctorate

-Total
1-3 yr
4-7 yrs. ,:,
8-13 yr;.

24-43 .yrs.
4 --,.,

.... * , ,--. ..i P1 I. SOURCE National Acta:fern yeti Sciences.Field Mobility
of Doctoral Scientists and Engifters, 1975, p. 66-. .

- See Figu4 5-'25 in text. -. . f
_ 1. - ,

Those employed Those-emPloied
outside their within their
doctoral field doctoral field

$22,300 320,590
-: 17.200 .7 16.600

19.760 18.800
23,860. 21.700 --
26,200 25.200 .
28,690 27,200

44 ;
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Table 5-17. women faience and engineering doctorate
recipients bylleid, 1965-75

Year
PhjrsicaJ Engi-

Total sciences neering

I. _Life
and -

Maths- envj'ron-
matical mental

sciences' sciences
P. Number

.,.. 1965 744 127
1966 911 132
1967 1,086 161
1969 .:_._ 1.295 185:
1969 .............1.432--- 205

, s .
19k) 1.626 1 243
1971 1,929 4"1 244
1972 .. 2.101 .269
1973 2.446 257
1974 2.590 260
1975 2.838
1976 2,997

. ' 1970
19:71
1972
1973
1974

,1975
1976

284 ,

296

7
8
9

12
10

15
16
21
45
34
50
53

504
. 48

48
47
56

77
96
96

119
115
110
113

263
326
4Q1
483
537

538
656
680
795
784
863
870

-297
397
467 -
568
664

753
: 917,

. 1,035
1,230

. 1,397
1,531
1,665

As a percent of all doctorate recipients
7

--8
8
9
9

9
10

`t11
'13
14

15
17

4 (3) 10
4 (1 6 12
5 (3) 6 . - .14,
5 (2) 5 14
5 (3) 5 14

6 (3) "
5 .1 ,
6 1
6 1
7 . 1

a 2 4:0-a
9 2

. 8

13 .
15 -
19
17
17:

13 17
15 18
15 19
17 21
18 24
19. 25
19 27

Includes computer 'aijsts.
2 Excludes 'history.
3 Less than ,0.5 percent. :

SOURCE National 'Academy of Sciences. Doctorate Recipients from U.S. Universities.
annual series_

See figure 5-29 in text.
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"*Cititi- ;-( 1....
-

01 '"- Engineeri 1,071.8 3.5
i.

"-- '..., Mathematical,
7 .'v, scientists 60.4, 5.8 3.1

. .- Computer I

scientists...,.' 4 125.5 4.5 2.0
mite scientists 193.9 - 50 1.8

Physical and
emironmenfal t

scientists - 240.3 4.5 1.5
Social scientists

arirpsychologists ... 281.4 7.1. 42

1.9-

2.2 .
- .5

1.9 .6
1.4 1.8

.- 7

- 2.1 .9

1.7 1.2
s

c I.
-4.

S,\
NOTE: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding. 2

SOURCE. Natiosvat Science Foundation. U.S. Scientists and
1

Engineers. 104- tNEF Fr:
329), pp; 24-25. ...

. . See Fig-um8 -30 in text.
04' ., -

104 /
a

Table 5-19. Annual average unemployment rays, 1983-76

Total Professional Scientists , Engineers i
labor and tech- .

Year forc:e nice! irodcers -Total - Doctoral Total Doctoral /

4

4.
.

":1 1963 5.7 1.9 NA NA 1.2 NA V
, '1964 5.1 1.8 NA NA 1.5- NA .
, .. .1 1965 ... 4.6 1.5 NA NA 1.1 NA

i

.
- "- 1966 19 1.3 .4 NA .7 s NA

. 1967 3.7 1.3 NA NA .6' NA
3.6 12 .9 .5 7 NA

. 1969'0 515 -1. NA NA .8 - NA
. , 1950 ., 5.0 . 2.0 1.6 .9 2 NA

1971 6.0 3.0 % 2.6 , 1.4 1,9 ' 4

^ 1972 5.6 2.4 A NA - 2. NA 0.4

1973 4.9 2.2 NA -.2 1 .a. /
.. . 1974 j.: 5.6 2.3

t.,
1
NA - 1.3 N

. ., 1975 8.5' 3.1 NA 1.0 2.6
1W6 7.7 - 32 NA NA 1.7

SOURCE Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor, and Nebo
Foundation, unpublished data -

See Figure 5-33 in text Ass
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Table 5;20. Percent distribution of the fields of college major;
° chosen bt National Merit Scliolars, 1966-76

--1. -

Field

,/ Total . 100.0 100.0
'Science and engineering 62.3 63.8

Efibineering 8.6 ' 10.4
Science . _s- 5317 53.5

Physical and natural. .
-' - sciences ' 36.2 36.6

Physical sciences 142; 13.3
CtretTilstry 6.0 5.4
Physics 7.6 7.0
Other physical I -

sciences .6 .9
Life sciences 62 5.2
Mathematics 14.1 '"--- 15,4
.Unspecifiel physical

and natural . . .
tclesices 1;7 2:7 9.6 8.5 * 9.5 .9.3 '10.8 102 11/1 102 9.7-

Pre-medicine 5.2 4.4 -5.8 6.4 5.9 72' 110 11.3- 10.1 11.4 11.3
Social seiences' 12.3 12.4 132 14.1 12.9 152 16.1 15.4 16.1 14.7 12.8

AlLetharrtelds and .
unerecks-

27.7 36-2 33.4 33.4 431.4 31.9 30.9 31.7 302 31-.4 210
..,. Health prefessittns - - 1.5 1.0 .7' ' 1.8 1.6 "1.5 35 2.5 1.9 -._ 2.9 23
- All other fields 24.1 23.3 g8.2.- 27.6 -261 26.3' 24,9 25.6 23.5 243 -22.6

Undecided - 4* 'T 12.1' 11.8' 4,3 4.0 3.7 -4.1 3.5 36 4.8 4.4 4.1

1966 1967 1968' 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 .1975 1976

400.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100A) 100.0 100.' 100.0
566 66.6 68.6 68.1 69.1, 683 69.8 68 70.4
10.6 9.9 12.9 9.4 8.5 9.0. 11.2 1 16.5

'560 56.7 55.7 58.7 603 59.3 58:6 .3 53,9

37.0 36.2 36.9 36.4 33.5 32.6 32.4 .i:2 29.8-
11.9 11.1 12.4 10.1 8,5 8.0 8 7.1 8.6

3.7 4.6 4.0 . 2.9 2.6 - 3,1 2.6 3.0
6.9 6.4 62 5.0 42 4.4 4.4 3.6, 4.4

.9 1.0 1.7 .1.1 1.5 11.0 .9 12
3.3 42 _ 3.2 42 41 4.4 4.6 4,1 6.2

122 12.2 11.8 , 12.8 10.1 10.1 7. 6.8 8.0

_ .

.4

T :
a '

Nom Detail may not add to tdiaii because of rounding.- , - .
,

SOURCE NItidrial Meritchoiatst.f, corpozatior.,hapona, Meld ScholarshipCorpolation Annual Report. annual series.

See Figure' 5 -34'3n text. --- ' . .

Table 5-21. Distribution of occupational prbferences
of college freshmen, 1958-76

.
.Probable career eccupation 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972. 1973 - -1974 1975 . 1976

.:.'e i , Total 100 i 100 100 190 100 9100 100 100 100
.- , Arifst (inc:luding performer) 6 6 6 6 7- 4 6. 5 7 ;
!, :Business 11 11 11 11 11 16 13 14 16

Clergy 1 1 . 1' 1 1 1 1_ 1 1

-Clege teacher 1 1- ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 (I$

Dc&-tor (MID. or D.D. 4 3 4 4 - . 6 6- 5 5- 5

Educator .1,, 24 22 19 15 12 9 8', 7 8
Secondary 14 13 11 * 9 7 5 4 4 4
Elementary 9' -9 8 7 6 4 4 1-'" 3 4

Engineer, VI , 8 8 8 5 5 5. 3 6 8
I . Farmer or foiester . 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 - '. 3
'Health professional a
' (non-M.D.) ' : 4 4 " 5 , 6 . 7 8 9 9 7

, .-.

Lawyer - 3 4 4 4 5 5 _ 4 4 t 4
"4"-^14Orse 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 5

Research scientist 3 3 3 3 2 3 2. 2 2
Other occupations 20 22 22 24 23 23 , 26. 25 23.
'Undecided 11 11 12 13 14 11. -J2 14

NOTE: Detail may not add to (oriels because of rounding.

Leis than 0.5 pelcent.

SOURCE Amenian Council or. Education and onirersity of Cal.foinia. Los Angeles. The Am- fint.en Freshman.
' MOMS, annual series:,

See Figure 5-35 in text. -
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Table 5- 22..Changes in enroll:1w
- studentsirj ffeld of

t of junibr-year undergraduate
jor, 1973 and 1974 ,

year enrollment
'a declared major.

engineering
science-and engineering
flute and natural tesources

Outer and infolmation sciences
EngirieetIng .
Biiplobical sciences

Basic medical sciences
Bandand botany ;

; Other biological scierices-
Malhernatics
PhfsiCal sciences

Ctemistry ,
-tGeology

Physics
-Other physical sciences

'Social scierOs
Economic is.
Politica) science and government
Psychology -
Sociology a.
Other basic social sciences,

Other Fields
Arts aisichunienities
Business and, management
Education
Engineering technologies
Health professions
History
Other social sciences
All other fields ,.. q.

Majors undeclared

1.1015 20
9972- 1.3
328.3 " CY -.-

9. 181E7 4,5
29.0 31.6 , 9.0
6.5 . -7.1 9.0

.43.7 * 45:6 C)
44 64.6. 68.2 5.5 =
( 5.1 5.9 14.1

39$ 412' I 4.4
r- 5.8 -12-

10_i - 11.3 11.9t 222 19.7 . -11.0--
25.7 26.7 . (')

IThiitapparent ch

NOTE. Data pr
unrversnies. Details
were calculated o

SOURCE. ire
1Washington.

See Figur

124 13.1 1')
4.1 4.4

. 5.0 - 4.7
4D 8.0

1414 138.0
.,14.0 , 152 8.6

31.5 31.3 _
415 _ 48.9. (1)
34.3 30.0 -12:6
13.1 12.5 C)

647.2 657.7 r 1.6
144.3 139A -3.7
146.4 158$ 8.2
15.4 127.3
11.8 11.9
59.7 .47.4 29
321 28.9 .95
26.9 28.3 5.4
90.7 96.3 62
.96.4 104.4 ' 8.3

could have been the result of samplingq,jariatrtbn,

are weighted es-Imams -based or. respctses from 482 out of a sample of 530 is6ileges and
.41y not acid tr. turaAs as ears, item. tutor. ana subt...ta. was esurnated separatery-_Perc-entage r.hanges
rodnded data

L Gomberg and Frank Atigeirehiajor Field Enrollment ol -tumor Year Students. 1973 and 1974.
-Amencan Council on Educakon. 1976). pp.,6. 24.

.
n text. 74 4f.
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Table 5-23,Bachelor's and first-professional degrees awarded byfield, 1960-75

7 ...A

All -
Year fields

Physical
elk]

environ- Mafhe- "-
mentaLs, Engi- - maticat

Total sciences nearing scl2ndes
Number --

Life -
4: asi

cultu of Social
scie sc3ence12

0 ----
1960 . 394,889

_1961.-. ....Wt. A Ai 401.784
82- 420.485

sr-, 1963 450-392
1984 - ---504104
1965 538.930

I .

other_
fields'

1.

120.937 16.057 37,808 11,437 24.14 _31.494 273,952 *
121,660 .15.500 35;868 13;127 23.904 33,267 *280324 ok
127.469 15:894- - 34,735 14.610 - 25. 37030 .293.016 v

135,964_ 16.276 33.458 16.128 27.801 44008 310213.
153.361 17.527 35.226 18877 31,611 53,320- 348,748 s
164,936 17,916` 36.785 19,668 34.842 55.715,- 373,994

1966 555.613 173.471 17,186
594.862 187.849 17,794

44963
671,581 212,174 ,,S.,.19.442

1969 74633 244,519 21.591
1970 833,322 264,122 21.--551

19A1

199_
1974
*1975-

1960 ,
1961
1962
1963 .....
1964
1965

966
9.67-

-1968
.1969

. 1970

1972 . ; ; ..
1973-

1974
1975

35.815 20.182-, 36,964 63,,424: 382,442
36,168. 21330 39.408 72,923 407fi13
37.614 24084 43,260 87774 459,417
41.553 28,265 48.713 104.299 §25.164
44.772 29.103 52,129

884,386 271,176 21,549 45,387 27.306 51;461
937,684 -.281.228 20,887 46.003 27,250 51.484
9563707 295.391 20,809 46,989 27,528 59.455

1;008,654 305,062 21,287, 43,530 26.570 68,226
987.922 294,920 20.896 j 40,065 23,385 72; 10

116,561 569203

125473 613,210 =
133,604 656.656
140,579 635,316,

, 145,449 703,592
137064 69%002

As a percent of all hada

-100 - 31
100 30
103 30
100 30
100 31
100 3

100
100
100
100
100 ` 32

100 31
100
100 30
1 , `30
1'' 30

4
4
4
.4
4
3

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
a
2
-2

9
8
7 -
7
7

6
6
6
5
5

5
5
5
4
4

3 6 8 69
3' 6 ----_ .1-.'9. - 70
4- 6 - 9 70
4 __- 6 9 A 70 .-

. 4 r 6 w 69
4 7 10 83

4 7
7

4 6 _

4 -6
4 6

3
3' -.2
8.
2

6

7

11 69
12 68
13 . -68
14 68
14 68

14- 169
'14_ 70_

14 _ 70 _

14 -. 70 -
14 _ 70 I

.
* Including first-professi al degrees such as m..q.. D.ds., MILK, and J.D. degrees.
2 Excluding history. .

NOTE Percents may add to 100 because of rounding. ' _ _
_

-.-

_SOURCE--tiational Center lot Education Statistics. Lamed Degrees Conleued, annual series, and
toundakion.

c.

8ea 'Figure 5-37 in tekt.
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Table 5-24. Enrollment foradvanced degrees' by field, 1960-75
*

Scam and epgineering4ields

Fall Jean
All

fields Total

Physical-
and

environ-
manta'

sciences -

.,,z

--
314249 120.638 25,7077;1960

---- 1961 . 338,981 128.794 26,553
1962 373,845, 142,4.13 . 28,591
1963 413,366 158,051 30,959
1964- 477,535 178,123 34.061

x965 . 535.332 195,346 -36.506
190 .15- 583,000 37.950

''. 1967' -. 649,697 224,468 40,477
1968 -70.745 234.661 40,937

..... ...... 756,865 -243.715 39.885

1970 816207 252,159 40,113
1971 836,294 246.100 38.928
1972 . 858,580 24228 36.047
1973 908.101 244,354 35.996
1974 . 965030 250,673 34:936

- 1975- 1 053769 261,522 35A91

Life and
Mathp: agri- A.

Engi- matical cultural Social
nearing - sciences sciences sciences2

Number --4-

All
Other

bfields

36.636 11.770 . 19715 26.810. 193,711
39.367 12,671 21446 2%757 210,187
43.850 14.121 :23.953 31.918 231412
48.917 15,974 26,888 35,313
54,318 18,805--..; 30,787 40,152..._ 412

57.51' 21.014 34,749 ,561 339986
58.338 23,150 37 50,604 1,375.951
62,633 25066 .954 56,368 * 425,229
63.662 26 41.676's 61,546 469.084
65.048 - 29,175 44,203 65,404 513,150

.
.321

54.567
56.001
59,304

30,608 46.260 70293
28,847 47,662 71,342
28;064 49,118 73,912
27,023 50.714 76:055
27,118 54,225 78,393
27,024 58.049 81,648

564.048
590.194
-61592
663,747
714,327
792,247

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

_1966 ......
1967
1968
1969

1970- ....
1971

_1972
1923
1974:
1975

-

100
100
100
100
100

100,
100
100
100
100

100
100'

100
100
100

5
.

38 8
38 8
38 8
38 8
37, 7

37 9.
36 7 -
35 6
33 -' 6
32

As a percent of all fields
12 4,
12 4
12 4
12 4
11- 4

11
10 . . 4_

10 = ' 4
9 ' 4

9
'4

6 9 62
6 9 62 ,
6- ' 9 62 '
7- ---,- -9 --:.-----=-6/
6 8 63

71 :9,
6. _.9. 64
6 9- 65
6 9 _67
6 -_ i9 _ 68

63 sue"

6 69
71
12
73 ,

74i
.75 I

3-ofro'crg_7
s'. A

N

Excluding enrollment for first-professional degrees suchas-/.4.0.. D.V.Ileir-D.S..-and
z EXclud.ing history.

NOTE Percents may.not add to 100 because of rounding.

SOURCE. ilauonai Center lot Eco-at:on Stattsuc.s..i room Enrolled lapAcibliciced Dogra±i3,411nuat seriekand'
SciencefoundatIon, unpublished data

See Figure 5738 Inlexf.
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**.447_ Table5-25.1.tasterts degreesawarded by field, 1960-75

Science and engineering fields

Alf
fields

.
Total .

Physical
arid

.8 eniaion-
mental

sciences
Engi-

neering

..?flather="
seance'

sciences

Life and
agri-

Cultural
Sciences

-=' :

Social
sciences'

All
other
fields

Number

1960 74,497 20,0p '3.387 .7,159 1.765 3.751- 3,950 54.485
1961 .78,269

.
22,786 3,799 8.178 2.238 085 4.486 55.483 '

-1962. 84,889 25,146 ,, 3.929 8,909 2.660 4.672 4.956 59,743
1963
1964

.. - 91.418
101,122

."'
'30.27130.271

4.132
4.567

9.;f4g5
10,22E

3.323
3,603

4,718
5.357

5,559
5,917

64.051
370,851

.1965
- 11 ,195 .33135 4.918 12,056 4,294 5,978 6.589. 748,360

1!

1966 140,772 38,083 4,992 13.678 5.610 6,666 7,737 102,689
1967 157,892 41,800 5.412 33,885 5,733 7,465 _ 9,305 116.092
1968 177,150 45.425 5,508 15,188 6.081 8 .315 4 10,333 -131,725
1969z.: 194.414 48,425 5.911 15,243 6.735 8,899 4'' 11.727 145.989
1970. ,

. 209387 49,318 5,948 15597 7,107 8,590 12,076 *160,069

1971 231,486 50,624 6,386 16.44 6;789 8,320 12.782 180.862
1 1972 252,774 . 53,567 6,307 16,802 7.186 8,914. 14,358 199,207

1973 264,525 54234 6,274 16.758 7,146 9.080 14,976 210291
1974 54,175 6.087 15.393 7,116 9.605 '15,974 224.084
1975 ..,

.278,259
293,651 53.852 5,830 15.434 6,637 9,618_ 16,333 239.799

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
965

1966
1967
1968
1969
.1970'

1971
..

1972
1973
1974

4 7 1975

As a percent of al} fields

... ..... ...- 100 27 5 10 2
100 29 5 10 3
100 30 . 5 11 3

-..- -- 100 30 5 11 4
4. 100 30 5 11 4

1 1 06 30 4 11 4

100 '27 4 10 4
1Q0 26 3 9 - 4

..-. 100 26 3 9 3
100 - 25 3 8 4
100 24 3 7 -3'

100 22 \', ' 3 7 3
.1.- . log- 21 3 7 3

100 21 \ 2 6 3
100 19 2 6 3
100 18 2 5 2

--

5 5 73
- 5 6 71

_6 - - 6 70
5 6 . 70
5 -- 6 70 4's

' 1 6' 70

5 6 73
5- 6 . 74
5 -- 6 74
5 -,- 6 75.6

4 6 76,

/ ,4 -
6 78

/. 6 79 ,
3 . 6 79,' .

3 6 81'
3: 6 82

I Excluding history,

1(/NOTe.Percents may not add to 100 because of rounding.

SOLifiCE.. National Center 10f Ea/Gabon Stat.sucs, Earned DegreeS Conferred, annual series. and National itience
Foundation, unpublished data.

See Figure S-39 in text.
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-Taal 546. Doctoral degrees' awarded by field, 1969-76

Science ancl engineeringlield
Melba- - Alt

Atf Physical Engi- znatical Soda; other
-fields Total sciences nearing sciences= `sciences' sciences fields

..._....... 16,340
........... A A. 117053
00 WWWWWW 00-0 20,364

...:__ 22,916
1969 . ...... 25.7244

":1970- 29.475

1. _ 1_

971 31.772
1972 33,001
1973 30,727
3974 33,000

-1975 A ; 32,91
.1976

-- 10.477-
11.456
12.982
t4.411'
15.949; 17,731 '-.

18.880
- 18.940

18,948
18,316
19,352 1.
17832

2,865
3,058
3592
3,667
3,910
4,400

4,494
4,228
4.016
3,695
3,611
3,442

2,073
1 2.299
1 Z 603
: 2.847 j
324g

-: 3.432

13.495

3.475
0338.

3,144 .
2,959 , -
2,791

685
769
830 ,
970 3

_ 1.064
1.222

1.236
1,281
1.222
1.196

. 1,149.
' 1.003

2539
: 2,712"

- 2,967
3,501
3.796
4.163

4,533
4,505
4,574
4,407
4,540

, 4,480

2,315
Z618-
3,080
3.426
3,930'

,- , 4,514
.

Ain
5.453
5.796
5,873
5.093

. _
6,116

5,863
6,497

. 7.402
8.505

1 9,775
/ '11.744

1061
14,779
14,684
141,561 ,
15,991

As a percent of att,tields _

1965 10 -- 64 18 13 4 16 14 36
15439 100 64- ,i4,,.. 17 13 4 - 15 15 36
1967 100 84'' '7" 17 13 4 15 15 36
i9e8 .a...._ 100 .0 63 .16 y 12 _- 4 ,_15 - - ...15 37
1993 100 62* 15 :13 4 15 15 48
1970 100 60 * 15 't . 4 14 . 15 .40

: -1971 , 100 59 14 11 cg 4 14 16 41
1972 100 57 1 , 11 4 14 . 17 . 43
1973 100 .2 56 i 10 4 14 17 44 .,

' 1974 100 56 1 10 4. 43 18 45
1975 .

100 56, 11 9 3 14 19 44
1976 100 54 10 8 3 14 . 19 46

Excluding first-professionalZegrees such as M.D., D.DS.. D.V.M., and .1.0.
_ 'Including computer specialists.

Including environmental sciences. 1
' =

SOURCE, National Academy of Sciences, Doctorate Rlicipients fron41.S. Universities, annual series.,

See Rine 5-40 In text.t
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Index to Inc icator Tablee

INTERNATIONAL INDICATOR OF SCIENCE ANDTECfrNOLOGY

litufianexid Fiscal Resciurcesfor R

F.xpenclitureslor performance 6t a percent of Gross National
= Fibdoct (GNP) by country; 1961-74 AT 141
Scientist.cmict engineers sagagel in Ytic0 by country. 1965 -75 ,. AT 1-2
Estiriitteddistribursori of Government R&D expenditures among

selected'areas by country. 3961-73f, AT 1-3

The International Character of SOnce
Publications andions

share of the workiPUbliCatiOrts from a large sample of
influential journals, 1973-75 ...",=4

-Distribution of publications. in I/S. ioturials by field and country. ,

of authcir, 1975 E.. ...... AT 1-4

TT 1-4

Percent of all citations found in public-ationiof other countries
that are:to US. publications, brfield. 1975

Citations from the-publications of all countrietto previous U.S.
'publications, by country and field, 1975

Fields stibfields of international scientific .literature
tios for US. publication; by the couAtry of citing

ors and field, 1975

AZT-6
AT 1-S

17 1-7
Dis don of the publications of U.S. authors by country -

o citnal and field, 1975 4 AT 1;7
Percent of all citations found in U.S. publications that are to pub-, .

nations of bther countries;by 'field, 1975 171-9
pgions Imp U.S. publications to previous roblications, by cited

country and field, 1975 AT I-5
Publicafioni by U.S.-authors.whigh were co-authored at different

institutions or organizations, by field and country, 1973 --. AT 1-4
International Cooperative authorship of U.S. publications!as a percent v.

of all cooperative authorship by US. authOrs, b'' country and
field,1073 ... AT 1-10

Meetings and prizes .

Pareidgatton irr international scientific 5ongresses, 1961 -76
NI:Aber of Nobel Prize laureates in science by field and by country,
.1901-76

.
'T,otgllobel Prize laureates in chemistry,- physics, and

physiology/medicinefor selected 'countries, 1901-76 ..

Nobel Prize laureates irk science proportionate to population for
selected counnies, 1 146 f:.

bhitical Inventi
cateraS

and Innovation

,-. 4

I.

AT 11f

AT 1-12

' AT 1-13

AT 1-14

) *-
U.S. patent balance 'kith selected countdes,,1966-75 AT-145
Percent of total U.Sitsatents granted to foreign Inventors

by product field, 1073-75 17116
Foreign participation in active ptent categories by R&D-intensive'

product fields, 1973 -75 .
.

.309

,TT, 1-17
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. --"" 1 '
V.. . c,

. . , .

Numbei of U.S. patents granted to selected foreign countries by , .
...,,..-

,
Concentration of foreign patentingirithe United States fosi,the

---AT 1-26
-

product fielck 2963-75 i - ,
, ,---

three most active countries, by product field . ., TT 1,29
-. - -.'.- ,...,...- _

Innovations , ..-I
: - ..,

Major-technological innovations by selected.countries. 1953-73 At.1-17
_Percent distributiona innovations by type of market and . ..,-

-country- 1953 -73
A . . TT 1121

...

..--, Royalties- and -ties .,. .:
--7,-- . US.internatic;nal transactions in royalties and

rees,196617.5 r AA -1-18
US. receipts andpiyments.ofroyaltie,s and fees 'for u_naffiliated

foreigniesidents, 1966-75,-- _
Al 119

1.1.S. receipts andpayinents.ofroyalaes and fees for direct -

investment abroad1966-75 AT 1-20

Productivity and Balance otTride
Prodnalvi!;

Real Gross Domestic Product per employed Milian, for silted
countries corn red with the United States, 1960-76 .

Relative prpdu ty in manufacturing industries by selectid
countri ,1960 -76

ilnit cost in manufacturing industries for - selected
,1967 -76

x,,, ----
A.. .-- .

....h.- . . Trade 124 ance . .
< -

e'US. trade bala;)ce in R&D-intensive and non-R&D-intensive manna
- L factored product groups.1966-76 i i

...-A 1-23 *
±' U.S. trade balance in selected R&D- intensive manufactured
; ,product groups, 1960 -76 . , AX1-24
: Percentage of applications-accepted for duty-free entryof i

scientific instruments or apparatus withnut U.S. equivalents, , _

,- - 1967-68 through 29754e
, . : , '. _IT 1-30

U.S. trade balance with selected nations for R&D,-intensive
_ .

--. manufactured products, 1966-76' * AT 1-25
. - *

AT- 41

-'AT 1-2.ti

TT 1-27

RESOURCES FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Total Human and Fiscal. Resources for R&D

.z. Expenditnnts and manpower
9 , .

National R&D expenditures, 1960-76
Scientists and engineers employed in R&D by sector, 1961-75

. NationarR&D expenditures as * percent of GNP by source,
. 2960-76 --- . . .

-t

Sonries, perforinersiand type of R&D
-,----

4

National expenditures for R &D.-source, 1960-76 AT 24
. .,-- National expenditures for R&D by performer, 1960-76 .. . AT 2-5

NitionalR&D expenditures by character of work, 2960-76 AT 2-6
Basic reseatrl expenditures by source, 1960-767 ..,. AT 2-7
Applied research expenditures by source, 296046 ...' .. . AT 2-8
Development expeildilures by source , 1960 -76 ..., 4 s .. . AT 2-9

AT 2-1
AT 2-2

4298

AT 7.-3
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reclerallirunded-iap-
-_-.7 . -_ - _ t- ; -_,, -... s--

-R&D is fuitrtional-arra ...?
,- ,

-31;cierale*pesiditures for Rip and R.ScP_plant, is a percent = . ,
-* ;of total Federal outlays, ihd as.; Percent of the relatively
_, controllable portioitpf the Federal oullays, 1960-76. ,,, . , AT 2=10
Federal 0htgations for R&D hy function,1469-;76 .- AT 2-11
Distraition. of federal-R&D.bbligatirs among ±iivilian

areas, 1969-76 '-'72 . : e -.., :. -; .. :";-t
-%---...-

R&D plant
.

- --A fed eraexpendifures fcir R&D-plant(1960-75 AT 2-1Z
- Federal obligations for R4D.plant bf,perforiner, 162-75

44 --;;;TelderalObligaticats foi4t&D-plant as percent-of Federal -.

obligations for totalR&Digclucrmg plant bx,perforrnitri
= ,196244: .

,

. . ,-* .3
Federatobrigatioris for scientific annectimiialingrmatiorr
Aactivitiss-ccrinpare4 with totillfedeealR&DjklitatiOns,

..

1960-16 . . . : . ,s;
i t -r . .. AT 2-15

Federal obliiatfonifor icientificind-technicaf-dinfonnatione
>,

.,,.. activities by agerscl, 1960-76 . r t,. "-. Al2-16" -, i
' . AFederal obligations for scientific and tectaiical information -

. ,

activities by type of activity, Z960-76 , . ' AT 2-17
---.... Scientific and technical articles published by US. authors

, . .

... . AT 1-1-8

V'

= ; in US. primary journals, 1960 -75
. 4

- -RESOURCES FOR BASIC RESEARCH

National Resources fir Basic Research
Total 44enditures

. Basic-research expenditures,-1960-76 AT 3-1
Bak research expenditures by performer, 1960-76 , r AT 3-2 .
Basic research expenditiares=by source, 1960-76 7 AT 3,3

-Federal snppbrt ...

-,-,-a: /WI'--'°' . Distribution of soul Federal obligations for basic ..

, ... research by agency, 1976 TT 3-4 -
:. " Federal obligations for basic research by agency, 1960-76 AT 3-5

_ Federal oblipticms for basic research as a percent of
e ' each agency's R&D bbligations by agency, 1960-76 , AT 3-4

Federal obligations for basic research by field of ; - - ,

science, 1963-76 , AT 3:6
, Fields and subfields of Federal obligations for basic researcl;

shown in Figure 3-6 and Appendix Table 3-6 .1. AT 3-7 .00

Basic Research in Universities and Colleges
a

"Basic research expenditures in universities and colleges r,
by source, 1960-76 . . AT 3:8 =,

Bask research obligations to universities and colleges llc ---_,

. __ I as a percent of totat basic research obligations by agency.
's- . and by field, 1974-76 , fr. 3-9 *

Federal obligations for 'basic research in urtiversitietand f
r colleges by selected supporting agencies And by field,

_ 1973-76 f :.

f
..0., AT 3-9

. -/ .
.

.. -

AP-

31 1

A ,

14
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, "P -,",. - - . 7' ',..

, Fieldi=andsubfields of R&D expenditures at_coneges and :*
. -4-

unlimrsities... , '- .AT 340'..

v 'Percentage di expenditures for basic research by groups of -.,

institutions ranked in order of expenditures, 1964, a.:

j .and 1972-7 , , ., ...: .. , - -1-1:341.
-...Concentration of R&D expenditures at the 100 universities /

. anci_ colleges with the greatestexpenditures in selected =_
5

-fie I a 5 / 1975 .;';'
,Sdertirsts an4 engineeri and-bojc research expenditures at . ,

10-0`selected collegeand universitieVby source offunding
1973-75 . . ..*:

4- -~,.4. _r,.. At 3-12 .
-!- --, ,

.

BasicResearcitExPendituresin.federally Funded Researchand
-pevelopmezit Centers AdminisIered by UnkvirsitleS

Basic expenditt;res at Federally.Fun4ed Research and
Developpoint Centers administered by universities by source,

1464 -75 AT 3-137:-
FederilliFunded Research and-Development Centers AT -14

*Basickesearat in Intram ural Federal Laboratories
,

Federal obligations for intramural bask research by
dected.agencies, 1968-76 AT 345

.

Basic Research In Industry

Basic research expenditures in industryiri source!'"
1960-76

ExRendityres for bisic.research in industry by major R&D-
' iierforming industries, 1960-74
r Expenditures for basic research industry by selected

fields, 1967-74 ,.
fields of industrial basic research expenditures shown.

in Figure 3-18 and Appendix Table 3-18

I

..-5. -.

Basic Research in Nonprofif Institutions 4r-12s-
-

iBase research expenditures in nonprofit institutions by v-.

4IV
source, 1960-76 4 s-'-. AT 3-20

..
ReSlitarCh Output;ind Applicationi -.

... ...-
t A e

Relative growth In scientific research articles by selected i
fields.of science, 1960-75 1-'

Publication output for selected fields of science, percent
AT 324ki

- of yearly, totals by sectors 1960775 ...1. AT,3-71
(.... - 4

4

INDUSTRIAL R&D AND INNOVATION
z F

Total and Meal Resources 44C-- - -.
.. .

Expenditures for industrial R&D by source of funds, i
_ t 1960-761: - .:. AT 4-1

Federal funding as a Percentagoof total industrial R&D
expenditures, by manufacturing industry, 1974 1T-4-2

Scientists and ermined-1i engaged in industrial R&Dirj
7

- '
---4",

sourceof funds, 1960-75 .. AT 4=2- --,-----'

Siientists and engineers jngaged tn industrial R &D,

.. -,. .

. -,
compared with cdhstant dollarexpendltures for ,),.

. industrial R&D, 1960-75 s Ar4-3 _401_
_

,,...
4. . '.

r

AT 3-16:

AT 3-17 _

AT X-15 /

AT 3-19

=

C
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tures by IndIvidualtri

R&P expenditures by irlidustry;_I66-74 ..
Indult:rig R&D expenditures, percent change. 1970-74

,. R&D expenditures for energy 213(4:anti-on abatement

Ind.listlial exPer4iturif toAncrgYlitcli BilnduvirA
r-:- 1973-75,;.

, .. ..........,..,. ....... -... .,... Nli A TT4r7,
fricTustria:- I eicpendittuel forenergy R&I;of by energyibiuce _* -

. anctsource offunding197346 -- .. 4-3

Indus
...- ,

-- lrY,1 76 -'... .
inclustrialltbigrpoksciitureiforpoilution abatement, by. .... ............. ..... ...,t4
IficloStriglfi&IYexpeiiditures forpolhition abatement, by . -...._

...., -

type of Pollution ancisourCo diuncliner 1973-76 ` -.. . . 7-1; 440.
.

. .
R&D evenditUres.by4pe of R&D' ;- '. -* -r

_ , - -. _- .

incl.teispenditures for basic research, applierl
research, anddevelopraexil,1960-76

_ Allocation of R&D expenditures in industry between research-
and development, by'source of i 1965-76

R&D Xxpendltsuis by-product Fields

, Distribgtion of app4edresearil and opment expendt- ,
turertoibroad product fields with e_greatest shares,. . .

,! 1974 ... P IT 41.3
Percent change inconstant dollar applied-research and = - :

cievelopmentexpenjittees for narrow product fields with . s
greatest clanges/101-74 ' , '11-4-14- .,

Product fields for whkh applied research anaclevelopat

. _- trent expenditures are reported I .. , AT 4-8 **

N publidy financed small technical companies ' . .. TT 4-15
. -

'
Intensity

easures of R&D intensity, by industry, 1961-74
intensity of U.S. manufacturing industries,

1961-74

°tapas frpth,-Industrial R&D
,__-

Patents .... ., .5. ,
.

...-- US. Patents granted;sby inventor and dat& of grint,
...... 1960-76 ' z 7 .

1.i.S. patents granted, by assignee and date of grant,
:196146

'.."- patents granted, by PrOduct fieldand date of grant,-
1963-75 -i

Soup:es of invention for U.S. patents, for pm/thick fields .

With ,the highest and lowest percentages of foreigii, inventions
in1975 .. .,

fieldSources of iilventiod for U.S. patents, by product field,
; 1965and 1975 s r
Percent of US. gatents Owned by U.SArIrporations, in

product fields with the highest and lowest percentages . ..,,

....-
"' In 1975: .. '

-r-. . : . ',.. TT 4,.22
Percent of U.S. pitents owned byilraltovernment,-in :

..,;

prochict flea with the highest percentages in ign 1. .
Percent Of U.S., patents owned by US. individuals, In . - -

4. ... rr 443

prodUct fields with the highest pprentages in 1975. ...... ...... ........ .... TT 4-24
..-

LI.
TT 4-18; ;

.

AT 4-9 -

!

AT 4716

AT 4-p

414-12

TT 4-21

AT 4-13

V
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Ownership of MS-patents in each product field, for
patentigrantsd'irt1965 and 1975 AT.4-14

S , - -_ , ,. t Ima.tation and ownetstiii_of patents grantfd In 30 active
--f patent fields, an ,of ali U.S .Patents granted in 1975

.
T'£4 -25 5

__ US. patents grantid,Sjsinventor and date of apprwatiorrp. Y -
1965-73- .' 1,. AT 4-15

.U.S. patents granted, by assignee and date_ of appricatan,
1965-73

_ _
AT 4-16

11-.S.patents granted by product field and date oft:* -
.

iafloo,1963-73_, ,. ' _ t......,.. AT-4-17

Innovation- 4 =

Examples of major U.S. technological innovations studied
byindustry,:.,_

Distribution of major U.Stinnirtations by size of company,
_1953 -73

Estimated innOvation rate, in majorinnovitions pet
R&D _dollar '

,Distralmtionof major 115. innovations by indurtry
group, 2953-13; ,

AT 445

TT 4-31

Major US.-innovations by industry,1953-73
Major innovations per het sales dollar and per R&D dollar,

by industry, i933-73

AT 4-20
AT

4-19-AT

Ti* 4=44
Niriovelndystry clatses producing the greatest rrtolber

'-a-i: 4-351Wail* innovation's, for three time periods
Estimated radicalness of major US. iimovations, '

Estimated raclicalness of major US: innovations Iv,
AT 4-211953-73 - --.i

industry group, 1953-73
1,7

: -, ..... AT 4-22/7
tourcei of !ethnology uriderlying major US. innovations, -.

1953113 -r. AT 4-23
Sources of technology underlying major US. innovationit-

by industry gioup, 1053-73 . " . AT 4-24
Sources of-underlying technology and estimated radicalness
.. of inhoviticms, 1953-73. _ , ...,

, At 4-25
MageU.S. innovations alsisted by public grants or

contacts; by industry scup ii, 1953-73 _ c_
- -AT'426 .

Sources of invention underlying major U.S.- inncr-vationi, .
s 1953-73 ' ' = AT 4;27 =

- ,
, ,-

SCIENCE AND. EtIGINEERMIG PERSONNEL
is

-
-

Char- acteristics and Utilization of Science aniEngineering Nrsonnel
,

Employment levels-and type of work, 4

Sartual Average peicent changes in science and engineering
employment compared to othevconornic and manpower E 4

variables, 1950 -74. ., , . .
eccopatiottal distribution of empi3Yed natural scientists _

AT 5-1.#

and engineers b y f i e l d , 1950-71 . .,.. , , _s ,.... -rr 5-2
4 Percent distribution of the 1970 science and engineering

Jaboriorce employed in industryin 1974, by primary'
work activity

Scientists ancr engineers.employed in universities and , ,,

Scientists and engineers employed in universities and
. ..z. A175-i

.
collegesby field of employment, 1965-76

.collegesI3rIevel of attainment, 1965-76 ' ' . : AT 5-3
Academic scientists and engineers by primary work activity,

p65-7¢ '..; . .
Annual average unemPprimertt rates, 1963-76

5-4. , , A't

.

At5-19

Tr 5-3.

34.4

_
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'dentists andengLiseitrs r
doctoral scientists and engineer/ employed at

colfeies and unItcersities, 2973-1975
enured faculty as a periimt otfull-tinie faculty in a
sample of doctorate-level science and engineering
departments by selected fields, 2974

Federallymnployed- scientists and. enginetri-
. _

Federal Government employment of scientists and
engineers brageizy, 1964 and 1974

Federa1Governmentemtployment ofsdentists and
engineeri-lyfield.1964.and_2974

TT 5-7

r
. .r AT 5-.5

;.-

.... TT 5-9

_ TT 5-10' ""

ResiNtrch anti-Development Personae-

R&D scientists andmighteits employed is selected
tires-bysourceof =mod, 1967 and 1975

oftime spent in...research by full-time doctorate
faculty in selected science and en" weezing g-eldiaf
:a sample of institutiocs;197$

doctoral faculty investigators as a percent of all
faculty investigators in a sample of doctorate- _

institutions by selected fields, 1968 and 1974
support_for fAlltime doctorate faculty laves-

tigators in seleed-sdence and-engkeering fields at a a

sample ofinstitulions, 197.5 Try-14.
-ProPortion of-faculty'investigators performing R&D

connected with Federal grants and contracts by selected
,fields, 1974 4

AT 5-6

AT 5-7

5-
AT $-8

Doctoral Scientists and Engineers

Distribution of doctoral scientists ancTengineers by .

selected fields, 1973 and 1975 7.
Distribution of doctoral-scientists and engineers by

field, 1973 and -1975 AT 5-9
Distribution of employedloctors1 scientists ana

engineers by employment sector, 1975 . z
'Young doctorate faculty as ,a percent of total full-time

orate faculty in matched doctorate-level science
and englataing depattmente2968-75

Doctoral scientists and engineers by age and type of
_ employer, 1975 AT 5-11
Percent distribution of employediatxtoral scientists b *

and engineers by primary work activity, 3273 and 1975. AT 5,12
Distribution of employed doctOral scientists and..

eilineers' By Kraary work activity, 1975'
Employed doctoral scientists and engineers:by type of

R&D activity and by field, 1975
.

Doctorallt&D scientists andpengineers by field and type
of employer, 1975

. Median annual salaries, of doctoral scients and
engineers whose fields of loyAent differed from their
doctoral fields, by number of .y The doctorate,
1973 1`.16

_

i -
TT 5-26

c AT 5-10

TT 5-15

- AT 513

. AT 5-14 ,

AT 5-15

Women and Minorities in Science and Engineering

Women Sderaists and engineers as a perceritOf total
employment by field, 1974

Women scientists and engineers eMplored full-time by
universities and colleges by field, 1976

_
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, -
4rortieU as a peiterit of all enrollments for advan t degrees ..

ty field,1966, 1974 and 1975 ..... IT 5125
Women science and engineering doctorate recip

.

by field, 1965.-n. .... . ° .. i- AT 5.17
-Minority representation among scientists and

-. . -
T-bffield,-1974 4 , _. . AT 5-15.

- - _ - Minorities as a percent of all doctoral scientists - .
.. -. , - . . -
4 - . , - -a- engmeers_by field, 1975 . -1* .. . , TT 541

henorities as a percent of allgraditate enrollrn t in
selected doctorate-granting institutions by field, 4,

1973 _ ,TT 5-32

Additions to the Supply of Scientisrs and EnLineeri

, Percentdistribution of-the fields of college major
- chosen by National Merit Scholars, 1966-76

. Distill:intim of oCcupational preferences of colkge,
freshmen, 1965-1976

C_ lunges in enrollme* of junior-year undergraduate
students by field of major, 1973-1974 AT 5-22

Bachelor's and firit-professional awarded by
field, 1960-75 AT 5-23

:Enrollment for advanced degrees field, 1900-75 , AT 5-24
Maker's degrees awarded by Eseld, 1960-75

- AT 5=26

4

AT 5-21

..---
Doctoral degrees awarded by field, 1965-76 ..i

Average annual inflow of foreign sclentists anclftineers, _ --

.7:. TT 5-411966-75 .1 r.
t-

'PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.,

i General Attitudes -

.
I .t -a-. %,

4 °. Reactions to science and technology 7:i 6-1
_ Prestige of occupations TT 6-2, 6-3-

- Confidence in people who run institutions TT 6-4, 6-5
-

Attitudes About Results of Science and Technology

Changes ih the quality of life TT 6.6, 6-744
Benefits from science and technology 444 "n. 6-9, 6-101 6-12N
Harmful efs of science and technology., TT 6-11,6113
Science and technology in relation to social .

, . -TT 6-14, 6-15
.

Attitudes Toward Capabilities of Science and Technology

Effectivecess of science and technology in the ,
solution of social-problems -..

Preferences Regarding Science and Technology

-- Preferred areas for public support of sdence-and I
technology Tr 6-15

problems on which taxes should$e spent , TT 6-19
Public controls over science and technology 1 TT 6-20, 6-21

IT 6-16, 6-17

I

-

*U5CCIIIIMFYISCISSOFFICrilf7r 0-2,419.116


